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ABSTRAff 
PRDJECTION OF PRODICT SUPPLY AND FACIOR DEI 
UNDER STRUCTURAL CHANGE FOR KOREAN AGRICULTURE: 
A SYES T1 SIMULAIION APPROACH 
By 
Jeung Han Lee 
The primary purpose of this study has been to build a model of 
part of Korea's agricultural production system to be used as a com­
ponent of the MSU/KASS model. Since the acreage response component 
has already been built, we have concentrated on modeling yield 
responses and factor demand of various crops in different regions. 
The basic emphasis of this study is on the yield effect of structural 
changes growing out of public policies, programs and projects designed 
to influence technology, institutions and people. It is recognized in 
this study that the major sources of productivity growth and development 
are structural changes. 
One important byproduct of this study has been to show empirically 
how different discipliary theories and techniques can be combined to 
model a complex system more precisely and accurately. 
Useful neoclassical economics (modified or unmodified), develop­
ment and growth theories are incorporated in this model, along with 
concepts, theories and descriptive information from other disciplines. 
'Ite systems simulation approach has proven a useful technique in, 
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integrating these diverse inputs into a yield determination component 
that can be incorporated into the larger KASS model for use in solving 
praccical problems in the complex multidisciplinary system, which is 
Korean agriculture. 
Economic development in agriculture is a complex process. An
 
equally complex set of policy instruments is required to affect
 
transformation of traditional agriculture. Thus, 
 the model dealing
 
with this complex system must be complex enough to measure important
 
possible repercussions of complex policies, 
 programs and projects. We 
have tried to meet conprehensiveness, consistency and balance, clarity, 
workability criterion in a sector model for planning purposes. 
We specified a Cobb-Douglas type production function for every 
crop in each region under consideration with two basic kinds of vari­
ables: conventional inputs and structural change variables. The latter 
shift the yield function as well as the factor demand function. There 
,-are three different structural change variables. The first involves 
biological technology and human change (biological research and exten­
sion of its results). The second involves land and water development. 
And the third is the variable exclusively related to perennial crop 
production such as tree crop age cohort and residual effect of the. 
conventional irputs vsed in the past. The first two structural change 
variables are generated mainly by the public sector. The rate of 
land improvement has been nrdeled by a high-order differential equation 
as a function of public investment, among others. The same is true for 
biological research and dissemination of its results. We have also 
recognized the existence of indigenous innovation amog the leading
 
farmers and by the agribusiness sector.
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In order to estimate input usage for conventional production 
factors under the assumption of optimizing behavior, we have derived a 
factor demand function from the production function. In doing this, 
we have used several behavioral constraints. First, we have imposed a 
capital budget constraint modeled as a stepped supply function for 
credit. Sec3nd, various elasticities of factor demand have been 
adjusted, based on the direction, duration and magnitude of prices of 
both products and factors. The model allows adjustment to take place 
as a result of regional specialization, long-term profitability and for 
other reasons. 
Once the relevant marginal rate of return to capital, as deter­
mined by the supply and demand relationship, was known, it was a 
mn chanical process to project input usage and hence output. This 
permitted us to use accountirg equations to compute the relevant 
aggregate variables. 
After testing the model, through a series of sensitivity analyses, 
to deternev'wether it worked properly, we specified several poicy 
experiments with variables. Then we made ccmputer runs for each level 
for each policy variable and several different combinations of policy 
variable levels. 
First of all, we identified quantitatively the sources of pro­
ductivity growth for each crop in each region in more detail and pre­
cision than any study has thus far achieved. 
The major conclusions drawn from the policy experiment computer 
run can be sunnarized as follows: First, important coiplenentary 
relationship exist among the so-called conventional inputs, between these 
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inputs and structural change variables, and between technological 
change and variables governing farmer incentives. The major determin­
ants of conventional input usage, especially fertilizer, seen to 
be: (1) varietal change and (2) land and water development. Second,' 
it appears that biological technology is a critical and leading deter­
minant of yield growth. The second iqportant structural change variable 
in productivity growth was found to be irrigation. Another important 
structural change variable defined in this model was found to be age
 
composition change for tree crops.
 
Several values are important in the development of Korean
 
agriculture. The simulated results of this study cannot be fully 
evaluated in term of these performance variables unless the model 
presented in this study is linked with other coponents of the KASS 
mdel. For this reason, we have tried to evaluate alternative policies 
mainly in terms of food self-sufficiency and, in doing so, have assmed 
that the producer prices, areas allocated to each crop and consuption 
needs projected by the initial version of the KASS model correctly 
represent the future. Recognizing that biological technology involving 
varietal change is a crucial factor determining yield increases, we 
made several alternative assumptions about possible biological research 
accomplishments on the part of the Korean agriculture in order to 
project the simulated consequences of these alternatives. 
In connection with this policy experiment, we have concluded 
that Korea is, at best, able to achieve her food self-sufficiency 
development goal in late 1970s. In the case of the worst biological 
research assumption, Korea was not able to attain this goal even by 1990. 
Jeur)g LnU Lee 
The degree of food self-sufficiency depends substantially on the 
commitment of resource to improve biological technology. 
All sets of conclusions reached here should be interpreted with 
reservations. This is so partially because various levels of inter­
actions with other sectors or subsectors of Korean economy are not 
fully taken into consideration, partially because the model presented 
in this study needs sone further refinents, and partially because 
the mdel's data base is rather weak. Needless to sai,, projections 
based on the model components developed herein and intended for use in 
evaluating public policies, projects and program will be much inproved 
when this component is linked with the rest: of the KASS model. 
Limitations of the present model and further study needs for 
improving it were presented. Needed additional study has to do with: 
(1) data inprovemnt, (2) refinewymt of some model structures, and 
,(3) linkage with other conponrmts of the KASS model. 
Nevertheless, the version of the model presented here seems to 
represent the real world situation reasonably well; that is, the model 
seens to be capable of projecting yield levels and related conventional 
factor demand and projecting the consequences of various policy alter­
natives in terms of relevant criterion variables. With further refine­
ment the mdel can be useful in evaluating policy alternatives for 
Korean agricultural development. 
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PREFACE 
Basically, this transformation is dependent on investing
in agriculture. Thus it is an investment problem. But 
it is not primarily a problen of capital supply. It is
rather a problem of determining the forms this investment 
must take, forms that will make it profitable to invest 
in agriculture [Schultz (S.2, p. 4)]. 
The report presented here is a case study of agricultural develop­
ment planning, based on a comprehensive and consistent agricultural sector 
analysis model for Korea. For the study to be manageable, the focus is
 
primarily on the production side of agricultural development. The mdel
 
presented in 
 this study is a subsector model of the Korean Agricultural 
Sector Simulation Mbdel constructed and being improved jointly by a 
Michigan State University agricultural sector simulation team and 
National Agricultural Economics Research Institute, Ministry of Agriculture 
and Fisheries, Republic of Korea. 
The initial version of the Korean Agricultural Sector Study (KASS) 
model is reported by Rossmiller, et al. [R.7] in 1972. Since then, there 
have been several ongoing studies to refine the KASS mdel. This study 
is one of those attempts. Since the author is oriented toward produc­
tion economics, the attempt is to improve the production component of 
the KASS model. 
The first refinement attempt for the production side was to 
build in a linear programing component for the KASS sinmulation model. 
The purpose was to guide resource allocation among various economic 
activities within and among regions, as will be reviewed in the 
1 
2 
discussion of the KASS model and its linear programing model 
ccxponent In Chapter II. 
The KASS team concurrently conducted a study on investment 
priorities in the Korean agricultural sector, as reported in Ferris, 
et al. (F.5, 1972]. Public investments are made to induce chmnges in 
technology, institution or human nature. Such changes alter the pro­
duction possibility frontier, consumption patterns, producer incentives 
or a ccbination of these. In a plared or directed economy where the 
public sector plays an important role, public investment is vitally 
inportant in generating changes in technology, institution and human 
nature. For this reason, a consistent, couprehensive sector model 
must link production, mrket, consumption or other ccromnents of a 
sector model to the public sector. 
Public investment cannot be determined without knowing the 
behavior of the private sectors. Likewise, the behavior of private 
sectors cannot be explained or analyzed without knowledge of the 
public investment pattern. 
This study first models two distinct conuxnents: one for the 
public investment subsector and the other for the farm micro production 
subsector. The former subsector nodel is intended to explain how tech­
nological, institutional and human changes are generated by means of 
public investments. The latter subsector models the farm production 
systen, including factor demand and product supply, and is based on 
various concepts from neoclassical economic theories. 
By linking two subsector models, it is possible to explain how 
the farmer's decisions and hence production and supply response are 
3
 
affected by public decisions on agricultural policies, programs and 
projects. However, linking the public investment sector, in addition 
to the other public decision, with the farm micro production subcom­
_ponent alone provides the public decision-maker with only a limited 
amount of information as a basis for the public policy evaluation. In 
addition,the farm micro production subcomponent must be linked to the 
rest of KASS simulation model, to fully evaluate various types and 
levels of public policies. 
It is possible and even advantageous to decompose a large system 
so that each subcomponent or a group of subcomponents can be modeled 
and tested separately. 
The first phase of the present study is restricted to modeling 
the two subcomponents mentioned above. After modeling these t.o sub­
ccxponents, a test is made to see whether the model presented in this 
study works properly. This is done by makdng a number of projections 
of the farm micro production variables for various alternative courses 
of action public decision-makers can take. 
There are a number of variables whose time paths wuld be inter­
esting to the public resource adninistrator or the researcher. The 
main variables this study will generate time paths for are: (1) demand 
for several classes of farm inputs per unit of land, including labor 
by seasons, for various crops under consideration, (2) variable pro­
duction costs for each crop, (3) production level of each crop per 
unit of land (yield), (4) various classes of inproved land, and (5) 
various sources of what is often called the total factor productivity 
change. 
4 
The first four categories of the model outputs will become direct 
inputs to the linear programming component of the KASS farm resource 
allocation model, as either input coefficients, components of objective 
function coefficients, or capabilities of the resource constraints. In 
a sense, the present model is designed to make almost all important 
components of the linear programming ccmponent endogenously determined 
in response to public policies, programs and projects. 
The analytical framw'ork used to describe the system, the public 
investment and farm micro production subsectors is the so-called systems 
simulation approach. There are a number of reasons for choosing this 
particular analytical franework for modeling this system. First of 
all, the lagged adjustment of the economic system to a change has long 
been recognized by researchers. Second, the interaction among various 
system subcomponents has also long been recognized among social 
scientists. It is a well known fact that Adam Smith's notation of an 
"invisible hand" implies this interaction among consumers, distributors 
and producers. Relationships between variables in agriculture and 
between agriculture and the nonagricultural sector, including the public 
sector, are complex and dynamic, however. Third,this complex and 
dynamic system may not be successfully modeled by a linear ecorxmic model. 
Thesis Organization 
After this introduction, it is now appropriate to describe the 
organization of this thesis. It is divided into four paits and one 
appendix. In Part I, we will review some useful economic theories and 
models of econcmic development and growth in agriculture, as well as 
theories and models of agricultural sector analysis and planning. Second, 
5
 
after introducing the global model of the KASS, we will examine the 
need to refine it and its farm resource allocation subcomponent model, 
which is a linear programming model. On the basis of this examination, 
we will propose a new component to supplement the c isting system model 
of the KASS.
 
In Part II, we present the mathematical structure of the new 
axiponent composed of the public investment and farm micro production 
subsectors. Each subsector is discussed in two chapters. The former 
subsector model deals with land and water development and research and 
extension separately, both having public investment as a unique input. 
The farm micro production subsector models factor demand and product 
supply structures. Both receive outcomes of the public investment sub­
sector, as well as exogeneously determined policy instrumental variables 
such as prices, credit, etc., as inputs. The outcome of factor deanrd, 
of course, becomes an input to the product supply. 
In Part III, we present the result of the analysis of the mxl 
presented here. Based on the model presented in Part II, policy experi­
ments are undertaken after verifying the model. The main purpose of 
this experiment is to provide public decision-makers with information 
us ful in formulating political decisions. 
In Part IV, policy implication aind conclUsions reached as a result 
of policy experiments for the sector model discussed.are We also will 
briefly consider further study needs for the current model to be used 
for actual planning purposes. 
Appendix A contains a conputer program of the model, written in 
FORTRAN language. All initial conditions and parameters used for the 
6 
initial run are included, in addition to all other subroutines needed 
to support the main subroutines. 
PART I 
BAaMULD AND PURPOSE OF, 'fIE'STDY 
Q{APnR I 
TDEORIES IN AGRICULTURAL SECIOR ANALYSIS AND PLANNING 
Introduction 
Chapters in this part more or less introduce the chapters ana 
follow. Any kind of economic sector model must be based on some use­
ful theories of economic development and growth. Underlying or back­
ground econcmic theories for the present sector model are reviewed 
in Chapter I. Unfortunately, there is no single set of theories or 
nthodologies that can be borrowed directly for modeling system under 
conside-,ation. Thus, what is needed is to creatively synthesize some­
what eclectically theories from various disciplines: neoclassical or 
modified neoclassical economics, systenm science, econometrics, 
agronomy, and so forth. 
As mentioned in the preface, modeling the system to be described 
in this study will refine the structure of the existing global system 
of the KASS model. To provide a background of the present study, it 
is necessary to introduce the structure of the KASS model. In other 
words, while we review the initial version of the KASS model, we 
examine how the KASS model needs to be refined or mdified to be more 
comprehensive and consistent as a sector model. However, the present 
effort to refine the KASS model is restricted to the production side. 
In Chapter II, we will first review the overall structure of the KASS 
model and then its linear programming farm resource allocation component. 
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Having learned the necessary or useful theories or methodologies 
from various disciplines concerning a sector analysis, and the structure 
of the existing KASS model to be refined, we are ready to propose a 
modified version of the KASS model. In Chapter III, we will discuss 
the purposes and objectives of this study, along with its sc-pe. 
The purpose of this chapter is to briefly review some of the 
formal economic growr-h models and theories of economic development in 
agriculture and some of the formal models of agricultural sector analysis 
and planning. Since the emergence of economics, the economist has been 
concerned with economic growth and development. Instead of trying to 
review all relevant models or theories, we confine ourself to reviewing 
those modern models and theories that provide some background to our 
study. 
Aggregate Production Function Studies 
It seems that the Harrod-Domar nr el is a logical starting point 
for the modern growth theory,' which, is essentially a sort of long-run 
equilibrium theory. However, this model seems to ovarsimplify the 
analysis of the economic growth process. A crucial assumption made in 
this model is that capital and labor are conined in fixed proportions. 
This implies that these factors of production cannot be substituted. 
In other words, the elasticity of substitution between them is assumed 
to be zero, which is unrealisti c. Thus, according to this model, the 
maximum growth rate is restricted to a minimum of the rates of labor
 
'For a comprehensive survey of =dern formal gwth theories, 
see Hahn and Matthews [H.1]. 
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force growth and capital accunilation, and steady-state growth requires 
these two rates to be equal to each other, which is called the warranted 
rate of growth. 
The oversimplification of this model has induced what is called 
the neoclassical growth theory, or the aggregate production function 
approach to growth. Solow [S. 10] criticizes the Harrod-Domar model: 
"A 'crucial' assumption is one on which the conclusions do depend sensi­
tively, and it is important that crucial assumptions be reasonably 
realistic." Then he [S.11] presents an alternative growth model, which 
has simulated a variety of studies on technological change. The type 
of production function studied is essentially the Cobb-Douglas type, 
assuming constant returns to scale, with two inputs, labor and capital. 
One of the critical assumptions he -makes is that, after defining tech­
nical change as a short-hand expression for any kind of shift in the 
production function, the time-varying intercept of the function permits 
measurenent of this technical change. 
Let us denote the output level by Q, capital input by K, labor 
input by L and the intercept by A. The corresponding Cobb-Douglas 
function is: 
Q(t) = A(t)kB(t)Li-B(t) 
where 8 is production elasticity of capital. By differentiating the 
above equation totally with respect to time and dividing by Q(t), we 
have: 
(t t+;K 0+ L() 
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where dots indicate time derivatives. He makes another assumption in 
his study: factors are paid their marginal value product. As this 
implies that the production elasticity of a factor is equal to its factot 
share, it assumes the systen is in competitive equilibrium. When the 
model is applied to historical time series data, all variables except 
A(t)/A(t) are known. Thus, this unknown term can be computed. This is 
the essence of his initial study on technical change [19571. The term 
A(t'/A(t) once again represents a degree of technical change and is 
called total factor productivity change. In this particular example,
 
technical 
change is computed as a residual. However, it is possible
 
to estimate it directly, if 
 desired by fitting the following function, 
for exemple: 
L8Q = A K eYt 
when y measures one type of technical change.
 
Is this type of growth model appropriate for making a policy 
recommendation? This fo-imtion of economic growth model has been 
criticized as a formal growth model on two grounds. Nevertheless, it
 
iiculdbe recognized that Solow's pioneer work 
on this subject has laid 
a foundation for subsequent research on economic growth. The first and 
most serious criticism of this model has been the assumption on dis­
embodied technological change. The second is aon property of the 
Cobb-Douglas production function itself, a unitary elasticity of 
substitution between factors.
 
The assumption on treatment 
of disembodied technological change 
is attacked by many scholars (Schultz [S.21, Griliches [G.12], Nelson 
[N.4], Denison [D.8], etc.). That is, technical change in Solow's 
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initial pioneer work is treated as an unexplained residual. Schultz 
calls it a measure of our igiorance. Griliches attacks it by pointing 
out that one of the objectives of growth theory should be to reduce 
the unexplained residual. Denison claims that one purpose of studying 
the aggregate production function is to provide a menu of choices avail­
able to increase the growth rate. After this type of criticism, the 
ro-called eabodied technical change type of aggregate production 
function study has been increasing. 
Solow (S.12] in a later article assumes technical change embodied 
only in the capital stock. Denison [D.8] separates out the contribu­
tions of a large number of variables, where labor input is adjusted 
for ruality. Advances in knowledge and economies of scale are used 
tc explain an increase in output per unit of input. Griliches [G.12] 
disaggregates capital inputs in more detail to derve an aggregate 
production function for U.S. agriculture. One variable used to explain 
customarily unexplained residual is education. Hayar-i and Ruttan [H.9, 
p. 105-106] adopt essentially the same type of approach to estimate 
aggregate production functions on intercountry data. 
What would be the Igplication of all these results for policy 
prescription, especially for the LDCs? Of course, education or advances 
in knowledge will surely have an impact on the long-run growth of any 
country. The policy-maker in most LDCs is more interested in short-rim 
problems for one reason or another--to get rid of the poverty at hand, 
to survive politically, and so on. 
Are these variables only policy variables for economic growth in 
agriculture or another sector of an economy in the long-run as well as 
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the short-run? Yamado's [Y. 1] model is somewhat suitable for policy 
prescription in the sense that he includes so-called conventional as 
well as nonconventional inputs, which are separated out more or less 
in detail, although disaggregation is not very satisfactory. 
Any sort of the aggregate production function previously studied 
may be criticized on at least three grounds a guide of policy direc­as 

tion, although they have been an excellent academic exercise. 
 They 
provide limited amounts of information, from which specific policies, 
programs and projects toward econcmic development and growth are formru­
lated in the long-run as well as the short-run. The other criticism 
is that little interaction with other sectors of the economy is taken 
into consideration in this approach. 
By what kind of mechanism would the so-called conventional inputs 
be changed over time? An imnrovement in factor supply from the nonfarm 
economy? An increase in the so-called nonconventional input level or 
structural change? How would structural changes take place? What 
would induce or generate them? 
The third possible criticism has to do with the fact that economic 
growth is not synonymous with economic development. The terms "growth" 
and "development" cannot be used interchangeably. Economic growth may 
be defined as a continued increase in per capita income or production. 
Ecomiic development is, however, more than that. An ecorm growcan 
without development. Accordiig to Seers [S.5]: 
'The questions to ask about a country's development are 
there ore: What has been happening to pcverty? Whathas been happening to unemployment? What has been hap­pening to inequality? If all three of these have 
declined from high levels, then beyond doubt this has 
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'been a period of development for the country concerned. 
-If one or two of these central problems have been grow­
ing worse, especially if all three have, it would be 
strange to call the result "development,' even if per capita income doubled ... .A 'plan' which conveys no 
targets for reducing poverty, uneuployment and inequal­
ity can hardly be considered a development plan." 
Dorner [D.10] views development process as follows: 
"People are beginning to realize that development is 
nore than capital, investment, and markets. It is a
complicated process of institutional change, redistri­
bution of political power, human development, and con­
certed, deliberate public policy efforts for redistri­
buting the gains and losses inherent in economic growth." 
He questions the appropriateness of present theories in this way: 
"Present theories provide little insight even on U.S.issues: environmental quality, poverty, race relations, 
a more acceptable distribution of econonic and politi­
cal power, congested cities, rural development, automation 
and basic changes in the structure of resource ownership.
Present theories do not seem to encomass these issues" 
Further, he questions: 
.are the value questions of public policy subject
only to political compromise or the dictates of dogma
coercion and personal tastes?" 
Seers, in connection with this question, writes: 
"fhe starting point is that we cannot avoid what the 
positivists often disparagingly refer to as 'value judgment.I 'Development' is inevitably treated as a
normative concept, as almost a synonym for improveme
To pretend otherwise is just to hid one's value 
judgments." 
In fact, development planning cannot be free from value judgment or 
normative information. Rossmiller, et al. [R. 7 , p. 47] feel that, 
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although these values "nynot be explicitly stated, a review of policies, 
programs and projects established, and interactions with policy-makers 
can lead to identification of normative knowledge or value constella­
tions considered important in the planning process. They insist that 
"Government achieves values through policies designated to achieve 
specific goals while hopefully minimizing the adverse effects of 
attaining those goals."
 
Micro Econmic M dels of Development 
Now let us review some micro economic models dealing with tech­
nological, institutional and human changes toward econcimic development 
and growth. There are a number of these theories and models. 
Often-cited examples are Schultz [S.2], the "high-payoff input 
model" named by Hayami and Ruttan [H.9, p. 39], and their own "induced 
,devlopint model." The key element of both models is supply conditions 
of a new, improved, nonconventional but profitable production factor, 
material or immaterial. A significant difference between these two 
models seems to have to do with how a new and imprved factor is supplied. 
Hayami and Ruttan [H.9, p. 42-43] insist that Schultz's model is 
ncmPlete: 
"The high-payoff input models, as developed by Schultz in 
Trartsformia Traditional Agriculture, remain incomplete 
as a theory of agricultural development, however. Typically,
education and research are public goods, not traded through
the market place. The mechanism by which resources are 
allocated among education, research, and other alternative 
public and private sector economic activities is not 
fully incorporated into the Schultz model. The modeldoes treat investment in research as the source of new 
high-payoff techniques. It does not explain how economic 
conditions induce the development and adoption of an 
efficient set of technologies for a particular society. 
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'br does it atteapt to specify the process by which
 
.actorand product price relationships induce inveitment
 
in research in a particular direction."
 
The essence of the "induced development model" advanced by Hayami and 
Ruttan can be summrized by quoting a few sentences:
 
"Amajor extension of the traditional arguments is that 
we base the innovation inducement mechanism not only on 
the response to changes in the market prices of profit 
maximizing firms but also on the response by reaearch 
scientists and administrators in public institutions 
to resource endomnts and economic change. We hypothe­
size that technical change is guided along an efficient
 
path by price signals in the market, provided that the
 
prices efficiently reflect changes in the demand and 
supply of products and factors and that there exists 
effective interaction among farmers, public research 
institutions, and private agricultural supply firms." [1.9, p. 57]. 
They further hypothesize that "the institutions that govern the use of 
technology or the mode of production can also be induced to change in
 
order to enable both individuals and society to take fuller advantage 
"of new technical opportunities under favorable market conditions." 
[H.9, p. 59-60].
 
Let us evaluate this induced development model. One way to do
 
this is to see what other scholars think about the model. Indeed,
 
there are numerous criticisms of this =odel on several grounds. A
 
representative one is that made by Beckford [B.4]. He points out
 
that 
. the first point for us to note is that, contrary
 
to the title of this paper, Ruttan and Hayami are not 
concerned with agricultural development at all . . .Their 
nodel is, therefore, more appropriately a model of agri­
cultural growth rather than of agricultural development 
the growth of agricultural output and productivity
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'may be a necessary, 2 though certainly not a sufficient,
condition. .. substantial growth of agricultural outputis acconpanied by no change in the material welfare ofthe majority of people involved in the process of thatgrowth. . there is always a strong possibilit- of the
phenomenon of growth without development." 
It seems that Beckford is right in his conclusion. To prove
 
this point, let us remember what happened in Korea 
or Taiwan before
 
World War II since Japanese occupation. Despite a substantial
 
increase in agricultural productivity, thank to an "extensive
 
development assistance" [H.9, p. 52] from Japan innmerable people
 
had to live on wild vegetables and barks. Is that economic develop­
ment? 
 Is that the result of "extensive development assistance" and
 
"effective interaction" between Japanese rulers and Korean 
or Taiwanese 
farmers?
 
A phenomenon of exploitation exist not only between countries, 
but also within a country. There is a substantial amount of litera­
ture that insists Japanese farmers were exploited to serve industrial. 
ization. If so, is that a consequence of an "effective interaction" 
between the rulers and farmers? 
Let us go back to Beckford: 
'The one-to-one association between the society'sfactor endowments and relative factor prices ignores
two fundamental characteristics of underdeveloped
countries. One is the irrked divergences betweenprivate and social costs and benefits . . .and the 
other is duality. . that distorts the relative 
factor prices faced by different producers within the
 
same economy."
 
21n this respect, Beckford seem to hold an extremeposition,
since the growth of agricultural output and productivity is certainly
a necessary condition for development. 
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Other worthwhile comments by Beckford are: 
. . the Ruttan-Hayami model seem to inply that what 
is good for the firm is good for the industry.. 
Given the inelastic demand for farm products, expan­
sion of output for the individual farm-firm produces 
different results from the expansion of output for all 
farm firms." 
He also says: 
"It is totally inpossible to explain institutional 
reform in purely economic terms, as Ruttan-HayamL 
have tried to do." 
There are many comments on the hypothesis of induced inst:Lt-U 
tional change. Wood [W.5], among others, feels that 
". . institutional reform should appropriately be 
viewed as a planned, strategized, and integrated 
part of any significant agricultural development
 
effort among the UDCs,
 
and adds that, 
.. institutions which are the creation of man for 
the purpose of accomplishing given objectives, can­
not now--if they ever were--be treated as a 'response.' 
The institution or organization is the tool of society 
to achieve soe felt need, be it religious, defense, 
or for economic betterment. Institutions are part 
and parcel of the development process--if development
is to take place." 
Indeed, institutional change is a political process, having to do with 
economic considerations ar well as noneconomic ones, such as national 
security, political survival, etc. The latter consideration is perhaps 
prevalent. Thus, most of them are far from purely economic in nature. 
What would the policy implication of the induced development 
hypothesis be? After reemphasizing the role of econoni.c forces in 
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the resource allocation decisions of both private sector firms and 
public sector institutions, Hayami and Rattan conclude that, 
"In most developing economies the market systems are 
relatively underdeveloped. A major challenge facing 
these countries in their planning is the development
of well-articulated market systems, capable of accurately 
reflecting the effects of change in supply, demand and 
production relationships. An important element in the 
development of a more efficient market system is the 
removal of the rigidities aad distortions resulting 
from government policy itself. . *" [H.9, p. 306]. 
Let us go back to discussion of theories of actions attainable
 
under the existing system. Schultz's high-payoff input model, as its 
name implies, is primarily concerned with improving supply conditions 
of the new improved profitable production factors. Heady and Tweeten 
[H. 19, p. 2] visualized even earlier that 'Vwile the problems of agri­
culture are directly those of conmodity supply and price, basically 
'they are problems of resource demand and supply." 
Thus, the input market as related to agriculture is espew3... 
inportant.
 
'"conomic growth from the agricultural sector of a 
poor country depends predominantly upon the availability
and price of modern (nontraditional) agriculture 
factors. The supplier of these factors in a very real 
sense hold the key to such growth" [Schultz (S.2, p. 145)]. 
Agricultural development can be characterized as the process of 
substitution of farm-produced or traditional production factors by 
off-farm-produced factors. Thus, major policies for transforming 
traditional agriculture to economic developmint and agricultural 
growth may be summarized as policies, programs or projects showing 
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how these mdern, new, improved or nontraditional inputs can be supplied 
cheaply. These involve sufficient producer incentive with due account 
of uncertainty or risk. These mdern inputs are often classified in 
connection with their supply conditioas. Hayami and Ruttan [H.9, p. 40] 
iplicitly categorize Schultz's high-payoff input into (1)varietal or 
other biological inputs, (2)technical inputs supplied by the industrial 
sector, and (3)farmers' hunan factor. 
Mellor [M. 11] classifies the modern inputs under the heading of 
the scarce resotx.ce as follows: (1)institutions to provide incentives, 
(2)research to develop inproved production possibilities, (3)produc­
tion facilities for physical inputs of new and improved forms, (4)
 
institutions to service agricultural production, and (5)education to
 
help farmers make choices.
 
However, as Hayami and Ruttan point out, the high-payoff input
 
model advanced by Schultz and others does not explicitly explain how
 
these new factors are supplied. Nevertheless, this high-payoff input
 
model can be more generalized in the sense that the modern inxuts can
 
be either induced or ,;enerated to be supplied purposively. The public
 
sector can invest for the private sector, which supplies the farm
 
sector with the modern inputs for example. This likely leads to factor
 
price distortion or rigidities of resource mbility. Therefore, this
 
tends to involve a malallocation of the nation's resources in the
 
short rmn. This policy isnot necessarily bad, however, if it is
 
better for the total system of the ecoromy in terms of developmental
 
goals or values.
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Development Strategies 
Net, we should ask what strategies should be used to modernize 
traditional agriculture. In connection with this issue, a bottleneck 
or ad hoc project-by-project approach and an integrated approach can
 
be distinguished. Many development theorists seem to agree that a
 
complementary relationship exists between modern 
 inputs and incentives, 
with due reservation for uncertainty and risk. In addition, the former 
approach is criticized because it tends to rely exclusively on internal 
return rates as decision criteria rather than including a broader range 
of objectives, such as enployment, income distribution, etc. [Manetsch, 
et al. (M.4), Eicher, et al. (E.2) and many others]. 
Adams and Coward [A.4] put the basic philosophy of the integrated 
approach this way: 
"Small farmers face a very complex set of problems
which must be treated simultaneously by an almost 
equally coplex set of policy instrunments." 
Mosher [M.23, M.24, M.25] among others, has been a strong advocate of 
this approach. Mosher [M.25] distinguishes policies, programs ard 
projects directly related to agricultural development from those 
directly related to rural development. His classification of simul­
taneous or integrated activities for overall agricultural development 
includes: (1) Research, (2) producing or inporting faxn inputs, (3) 
rural agri-support activities, (4) production incentives, (5) land 
development, and (b) training agricultural technicians. 
For rural or noagricultural development activities this includes 
a variety of activites, such as community development, home economics, 
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health, schooling, family planning, etc. According to Nbsher, all 
of them (his classification) have two characteristics in common. 
First, each project is limited to a specific land area, at least in
 
the beginning. Second, each project is (or should be) limited to 
lements not already present and reasonably effective inthe project
 
area. Thus, any combination of these activities ispossible, depend­
ing on specific location and objectives.
 
This integrated policy approach isbecoming popular among the 
LDCs. The new village movement inKorea directly reveals this approach. 
Other examples of this approach, often known as a package-of-practices 
strategy, are the Comilla Project inBangladesh (Stevens [S.17], among 
others), the Intensive Agricultural Development District Programs (IADP) 
inIndia (Malone [M.2], amnng others), and the Pueblo Project inMexico 
(Myren [M.29]). 
The agricultural sector isonly one component of the total
 
system of a nation's economy. This implies that agricultural sector
 
interacts with the rest of the economy in term of production and
 
distribution of products and factors. This interaction iswell
 
documented by Johnston and Mellor [J.2, M.11], Nicholls [N.9], among
 
many others. This discussion in turn involves approaches of balanced
 
or unbalanced growth or leading sector analysis in determining invest­
ment priority. Nurkse IN.10, p. 4-51 emphasizes the necessity of
 
balanced growth as a condition for eliminating the 'vicious circle
 
of poverty" in the LDCs. Similarly Rosenstein-Radan [R.6, p. 57-67]
 
backs balanced growth by advancing a "big push" hypothesis.
 
The balanced growth model is attacked, however, by Hirshman 
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[1125, Ch. 3], among others, on the ground that this model ignores a 
lead and lag relationship that induces investment activities inthe 
lag sector by eliminating the bottleneck sector. The classical dual 
sector model advanced by Lewis [L.16] emphasizes the relative inpor­
tance of the.role of industrial development. Contrarily, Ranis and 
Fei's classical dual sector model [R.1] incorporates the role of 
agricultural production growth. 
Lewis and Ranis and Fei's pioneering 
works seem to have paved the way for modern sector analysis. 
Before reviewing sector models in various levels, shouldwe 
diecuss the controversy on balanced or unbalanced growth. According
 
to Nicholls [N.9], 
"The rapidly growing literature on the history, theory,
and policy of economic development has perforce recog­
nized the dominant place of agriculture in the under­
developed countries and has generally concluded that 
economic development requires that vast numbers of 
rural people shift out of agriculture. This literature 
has also usually agreed that substantial industrializa­
tion is necessary If this redundant agricultural popula­
tion is to find more productive nonagricultural employ­
ment, thereby permitting those who remain in agriculture
to reorganize their farm into more efficient, larger­
scale, mechanized operating units." 
Nicholls feels, hawever, that '"within a sufficiently long-run context, 
these conclusions are beyond for virtually any underdeveloped country." 
The problen arises because any econoR has by definition a limited 
amount of resources to be used fbr economic development. In alloca­
tion of investment, therefore, the agricultural sector competes with 
the rest of the economy. 
The agricultural fundamentalist believes that firat the agri­
cultural sector has to be sufficiently developed, whereas the
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industrial fundamentalist believes that first priority should be givei 
to the industrial sector. Balanced growth or unbalanced growth? In
 
unbalanced growth, which sector is to lead and which is to lag?
 
Nicholls seems to have the theoretical solution to this controversy. 
Having agreed that substantial industrialization isnecessary for
 
economic development, he adds that,
 
'%owevex, as guides to the establishment of short-run 
planning goals and priorities- -particularly as between 
agricultural and irdustrial development--they are, in
 
my opinion, often misleading ifnot completely fallacious
 
He continues, 
". instead, I believe that the role of agriculture 
in economic development depends heavily upon the stage 
of economic history in which a particular nation finds 
itself and, especially at the time that economic pro­
gress first becomes a major social aspiration, upon 
the ratio of agricultural land to population."
 
After reviewing the western country's experience in econoa[ic 
development process, he concludes that:
 
". industrial development was heavily financed
 
by the exploitation of agriculture and rural people
 
* . .agriculture could be thus exploited only if it 
first produced a surplus which was there for 
exploitation." 
After attacking India's heavy emphasis on the industrialization effort,
 
Inclding -ts supporters such as Lewis, Higgins, Coale and Hoover, 
etc., he ramrk that the potential of India's agriculture as a source
 
of econamic gr wt is great if modest !nvestments are made, and con­
cludes that, "until u'.,erdeveloped countries succeed inachieving
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pnd sustaining a retri.able food surplus, they have not fulfilled the
 
fundamental precondition fc. economic development."
 
This thesis of agricultural growth as the prerequisite of economic
 
development seems to have increasing popularity. Having emphasized
 
the basic and general industrial sectors during the first and second
 
five-year economic development plans for 1962-1971, Korea shifted its
 
emphasis to developing the agricultural sector more fully in the third
 
five-year economic development plan period, 1972-1976. According to
 
the presidential statEnt on the third five-year economic development
 
plan, "During the plan period, top priority will be given to the
 
agricultural sector so that the fruits of our economic development
 
will be equally distributed among the entire nation..." [Government
 
of the Republic of Korea (G.2)].
 
The Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of the Economic Planning 
Board states in the above source that:
 
"Inaddition, the third five-year economic development

plan targets mphasize the urgent tasks of realizing

self-sufficienicy inmajor food grains, improving the
 
international balance of payments.. 
The consequences of the first and second five-year plans inKorea, 
which focused unduly on industrialization, will not be examined here. 
However, it is pointed out that itseem 
right for the nation's top
 
public decision-makers to be willing to correct the existing unbalance
 
and furthermore, to recognize the necessity for more emphasis on agri­
cultural developm-nt as a precondition of sound and sustained overall
 
economic development of the nation.
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Sector Analysis Models 
Let us go back to models of sector analysis. The primary pur­
pose of a sector analysis is to describe how a system works. A system 
can be conceptualized as composed of major industries such as agricul­
ture, industry, etc.,. or as ccmored of major components within an 
industry, in terms of their functions or locations. In general, a 
system can be defined as consisting "of a group of objects that can 
interact with one another and at.e aspaibled in a manner intended to 
achieve a desired objective." 'Cooper and McGillan (C.8) p. 2]. 
The key words are "objects" or "components" and "interaction." 
In principle, a national economy can be treated as a system and 
modeled comprehensively and consistently in detail, including all 
major sectors and their subsystems. Since there would probably be 
no general analytical solution to this complicated system, the system 
can be simulated to examine what would happen to the nation's economy 
in term of development goals such as growth rate, employment, income 
distributions, etc., based on alternative public policies or other 
exogaous variables. And then, the specific public policies, programs 
or projects that are right can also be derived. 
However, the sector models customarily advanced are simplified 
two-sector models or their extension. It is well known that Lewis' 
model [L. 16] is an initiation of a dualistic economic development, 
very similar to a model advanced by Nrkse [N. 10], where capital form­
lation takes place with disguised unemployment in agriculture through 
public work. Ranis and Fei [R.1] advance another dual-sector model, 
which extends Lewis' model to incorporate analysis of the role of 
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agricultural sector. These models seem to suffer from the assumption 
that continued over supply of labor or disguised unemployment in agri­
culture implies zero marginal productivity of labor. A neoclassical
 
dual-economy model by Jorgenson 
 [J.221 drops two assumptions made in 
the classical dual-sector model; that is, the assumptions of (1) zero 
marginal labor productivity and (2) an institutionally determined wage 
rate in agriculture. 
Harris and Todaro [H.4] advance another two-sector model where 
they assume a politically determined minLmnm urban wage at substantially 
higher levels than agricultural earning, which is determined by com­
petitive market forces. This is a direct reversal of the assumptions
 
made in the classical dual-economy models.
 
The explicit variables of all these two-sector models have been
 
employment and migration or transferring labor 
force, and the leading 
sector has been the urban or industrial sector. However, the Mellor 
[M. 141 model seems to treat the agricultural sector as the leading
 
sector and focuses specifically on 
the effect of increased agricultural 
output through technological change on euployment and income. 
To overcome the shortcomings (the limited usefulness of two-sector 
models) and come somewhat closer to reality, many researchers have 
extended the conventional two-sector nodels. Reynolds [R.41 proposes 
a four-sector model in which the traditional sector is divided into 
agricultural and urban trade-service sectors, and the modern sector 
into industrial ane government sectors. Byerlee and Eicher [B.17] 
advance another four-sector model composed of (1) snmall-scale agricul­
ture, (2) small-scale rural nonfarm, (3) small-scale urban, and (4) 
large-scale urban sectors. Again, both models' central concezn is 
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employment, vieing that successful development is best defined in 
employment terms rather than in term of output alone. 
Oshima [0.4] states that, 
"It is not difficult to frame job creation projects
which will increase employment substantially, but to 
do so without reducing existing growth rates of na­
tional product is not easy, but even more difficult 
is the task of formulating employment policies which 
would increase existing growth rates." 
He adds that, 
"For the basic purpose of the economy is to create income 
not jobs. (The 'best of all worlds' is one in which 
all the income is produced with no employment, and the
'worst of all worlds' is one in which no income is 
produced under conditions of full employment." It is, 
therefore, necessary to study employment in relation 
to income. . " 
It seem that the problem has been that the correlation between 
income and employment growth rates has been less than one, which 
inplies that, despite substantial industrialization in many countries, 
the labor force has not been absorbed as much as expected or desired. 
Another aspect of this problem is the fact that the fruit of economic 
growth in many developing countries has not been shared with the mass 
of people. A skewed income distribution is often supposed to be 
necessary for economic growth, based on an assumption that the higb r­
income class has a higher marginal propensity to save; thus, a trade­
off relationship is conserved to exist between incou and enployment 
or income distribution. 
Viewing that capital-intensive industrialization need not cause 
unemployment under certain conditions, which increase the employment 
multiplier, Oshima [0.5] concludes that these conditions would be 
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hard to establish in Asia, and therefore a balanced development of the 
capital-intensive and labor-intensive sectors is necessary. His model 
consists of three sectors: nonagricultural capital-intensive and 
labor-intensive sectoro and a labor-intensive agricultural sector. 
Oshima's trisector framework is intended to resolve difficulties 
involved in the trade-off relationship. That is, by developing labor­
intensive sectors, inccme and employment are generated by the inter­
action of these sectors with the capital-intensive sector in terms of 
effective product dmnd. 
Sector Planning Mndels 
What we have reviewed thus far are theoretical models from 
which some basic broad quantitative policy direction can be drawn. 
Wile a sector analysis is intended to explain how a system works, 
its ultimate purpose is to help the public decision-maker in formnla­
ting econriic development planning through policy analysis of sector 
models. It seem that in the developing countries, demand for quan-, 
titative analysis and policy reccemendations is increasing rather 
rapidly. The economic development process involves a complex set 
of problems: the development goal would be usually more than one, 
the alternative way to achieve these development goals would also 
be more than one set, the scarce resource or limiting factor would be 
more than one, various components are interacting with each other 
with a lead-and-lag relationship, and the resources to be used must 
be consistent with what is available as well as with intermediate 
needs. The qualitative theoretical model can hardly handle this 
complex set of problems and subproblems. 
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According to Vernon [V. 2], 
"It is only a decade or so since economists have learned 
..
how to set up and manipulate ccmprehensive models of a 
national econoay. And it is only a decade or so since 
the less-de-eloped econonies have begun to turn to 
national planning as a means of helping them to achieve 
their economic aims. The two activities have now flowed 
together, intermingled, to a degree which sometimes 
makes then appear indistinguishable to layman. Yet they 
are learly separable concepts." 
Nevertheless, he adds, 
"According to the emerging norms, no cmntry can be 
said to engage in national planning unless it has a,
well-articulated plan whose contents satisfy certain 
mininm criteria." 
He continues, 
"It (plan) must satisfy at least two requirements: 
comprehensiveness and consistency." 
By "comprehensiveness," he means that it (plan) explicitly states a 
set of output and income targets, and it must trace out, in quanti­
tative terms, the path between these targets and the necessary inputs. 
For consistency, he illustrates the concept instead of defining it, 
by a consistency test between the composition of goods produced and 
demanded, between the saving implied and investment required, etc, 
He adds his third criteria--optimality--this way: 
,'In the past few years another major conceptual advance 
appears to have been shaping, soon perhaps to become 
still another prerequisite for an adequate plan.
According to the new concept, a national plan must not 
merely be demonstrably comprehensive and consistent in 
all its parts; it must also make the best possible use 
of a country's scarcest resources, whatever they may
be. Accordingly, the acceptable plan may be tested in 
the future not only by the standards of comprehensive­
ness and consistency but also by that of optimality." 
His definition of comprehensiveness appears unsatisfactory to 
this author, however. Hi3 definition seem to imply the other type 
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of consistency between the end and means, and because, by definition, 
any plan, whether or not it is comprehensive, involves a statement on 
the end and means. Otherwise, it is not a plan at all. Instead, this 
author would like to suggest the other definition of the term. That 
is, a plan can be said to be comprehensive if it counts all possible
 
important interactions among various components of the system under
 
consideration. lhrefore, it can be said for a plan to be comprehen­
sive, the model from which the plan has been formulated mist integrate 
all major interacting components and their subcompnents of the system.
 
Thorbecke [T.2] put it this way: 
'The purpose of a sector model should be to capture the 
most important structural and behavioral relationships 
within agriculture and between agriculture and the rest 
of the economy, on the one hand, and to be potentially
useful to the policynaker as a planning tool to help 
select and formulate a sector program, on the other hand."
 
Why plan after all? According to Griffin and Enos (G.4, p. 2 lj 
.the case fcr planning rests on the inability of 
the price mechanism to ensure growth, efficiency and 
equality. The more difficult the problem confronting 
development, the less adequate will be a policy of 
nonintervention, and the greater will be the need for 
planning." 
In a footnote, they say, 
"Some authors believe they have found a correlation
 
between planning and slow growth and have attributed
 
the latter to the former. This, of course, isnon­
sense. Planning is not a cause of slow growth but a
 
response to it."
 
On the other hand, Todaro [T.3, p. 1], views the nature of planning 
ai follows: 
"Ecormic planning may be described as the conscious 
effort of a central organization to influence, direct,
 
and, in some cases, even control changes in the prin­
cipal economic variables of a certain country or
 
region over the course of time in accordance with a
 
predetermined set of objectives."
 
He remarkes on the nature and purpose of planning specific in capitalist 
economies inthis way:
 
"The irstrtroents of policy are active but indirect. 
They are active to the extent that they push the 
economy in a desired direction. They are indirect 
in the sense that they are intended merely to create 
favorable conditions inwhich private decision makers 
will be influenced to behave in a manner conducive to 
the continuous realization of stable economic growth."
 
Griffin and Enos recognize the limitation of a price mecbanism,
 
but imply that there isalways a positive correlation between ecarnxuc 
planning and economic growth, no matter what the plan. Let us see 
what Dandekar [D.2] says about a plan that can contribute or lead to
 
eoonomic development or growth:
 
"Aplan isa plan in the true sense of the term only
 
when it is a proposal for action on the'part of the
 
one who makes it. The reason our plans for agricul­
tural development have not been plans in the true sense
 
isthat they have not been essentially plans for state
 
action. Consequently, many of their targets lack real
 
meaning, validity, and sanction."
 
Mbre specifically, he states:
 
"Inall these cases the officers and extension workers
 
know full well that what they can do in achieving these
 
targets isvery limited, and that the final decisions
 
lie with the farmers. But they receive orders from
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"above in terms of targets, and they must report their 
progress iWterms of these targets. 
After criticising the fact that they are ordering and reporting in terms 
of item over which the parties concerned have no authority or control, 
he suggests that agricultural planning, in the real of the term,sense 

should be confined to those and other areas 
in which the p1nner has
 
clear authority to make dpcisions and initiate action.
 
This much of the discussion has been on the basic philosophy, 
nature and purpose of the sector analysis and model. Let us now look 
at specific kinds of analytical tools or techniques qualified or being 
used in sector analysis. Adelman and Thorbecke [A.3], Chenery [C.3], 
and Heady [H.21] present a variety of national, regional and sectorial 
models built for planning purposes. We will not survey and review all 
such models here. Instead, we present a typology of agricultural sector 
models as planning tools advanced by Thorbecke [T. 2]: 
1. Multilevel planning models 
2. Microeconomic-dynamic models 
3. Simulation-systerm models 
4. General equilibriun-consistency models 
As examples of the multilevel planning model, he cites (oreux 
and Manne's Mexico model [G.3] and Vaurs, Condas and Goreux's Ivory 
Coast model IV.1]. Both are decomposed national models in which the 
agricultural sector is modeled by the linear programming franEwork. 
Many other prograuming models are used for the agricultral sector 
planning, and quadratic, multiperiod and reactive programnming models 
have the potential to be used for the same purpose. 
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The microeconomic-dynamic model is known as recursive linear 
progranmmng developed by Day [D. 3]. Examples include many works by 
Day-Singhl-Mdaha-han. 
The systam simulation model approach for overall agricultural 
sector planning seems to have been a domain of the Michigan State 
University Agricultural Sector Simulation Team [M. 4] and [R. 7]. 
The general equilibrium-consistency model seems to include two 
distinctive models in a sense, according to Thorbecke. One is the 
econometric model in some respects for Guatemala [F.7], and the other 
is an informal approach described by Ojala [0.2]. 
It appears that Thorbecke's typology is unsatisfactory, erron­
eous and even misleading in nmny aspects, including his checklist on 
model classification. First of all, any model he cites except the 
informal approach model can be, in nature, simulated and built in such 
a way that consistency criteria can be met. Second, there is no 
room for the input-output mialysis model to play a role in agricultural 
sector planning. This model may be classified to be included in the 
progranning mdel. However, the basic philosophy of the model is quite 
different from the latter, even though the input-output model can be 
solved by the linear progranming solution algorism. He may insist 
that the general equilibrium-consistency model includes this model, 
but again, the methodology and data requirements are different from 
each other. 
A good example of using the input-output analysis framework for 
the agricultural sector planning is found in USAID's Colombia Agri­
cultural Sector Analysis [D. 1]. The Coloubian agricultural sector 
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model has five conponents: (1) farm, (2) agricultural marketing 
entities, (3) processing industries, (4) inputs industries, and (5) 
service institutions. Each component is again decomposed and analyzed 
in all 245 subsectors. Another example of the input-output analysis 
applied is given by Byerlee and Halter [B.18]. 
Comparisons and contrasts of classes of sector-planning models 
classified by Thorbecke will not be given here, partially because other 
(Q(.4], [N.3] and [A.2]) have already dealt with this subject and par­
tially because we discussed it briefly earlier. Instead, we will add 
some brief camrnts. First, the kind of programming and input-output 
analysis models built thus far for development planning purposes seem 
inadequate in at least one aspect. That is, these models assume a
 
linear production function. In other words, fixed amount of input
a 

is required for producing one unit of output. This input requirement
 
is fixed, no matter haw the decision encironment is or has been changed. 
Is this fixed-input requirement assumption realistic in the process of 
economic development or under the condition of structural change? We 
have already asked the same type of question on the stability of 
parameters of econonetric models. 
We digress slightly to illustrate the problem area. At the 
annual 1974 meeting of AAEA, several papers dealing with the energy 
crisis were submitted, which at least two, Penn, et al. [P.3] and 
Duloy, et al. [D. 111 used linear programming or input-output analysis 
model to study impacts of the energy crisis or fuel scarcity. Several 
measures have been taken to save oil since the onset of the energy 
crisis, such as substitution of other fuels, car pools, speed limits, 
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introduction of more small cars, controlling room temperatures, etc. 
Nevertheless, the models presented above still assume the same tech­
nical coefficients as before the energy crisis. This author's question 
iswhether these technical coefficients would be stable and remain the 
same as before after the crisis, despite the energy-saving measures 
indicated above. The response of one of the authors was "the stabi­
lity isone of the model assumptions ," But that answer avoids the 
question that has to do with the reality of the assumption. One should
 
not become a slave of the assumption of a particular technique, instead
 
of being loyal to the real world as much as possible.
 
According to Falcon [F.1], 
"First, agricultural production is typified by the wide
 
range of input substitutions which are technically

possible--not by fixed coefficients. Secondly, one of
 
the primary objectives of an agricultural development
 
program is to change the input-output coefficients
 
associated with agricultural production; therefore to
 
extrapolate inputs or outputs on the basis of histori­
cally derived average coefficients for agriculture, as
 
has several times been done, is to violate the basic
 
premise of the entire rural-development program."
 
There would be absolutely no question as to the fact that techni­
cal change introduces new factors into production function, which changes
 
the input-oucput coefficients for other factors. Nevertheless, one may
 
try to seek an excuse for maintaining this stability assumption with
 
data problem. The able researcher should be able to do what.. a layman 
cannot, i.e., to build ina structure to get rid of this unrealistic
 
assumption. Crude conponents would be much better than complete
 
cmission or oversimplification of the important aspect of development
 
and growth.I 
1ln a class discussion paper, the author [L.9] has dmonatrated 
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This author Ias more to say about Thorbecke's typology of sector 
models. Let us ask: are those sector planring models mutually exclu­
sive or substitutable? Can models in his classes I, II and IV
 
adequately handle every problem a sector faces? 
 Mxican and Ivory
 
Coast models are decomposed into many sectors and used several 
tech­
niques to model. Mudahar's recursive linear programning model [M.27]
 
has a product price generation component. The Korean Agricultural 
.Sector Simulation model embraces a linear progranming component as
 
well as an input-output model, and is multilevel as well. 
 How do you 
interpret all these facts? 
In sun, what this author is saying is
 
that th s classification has less and less meaning as one tries to
 
construct a sector planning modei 
 to accurately and realistically
 
model the domain of a 
problem since I, II and IV intermingle together.
 
Do not become a slave of a particular technique. 
Instead, be willing 
and able to honestly incorporate any type of technique wherever itis 
appropriate for the purpose of constructing a sector planning model, 
no matter what our disciplinary orientation and prior experiences with 
specialized techniques are. 
Griffin and Enos [G.4, p. 28-29] identify two groups of planaers. 
One group seems theto use sector planning models discussed above. The 
second group, according to them, starts from the assumption that growth­
restraining factors are neither numerous nor equally strong. Accordingly, 
the planner's task is to concentrate maxnun energy on weakening or 
a methodology so that the input-out coefficients can he time varying,dependirg on investment made. 
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Drearang a few critical bottlenecks. Therefore, they are more inter­
ested in isolating, analyzing and solving specific problems. Most 
agircultural economic development theories seam to belong to this 
second group of planners.
 
As Griffin and Enos point out, which of these approaches is
 
mst appropriate to a particular country will depend largely on the
 
circungqtances. According to than, 
the second approach is likely to be more useful 
(a)the more fragmented is the economy, (b)the less 
sophisticated is the industrial sector, (c)the larger 
is the Lhare of foreign trade, (d) the mere in need of 
reform are the major institutions. On the other hand, 
comprehensiveness and consistency in planning will be 
trire inportant in economies in which interindustry 
flows are large, institutions are well adapted to
 
modern needs, and foreign trade is relatively unimpor­
tant, i.e. in economies in which the growth impetus 
originates in the domestic industrial sector." 
However, these two planning approaches are not mutually exclusivE. 
Instead, the bottleneck or limited factor approach seems to provic
 
the sector plannirg approach with good theoretical background and
 
departure of empirical tests.
 
In camiary, we have briefly reviewed quite a diverse body of 
literature concerning econodc growth and development in agriculture, 
whir/ constitutes the background to the present study. In this study,
 
we try to synthesize relevant theories reviewed here to produce a 
ciprr-nent for the Korean agricultural sector analysis nodel for 
development policy analysis. We have not reviewed many other 
relevant theotic.E or empirical studies that this study has adapted, 
such as :-odifiec neoclassical economic theories, application of 
syste science and various techniques. Howver, these theories and 
techniques will be reviewed in subsequent chapters or sections.
 
CHAPTER II 
KAN AGRICULTURAL SECIOR STUDY (KASS) IDDEL 
Since the model presented in this report is being developed as 
a subsector component of the Korean Agricultural Sector Study moxdel, 
it is desirable to first discuss the !IASS model briefly to better 
understand the present effort. The KASS is related to the following 
four national value constellations important in Korean agricultural 
development: 
1. 	 Quantitatively and qualitiatively improved food supply. 
2. 	 Realization of high-quality of life in rural Korea. 
3. 	 Contribution from the agricultural sector to the develop­
ment of Korea. 
4. 	 Administration and political processes affecting Korean 
agi-iculture. 
Based on these value constellations, the KASS team has developed 
the major performance variables of the model for evaluating alternative 
iariculture development strategies as follows: 
1. 	 Gross agric-ltural product 
2. 	 Gross nonagricultural product 
3. 	 Sector growth ratc 
4. 	 Nutritional levels in terms of calories and proteins 
5. 	 Per capita incomes in each sector 
6. 	 Employment levels 
7. 	 Tax revenues 
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8. Trade balances 
9. Others 
The KASS team has made a number of projections for relevant 
variables. As we review individual components of the KASS, we will 
review these proj ectionst. 
What kinds of input or policy variables are conceived as 
important for attaining these development goals? The KASS has 
established major policy variables as follows: 
1. Research and extension 
2. Land and water development 
3. labor substitution (mechanization) 
4. Food price 
5. Import policy 
6. Other infrastructure investment 
7. Family planning program 
By what mchanisms or processes do these policy variables 
Influence the performance variables? These policy variables mast 
have some power to change the resource base and/or influence decisions 
of individual farmers and consumers. That is, these policy variables 
indirectly influence performance variables by altering farmer deci­
sions and the resource base. How does the KASS model link this set 
of variables with farmer decisions? To help understand this linkage 
and interaction amnng various subsectors, the flow chart of the KASS 
model is reproduced in Figure 2.1. 
The KASS team divides the Korean agricultural sector first in 
terms of function and space. The functional subsectoralization of 
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the KASS model is shown in Figure 2.1. The KASS divides the Korean 
agricultural sector into three regions, as shown in Figure 2.2. Region 
1 includes two northwest provinces where single crop paddy is dominant. 
Region 2 includes the four southern provinces where double-cropping is 
dominant, and Region 3 is made up of other agricultural regions where
 
upland cropping is relatively important in production.
 
There are nine functional subsectors in 
 the KASS model, as seen
 
in Figure 2.1. However, three of then 
 (shown with a d-hed outline)
 
were not completed by the time the sector report was 
published [Rossmiller 
et al. (R.7)]. Thus the remaining six components were used to make 
computerized projections for each alternative policy set projection
 
developed by ccnittees for the three informal 
 subsectors. Note that 
all policy variables except family planning programs, dire.tly or 
indirectly conceived to affect the resource base and other farmer
 
decision variables. 
 These policy variables induce technological, 
institutional and hunman change. 
Despite the crucial functional linkage between policy variables 
and technological, institutioral and human changes, the KASS model
 
Links these two 
sets of variables informally. For these informalized 
subsectors, KASS used what Johnson [J.12] calls traditional projection. 
Black and Bonnon [B.8] and many others have used these techniques, 
which are reviewed in a later chapter. 
Let t look more closely at each component. Interested readers 
are urged to refer to the original report. Yield lewls of 19 agri­
cultural ccmwdities or comnodity groups are projected for 1975, 1980 
and 1985 by a comittee for each of three regions and for each of 
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Figure 2.2. Provincial and cropping region boundaries of Korea. 
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three policy alternatives. Behavioral or formal functional relation­
ships with farmer decision variables were considered by the comittee 
on an ad hoc basis. 
The resource allocation conponent deals mainly with land allo­
cation to each of 12 crops or crop groups, taking into consideration 
ne land development and land disappearance due to urbanization. Land 
allocated to each crop or crop group was also projected informally, 
taking price relationships into consideration. 
The agricultural production component first determines the 
physical production level of the agricultural conmodity or commodity 
group by multiplying yield and acreage. There are two dynamic aspects 
in this componcuu. The first is sinmulation of perennial crop pro­
duction (such as tree fruit) by using a subroutine of distributed 
delay (DELIJ), which was developed by Abkin [A. I]. The second is a 
seasonal labor requirment profile so that mechanization level can 
be determined.
 
The crop accounting and farm consumption conponent determines 
gross and net revenue and farm consumption. The difference between 
total production and on-farm consumption and losses at various market 
stages is called marketed surplus. An interesting feature of this 
component is change in on-farm inventories of farm products. Such 
inventory chnges in turn influence market supply over the season 
so seasonal price level can be determined by interaction with urban 
demand. The regional and national accounting component coriputes 
aggregate performance variables such as value added. 
The national input-output couponent, which is represented by 
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a-2 x 2 matrix (one for the farm sector and another for the nonfam 
sector) was not actually incoiporated into the model for the first 
phase of the project. Instead 2rojections of nonfarm gross national 
income and growth rate were made using informal methods. This projec­
tion became an input to the urban demand component along with an urban 
population the size of which was generated from the population and 
migration component. One interesting aspect of the urban demand cam­
ponent was that incom elasticities are time-varying parameters. 
As indicated in Figure 2.1, the price adjustment component was 
not operational by the time the first phase of the project was 
completed. Instead, the price levels of agricultural commodities 
other than major grains such as rice were generated by an iterative 
procedure by accounting supply and demand interaction so that price 
levels would be stabilized at a reasonable level. Note that the 
major grain prices are treated as policy variables. 
The population and ,igration component generates many important 
variables directly related to the farm sector, such as population size 
by rural and urban, by regions, by sex and age, etc. However, this 
coponint is independent from the other components of the model in the 
sense that there is no interaction between them. 
We have briefly reviewed the initial version of the KW model, 
which was incomplete as a sector study model. Yield projection, 
resource allocation, price adjustment, and national input-output model 
cimponents were treated as exogenous; interaction between farm and 
nonfarm sectors and among agricultural regions were not taken, into 
consideration; the model is indadequate or is missing sevoral impor­
tant ccuxnents such as oderm input supply, food processing, and 
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distribution, income distribution, employment, etc., which are extremely 
important in agricultural development processes. 
Fortunately, the KASS is a continuous study. The second phase 
of the KASS project is concentrating on refining the initial version 
and building in additional components so that the model is more real­
istic and capable of plnning objectives more precisely. At the present 
time, there are several ongoing projects dealing with this matter, 
including a linear programming component to deal with farm resource 
allocation, the price adjustment component, the goverrment grain msnage­
ment component to deal in part with stabilization of seasonal price 
fluctuation, the national input-output model component, and refinement 
of the population and migration model component. 
The model presented in this study is also an atteapt at refining 
the initial version of the KASS model, focusing mainly on the functional 
relationship among crop yields, factors used, and publ.c investment. 
The model presented here is primarily designed to supply the farm 
resource allocation caponent, a recursive linear programming model, 
with the necessary parameters over the planning horizon (1971 to 1985). 
Included are yields, factor demand, objective function coefficient 
components other than prices, and land resource constraints. Thus, . 
we will briefly examine the structure of the farm resource allocation 
component for better understanding of this effort. rihe discussion 
is bared on papers by De Haen and Lee [D.7], De Haen [D.6], and Lee [L.10]. 
The overall flw chart of the KASS model after the farm resource 
allocation component model is introduced is shown in Figure 2.3. Let 
us examine the changes. First of all, two ccqxments, the resource 
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allocation and agricultural production components in Figure 2. 1 of 
the initial version of the KASS model, are now merged together as the 
farm resource allocation carponent in Figure 2.3. This new component 
is designed to deal nainly with allocation of farm resources (land, 
labor and others dealing with different agricultural production activi­
ties). At the same time, the mdel deals with the level and type of 
farm mechanization and feed grain imports. A more important aspect 
of the model, which the initial version of the KASS model ignored, is 
an economic adjustment of regional production pattens. 
The basic inputs to the new linear progranming component are 
yields, price levels of products and inputs, and total land and labor 
force available. With these inputs, the main outputs of this component 
can be categorized as follows: 
1. 	 Inputs to the crop accounting and farm consumption 
component: 
a) Areas allocated to each commodity or camdity group
for each region in each year. 
b) Production of each livestock commodity group for each 
region in each year 
c) Total value added 
12. 	 Input to other conponents: 
a) Capital requireme.t for farm mechanization 
b) Feed grain import 
c) Farm input requirement 
d) Others 
3. 	 Inputs to the next iteration of linear p.ogramming model 
itself: 
a) 	 Capital stocks (farm machinery, perennials, large 
animals, etc.) 
b) Shadow prices for some intemediate products 
c) Others 
In summary, the new programming conponent does not have its mn 
partic'lar set of policy variables. Instead, it receives policy vari­
ables or alternative development strategies directly from the existing 
simulation model. The programming model then describes how the farm 
firm 	translates these policy varialbes, which are revealed in a set 
of informal projections mentioned earlier, into forms of agricultural 
production; hence, supply response through resource allocation. 
In formal form, the programming model can be stated as follows: 
2.1 	 max 1(t) - V(t)*X(t)
 
subject to A (t)*X(t) <B(t)
 
and. i(t) > 0
 
Where 	11(t) stands for the value of the objective fu.ction, V(t) for 
a vector of objective function coefficients, X for a vector of acti­
vitieb, At) for q matrix of input-output coefficients, and B(t) for 
a vector of constraint capacities, in time period t. The objective 
function coefficients are conputed basically: 
2.2 	 V(t) - Pj (t)*Y (t) - Pzi(t)*Z (t) 
Where 	P stands for j th output price, PzA for i t h input price, Y 
for j th yield, and Zij for ith input for jth outputs, in time period 
t. As already implied, all elnents in V(t), A(t), and A(t) are 
egenously determined, except some of 9(t) concerning the flexibility 
constraints and some of (t). 
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The kind and type of agricultural production activities are 
essentially the same as those defined in the intial version of the 
KASS model and appearing in the footnote of Figure 2.1, with some 
exceptions: first, after combining other grains with pulses, this 
•caamdity 	 group is divided into suuier and winter grains. The 
second change is to add a new activity of forage production from 
pasture. The third is to divide each crop p).-oduction activity int( 
two different processes--one with traditional production methods, 
and another with a package of modern machine inputs, except for rk. 
and pasture managennt. 
Rice, being the nost impoitant crop in terms of production as 
well as consumption, four processes are defined: (1) traditional 
methods, (2) power tiller, (3) rice transplanter, and (4) power tiller 
and rice transplanter. The grass production from pasture also has 
two processes: (1) with fertilizer and (2) without fertilizer. The 
livestock production activities are the same as those defined in the 
simulation model, except that a new activity of Korean cattle raising 
is introduced. The rest of the activities in the programming model 
are machinery investnmnt, perennial investment, feed import, etc. 
There are a variety of constraints. The constraints directly 
related to the present study are for land and labor. The former is 
divided into three categories: srimer paddy, simmer upland and winter 
land. The latter has two categories: labor that pcaks during June 
and peaking during October. The rest of the constraints are conven­
tional, such as traditional flexibility constraints (Day, Singh, 
Ijdaha, and Ahan [D. 3, D.4, M.27 and A.6]). 
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We have briefly discussed the main features of the farm resource 
allocation component model. The introduction of this component has 
considerably improved the resource allocation mechanism of the KASS 
model Inmany respects. However, the basic criticism of the initial
 
version of the KASS nmxdl is still applicable: its progranming model 
does not contain any economic development and growth theory. In other 
words, the progranming model explains neither how technical, insti­
tutional and hunan changes take place, nor how public investment affects 
crucial farmer decision variables. In fact, Falcon [F.l] makes an 
excellent point, 
"Agricultural production is typified by the wide range 
of input substitutions that are technically possible-­
not fixed coeffieients. . .(and) one of the primary
cbjectives of an agricultural development program is 
to change the input-output coefficient." 
All but a few input coefficients are assumed fixed, and the possibility 
of factor substitution isvery restricted inthe fam resource allocation 
model of KASS.
 
A programming model can be constructed to simulate the impact of 
various levels of public policies, programs and projects on the perfor­
mence of the agricultural sector. A good example is found inthe Mexico 
mdel [G.3]. The programming model has many strengths, such as power 
to handle interdependency of econiamic development (consistency criteria) 
in addition to handling resource allocation, but ithas weAknesses, too. 
The profit maximization assumption isoften criticized 1M.4]. In addi­
tion, especially with multilevel, nultiperiodic or rect-rsive progra-mng, 
cmputer capacity is often restrictive for modeling of a large. system 
with nonlinear relationships.
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in suary, the major questions this study tries to ask are: 
(1) hmY st-actural change would take place, (2) how this structural 
change would affect. the resource base and/or its productivity, and (3) 
how the farmer decision is reinted to this change in resource use, and 
hence, proluct supply. More specifically, we intend to explain pro­
duction response mre sytematically, depending on public policies, 
programs and proj ects. 
CP'ER Ill 
PURPOSES, OBJETIVES AND SCOPE OF THE STUDY 
Purposes of the Study 
Now that the basic aspects of Korean Agricultural Sector Study 
model and its farm resource allocation component have been disuussed, 
the reader is equipped with he muninum knowledge-- for understanding the 
basic purpose of the model presented in this study. 
Ore of the most important purposes of this study is to build in 
a yield projection compon-nt for the iZASS model. A more crucial purpose 
is to generate technological, institutional and hunan changes by means 
of public policies, program and projects, and to link these changes to 
farmer decision variables. The inpact of public investment is not 
directly revealed in the change in yield. Instead, public investment 
induces changes in the number, quality and quantity of inputs, which 
we call here technological, institutional and human changes. Hereafter 
these changes will be called structural change in accordance with Learn 
and Cochrane [L.3]. Changes affect resource uses, as well. 
Our first task is to explain how technological, institutional 
and human changes occur through public investment. Second, we need to 
explain how these changes affect resource use, which is factor demand. 
A change in factor use changes the output level along a given production 
function, whereas the change agency discussed above shifts ang sub­
production functions. As implied above and-discussed in a later chapter, 
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it is theoretically perfectly possible for factor demand and product 
supply (yield) projections under the structural change to be made from 
a linear programming franework by a series of linear approximationm. 
However, the approach is avoided here for reasons to be pointed out 
later. This study develops an alternative approach, the development 
of which is another basic purpose of this study. 
Each researcher in every specialized disciplinary seems to believe 
that his own techniques are dominantly realistic and capable of explain­
ing the real world and criticizes other approaches while tending to hide 
the weakness of his own approach. We should be able to respect the 
strength of other disciplines and techniques while recognizing the 
weakness of our own. In other words, any technique and theory from 
other schools should be used whenever and wherever they are appropriate 
and more realistic. 
The purpose of a sector analysis should not be a simple applica­
tion of a particular disciplinary theory or technique, but to reasonably 
and accurately model a sector's behavior to provide sufficient informa­
tion for planning with respect to the problem of the sector. Thus, an 
important purpose of this study is to illustrate how two or more dif­
ferent disciplinary approaches can be incorporated or merged together 
by feeding in as well as feeding back. 
From the above discussion, it is easy to idimtify the system we 
want to model. The major inputs to the system can be classified as 
follows: 
1. 	 Public investment by central and local government in the 
form of finance or subsidies. 
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2. Price policies for products as well as inputs. 
3. Credit policies with respect to amount and rate of interest. 
The major system outputs under consideration for each region are: 
1. Yield levels by agricultural conmdities under consideration. 
2. Input levels and variable costs by commodities. 
3. Labor demand by commodities and season. 
4. Available land by categories. 
These variables will be fed directly into the farm resource 
allocation component of the KASS nxdel. The development econoist 
might be interested in other outputs too. Off-farm income and employ­
ment generated indirectly or directly by public investment are good 
examples. Seasonal rural employment level can easily be estimated, 
once land allocation is determined by the farm resource allocation 
component model. The same is true for some aspects ok income distribution. 
Another category of variables, which relates output to input 
variables is called state variables. The various types of improved 
land, land that has adopted a new technology, etc., belong to this class 
of variables. The output variables described above are also a type 
of state variable in this particular case. The final outputs of total 
system in the context of the Korean agricultural sector are called 
performance variables as mentioned earlier. The system we want to 
uL@ can be expressed as follows: 
3.1 d = AX(t) + B(t)U(t) 
Where R stands for a vector of state variables, 0 for a vector of 
inputs, and A and B are, respectively, a matrix of parameter set. 
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Now let us be um! specific about the kind of policy inputs, so 
the scope of the study and its objectives can be understood more clearly. 
The public policies, programs and projects under consideration are 
classified as follows: 
1. Public Investment Programs 
a. Biological research 
b. Extension 
c. Tideland development 
e. Upland developmnt 
f. Large-scale paddy irrigation 
g. Small-scale paddy irrigation 
h. Paddy land consolidation 
i. Paddy land drainage 
J. Upland consolidation 
k. Upland irrigation 
2. Public Policies
 
a. Price policies 
i. Prodct price policy 
ii. Input price policy 
b. Credit Programs 
i. Credit available to the farm sector 
ii. Interest rate policy
 
Theze are many other public policies, programs and projects 
that affect agricultural developumt and rural development or welfare. 
Masher [M. 25], among others, advocates the integrated (evelopumet 
strategy. Traniportation, marketing facilities, electrification and 
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other infrastructure wotld be equally important variables that can 
provide producer with incentives. The same thing is true for public 
program for the agribusiness sectors, such as modern input production 
and agricultural processing. The public programs in these sectors are 
not considered in this study, partly to keep the model at a manageable 
size, partly because production functions of these infrastructures are 
not clearly known, and partly because there is a possibility of design­
ing another KASS ccuponent to deal with some of these public program.
 
The agricultural input supply function is still assumed horizontal,
 
but public programs can influence the price level by various measures. 
Let us again suamarize what this study intends to do and its
 
basic idea by a means of flow chart. A modified version of Korean
 
Agricultural Sector Simulation model after the addition of the com­
ponent model presented in this study is shown in Figure 3.1. The 
right side of the figure is exactly the same as that shown in Figure 2.1. 
In this system, there twoare decision boxes represented by a
 
diamond in the figure. One is for allocation of public investment,
 
and the other for public policies such as price subsidies and credit 
programs. As seen in the figure, it is believed that the public invest­
ment induces technological change, referred asto here structural change. 
Note that structural change is not induced by change in the relative 
price, but is generated by the public investment. Also, the public 
investment does not directly affect production level or resource use, 
but affects than indirectly through a change in input quality or 
quantity, material or imterial, or in incentive. Land and water 
development, biological research and innovation diffusion represent 
--
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Figue"3.1f.1 A xUfdifi, version of Korean Agricultural Sector mo~del. 
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the change in przuts in quality or quantity in Figure 3.1. The first 
two components are represented as a functiop of public investment alone,
but innovation diffusion is represented as a function of public
 
investment and outcomes 
 of biological research, a=Ig others. 
Various land categories are direct outcomes of land and water 
development, and can be fed directly into the resource constraint of 
the farm resource allocation component. Hereafter the three subcom­
ponents discussed above will be referred to as the public investment 
sector component. There is another subccmponent, which will be called 
the farm micro production component. This includes the factor dMnInd 
and product supply subcomponents of Figure 3.1. 
Note that public policies can now have a role in agricultural

production--they 
 can directly affect resource use. Thus, product
 
supply can be influenced by public policies that influence 
resource
 
use. Resource use is 
 also influenced by structural changes discussed
 
above. Once 
resource use and structural changes that shift subproduc­
tin function are determined, 
 product supply can be computed as shown
 
in Figure 3.1, 
 since product supply is an exclusive consequence of
 
resource 
use. Both subcomponents of factor demand and product supply
 
in Figure 3.1 supply the farm resource allocation component with
 
InAt-output coefficients, 
 as well as the physical components of the 
Objective function of the farm resource allocation component. 
Scope of the Study 
Thus far, the discussion has indicated what will be done, now 
we will mention what will not be dealt with in this study. 
First of all, no particular mention will be givn to income 
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distribution and other measurennts of economic and rural development 
or quality of rural life. These aspects are ruled out simply to keep 
the model manageable, and particularly because the KASS model already 
deals with scme of the variables. 
Projections of product supply and factor denand have little 
meaning until projections are used to estimate higher-order performance 
variables, such as total production, value added, etc., for examtting 
the degree of attainment of development goals. For this alone, this 
study should be extended to feed in projections made into the farm 
resource allocation component model. The combined projections should 
also be linked with the existing KASS simulation model. This is 
desirable to capture the dynamic interactions among components and 
for evaluating policy alternatives in terms of perfornce variables. 
The KASS sliulation model is a product of multidisciplinary team work. 
Since its components are disaggregated, it seems that aggregation of 
components requires similar mutual incorporation. All this implies 
that it is almost impossible to put all components together right after 
one new component is developed, especially in view of the inflexible 
time constraint faced by the author. 
As mentioned earlier, one of the objectives in building the farm 
resource allocation component was to deal with farm mechanization. Farm 
machinery is one type of farm input. The mnchinery service demand for 
individual crop production is of exactly the same nature as danand for 
other inputs. Even if machinery investment could be determined by the 
programming model, allocation of the service from the existing stock 
of machinery could be determined more logically and precisely by the 
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initial version of the model presented in this stdy. However, there 
is some inconsistency of allocation of variables among components. The 
subcomponent model presented in this study does not Include projection 
of machInery service demand for individual crops. 
In turn, this creates one nure restriction. hat is, the 
machinery input under consideration in the KASS model is purely labor 
substitute. There are many economic and agronomic studies indicating
 
that farm mechanization has a yield-increasing effect, but no study
 
provides a positive answer. 1 In other words, labor demand cannot be 
determined independently of demand for machinery, and vice versa. Thus, 
it was decided to project the labor demand for the so-called traditional 
processes of individual crop production defined in the programming nodel, 
then the labor saved due to mechanization will be subtracted from the 
labor demand for traditior.al process in order to project the labor demand 
for the mechanitation process. Thus, a few equations written in FORM 
computer language wold have saved at least one-third of the activities 
defined in the programming nodel, which is a big advantage, especially 
as a ccmputer capacity is a restrictive factor. 
On the other hand, the KASS model contains five livestock, one 
fishery, and residual production activities, in addition to 12 crops. 
The programming model cpotnint deals with crop and livestock acti­
vities, not with the lwt two activitie;. It would be twre logical if 
the mdel presmted in this study generated input-output coefficients 
1Former Director of Crop Lxperinmt Station, Dr. Young ChelChanq, highlighted the doctrine of heavy fertilization and deepplowing for several years, but was unsuccessful. 
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for all activities defined in the RASS model over time as functions 
of policy variables. Reference to the field of activities excluded 
here seems extremely smrce. Furthermore, the scope of the present 
study has already turned out to be considerably large in the light of 
the time allowed. Thus, the model for livestock input-output relation­
ship has been postponed until a later date. 
Objectives of the Study 
We are now ready to specify the objectives of this study in 
detail. We will develop a systems simulation component model based 
'on neoclassical econoa-ics, including development as well as growth 
theories. The main purposes of this model are: (1) to link public 
decisions with change in the agricultural resource base in terms of 
quality and quantity, (2) to relate these structural changes to farmer 
decision variubles, and (3) to supply the farm resouv'ce allocation 
component model with necessary parameters subject to the dynamics of 
changing developuient policies, as seen earlier. All these subcompon­
ents constitute the production side of the YASS model. As noticed 
earlier, this production side will be linked with the rest of the model. 
The crucial variables affecting the perforLmance of the agricultural 
sector are public policies, programs and projects, represented by 
diamnds in Figure 3.1. The KASS team initially examined three sets 
of policy alternativs in terms of these policy variables. These 
sets are sunu-irized in Table 3.1. 
'.olic,,- alternative set 1 corresponds to the third five-year 
plan (1972-1976). According to Pssmiller, et al. [R. 71, the major 
policy goals for agriculture include the following: 
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Table 3. 1. 	 Sumry of Policy Cmponents of Alternatives II 
and III Relative to Alternative I. 
Policy Ccxponent Emphasis or Position 
Relative to Alternative I 
Alternative Alternative 
II III 
Research and guidance programs More Same 
Land and water developmt Same Less 
Labor substitutes As Needed As Needed 
Food prices Higher lower 
Import policies Same Open 
Import policies Same Open 
Infrastructure More less 
Family planning program More More 
Source: Rossmiller, et al. [R.7, p. 65]. 
, Increasing the produ-ti.n of agricultural products, with 
emphasis on attaining full self-sufficiency in food grains, 
particularly rice, by 1976. 
2. 	 Increasing incomes for farmers, with emphasis on narrowing 
the farm-nonfarm income gap. 
3. 	 Improving the quality of rural life, with emphasis on infra­
structure and public service develormt. 
Th major policy instruments for attaining these policy goals are 
stated as follows: 
1. 	 Establishing an expanded agricultural production base. 
2. 	 Improving agriculturail research and extension efforts. 
3. 	 Improving the market systen. 
4. 	 Encouraging the export of agricultural products. 
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The model presented in this study will exaine or deal with the 
following policy question more specificaly: 
1. 	 What would be the impact on product supply and factor denmnd 
over the planning horizon of 15 years (1971-1985) of: 
a. 	 Alternative land and water development policy? 
b. 	 Alternative biological research and diffusion of its 
results? 
c. Alternative product and input price polt-ies? 
dL. Alternative credit programs? 
2. 	 What would the dynamic interaction of these individual 
policies be? 
3, What would the in-pact of these policies, individually or in 
a package, on a set of performance variables be? 
4. 	 What would the optimal strategies of agricultural development 
for attaining developmental goals be? 
PATII
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Introduction 
In this part, we present structural equations of the model. The 
urxiel of public investments for land and water development is constructed 
in Chpter TV. Tpter V discusses nudels that use biological research 
and diffusion for its results. In Chapter VI, a production function 
that iceives tl,2 oul-put variables of the public investment subcomponents 
as proouctin function shifters is presented. The production functions 
used (Ixt.-,gish between annual crops and perennial crops. From this 
proc:'.tJan iunmrtion, a product supply projection mdel is derived. 
Finally, Chapter VII derives a factor dcrnnd equation that receives 
the output variables of the public investment subcomponents as demand 
function shifters. 
More than 350 variables or parameters and about 300 equations 
or relationships are defined in this model. Presentation of every 
technical detail would confise the reader and might obscure the 
essenti,. feacure of the nodel. For this reason, in addition to space 
limitaticiri,, only tHie bisic essential structure will be given. 
Technically minded readers or those who are interested in technical 
details are urged to refer to the cwiputer program written in FORTRAN 
in AWl:dr.dix A. 
',iu vwMdable names appearing in this srxtion are the same as 
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those in the computer program unless otherwise indicated. Subscripts 
are different, however. This method was designed to help the reader 
who does not know the FORT'RAN language clearly understand the nodel 
structure. On the other hand, whenever a certain subroutine already 
made available to users is used, the corresponding call progranmLng is 
presented in the FORTFAN language, along with the counterpart of an 
analytical equation. 
Lastly, it is appropriate to describe the composition of the 
computer program. There are five subroutines constructed for making 
tle. necessary projections; PUBINV, SOCLF, FDYLD, TEMP and IMPMFP 
(see below). In addition, two subroutines readily available to users 
are also utilized: DELDD, which is essentially a modified IET and 
ELILVF. Several functions are also used: TABLLE, RANF and AMND 
wherever appropriate. All this is written in FORTRAN.
 
The computer program corresponding 
 to the land and water devel­
opment subccxponent is 
 shown in subroutine PUBINV. That corresponin 
to the research and extension subcomponent is zovered in subroutine 
SOCIDF. For technical reasons, the factor demand and product supply
 
subcomponents 
 are put together in subroutine FDYLD. These three are 
the main subroutines essential for the model presented in this study. 
However, there are a nunber of variables that are endogenous in the 
total systan of the KASS nodel at the present state of development 
or at least in the near future, but are treated as exogenous in this 
nodel. Exanples are land areas used to produce each conwdfty, 
product prices and so on. At the same tim, there are a mnxber of 
other variables used for mare than one subccuponent, such as distributed 
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lag prices, long-run profitability, etc. All variables of this sort 
are computed in subroutine TEMP. All necessary initial conditions 
are shown in subroutine INPMFP. Other subroutines or functions will 
be explained in the text. 
In tiis chapter, we will construct a model of the land and 
Water development subcomponent. The model first relates the change 
In quantity as well as quality of land with public investment, in j
 
form that allows structural change in the resource 
base to be
 
simulated over time.
 
The type of land and water development under consideration ir
 
this study was described in Part I. The technique of analyzing this
 
type of investment has traditionally been the ad hoc type of the
 
benefit-cost analysis. 'lere are a 
nutnber of examples of this approach. 
It is well known, however, that this approach is inadequate as a
 
sector analysis tool. 
 This author has demonstrated that the benfit­
cost analysis technique can be ruch improved when 
a system simulation
 
approach is incorporated [L. 11]. I 
 In other words, net present worth,
 
internal rate of returns 

-und the benefit-cost ratio can be more
 
realistically and accurately derived from the model presented 
in
 
this study, thoug-h no att pt is made to do 
so here. 
In principle, this type of investmvnt can be analyzed in a 
frameork of progrTa unfiij, nodel, as mi-tioned earlier. The trouble 
is that for the d(Ael to be more realistic ad accurate, the matrix 
TIn this pape.r, the mjor conponents of the social benefit and
cost are nodeled by difference equations with exogeneomsJ policy vari­ables in order to a ilyze the impact of establishing a credit union 
for El Salvador. 
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size must increase. We seem to have digressed somehow from the main 
subject matter. At any rate, to seize precisely the indirect effects-­
induced and stemmed--as well as the direct effects of an investment
 
project,2 the model should be able to mathematically trace out over
 
time all important interacting variables. For this reason, a more 
comprehensive and consistent model isconstructed for analyzing an
 
investment project. 
Let us discuss how to compute the accumlated land improved by 
means of public investments. That is:
 
4.1 TLk(t) - TLk(o) + DSCi(t) dt 
0 
i- 1,2,3 k- 1,2,. .. 8 
Mere ikrepresents accumulated improved land of kth land and water 
development project inregion i,and DSCik represents land area improved 
in each year by kth project in region i. Land area improved in each 
year, DSC, which is often called the delay output, is determined by
 
several factors. Implementation certainly involves time lag. With
 
a 
given time lag or delay, DSC for each year isdetermined by the rate
 
at which land eneters implementation process. Ina simple case DSC
 
can be defined as follows: 
4.2 DSCik(t) - Eik(t-T) 
2Gittinger, in his book [G.1], recnends that the secondary
effects such as "induced" and "stmxed" can be disregarded without 
a significant loss for analyzing an agricultural project. The 
result based on this methodological ;uggestLion brings about a lowerpriority of agricultural investwit as contrasted to what the real 
situation would be, resulting its a biased information for policy-mke. 
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Where Elk equals the rate at which land enters inplementation process 
for project k and in region i, and T equals the necessary tine lag 
between starting and conpleting project implenmentation. For an indi­
vidual project, this fornation would be all righit. Since we are 
dealing with an aggregate model, one sort of project can be taking 
place in miuny pLaces at the sane tine. This inplies that the time 
lag, on caipletirg a project varies zuiung different locations. 
The delay output rate suchJ Ps DSC of the project implenmtation 
is assumed to be randomny distributed with a specific density function 
such as the Lrland family of probability density function. in other 
words, the process of the aggregate project implementation can be 
modeled by a distributed lag model. The appropriate differential 
equation is:
 
4.3 d()+K + 	 t t 
dtk 	 dRi 
"' 	 D w averae expected time lag,
 
K - order of differential equation,
 
Y - output such as DSC discussed above, and
 
X - input such as E discussed above.
 
Two parnmeters- govern the shape of output distribution with a certain 
iiput si7gwil: D and K. With a given average expected delay (D), the 
shape of distributioni ir, d(terTmneI by K. When K - 1, the shape is 
exactly the same as exponentlal distribution. That is: 
4.4 D dyt) + Y( t ) =X(t) 
WEcti is 	 a first-order differential equation. As k increases, the 
shape approaches that of the normal distribution, but when k approaches 
infinity, the standard error of distribution approaches zero, which 
is a discrete delay. Discrete delay is a special case of a distributed 
dealy. 
There are a variety of numerical solution methods for Equation 
4.3 to meet different needs usir, this type of formulation [Manetsch 
and Park (M.6), and Llewellyn (L. 19)]. The particular computerized 
rtzirical method used here is called DELLVF subroutine, developed by 
the Computer Library on Agricultural Systems Simulation [C. 7]. There 
are three reasons for this selection. This subroutine automatically 
computes the time fraction necessary to secure stability of time solu­
tion of differential equations, called IDIr, deals with a case of time­
varying average expected delay of the project implementation and 
directly computes land area under process of project inplementation. 
The calling statement to this subroutine in FOIRAN is: 
4.5 	 CALL DELLVF [E(I,K), ESC(I,K), RINT (l,I,K, STRO, PLRP(I,IQ 
TEL(,K),DELDP(I,10, DT, KDESL(I,KD] 
E -	 rate of land encering inplementation prr..ess, 
DSC - rate of land leaving 1xpleientation process, 
RINW - internydiate rate tunder procestii%, for each stage of 
KIUT order, 
STRCP - sum of RINT that is total amrount beiz% processed, 
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PLUP - losses during processing, 
DEL - current time delay, 
DELDP = lagged time delay, 
T - time augumnt for corputation, and 
IMEL - order of differential equation. 
Specific purpose for choosing this particular subroutine will 
be explained later. 
Total land area under the project implemntation which is often 
called storage, can be computed with the simple first-order differential 
equation: 
t dt4.6 STRGPik(t) - STRGPik(o) + t iEik(t) - DSCik(t)]  
The computer program corresponding to this equation by Euler's nmrical 
solution method is: 
4.7 STfR k(t+l) - STR ik(t) + nr* [Eik(t) - rSCik(t)] 
However, we did not use this formulation here since the subroutine DELLVF 
computes thds storage directly. But we did check the convergency of 
this storage by both computing methods (Equations 4.5 and 4.7). 
Once the area of improved land by each category of land and water 
development in each year, DSC, is determined, the change in each land 
class can be easily ccmputed using the first-order differential equation. 
specify several underlying assumiptions:
Before presenting the model, we 
1. Agricultural land can be classified based on a variety of 
criteria or purpose. The simple schme adopted serves the 
purpose of this study. Far each region: 
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A. 	 Paddy land, TPJNi(t) 
1. 	 Permanently irrigated paddy, PITI i (t) 
2. Seml-permanently irrigated paddy, PIT2i(t) 
3. 	 Temporary irrigated paddy PIT3i(t) 
4. 	 Rainfed paddy, PIT4i(t) 
5. 	 Consolidated paddy, CSLPi(t) 
6. 	 Drained paddy, IRDP(t) 
B. 	 Upland, TULANDi(t) 
1. 	 Consolidated upland, CSUL(t) 
2. 	 Unconsolidated upland, U(S.ni(t) 
3. Irrigated upland, ULIGi(t) 
Each irrigation type of paddy could be classified by consol­
idation type and further by drainage type. The number of 
paddy type would then be 16 which would make the model 
unecessarily complicated. Unconsolidated and undrained 
paddy are missing in this classification because they can 
be computed directly by subtracting improved ones from 
total paddy, which is computed as the sun of the four irriga­
tion types. Likewise, we need one type of unimproved upland 
to compute total upland; unconsolidated upland has been 
chosen arbi trarily. 
2, 	 It is assumed that a certain amount of agricultural land in 
each region imd year will bu transferred to urban uses (high­
way, induatlal, urbanu residential ites, etc.) and termed 
Tli(t). It Is also , . d tHit the fraction of each category 
of land cOasslfi ed abxrA that transfers to urban uses is 
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proportional to the area of each category and these fraction 
are 	terned IlR, I - 1,9. At the same tine, the parameter 
WIN, where i = 1,9, Is deignated to control land retire­
menit for each category if necessary. 
3. 	 Each land and water dc-veloptlnt project: can be inplemented 
independently. To simplify the nodel, it is assxiead that 
the large-scale irrigation project would be multipurpose, 
performing land consolidation and drainage, if desired, in 
addition to irrigation. It is also assumed that consolidatio 
and drainage are proportional to the unimproved land in a 
large-scale irrigation project. 
4. 	 The small-scale irrigation project defined here auguments 
only the area under semi-perfectly irrigated paddy. 
5. 	 Paddy consolidation or drainage can be perfoned on any 
type of irrigated paddy. The proportion of each type of 
irrigated paddy consolidated or drained is assumed to be 
proportional to area of each type of irrigated paddy land. 
6. 	 Still another type of irrigation that transforms the rainfed 
paddy into the teporary irrigated paddy is not considered 
in this study, since this may not require amy form of public 
investment. 
7. 	 For irrigation and consolidation, a certain fraction of 
land is required for inserting some structure such as an 
irrigation ditch, path, etc. That is, area available for 
cultivation is reduced due to these land improvements. 
ThB fraction is represented by PADSC i . 
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8. 	 Tideland development augumnts paddy that is perfectly 
irrigated, consolidated and drained, -ind upland deeloptuxnt 
auguments only tnirrig-ted solidatcd'(dupland. 
With these assumptions, the tine path of each lhnd clms defined 
above can be described by means of the first-order differential equation, 
Tat is, remenbering that k index goes I to 8 and corresponds to: 
Project 
1 Tideland development 
2 Upland development 
3 Large-scale irrigation project 
4 Small-scale ..rrigation project 
5 Paddy consolidation project 
6 Paddy drainage project 
7 Upland consolidation project
 
8 Upland irrigation project
 
SPermnntly irrigated paddy, namely 
 the paddy in "irrigation 
associations" as reported in the official publications, PITli(t): 
4.6 	 PITli(t) - PITli(o) + fo [(DSCi 3 (t) * (1.0 - PADSCl) + 
DSCil(t) - PADSC3 * PIli(t) * DSC 15(t) . 
WTRI * PIRJi(t) * TR,(t)] dt 
2. 	 Sie-pemanently irrigated paddy, which is called irrigated 
paddy in the official publications, PIT2(t): 
4.7 PIT2i(t)- PIT2i (o) + t [(DSC4(t)* (1.0 - PADSC2) -
PT21 i * DSC13(t) - PADSC3 * PITP2i(t) * 
DSCi 5 (t) - W?2 * PL.R2i(t) * TRi(t)] dt 
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3. Temporary irrigated paddy, PIT3i(t): 
4.8 	 PIT3i(t) = PrT3i( ) - f PT31 i * ISCi 3 (t) + PT32j , 
DSCi 4 (t)+PADSC3 * PITP3i(t) * DSCi1(t ) 
+ WrR3 * PLR3i (t) * TRi (t)] dt 
4. Rain-fed paddy, PIT41(t) 
t4.9 	 PIT4(t) - PIT4(o) - [FT41 * DSCi 3 (t) + FT42 * 
DSCi 4 (t) + PADSC3 * PTP4i(t) * DsC1 5(t) 
+ Wr4 *PLR4 i (t) *T h(t)] dt 
5. Consolidated 	paddy: csLPi(t): 
4.10 	 cSLPi(t) - csPi(o) + 14 [DSCi(t) * (1.0 - PADSC3) + 
DSC13 (t) * (1.0 - PADSCI) * (1.0 - RCPi(t)) 
+ Dscl (t) - WrR5 * aL5 i (t) * TR (t) ] dt 
6. Drained Paddy, DRDPi(t): 
4.11 RDPi(t) - DR1i (o) + t [DSC 6 ( ) + I Ci3(t) * 
(1.0 - WDi(t) * (1.0 - PADSC1) + Scil(t ) 
- rR6 * PLR6i(t) * T (t)] Idt 
7. Consolidated 	upland, ULi(t): 
4.12 	 csUL(t) - cSTJi(o) + ft [1c 17 (t) * (1.0- PA1 
- WTR7 * PLR7i(t) * TRi(t)] dt 
B. kcom lolidated upland, UCSULi(t): 
.l3 UXBLL(t) - UCBULi(o) J, [EC 7(t) - DCi(t) + WM 
. * PL~ i ( t ) * T i (t) I dt 
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9.Irrigated upland, LLIGi (t) 
4.14 ULIGi(t) - ULIGi(o) + fo C18(t) * (1.0-
WTR * P i * TRi(t)I dt 
PAMCpjJ = 1,5 - land losses due to project, 
Will4 J - 1,9 - control variable to restrict the cotvesion 
of a certain type of land into urban uses, 
Ti(t) 
- total land transfer to urban uses in each 
regon which is an exogenous variable to themodel, 
DSCik(t) 
- the rate of land inplemeted in each year for
each of land and water development projects, 
as we defined before. 
Other variables are defined as fo' lows. The purpose or reason for
 
having these variables are explained briefly above. 
 PITPiJ (t) is
 
the proportion of each irrigation type paddy to total paddy, 
 that is: 
4.15 PITPi (t) 'a PITij (t)/TPLANDi (t) 
uere PITij (t), j ­ 14, is paddy area by irrigation type defined above, 
and TPIANDi(t) is total paddy in each region. PLR (t), j - 1,9, f.s 
proportion of each land category defined in Equat" ,ns 4.6 - 4.14 to 
total in each region, and total Innd TIAND, is defined as the sUM of 
paddy 9nd upland in each region. 
In principle, the less perfectly irrigated paddy can be trans­
formed into any type of nre perfectly irrigated piddy. For examqe, 
it is not neces,,nary for Llve tuiporary irryiatcd paddy to be traruformed 
into a sc i-perfectly irrlTited packdy fis t. in order to he transfored 
into a perfectly irrigated paddy. A large-scale irrigatoni project 
usually transform some f each type of letss perfectly irrigated paddy 
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Into perfectly irrigated paddy. Paraneters, PT21i, PT311PT321 , FT41i 
and PT42 1 specify the proportion of each of the less perfectly irri­
gathed paddies transformed into a more perfectly irrigated paddy. For 
'mple, P.T32 1 is the proportion of irrigation type 3 transformed into 
irrigation type 2, so that the following relationships hold: 
4.16 Pr211 + Pr31i + PF411 - 1. 0 
4.17 Pr32i + Pr421 - 1.0 
In the above discussion, we did not specify the rate of land 
entering the improveent process, Eik(t), and assumed this variable was 
given. This is the variable govenrent has the rxoer to allocate the 
public budget to variou3 seCitLs cf policies, projects and Irograms. 
This variable is the true policy variable and is exclusively determined 
by two factors: total budget allocated to each project in each region 
and unit cost of each project. 
Let us discuss the unit costs necessary to implenent each project. 
Can we assume without loss that this unit cost is constant over time, 
no matter how much land is transformed? There are reasons that unit 
cost would be an increasing function of tim as lo4-cost projects will 
be inpleenrted first. It Is ssurnd he-e that the lit cost curve is 
an ir-reashi;, function of total land improvernt for each land and water 
developinrnt project, as slwn In Figure 4.1. Here the independent 
variable could be either ilnqrxve(d accumlated area or accurlated area 
entering the hnproven nt process. For the purpose of cquting the 
required budget, we concluded thin !ndej)mdcnt ariable to be a sir4,)le 
average of unit costs cornputed both ways. That is, the unit cost fox 
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each pzoject, APSk(t) is now: 
4.18 APSCik(t) - JAPSik(t) + .A2ik(t)1/2' 
Accumulated land improved 
or entering inprovement 
process 
Figure 4.1. 	 Relationship between unit cost and accumulated land 
improved or entering improvement process for each 
project. 
APS5ik - unit cost computed from Figure 4.1, based on accumlatod 
land entering the inproveent process, 
APS 2 Jk - unit cost ccmuk)ted from Figure 4.1 based on accimu ated 
land inproved. 
7e accuun1ated lard entering the inprovement process can be ccmputed: 
4.19 Sik(t) 	= Sik(O) +t Ek(t) dt 
Uhere: 
Sik(t) - accmlated land entering Improvewent process, 
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Elk(t) = the rate 	land entering improvement process in each year. 
There is another reason that unit cost would be an increasing 
function of time. Costs related to the use of heavy equipment may 
decline over time. On the other hand, it is quite certain that the wage 
rate would increase 	more rapidly, so the two factors may not compensate 
each other. Hence, 	 total unit costs are assumed to be increased by a 
rate of APPA. This, Equation 4.18 actually used unit cost function 
should be read: 
4.20 APSCik(t) = 	 [APSlik(t) + APS2ik(t) ]1/2.0 * eAPPA * t 
The exact mathematical relationship between unit cost ard accu­
mulated land is not pursued here since interpolation or extrapolation 
by computer is well developed [See (L.19)]. For present purposes, 
TABLIE function is chosen, and calling statement to this function in 
FORfM is: 
4.21 APS1 (1,K) = 	TABLIE [VAILT (1,K), SMALL, Dl (I,K), 
KOOST (I,K), S(I,K)] 
4.22 	 APS2 (1,K) TABLIE [VALCT (1,K), SMI&L, Dl (I,K):L 
KOST (I,K), TL (I,K)] 
Where: 
VALCT (1,K) = 	an array of unit costs or function values derived 
from Figure 4.1 corresponding to each segment of 
indept:i ent variable, 
SMALL = the 	smallest value of independent variable defined, 
the origin value,
 
DI (1K) = 	Interval of independent va-viable augument, 
KO~O~6(I;K) the number of segments of independent variable, 
divided, 
S (I,K) and TL (I,K) are Si(t) ard TL(t) in FOMRRAN state­
ment, respectively. 
We distinguish three types of public budget: intended investment, 
dsfred investment or implementation budget, and realized investment 
or actual budget. Project completion is often delayed beyond a neces­
sary gestation period because the desired investment is not realized. 
This, in turn, requires more investment. 
At any rate, the intended investment is assmed to determine the 
rate of. land entering improvement processes in each year, is exogenously 
decided by public resource administrators, and termed here Bil (t). The 
rate of land entering project implementation, EI(t) isI 
.E()4:23 B(t)/APSCk(t), 
Whiere APSC is average uniit' cost. -Rejufrd irriestNiit or thel inplunen­
tation budget o eh year, (t), can be computed as follows, 
4.24 TCrD (t) = [ASP%(t)/[E P] * S G (:) 
Where: 
MLPPik = normal average expected time delay to implement project, 
STRGPik = total land under implementation process computed in 
Equation 4.6. 
An inplicit assumption is made here that budget requirement is 
uniformally distributed over the time period between initiation and 
completion of land improvemnt. 
The main purpose of the public investment is to play an important 
role in shifting the production function among subfunctions, hence, 
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product supply and factor demmd functions. This shifting can be 
defined in several ways, depending on the production function defined. 
Because of the way production function and der'ved projection 
equation are defined in Chapters VI and VII, we transform the variables 
in Equations 4.6 - 4.14 into the rate of change in various land classes. 
.1. Rate of change in perfectly irrigated paddy: 
4.25 SCI 1 (t) = [PITPli(t) - PTPIi(t-l) ]/PTPli(t-] 
2.: 	Rate of change in semi-perfectly irrigated paddy:
 
_
4.26 SCR12 (t) = [PITP2i(t) - PITP2i(t-l) ]/PrTP2j(t-i) 
3. Rate of change in temporary irrigated paddy: 
4.27 SCRi 3 (t) = [PITP3i (t) - PITP3i(t-l)1]/PP34 ( t!l), 
14.., Rate of change in consolidated paddy: 
4.28 SCR 14 (t) = [RCPi(t) - RCPi(t-l)]/RCPi(tA)' 
5. Rate of change in drained paddy: 
4.29 SCl 5 (t) = [RDPi(t) - RDPi(t-l) ]/RDPi(t-1 ) 
6. Rate of change in consolidated upland: 
4.30 SCRi 6 (t) = RCUi(t) - RCUi(t-l) 
7. Rate of change in irrigated upland: 
4.31 ScR1 7 (t) = RIui(t) - RIUi(t-1) 
I'.'j(t).~j. 1,3 =-proportion of the first three types of 
irrigatin to total paddy in each region, 
respectively
 
Ri(t), and !RP (t) =	proportion of consolidated and drained 
paddy to total paddy, respectively 
RCt) md RIUi(t) = proportion of consolidated and irrigated 
upland to total upland, respectively. 
Note that paddy irrigation type 4, which is rain-fed, unconsoli­
dated, undrained paddy, and unconsolidated, unirrigated upland have 
not been transformed into the rate of change because these variables 
are not supposed to shift the production function. These variables, 
defined in Equations 4.25 - 4.31, are termed as structural changes in 
the land and water development subcomponent.
 
Also note that the last two equations are computed differently
 
than the previous ones for technical reasons. These two projects, 
upland consolidation and irrigation, are assumed nonexistent prior to 
1970, so initial values of RCU and RIU are zero. On the other hand, the 
production function adapted in this study, as presented in Chapter VI, 
is a type of Cobb-Douglas production function, having the ratios of 
improved land to total land as independent variables. The logarithm 
of the zero value is not defined. This problem can be solved in some 
way. The truly difficult problm is that the rate cf change in ratios 
for this parcicuLL caa_ *.rnsout very large, such as 100 or 200 
percent, at the beginning of the planning horizon. Then the production 
response is overestimated with a constant production elasticity. Thus, 
for these two variables, and variables of SLD"Ii and SLDR12 changes in 
rne ratios of developed new land to appropriate total land discussLd'"Iai 
the preceding page, the time-varying elasticities are applied as we 
will see in Chapter VI. 
Among land and water development projects, tideland development 
(k - 1) and upland development (k = 2).are designated to augument paddy 
and upland, respectively. Can the productivity of this new land be 
assumed to be constant or the same as that of old, existing land without 
losing generality? It is quite certain that, while other land and 
water development projects act to shift the production function among 
subfunctions upward and rightward, these two projects in fact act to 
shift the production function among subfunctions downward and leftward. 
This is because the productivity of new land is generally low, so the 
more new land a region has in cultivation, the more low average pro­
cctivity will be realized in the region. 
To more accurately deal with productivity growth over time, we 
assume that new land productivity will grow as follows: the first 
year's productivity will be 30 percent of existing land productivity; 
second-year productivity will be 35 percent; 45 in the third-year 
productivity; fourth-year productivity will be 60 percent; fifth-year" 
80 percent; and sixth-year 100 percent. This productivity growth rate" 
is termed WG . 
To compute a weighted average productivity of the new land, we 
first compute total land developed during the past five years, incliidibg 
the current year, For exaaple, for tideland development: 
4 
4.32 SUDYR(t)= E DSCiI(t-J) 
j=o
 
Then, we compute the SUM" of wei htd pmodutivity sfl~
 
4
 
4.33 	 '1Ditm E *DC (-j 
Where: 
WPLDi(t) sma of weighted productivity of tideli d" 
WC~ Mwight given, to land dvloped In each year. 
Finally, the weighted average productivity of new land, WAP 4 (t), 
is cmputed: 
4.34 WAP 1(t) =WPTLDi(t)/SmM (t)
 
As:we computed structural change variables in Equations 4.25 4.31,
-
we also transform total new land Into the rate of change. First, the 
relative quantity cf new land to total paddy for tideland and develop­
meit and total upland for upland development is computed, respectively: 
4.35 	 RrDi(t) - SMR(t)/TP'ANDi(t) 
4. 36, D (t)- SDUYR, (t)/TILMA (t) 
The 	rate of ckharwge of new land is 
.4.37: SLDR1 (t) - [RDi(t) - RMi(t-1)] 
4.38 	 SLDR2(t) = [JDI (t) - RUD(t-l)] 
Thus, it is equivalent to saying that region-wide average 
productivity will decline if new land is added by: 
4.39 	 PRNil(t) = WAPi l * SLDRil(t) 
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A crop-specific model will appear In Chapters VI and VII 
In summary, this model component, together with the model in 
the next chapter, has been designed for product supply and factor 
denand projection. Therefore, all output variables for the model 
components described in this chapter can be said to be intermediat 
output variables. The variables that will be transferred directly 
to other subroutines are: 
TLANDi(t) = total agricultural land 
SCRik(t) = rate of change in the propor-ion of each kind of 
improved land to total paddy or upland, respectively 
APSCik(t) = average project nrit costs 
D]Cik(t) = land area improved in each year 
WAPii(t) = weighted average productivity of ru land 
SLDRil(t) = rate of change in relative area of ne land 
As seen above, the major output variables of the public subsector 
component modeled in this chapter are: (1) total agricultural land, 
paddy, upland or a combination, and (2) accumulated land improved in 
terms of irrigation, consolidation and drainage. In other words, the 
model component described in this chapter is capable of simulating 
behavior of these variables over time, base-d on alternative public 
policies, especially in terms of public Investments in various land 
and water developrnt projects, and in terms of alternative land use 
policy in relation to agricultural land disappearance. This model 
component can also simulate consequences of alternative patterns in 
allocating actual investment in relation to desired investment as 
will be discussed in Chapter VIII. 
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In summary, this model canonent is relatively simple In terms 
of model structure and data requirements. Fewer restrictive assump­
tions are required. There are four major parameters in this public 
subsector model that will probably affect the behavior of the output 
variables: Unit costs, average expected time required to complete 
'each project, fraction of land required to insert some land-jiprove­
ment structure, and land disappearance due to urbanization. These 
variables or parameters (except the last one) are technical ones, so 
the engineer can provide additional information on the related data 
in nature. In short, data improvement and support for collecting 
data are needed for model irovement. 
CHAPIER V 
PUBLIC INESM U--BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH AND EBUMESION 
This is the second chapter on the public investment sector.i. First, 
we will develop a primitive model of the biological research subsector, 
consisting primarily of a table of possible research outcomes from 
indicated research investments. Much more attention will be given to 
the third section, where we construct a social diffusion model of 
research outcomes. This mathematical social diffusion model is based 
on some useful decision-making theories and earlier work done by the 
systems simllatic-n team at Michigan State University. These will be 
reviewed in the second section. This subsector model is essentially 
independent of the land and water development subsector model with 
some minor exceptions, although both subsectors compete for public 
invp.stment funds. Interaction with output variables from both model 
components and subsectors will be presented in the next two chapters. 
Biological Research Subsector 
It seems that there exists a functional relationship between 
research outcome and research investment. However, it also seems 
that research productivity is not well known. Furthermore, research 
outcome seems to have a large probability or confidence range. The 
research outcome appears to involve high uncertainty or risk. The 
productivity and confidence range for its probability distribution seems 
to depend on many other things, such as ac,.ulated knowledge, 
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coordination amnmg specialized disciplines, development of knowlege in 
other continents or countries, etc. What is emphasized here is that 
the research outcome is not only a function of the current domestic 
public investment,. but also a function of past investmnt, domestic 
or.)abroad. 
Evenson [E. 3] fonmulates a production function as a function of 
these two types of investment in addition to other variables. Hayami 
and Ruttan [H. 9, part 4] discuss the extent to which biological tech­
nology can be transferred among countries. lbsemn [Kt 21] discusses 
building biological research systF=. At the same time, Fishel [F.6] 
presents several articles by different authors dealing with economics 
of biological research. 
Despite much work on the economics of biological research, the
 
common conclusion seems to indicate that social returns 
to public
 
investment in research are high. 
 The impression is that they have
 
studied only successful cases. The analytical framwork for coming 
 to 
this conclusion seems to have been primarily the cost-benefit analysis 
technique. Examples found in Griliches [G.8]and Peterson [P.5]are 
and Schultz [S.4] summarizing this part of the study, done mainly by
 
Chicago school people. 
 We do not follow this analytical framework. 
The reason is very simple: first of all, we intend to model bow 
economic variables dynamically interact with each other to capture 
all possible direct and indirect effects of research activity. 
Secondly, we intend to projr .- yields rathex than examine the internal 
rate of return. 
Biological research in the Korean agricultural setting can be 
classified into three basic categories: 
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V"I"Basic and environmntal research 
2. -Breeding 
3. Culture 
All this research aims at a set ;tff c ngas.t These gals can 
be put 	into two groups: desirable or "good" outputs, and undesirable
 
' 
or "bad outputs. 
I. Desirable outputs: 
a. Yield increase 
b. Unkcertainty reduction 
. Quality improvet
 
-d. Early maturity
 
e. Savings in production factor requirents 
f. Others
 
£.tIUndesirable outputs:
 
a. Increase in material costs 
b. Increase in labor requirements 
c. Increase in uncertainty 
d. Increase in credit needs 
e. Others 
Various combinations of desirable and undesirable outputs can 
be brought about by research activities. What would the shape of 
production function of public investment be in terms of the research 
outcomes listed above? What would the productivity coefficient of 
public investment be? 
One way to estimate this productivity coefficient is regression 
analysis, using time series data where yield or other variables are 
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dependent variables and public investment or expinditure is an Inde­
pendent variable. The independent variable may be lagged or accumulated 
public investment in agricultural research. There are several. diffi­
culties with this approach. First, past experience is not always 
repeated in the fixture. Second, the production function shifter, 
scientific findings abroad and training are important. Training abroad 
is not necessar'ly financed by the Korean govenmxnt. 
All this implies that at least some of the public investment
 
in other countries must be counted 
as independent variables in the
 
production function. 
 A further complication is that agricultural
 
research is 
 a sort of joint product enterprise. 
A mnre systematic nodeling of agricultural research systems 
might well become a good topic of another Ph.D. dissertation. To make
 
the model presented in this study manageable, we adopt a pragmatic
 
approach. That is, 
 the first assumption is that the research outcome 
is a sort of package having certain combined levels of attributes in 
term of the outcomes listed above. The second assumption, which is 
more crucial is that a planned agricultural research outcome would 
be realized.
 
A hypothetical set of planned research outcomes for each crop or 
crop group appears in Table 5.1. The figures indicate the average 
productivity gain. These figures do not dixectly represent the pro­
ductivity gain at the experimeut station level. Suppose the produc­
tivity gain of a research outcome is 30 percent above that prevailing 
at the time. Also, suppose that this particular technology can be 
disseminated to 50 percent of the area in the region with a gain in 
-------------- 
Table 5.1. Hypothetical Planned Expected Research Results in Tenm of Rate of Increase in Yield atExriment Station Adjusted by Proportion of land Where Results Could Advantageously
be Used.
 
-~ 

--
Year Rice Barley jWheat Other 
Grain 
Fruit Pulses Vege-
table 
Potato Forage Silk Indus-
trial 
Grass 
1971 0.10 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 
rbacoCrop 
0.10 0.05 0.05 
1972 
1973 
1974 0.05 0.10 .0.05 0.10 0.05 '0.15 0.05 0.05 0.05. 
1975 
1976 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.10 
1977 0.1,5 
-0.15 0.15 0.05 0.15 -0.05 0.05 0.15 
1978 0.05 0.10 0.15 
1979 0.05 
1980 0.15 0.15 0.05 0.15 0.05 0.05 0.10 
1981 0.15 0.10 
1982 0.15 0.10 0.10 0.10 
1983 0.10 0.10 0.05, 0.15 :0.05 0.05 "0.15. 
1984 
1985 
. 
Total 0.50 0.35 0.40 0.35 0.25 ]0.40 10.50 0.55 0.25 10.70 0.25 0.25 0.45 
productivity. Tham the average regional productivity gain woud be 15 
percent (0.3 x 0.5 = 0.15). In other words, the figures in tha table 
are interpreted as computed by multiplying productivity gain at exp-ri­
ment station by proportion of land where results could advantageously be 
"-.I. The research outcome for a crop can come anout more than once 
dI.Ving the planning horizon (1971-1985). 
In the computer program in Appendix A, RYCERijk stands for the 
prodiltivity increase at the experiment station, RYDISSijk for dis­
seninable area inproportion, and RYDIFFijk for the average produc­
tivity gain, where i = 1, 3 for regions, j = 1, 13 for, crops and k 
1,5 maximum for the number of research outcomEs. The variable
 
IBEXYPi k stands for the year inwhich kth research outcome for jth
 
crop in i
th region ismaterIalized and ready to be disseminated.
 
As pointed out earlier, agricultural research isa 
highly risky
 
enterprise. 
Inother words, it ishigh]y uncertain as to when a dis­
seminable research outcome WIl 
 take place at what level, with what
 
attributes and with what effects on total accumulated productivity
 
gain during the planning horizon. As Johnson, et al. [J.15] correctl} 
point out, there are nunerous possible decision-making rules for a 
highly risky enterprise. 
We can hypothesize the consequences of altem
 
native courses of action or assumptions. 
That is,the disseminable
 
research outcomes with certain levels of productivity gains at given
 
points of time pcstulated inTable 5.1 will be treated as a 
starting
 
point. 
What will happen if actual research outcomes are different 
from this situation in terms of tining, productivity gain at each 
point of time when the research outcome ismaterialized, or accumulated 
productivity gains achieved during the planning horizon? We.willcome 
back to this issue in Part III, when we discuss sensitivity analysis 
and policy experiments. 
Theory of Innovation Diffusion
 
The research outcomes defined in Table 5.1 are interpreted as
 
at experiment stations, 
not at farms. They must be coamux icated to
 
individual farms 
 through diffusion channels, such as the extension
 
service. Diffusion of innovation does 
not take place entirely 
spontaneously. Hence, we need to model the media that channel infor­
mation about this innovation to materialize the potential productivity 
gain. Diffusion of an innovation does not take place instantaneously. 
The condition of the experiment station in terms of agricultural 
resource base is likely above that of the average individual farm.
 
These are some reasons 
why the actual productivity gain at individual
 
farm levels my be considerably less than that at experiment 
 stations. 
With a given research outccme having given attributes, the rate of 
difftsion and hence, actual productivity gain, will depend on the 
magnitude of the stimulant if other conditions remain tichanged. In 
we a 
the interaction anong research outcomes, 
the next section, will present social diffusion Mdel to describe 
stimulant, diffusion rate 
and change in actual productivity gain at the farm level. 
First, however, we review some useful theories on decision-making 
and diffusion, in economicq as well as sociology. According to Johmson 
[J. 10], a problen-solvlng-oricnted decision-making process can be 
shown in a diagram as in Figure 5.1. There are six steps or sub­
processes involved in making a decision. This diagram shows that 
Nraive Problem*i Non-nornativ(
Concepts of INon- o"-- t- ve 
4Good and Ba Definition onc pts 
Observation 
-nalysis> ' 
-,-Decision-makin[ as to rightl'l[
goals and acts], 
" "' :A ction 
I: .. esponsibis' lity 
' Bearing 
Figre 5.1. Six steps in a problem-solving process. (Source: 
Adapted f A Study of Managerial Processes of Midwestern Fanners,
Johnsob , G. L., Halter, A. H., Jensen, H. R., Thomas, D. W. JaState University Press, Ames, Iowa, 1961. See also "The Role of the 
University in Economic Development," J. S. Wekean Visiting Professor 
Lecture, Department of Agricultural Fconomics, University of Guelph,
Publication No. AE 70/2, March 23, 1970.) 
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problem-solving-oriented decision-making is an iterative process, each 
subprocess interacting with normative as well as nn-normative concepts
 
cr information, and there is interaction among the subprocesses.
 
As Bradford and Johnson [B.14, p. 15] point out, 
" . stability in farming is abnormal--change and the
need to study and adjust to change are normal. Infarming, as elsewhere, partial ignorance isuniversal;

the need to learn and adjust is the main problem of
 
farm management."
 
In other words, the need for management and decision-making would
 
largely disappear [V.3, p. 12-13] in a static world where there is no
 
chaz.ge and resulting uncertainty. 
Ina problem-solving-oriented decision-making process, the obser­
vation phase plays an important role with a given problem definition. 
Infact, the extension institution is largely designed to help farmers
 
gather the necessary information. The extension worker also plays an 
important role in helping farmers formulate value of problem definitions 
[J. 7]. 
The knowledge accumulated by observing available information is 
critical in making decisions for adopting an innovation or a new tech­
nology. Johnson and his associates P.13] classify the knowledge 
situation as follows:
 
1. Certainty; positive as well as negative
 
2. Inactive situation
 
3. Learning situation; voluntary as well as involuntary 
4. Forced action situation; positive as well as negative
 
5. Subjective risk situation; positive as well as negative.
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Inactive, learning and forced action situations together are often 
called uncertainty. That is,they are classified as modified version 
of Knight's knowledge classification of certainty, uncertainty and risk. 
Whether a farmer adopts an innovation or not is exclusively determined
 
by the knowledge he gathers, other things being equal. This knowlege 
situation can, of course, be altered by observing available information. 
Johnson and his associates [J.13] discuss the type of information source
 
in detail. The idea of coaunicative and noncommunicative sources is 
directly adopted in formulating the diffusion model presented in this
 
chapter.
 
Before n_.king a firm decision, the message receiver needs to
 
analyze the available information. In this analysis phase, itseem
 
that the econoist tends to emphasize the economic variable exclusively
 
as the subject matter of analysis, whereas the sociologist claims that
 
sociological factors are more or at least equally important, depending 
on specific situations. Griliches [G.6] and Schultz (S.2, p. 164] 
claim, respectively, that profitability or an economic variable isa
 
strong explanatory variable or major determinant for adopting a new 
technology or innovation. Schultz adds, "itisnot necessary to appeal 
to differences in personality, education, and social environment." 
The same sort of idea isexpressed by Grilliches: 
. in 
the long run, and cross-sectionally, [sociological] variables tend to 
cancel themselves out." Both sclolars are criticized by a sociologist, 
Rogers [R. 2,p. 141-144], for their extreme position. At the same time, 
Mellor [M. ] emphasizes uncertainty or risk consideration as being 
equally important in the abption behavior of peasants. Some examples 
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of sociological variables considered important in explaining adoption 
or rejection of a ne idea, innovation or technology are found in 
Bowden [B.12], Mulik and Lokhande [M.26], Feaster IF.2], Fliegel, et 
al. [F.8], Chattapadhyay and Pareek [C.2], Havens [H.6], etc.
 
The sociologist does not completely exclude economic variables
 
in his model, hcwever. A good example is found in Fliegel, et al. 
[F.8]. 
 Johnson, et al. [J.13] identify different kinds of information
 
used by farmer decision-making.
 
Rogers [R.5, p. 137-160] discusses the type of perceived inno­
vation attributes that affect the rate of adoption. 
 The main points
 
he makes can be summarized as follows:
 
1. Relative advantage, in terms of mmetay as well as non- ' , 
monetary matters.
 
2. Compatibility, in terms of values and needs, as :wefl as 
idea or technology previously introduced. 
,',,Ccrplexity 
-4. Triability 
'5. Observability. 
As far as seed technology for a major crop is concerned, it iSq-, 
not hard to believe that the new technology would be disseminated rather 
rapidly, since all criteria advanced by Rogers are likely to be ful­
filled. In other words, economic variables might be said to be the 
main variables affecting diffusion rate in the long run in this instance. 
In this sense, Griliches and Schultz are right since both are primarily 
concerned with seed technology, although there could be an exceptional 
case for a subsistence crop [see, Rogers (R.5, p. 142-149].
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On the other hand, Rogers [ 5,:p.181-1851 presents adoption 
7cateogries as follxs" ,
 
-1. Irnovators (first 2.5 percent of adopters)
 
2. Early adopters (next 13.5 percent of adopters, 
3., Early majority (next 34 percent of adopters) 
4. Late W.jority (next 34 percent of adopters) 
5.; Laggards (last 16 percent of adopters) 
This characterizes the shape of adoption rate distribution curve. 
This curve, based on the figures given above, is a bell-shaped normal
 
distribution, and the cuniated frequency distribution is 
 S-shaped. 
In reality, however, it seems that the level of the perceived 
attributes of an innovation determines the specific shape of the adopter 
distribution curve. That is, the magnitude of the perceived attributes 
seems to contribute greatly to the determination of the mean, standard 
deviation and skewness of the distribution, or parameters of Erlang 
family of probability distribution, K and D in Equation 4.3. 
Nevertheless, Rogers [R.5, p. 179] concludes that "It has generally 
been found that adopter distributions follow a bell-shaped curve over
 
time and approach normality." Is this conclusion 
 true regardless of 
changes in aspiration, value systen, level of perceived attribute of an 
innovation, degree of fulfilhent of needs, level of stimulant, etc.? 
Is there an alternative form of adopter distribution, adapted to a more 
specific environmental condition? It would seen that a bell-shaped 
normality curve prevails in a case where diffusion takes place more or 
less spontaneously, there are many alternative means to satisfy a need, 
the society is more or less in a stationary situation, and there is not 
much stimulant in adoption, even if the perceived attribute is real. 
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As a matter of fact, Perry and his associates [P.41 in a diffu­
sion research report say that "A generally accepted belief is that
 
adoption of new farming practices follows as S or growth curve," and
 
concludes by saying that, 'Perhaps in American society, at least, inno­
vation is rapidly becoming the norm and the diffusion curve will soon 
more nearly approximate a J-curve than an S-curve." What is being
 
said here is that the diffusion curve can be a J shape if certain con­
ditions are met even in a less developed country; productivity gain is
 
high with little uncertainty, the relative price is sufficiently in
 
favor of adoption, an adequate amount of information is supplied, and 
So on. 
This argument does not deny the usefulness of adopter categoriza­
tion as advanced by Rogers. One may find some innovators and venture­
some or progressive farmers in any society. The progressive farmer 
adopts innovations first. Once he is successful, the dc.ffusion process 
speeds up rapidly. Rogers [R.5, p. 185-187] generalizes socioeconcaic
 
characteristics of the innovator. Nevertheless, there is a report
 
[Malone (. 1)1 that finds no difference in adoption rate of a package 
program in India between social status classes.
 
As implied in Figure 5.1, decision-making in adopting a new tech­
nology involves an iterative process. According to Campbell [C.1], the
 
traditional model of the individualadoption process currently used is
 
a five-stage model: (I)awareness, (2)interest, (3)evaluation, (4)
 
trial, and (5)adoption. After criticizing this traditional model,
 
he advances an alternative model called the adoption tree. This model
 
is illustrated in Figure 5.
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aTril - Rejection 
- l Reevaluation 
E~rai~tibnAdoption Trial 
jection - 6Reevaluation----. Rejection 
Figure 5.2. A model of individual adoption process--The Adoption Tree., 
According to this model, the analysis or evaluation leads to two 
alternative decisions: one to trial and the other to rejection. The 
trial also leads to alternative decisions: to adoption which means the
 
perceived attribute of the innovation proved advantageously or the inro­
vation fits the individual farm situation or practice, or rejection,
 
which implies that the innovation isnot advantageous to the specific
 
farm situation, practice or both. As far as an innovation turns out
 
profitable to at least some farmers, the re-evaluation process will
 
be repeated several times until the knwdledge situation becomes certain,
 
while adjusting individual farm practices. Ifan innovation isprofit­
able to some farmers and there is a need that can be satisfied by
 
adopting it, the inmovation eventually will be adopted by the whole 
population, regardless of the price level. A good exanple is the case 
of hybrid corn in the United States. 
The trial stage can be viewed as an adoption in a broad sense.
 
Some find the innovation viable, but not all. Rejection after trial 
may be called dropout. This dropout is not a consequence of a decrease 
in the relative price of the crop.
 
Kislev, et al. [K. 5] right call this drop out ,.process of an 
innovation cycle. They define an innovation as either a new product 
or production mrethod that appreciably affects the supply of an existing
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product. As an innovation is adopted, the industry supply increases,
 
by definition. 
 Then the price level will drop, so the first adopters 
will be driven out of thL production of the new product or use of the 
new method according to Kislev, et al. They call this process a 
"innovation cycle.
 
The proposition that what is good for the individual finr is 
 also 
good for the industry does not often hold for a competitive industry 
like agriculture. As Cochrane [C. , p. 949] points out, despite the 
industry's depression, the individual farm continims adopt the newto 
technology. Suppose that, due to a new technology, industry supply has 
expanded until the price level has dropped, say, by a third. Suppose 
also that the new technology produces a 30-percent higher yield with 
negligible cost increase. Should the first adopters stop using the 
new technology? It is quite possible that they can restrict area 
allocated to this particular crop. But they will never stop using the, 
new technology as long as they produce the same crop. 
Cochrane [C. p. 96] puts the matter this way: 
'To stay even with the world these average farmers are 
forced to adopt the new technology. The average farmer 
is on a treadmill with respect to technological advance." 
he ccntinues 
"In the quest for increased returns, or the minimization 
of losses, which the average farmer hopes to achieve 
through the adoption of some new technology, he runs 
faster and faster on the Treadmill. But by running
faster he does not reach the goal of increased returns;
the treadmill simply turns over faster." 
What Kislev, et al. talk about sounds like a production cycle, 
not an innovation cycle. The production cycle can be observed for 
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acertain class of products in any country (see recent articles such 
as Talpaz [T.l], Mea&ows [M.8], and Huh and Lee [H.28].)
 
It seems that we are now equipped with absolute miniwwm amount
 
of diffusion theory to be ready to model 
a social diff. lion model of
 
innovation. 
 Before describing the mathematical diffusion model advanced 
in this study, let us quickly look at how a system scientist or econoinst 
using a system science approach could deal with the social diffusion 
process. The literature reviewed here is exclusively the work of 
Mmnetsch and his associates. 
The social diffusion process is often discussed under the heading 
of modernization program in their works. There seem to be a variety
 
of modernization models. The modernization model of Brazilian textile
 
industry by Manetsch, Ramos and Lenchner M.5] seems to assume that 
promotion is not required. In this sense, the model can be said to 
be an equilibriun model, since the supply is always equal to demand., 
-Hwever, the modernization model of the beef herd management sector ins 
Brazil by lehker and Manetsch [L. 13]is different in nature. This model 
allows both necessity of promotion and assumes a lagged re.ponse. This 
is a disequilibrium dynamic model, since supply exceeds demand, and a 
dynamic! model since the response does not take place instantaneously. 
The modernization model of cotton production in Brazil by 
Manetsch, Ramos, andLenchner[M.3] seems to be the first study of a 
social diffusion process linked directly with a research sector and 
modeled with th systens simulation approach. Mdernized land that now 
uses a new techiulogy is modeled by a higher-order differential equa­
tion such as Equation 4.3 and stimulated by extension effort, together 
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with other variables. Ndernized land is supposed to update the yield 
level, which is a function of public research expenditure accumulated, 
without additional extension effort. Then, the techmical assistance 
from extension workers, credit requirements and total modernization 
costs are computed. 
A i ore interesting feature of the model is an actempt to compute 
some sort of cost-benefit ratio of the modernization program; total 
costs being research expenditures plus other modernization costs 
required, and benefit being defined as the public revenue increase due 
to a high productivity. The nature of this cost-benefit analysis is 
viewed from the standpoint of the public sector alone. In fact, the 
existence of a public sector is justified by its externaltiy. In 
general a public expenditure can rarely be justified by this nature 
of the cost-benefit analysis, without counting external or indirect 
effects. Otherwise, it would be quite possible for a profit-motivated 
private finn to enter the market. 
A social diffusion prototype model appears in Manetsch and Park 
[K.6, Ch. 15 1, constructed after several years experience. A repre­
sentative application of this model is found in the Nigerian agricul­
tural sector sinilation model by Manetsch, et al. [M.41. Since this 
model is nore realistic and a later version by Manetsch and his 
associates, and since the model presented in this study is a departure 
from this model, we will review it more thoroughly here. The causal 
flow chart of the Nigerian nodernization ccponent is reproduced here 
as Figure 5.3.
 
As seen in this flow chart., there are three major processes in 
the diffusion of a new technology. The dissemination process is 
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divided into two categories: (1) adoption due to promotion by the 
extension service through direct ccnuuication, and (2) dissemhmtion 
through the noncommunicative source, which is termed the diffusion 
process in the original ro.=ort. The third process is the dropout or 
rejection process. The adoption through commuication source is 
defined as a function of profitability, including subsidies, extension 
effort and input availability. In actuality, they rule out the input 
availability constraint in inplementing the sinulation run. Instead, 
they assume that the input required for adopting a new technology 
will be supplied. 
The dropout rate is defined also as a function of profitability 
without subsidies, and the ratio of the actual extension service to 
the required one. The diffusion rate is now determined by the amount 
of modernized land and profitability. Then, as usual, various require­
ments, modern productivity, etc., are computed. 
In sumnry, we will extend and slightly modify the model of social 
diffusion advanced by Manetsch and his associates in such a way as to 
adapt it to the present study and reflect some of the realities and 
theories discussed above. 
Mathematical Model of Social Diffusion of Innovation 
First, we discuss a model of social diffusion of an innovation 
Then we discuss computation of the average yield increase due to in 
vation dissemination, taking into account interaction with the 
resource base. 
The overall flow chart of an innovation dissemination process 
hypothesized here is shown in Figure 5.4. Remember that we have a 
SDistributed 
EDF Delay of A 
- Adoption fdt 
cba4.rt of jr diEminrws (hypothe 
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zmdnum of five research outcomes duing the planning horizon, which 
will be indexed k; for each of 13 crops or crop groups, which will be 
Indexed j; and for each of three regions, which will be indexed i. 
What the flow chart in Figure 5.4 shows is the diffusion process of a 
single research outcome or innovation, which comes about at a given 
point of time for a crop and for a region. 
Will the diffusion of an innovation take place instantaneously? 
Do all farmers adopt an innovation at the same time? Doe. the exten­
sion institution try to dissaninate new knowledge to all farmers right 
after the new knowledge is materialized? In practice, whenever a new 
technology comes out, the extension agency will try to introduce it 
first to a small nunber of farmers with favorable socioeconomic char­
acteristics. This is due to a limitation of manpower, budget, seed 
multiplication capacity, or even knowledge of the technology itself. 
This first group of farmers may be called innovators. Even for , 
innovators, some gestation period is required in order to decide 
whether to adopt or reject the new idea., or whether more observation 
is needed. This gestation period will differ, depending on character­
istics of different farmers, including their knowledge situations. 
This means that perhaps the adoption of a new idea by the innovator 
class can be crudely mdeled by a distributed delay model rather than 
a discrete delay model. As shown in Chapter IV, a distributed delay 
process can be modeled by a higher-order differential equation that 
has the same property as the Erlang family of probability density 
functions. As indicated in Chapter IV, there are a variety of DELAY 
subroutines. But hc'e the DEIDT subroutine is chosen for solution 
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stability of the delay output, and to use the time increment Dr = 1.0 
for the efficiency consideration. However, the DELDf subroutine is 
found 	to incorrectly compute the delay output for this particular model. 
Thus 	we have slightly modified that subroutine and called it DELDD. 
DELDD 	 appears in Appendix A, together with other subroutines. The call 
statemnt of this subro itine is: 
5.1 	 CALL DELDD [EDF(I,J,K), GA(I,J,K), MRLk(J,J,K,), DG(I,J9K) 
]DIGA(I,J,K), Dr, KCA, AR(I,J,K)] 
EDFiik = rate of land entering the delaprocess for the 
kth research outcome for the j crop and for theith region at a given time. 
&Aijk = rate of land leaving delay process (unmodified) 
ARijk = modified G'jk, delay output rate 
R1 jk = intermediate rate in delay process 
CD1 ijk = time length of delay 
IAm44k = fraction of time increment, DT, needed to make the 
output stable 
Dr = time increment 
KCA = order of differential equation. 
Once we know the input and output rates of the delay process, 
total land in the process of adoption can be easily computed using a 
khe 	DELDT subroutine assumes a smooth and continuous input 	rate,
which 	 is termed here EDF, over time. However, in this particular model,
the input rate changes rapidly in the beginning of diffusion process.
This causes trouble with cmputing delay output correctly, termed hereGA. What is modified is that a mechanism to correctly compute the out­put rate is added inside the subroutine. This modified output rate is
termed AR, and is used to compute related state variables such as
modern land, which is termed here ANP, stated in the text.as 
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simple integration formula as done beforc. muj vwi..,. ,Le is termed 
TSP, and is computed by summing the intermediate rates, RM, after 
other parameters 	into cormideration, instead of integrating the 
difference between input and output rates. That is: 
5.2 	 TSPijk(t) = E RG'.jkm(t) *IDIAijk(t) * DGAijk(t)/KGA' 
m 
The accunilated land that has a new technology, termed AMP, can 
be computed as follows: 
t5 ijk(t) = 	AMPijk(o) + .o ARijk(t) dt 
Where: Aijk is the delay output. 
Once the transition and modern land are lax m, the land remaining 
with a traditional technology, termed TDP, can be computed as follows: 
5.4 TDPijk(t) = 	TTP',i!k(t) - AMPijk(t) - TSPijk(t) 
Where: TrPijk is total land. 
What kinds of factors determine the rate of In-ut. or land 
entering the delay process (1DB), the time length of delay (DGA), 
dropout rate (RRF), and the order of the delay (KGA)? Would these 
variables be constant over time regardless of the level of extension 
promotion, perceived level of the research outcome, importance of 
the crop, degree of regional specialization, etc.? It is knon 
empirically that behavior of the delay output is not very sensitive 
to the order of the delay KGA, in the range between 5 and 10. Thus, 
the rest of the variables (input rate (EDF), length of the delay 
(DGA) and dropout 	rate (RRF) are hypothesized here as some function of: 
1. 	 Distributed lagged extension effort for a specific crop in 
each region, in ters of budget (BEXD). The distributed lag 
value is used since it is believed there would be some carry­
over effect.
 
2. 	 Long-run profitability of the specific crop (PROF). 
3. 	 Mange in the long-run profitability (PROFH). 
4. Size of crop in a region in terms of area planted (SZC). 
5. 	 Degree of regional specialization (RSP). 
6. 	 Level of specific research outcome (RYDIFF), which is 
defined as the expected rate of increase in yield when it 
is materialized, in earlier material in this chapter. 
What would the exact functional form between each of the depen 
dent variables and the set of independent variables cited above be? 
The exact functional relationship is not well known. However, it is 
not hard to conceive that: (1) the higher the level of the research 
outcome and the larger the irut rate, the shorter the length of delay 
we can expect, and so on, (2) the dependent variable may not be a 
linear function of individual independent variables, etc. For sim­
plicity, we derive one conin factor DDFijk(t), to link the dependent 
variables with independent ariables, and hypothesize the following 
relationship: 
5.5 DDFijk(t) = 1REDFijk(t) + ROEDFjk(t) IEEEDFi(t) 
{PFEE~ij (t) + PcEDFi (t) + CSEDFi (t) -
RSEDFij (t) }] 
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Where: 
ROEEFIjk(t) = effeci of research outcome on diffusion for k t h 
outcome for j th crop and ith region 
EEEDFi. (t) = effect of extension effort on diffusion 
PFEDFij (t) = effect of profitability on diffusion 
PCEDFij (t) = effect of profitability change on diffusion 
CSEDFij (t) = effect of crop size on diffusion 
RSEDFij (t) = effect of regional specialization on diffusion 
Note that (1) when the effect of the research outcome is zero, DDF 
is equal to zero (2) where no extension effort is given, research outcome 
is the only variable that affects DDF, and (3) extension effort is 
designed to supplement research outcoma and other variables supplement
 
these two variables. Johnston and Soutiworth [J.20] point out that
 
"agricultural extension, for example, pays little return unless and
 
until research has produced and tested profitable innovation to extend," 
This belief is directly adopted in this formulation. 
Precisely what are all these effects? 
 It is sufficient to illug­
trate for two variables only how weights are assigned to each variable,
 
since the necessary data for the other variables are given in the com­
puter program. Let us see how the weight systen is constructed for 
research outcome effect (RDEDF) and extension effort effect (EEEDF). 
As seen in Figures 5.5 and 5.6, the weight given to the research out­
comes and extension effort is, respectively, a function of research 
outcome and extension effort. The weight, however, is not a linear 
function. Then, RDEDF, EEEDF and other variables are interpolated by 
means of the TABLIE function. For example, for ROEDF: 
1. 0,
 
i0-05 0.10 0.15 
 0.2 
Perceived level of research outccme 
Weght given to esearch outcan).to cmuei 
,para,meter (DDF),(hiypothetical). o 
Extension effort per 1,000 ha (Million Won) 
Figure 5.6. Weight given to extension effort to compute diffusii parameter (DDF) (hypothetical). 
5.6 ROEDF(IJ,K) = TABE [VADF6, SMALL, DIFDF6, KDF6,'RYDIFF 
(I,JK)] 
Where: 
VADF6 = 	function value 
SMAIL = 	smallest value of irklependent variables, in this 
example, zero. 
DIFDF6 = 	difference between adjacent elements, in thils. 
example, 0.05
 
KDF6 = 	number of intervals between elements, in this 
example, 4 
IDIFFijk = 	 research outcome 
We were not very specific as to how the lcrg-irin profitability 
and change in profitability, crop size and regiona specialization are 
couputed. All these variables are computed in subroutine ThP. The 
long-run profitability is defined as: 
5.7 PRORTij(t) =PDij(t) *YD (t) Z PXDil(t)*
0 
PDij, PXDij, YDij and FXij I are, respectively, distributed lag 
product prices, factors prices, yields, and factor demand for the Xth
 
factor, jth crop, and ith region, which are conputed as follows: 
dPDij.(t) 
5.8 D * d 	 t + PDij(t) =PAVGij (t) 
5.9 D * at + PXDit (t) - PXi (t) 
5.1i0 D * YDi l (t)

dt +DIi t YLii t
 
5.115.11D * dit)dr + FXDij X( t ) - Fj (t) 
wnere: PAVGij' PXiI YLDij and Fxjz are respective unlagged current 
variables, and D is average expected delay on adjustment. We will come 
back to the cocuputation of these variables later in connection with
 
subroutine FDYLD.
 
Crop size (SZC) is defined as proportion of total land area a±Jo­
cated to each 	crop, that is: 
5.12 SZ (t) 	 = Au (t)/TLANDi(t) 
Wher&%. 
Aj & Area allocated to each crop in each region, which will bedetermined by the farm resources allocation component ofthe KASS model. Until this model is linked with the pro­granming model, the acreage allocation adopted by theinitial version of the KASS will be sustained (these
corresponding 	 to Policy Alternative II). 
TLAND = paddy plus upland in region.
 
Alternatively, 
 crop size could be defined as the ratio of area to 
cultivated total land. If land is cultivated only once in a year, both 
methods will conme up with the same figure. If all regions cultivate 
land equally intensively, there would be no difficulty in comparing 
intensity among the regions. Where the latter definition is used, rice 
in Region 2, where rice is more important 	in absolute as well as 
relative terms than in other regions, has a ratio indicating it is not 
inportant. The conclusion issame applicable in computing the regional 
specialization index, RSP. This variable 	is computed: 
5.13 	 RSPij(t) = SZCi .(t)/[ASORj (t)/SAND(t)]
 
ii 3-j i
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Where: 
3 3
 
ASOR (t) = £ A..(t) and STAND(t)= i=lE TIAND(t)
ilJ 

As mentioned before, the distributed lagged extension budget is 
used for computing the weight needed to construct the parameter, DDF. 
That is: 
BEXD(t) BM i5.14 D dt + Oij ti =- IJ(t)t 
Where: 
BEKLJij = the unlagged extension budget for each crop in each 
J region per unit of land, and D is average expected 
delay to adjust. 
How does government allocate total extension budget over crops 
and regions? First, we assume that total extension budget of the 
central government (GBEX(t)) is growing at a constant rate; that is: 
5.15 GBE(t) (1.0+GGBEX*T)*GEXI 
Where: 
GGBEX = the rate of growth of budget 
CBEXI = Initial total extension budget 
Then, this total budget is hypothesized to be allocated over regions 
as follows: 
EXA*TAi (t) BEXB*TLANDi (t)1 
5.16 BEXi (t) = STA(t)- + STLAND(t) BEKX(t) 
Where: 
BEXi - regional total extension budget 
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T~j. total cultivated land in each region 
ST = sun of cultivated land over regional or national total 
cultivated land
 
TLANDi = total agricultural land in each region
 
STLAND = 
sum of total land over regions or total agricultural land 
BEXA and BEXB = parameters
 
Then, to guide regional extension budget allocation to each crop, the
 
following score system is used:
 
5.17 SCOREi(t) = * F P*EDF (t)PCO1 j (t)+ SCOR* 
SOOR3 * CSEFij (t)+ SCOR4 * RSEDFii- .4-
PScOREij (t) 
Muere: PFEDF, PCEDF, CSEDF and RSEDF are the weights used to cai-ute
 
the parameter DDF, as seen before. 
PSOREij is a policy-determined
 
score given to each crop to implenent a certain policy in support of
 
export or attainment of necessary food grain production. SWRl,2,3,4 
are the respective weights given to individual factors in the equation, 
Extension budget for individual crop per unit of land is hypothesized, 
to be allocated as follows:
 
BTi(t)5.18 BEXLJij(t) = SCOREj(t) 
Where: 
13 
SSOOREi(t) = SCORE .(t) 
j=1 
BEXi = regional total extension budget
 
TAi = sum of total cultivated land in each region
 
Now that we have learned how the parameter DDFijk(t) is computed, 
let us examine the role this parameter plays in detendning the length 
of delay (DGA), the dropout rate (RRF) and the input rate (EDF). The 
length of delay, DGA, is computed once at the beginning of a year, when 
every new research outcome is ready to be extended. Then this value 
is carried over until that research outcome is completely disseminated. 
This is done mainly because the DELDT subroutine is not capable of the 
time-varying delay.
 
5.19 DGAij k(t) = MAX [1.0, (DGA 
- DDF jk(t)) 
here DGAM is a parameter given that reflects a maximnu delay in year
 
in the worst case.
 
Note that as the parameter, DDF, increases, the lengrn ot delay
 
is shortened but restricted to a minimmn of one 
year. Also, note that 
the length of delay or expected average delay represented by DGA has 
a different notion from that often used by the sociologist. The expected 
average delay used by the sociologist in adopter distribution is the
 
weighted average time between initiation and completion of an 
innova­
tion adoption for a whole population. 
 But, the expected delay used,
 
here, DGA, 
 is changing with time and corresponds to the adoptioo delay 
of each year's input rate (EDF). 
It is possible to construct a model of what the sociologist
 
talks about, however. 
 The only modification from the one we constructed 
is to treat the input rate as an impulse composed of the whole population. 
That is, the whole population is assumed to be an adopter candidate frmn 
the beginning, instead of assming a fraction of the population are 
candidates in each year. 
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SI Larly, the dropout rate, RRF, is defined as: 
5.20 MRijk(t) = MAX f0.0, (RRFM- RRFA * DDFijk(t))J 
kbere:
 
RuM = maxdnii dropout rate
 
RRFA = parameter to conver 
 DF into a suitable magnitude 
As DDF increases, the dropout rate (RRF) decreases, but remains 
non-negative. Another type of restriction is given to this rate. too. 
Where the modern plus transitional land become more than 80 percent,
 
the dropout rate (RRF) is equal to zero.
 
In determining 
the input rate, EDF, we put what Manetsch and 
his associates call input rates due to promotion and due to diffusion 
together to form one category. Thus, we have only one delay process
 
in our model instead of one 
for promotion and another for diffusion. 
If the expected average adoption time, here termed DGA, and adopter
 
distribution parameter, KGA, 
 are not different in both delay processes, 
we can consolidate them into one process without nmuch loss. In addi­
tion, we assume that both the modern land (AMP) and transitional land 
(TSP) have demonstration or diffusion effect, the latter having somehow 
less effectiveness than the former. The input rate for each research 
outcome for each crop, region and point in time is defined as: 
5.21 EDFijk(t) = AEEijk(t) * TDPijk(t) + AMrijk(t) * AMPijk(t) 
+ DFC * AMrjk(t) * TSPiJk(t) 
Where: 
TDPijk = traditional land 
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ANPijk = modern land 
TSPijk = transition land
 
DFC = a parameter
 
5.22 AEEijk(t) = AEEA * DDFik(t) 
5.23 AMrijk(t) = ANMA * DDFijk(t) 
Where AEEA and ANIA are again parameters. Thus, the first term in 
Equation 5.21 is the input rate due to promotion, and therefore AEE is 
a fraction indicating what percent of the traditional land is going to 
enter the delay process per year. The next two terms in the same 
equation correspond to the input rate due to demonstration or diffusion 
from noncommicative information sources. Thus, the variable (AMC) is 
a kind of multiplier indicating how many farmers a modern farm or tran­
sitional farm can try the new technology. Now two conditional restric­
tions are imposed on the input rate (EDF). The first is ,logical 
restriction: the input cannot exceed the traditional land: 
5.24 EDFijk(t) = Min [EDFijk(t)I TDPijk(t)] 
EDF in the right side of the equation is the input rate computed 
in Equation 5.21. The other restriction i- that whenever moderm land 
(AMP) plus transitional land (TSP) exceeds 80 percent of total land 
population, we let che input rate, EDF, equal the traditional land TDP. 
That is: 
5.25 EDFijk(t) = TDPijk(t) 
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The reasonwas explained earlier in the discussion of the restriction 
on the dropout rate, RRF.
 
This is the essential overall picture of our social diffusion 
=odel. Before discussing how average productivity changes due to inno­
vation diffusion, we add two more points. First, now that we explained 
how the dropout rate (RRF) is determined, we modify the definition of 
the modern land (AMP) given in Equation 5.3. The correct one actually 
used is: 
-.26 AMPik(t) = AMPijk(t) + f t Aijk(t) * [1.0 - RfFijk(t)] dt 
The reader may wonder about the other delay subroutine, such as 
]EEVF, which can directly count the loss rate, which is equivalent to 
the, dropout rate (RRF). The reasons are: (1) to demonstrate the 
usage of different delay subroutines, and (2) to make the dropout or 
loss rates functions of time.
 
The second modification involves the definition of the land. 
The population can be defined in terms of number of farmers or acreage, 
and in absolute or relative terms. In this uodel any population is 
specified in terms of percent of land. In other words, the initial 
value of the traditional land (TDP) for any campaign of the research 
outcome adoption is set equal to 100, which is total land appearing in 
Equation 5.4, termed TIP. What the modern or transitional land (AMP 
or TSP) shows is what percentage of land allocated to a specific crop 
has adopted or is trying a certain new technology. There are two 
basic reasons for adopting this definition. First, it prevents 
additional conplexity. Second, even if we use the absolute acreage, 
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we still have to convert It to relative terms in order to compute 
average productivity gains. 
In connection with this definition, an additional assumption 
is necessary. The area allocated to a specific crop changes over time, 
either due to economic adjustment or the fact that scre agricultural 
land transfers to nonagricultural usage. Is the more modern or 
traditional land likely to transfer to the other crop or nonagricultural 
usage? The expected change in area response is small, owing to assump­
tions made either in the initial. version of the KASS model or in the 
farm resource allocation component, we can generally assime that the 
conversion of cropland will be the sane for modern and traditional 
land. 
It seems appropriate to specify one more implicit model assump­
tion. We assumd a madmun of five successive campaigns for a crop 
during the planning horizon. Would it be mre realistic to assume 
that only the farmer who have adopted the first campaign are eligible 
for the second, only those who have adopted the second campaign are 
eligible for the third, and so on? This is not necessarily realistic. 
Furthermore, there is a time lag between successive research outcomes. 
Therefore, if we were to adopt this restrictive assumption, it might 
not correspond to reality. In addition, there is no apparent reason 
that a farmer cannot adopt the new technologies in a different order. 
This is one of the critical model assumptions. 
Now that we have specified the necessary model structure and 
assumptions about the social diffusion of an innovation in detail, 
we are ready to present a method for comvuting the expected average 
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productivity gain. Individual research outcomes having a set of per­
ceived attributes (RYDIFF) h., been defined as productivity gain in 
terms of yield at the experiment station, not at individual farms. 
Would the productivity gain at in-dividual farms adopting the 
new technology be the same as that at the experiment station? It is 
not hard to imagine that some farmers' resource base or technology, 
other than that to be dissmninated, would be quite similar to the 
experimeat station situation, but many would not. We my well assume 
that farms with a good resource base or equiped with better knowledge 
would adopt a new technology first. This argument then implies that 
as a new technology is dissaninated over farms, the productivity gain 
on individual farms would decline. This conclusion is quite consistent 
with findings from the green revolution process by many researchers, 
such as Evenson [E.3], Wharton [W.3], etc. 
If we assume there is no difference in other technology or 
resource bases between the experiment station and individual farms, 
mid that the transitional land will experience the sam productivity 
gains as the modern land does, the expected average productivity gain 
due to an innovation diffusion in a region will be: 
5.27 Glijk(t) = RDYIFFik(t) * [AMPijk(t) + TSPijk(t)] 
Accumulated productivity gain due to successive innovation diffusion 
for a crop on a regional basis will be at a given point of time: 
k 
5.28 GISij(t) = E lijk(t)
. ii k=l ikt 
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What the first equation says is that if the modern land (MP) 
plus the transitional land (TSP) turns out 100 Percent, the produc­
tivity gain on a regional basis will be the same as RYDIFF. 
Now let us assume that: (1) the resource base or other techno­
logy of individual farmers at their disposal is not the same as that 
of the experiment station (2) there is some difference in productivity 
gain, by a factor DFC, between the modern and transition populations, 
and (3) the productivity gain dinirishes as mre farmers adopt a new 
technology. 	 Then the expected average productivity gain due to dis­
semination of a new technology in a region will be: 
5.29 Mijk(t) = RYDIFFijk(t) * [1.0 - DFijk(t)] * [AMPijk(t). 
+ DFC * TSPijk(t)] 
Where DF is 	 an average discounting factor and computed as a function 
of the modern land (AMP) by usig the TABLIE function. Function 
values are given in Table 5.2. 
Table 5.2. 	 Function Value of Discounting Factor, DF 
(Hypothetical). 
Modern Land (In Percent) 
0 20 40 60 80 100 
EF 10.03 0.03 0.035 0.042 0.51 0.063 
The farmers' resource base or other technology changes over 
time. Thus, to correctly estimate this average discounting factor 
(DF), the function shifter must be incorporated in one form or 
another. However, this type of interaction among technology level, 
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input use rate, and the resource base will be considered specifically 
and incorporated into the product supply and factor demand projection
 
cumponent models in later chapters. 
The accumulated productivity gain on a regional basis can be 
computed easily at a 
given point of time as:
 
5
 
5.30 G=Sijk(t) 
 kE Gijk(t)
k=l 
We need to conpute the rate of change inproductivity gain due to the
 
new technology dissemination. Let us define it as the total factor
 
productivity growth rate and lebel itYZ.
 
5.31 YZi (t)= [ sii (t)- GESj (t-1) [100 + (ESij (t-i)] 
Since the gross productivity gain, GZS, is defined in terms of per­
centage, we.mst divide the successive difference by 100, plus the
 
previous year's gross productivity gain.
 
Thus far, innovation diffusion and the resultant productivity
 
gain due to the public investnent have been considered in research.
 
Is the public institution the only one where an innovation or a
new
 
technology is being generated? It is obvious that some farmers act 
more or less as innovators in selecting seed, using production factors, 
or applying husbandry suitable to his specific farm location. Other
 
farmers imitate this progressive farmers. Therefore, indigenous
 
technological change is made available by the leading local farmers 
themselves. 
As a mtter of fact, this has been the major source of
 
technological changes prior to establishing the modern experinmnt
 
station. 
Italso seems that this source of technological change is
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well known
very inportant even at the present time. Itis also a 

fact that the agribusiness firm that supplies the farm sector with 
modern inputs or processes farm products engages in research and 
development and disseminates findings to farmers. 
The next question is whether the extension worker is the only 
means of bringing new information from the public research institutes 
The extension worker's job is to facilitate comunuicationto farmers. 
between the farmers and the public research institutes, as well as 
among farmers themselves. This includes finding better practices or 
husbandry at a farm or location, and introducing them at other farms 
or locations. 
In summary, it is quite possible that sime technological change 
takes place even slowly and is disseminated among farmers or agri­
business firms without the help of public research and extension 
can accelerateinstitutes. It is also true that the extension worker 
the diffusion of this type of indigenous and spontaneous technological 
change. The productivity gain due to this process is hypothesized as 
a function of the die_ributed lag extension budget with a positive 
intercept, as shown in Table 5.3. Then the function value of the 
productivity gain for each crop in each region is interpolated by 
the TABLIE function. Let us term this productivity gain YW. Then 
total productivity change due to research and extension turns out: 
5.32 YZD. (t) = YZ (t) + YWi (t) 
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T-hl 45 7 Productivity Gain Due to Extension of Spontaneous
 
Technological Change (Hypothetical).
 
Extension Budget, Million per 1,000 Ha. 
0.0 0.04 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.20
 
Productivity gain 0.0003 0.007 0.01 0.012 0.0138 0.015 
In summary, the total factor productivity growth rate (YZD) is 
the only variable in this subsector model to be transferred to other 
subsector models discussed in later chapters for the present purpose 
of the study. The perceived levels of research outcomes (RYDIFF) and 
the derived total productivity growth rate (YZD) are crucially important 
variables in our whole model. 
The variable RYDIFF is defined as the biological research result 
in term of the rate of increase in the yield level at experiment station. 
The figures for RYDIFF in Table 5.1 do not represent what will. occur 
unconditionally in the future or a target the public sector wants to 
achieve. Those figures simply represent one set of all possible 
research outcomes. This does not necessarily mean that this set of 
research outcomes will be likely to occur. It is simply a point of ' 
departure for exanining the consequence of some possible research 
outcomes on the overall performance of the Korean economy. In this 
sense, the point of departure can be extremely high or low as ccnpared 
to what will happen in the future. 
We need to run an intensive policy experimnt on this variable, 
since the research enterprise involves rather high uncertainty o' 
risk. This policy experiment is intended to provide public decision­
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makers with: (1) some information on desirable biological research 
outcomes so they can design and build a research institute to secure 
these desired levels of research outcomes, and (2) sane possible 
crop-specific strategies to reach some of the agricultural development 
goals. 
In this chapter we have modeled the complex and ill-structured 
system of biological research and dissemination of its results. The 
relationships described in this public subsector component are not 
technical, but nmstly socioeconomic ones. These relationships have 
not been well studied thus far. The model presented here is based 
more on art than science. This is one way to model a conplex but 
ill-structured system. The basis of constructing this kind of model 
is: (1) related theories and (2) experiences of experts in this field, 
since "if experienced observers believe that is the way things really 
work, that is the way they should be in the model, even if the para­
meters cannot be measured" [Kresge (K.8)1. What is needed for Improv­
ing this component are: (1) in addition to further testing and 
refinament of model. structure, data gaps should be filled with More 
knowledgeable estimates from researchers, extension workers and otkQr 
informed personnel, and (2) based on more reliable data and structure, 
many additional computer runs should be made for the purpose of 
detecting possible errors and further model validation. 
Q*APTER VI 
PROD=tION FUNMTION AND
 
PRODUCT SUPPLY PRIJEUTION
 
This chapt:- proposes a form of production function that has a 
dynamic long-run property and is used to project yields per land unit 
fbr 13 crops or crop groups in each region. First, we review some of 
the supply response studies and projection techniques used for product 
supply in section one. The mathematical model is discumsed in two 
sections. The second section discusses the projection model for 
annual crops. Then, in section three a yield projection model for 
perennial crops, fruit and mulberry-silk is developed. lastly, in 
section four, we discuss the sources of data and parameter estimation 
problems. 
Agricultural Supply Studies in Literature 
The study on agricultural supply of either aggregate study or 
an individual crop is a relatively rich part of agri cdt-tral economics 
literature. Historically, product supply studies have revolved 
largely around hypotheses that either farmers are not price responsive 
and lack profit motivation or that agricultural supply functions have 
elasticities near zero.
 
We do not intend to intensively review studies, models or 
explanations accounting for agriculture's failure to contract or to 
expand output. In fact., Heady [H.I1, p. 675-676] and Hathaway 
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[H.5, Ch. 4], among others, sumnarize the hypothesis concerning this 
matter. On the other hand, Johnson [J.16, Ch. 3] has reviewed some 
of the main explanations of agriculture's historic failure to con­
tract or expand output, in order to advance a new hypothesis involvirg 
investment and disinvestment or the lack thereof as determinants of 
supply response. 
The product supply function can be derived from the static neo­
classical economic theory, which is normative as it assumes mrxinizing 
behavior of producers and consumers. Assuming diminishing returns to 
scale with some fixed assets, the marginal cost curve derived from 
production function having the above nature is interpreted as the 
short-rm supply function of the firm. Based on this theory, inplied 
estimation function of the supply has a form: 
S = f(P 
Where S is supply and P is product price. This form assumes firsty 
of all that input prices are fixed, which is certainly not the case 
in the real world. With input prices as the supply function shifter, 
the estimation form is: 
S =f(P, P )i 
Where P stands for the relevant input price. Even in this formula-Xi 
tion the estimation function oversimplifies the real world. That is, 
any firm has limited amounts of resources and usually produces more 
than one product With this consideration, the supplv function is 
specified: 
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AerePi stands for the relevant price of alternative product 
-'Thus far, we have implicitly ass~med current prices would influ­
ence current supply by affecting yeilds. As Fox [F.9] discusses,
 
in general, 
 the quantity of a crop ready for harvesting is deteidned 
by econoic factors that operated before planting time and during growth 
stages in which yield-influencing practices or materials may have been 
applied, and by noneconomic factors such as weather. The logical impli­
cation of this argunnt is that prices used as independent variable in 
supply estimates should include at least one year lagged ones with or
 
without current ones.
 
It seems that most supply studies prior to the 1950s were based
 
on the above lines of thinking. 1 Nerlove views supply response as an
 
adaptation process in an uncertain world where lags in 
 the adjustment 
processes exist. Because of uncertainty and sticky adjustment processes,
 
he assumes farmers' adjustments do not take place instantaneously in
 
the aggregate, since farmer's eectations and lags differ. The basic 
element of the Nerlovian dynamic system can be summarized as follos
 
[See, Nerlove (N.6, p. 53-63)]: 
St - St.I = [S t - St. ]
 
Where St stands for the current or actual output, St for long-run 
equillbrium or desired output, and Stl for one year lagged actual 
'For a review of supply function studies, see Nerlove [N. 6,Ch. 3] and Knight [K. 6]. 
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output. The desired output can be expressed as a function of farmer's 
expectation on future price (P*) such as:
 
* * 
St = a + B Pt 
In turn, this expected price can be expressed: 
* * 
"
 t Pt--i - t-i]
Where P and Pt_, are, respectively, one year lagged expected and
 
actual price. y and a are called the respective elasticity or coef­
ficient of adjustment, depending on whether output or price is expressed 
in logarithmic or absolute terms. 
These three equations are derived from Nerlove's basic system of 
dynamics. Let us interpret this system. First of all, itis a differ­
ential equation system with a numerical solution. That is, the first 
equation, for example, can be written: 
+s -s 
D dSt +S 
d t t 
Where D stands for the expected average years of adjustment of the
 
actual supply to the desired one. Euler's numerical solution to above
 
equation is:
 
St = St_ + Dr/D [ t tl
 
which is exactly the same as the first equation of the Nerlovian system 
after noting that DT is a time increnent, and DT/D has the same meaning 
as y. Secondly, in this system, the actual output isadjusted or 
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respond to the desired or long-rm equilibrium. What would this mean? 
There seen to be few theoretical problems in this formulation as it 
contains little thoery. Nerlove's work has stimulated nuch subse­
quent research on supply or factor demand estimates. However, this
 
does not necessarily mean that this formulation explains the fanner's
 
actual supply response very well. We will now examine what is needed 
for more realistic supply prediction.
 
First, a personal conment. Nerlove and all his subsequent
 
followers assumre, almost without making specific comment or criticism,
 
that the repercussion of a disturbance over farmers' reaction is
 
represented by a simple exponential function, as modeled by the first­
order differential equation. Do they do this for simplicity or because
 
they believe their assumption isrealistic? What are the empirical
 
implications for the innovation adoption process modeled with S or J
 
shaped response curve? Would supply response studies be improved by
 
modeling with a higher-order differential equation rather than with 
the first-order differential equation?
 
The second conment has to do with forces determining the "adjust­
ment coefficient." Nerlove [N. 7] makes it clear that the estimated 
adjustment coefficient isunstable over time. What forces change this 
coefficient? Does this involve investnent and disinvestment behavior 
based on direction, duration and magnitutde of price change? 
At around the sawe time, Nerlove advanced the pioneering techni­
que of estimating supply responses, there was some theoretical advance 
in understanding farmers' response. This has to do with the asset 
fixity theory involving investment and disinvestment due to Johnson 
and his associates [J.4, J.5, J.13, J.16, B.13, E.I]. This theory 
and the theory concerning the knowledge situation are the major cam­
ponents used to modify the neoclassical economics. The modification 
or extension of static theory in this direction intends to explain the 
phenomen of chronic disequilibrium in the U.S. agriculture more 
precisely. 
According to Johnson [J.16, p. 24],
 
"At least three different lines of reaso.iing have some 
importance as explanations of the tendency of American 
agriculture to expand but not contract production. The 
first and most important of these deals with technical] 
advance. The second deals with improvements in the 
human agent. The third has to do with the role that 
various economic adjustmnts, mainly specialization, 
play in increasing productivity." 
Having felt these explanations to be inadequate, he [J.16, p. 26] 
concludes that 
"A substantial gain in explanatory power is achieved 
when the neoclassical analysis is modified: (1) to 
recognize explicitly that acquisition costs may be 
less than, or equal to, or less than zero; (2) to 
recognize imperfect knowledge (as D. Gale Johnson did) 
of the technology, education, and other changes..." 
The key concept of the resource fixity theory is the distinction 
between acquisition price and salvage value of resource, which the neo­
classical economic theory fails to make consistently. Then the defini­
tion of tn resource fixity is as follows: 
"An asset will be defined, very simply and curdely, as 
fixed ('if it ain't worth varying'). More elegantly 
stated, an asset will be defined as fixed so long as its 
imrginal value productivity in its present use neither 
justifies acquisition of more of it or its disposition" 
(Johnson and Hardin (J.17)]. 
The same definition can be stated in mathematical form: 
> P > MV>P >0 
-xa xsB 
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where PXa stands for the acquisition price of an asset, Px, for its 
salvage value, ari MVP for the marginal value productivity of its 
present use. Comare this definition with the corresponding inplica­
tion of the conventional definition of the fixed resource in the 
short run, which can be defined: 
0 = Pxa > MVP>PXs 0 
What, then, would inplication of this theory be in terms of yield, 
farm organization and production response, and aggregate supply? Sinc. 
nany papers [J.16, Ch. 3 and Appendix, E.1, J.4, J.5, H.5, Ch. 4, and 
V.3, Chs. 6 and 7] deal with this subject matter in detail, we briefly 
introduce here the basic idea as in the context of the present study.
 
Suppose a firm producing a product where one factor is 
 variable, such 
as fertilizer, and the other is fixed. Further suppose that the pre­
sent farm organization is represented by PI, Q1 in Figure 6. 1. Assum 
that the product price has increased to P2. In this situation, more 
of the variable input will be used. How about the fixed input, then? 
There are two possibilities: (1) the MVP of the fixed input may still 
be low as compared to its acquisition cost, and (2) the MVP is suffi­
ciently increased to justify the purchase of an additional unit of the 
asset. 
Let us assune the first case. Then supply quantity will be 
increased slightly, such as to Q2, since one resource is fixed so 
that production is subject to diminishing returns. Now, suppose the 
product price has increased to P3 . Then, without (oubt, the use of 
the variable iltput will be increased. For the fixed asset, ofone 
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.the two alternatives discussed above will come up again. But let us 
assume that this nmch price increase now justifies the additional 
use of the fixed input. Hence, the production function shifts to the 
other subfunction.
 
Product
 
Price 
?2 	 b/ 
'I, d
 
)I
 
a 
I p 
Ql Q2 	 % Q3 
Quantity of Supply
 
Figure 6.1. 	 Hypothetical supply function derived frxn resource
 
fixity theory.
 
In the first 	case of price increase, only one input was variable, 
whereas in the second case, both inputs are variable and supply quantity 
ismch increased, such as to Q3. Thus, the segment of the supply 
function is more or less flatter than that of the first price increase,
 
as shown in Figure 6.1. 
Now suppose the price has dropped to P4. What might happen to
 
the fixed resource? Itis certain that the MVP of this asset isarcord­
ingly dropped. 
Had its salvage value been equal to 1ts acquisition
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price, the farm would not faze a capital loss by liquidating some of 
this resource so that its MVP would be equal to its market price. 
However, its MVP may be greater than its salvage value but less than 
its acquisition cost. If this is the case, the previously acquired full 
amount of this resource will be still used on the farm. Thus, the 
supply qmntity is now slightly decreased such as to Q4 . Note that 
the consequence of the definitioa of the asset fixity yields a partially 
irreversible and kinked (at Point b) or discontineous supply function. 
The important conclusion is that the price elasticity of the aggregate 
supply is different, depending on the direction, duration, magnitude 
and recent history of price movement. 
Smith [S.13] is the first research to consider two prices, 
acquisition and salvage, for farm-produced inputs in a linear program­
ming model in order to examine the nattne of farm organization. This 
methodology can also be used to determine the optium investment and 
disinvestment for any durable inputs. For example, Le- [L.5] applies 
a different wage rate for disposing of own family labor from that 
for hiring labor. 
Mre significant application of this resource fixity theory can 
be found in the supply study. It seems that Halvorson 11.3] is the 
first researcher to study the inpact of the direction of price change 
on supply elasticity estiriation (milk), although Johnson jJ.4] and 
Boyen and Johnson [B. 13] have te-sted this possibility with time series 
and cross-sectional data, respectively. Later, Barker [B.141 tested 
the supply theory hypothesis that the elasticity of expansion under 
rising prices exceeds the elasticity of contraction under falling 
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prices (for _-eik). Recently, Tweeten and Quance [T.5] confirmed the 
same type of hypothesis for aggregate agricultural supply. Quance [Q. i] 
exawines capital gains and losses by means of the resource fixity 
tieory. The resource fixity theory does not imply assymetrical responses 
to price increases and descreases; instead it implies adjustment to a 
moving target. Empirical cvidence that the response is assymetrical 
is not contradicted by the theory. 
In nost applications of this theory in supply parameter estima­
tion, it seems that they pay attention exclusively to the elasticity 
in terms of the direction of price change. That is, it appears that 
there is no cpirical study to test the hypothesis that the elasticity 
is also different, depending on the duration and magnitude of price 
chalnge as implied by the theory. In other words, they have studied 
the segent of a stidy curve such as bc and cd in Figure 6.1, but not 
segments ab and bc where a kink occurs. This kink may not be obser­
vable in the aggregate data, whereas Figure 6.1 is drawn on the basis 
of a firm. This is, perhaps, an important reason that they have not 
studied this kink in deriving supply estimates for the aggregate data. 
In fact, the supply function of each individual firm may be kinked 
at different levels of supply quantity, or the price expectation may 
be different from each other. 
Many problem are involved in the analysis of agricultural supply. 
Heady [1H.13] and Nerlove [N. 7] discuss these difficulties or problem 
areas. The ccnion factors can be sunmarized as those concerning: 
(1) ccplexity of production system, (2) technological change, (3) 
aggregation, (4) fixed or quasi-fixed production factors and (5) 
uncertainty. 
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Learn and Cochrane [L.3] conclude that "regression analysis of 
time-series data is an imperfect tool for supply analysis where struc­
tural changes have occurred during the time period analyzed. . .Regres­
sion analysis has rarel provided satisfactory supply estimates in the 
past. . ." Staniforth arv! Diesslin [S. 15] conclude that 
'1h% major single limitation is that it (regression 
analysis) cannot be used for prediction in light of new 
variables and structures. Regression models. . .reflect 
historic relationships and at best describe present 
relationships. . prediction is more important than the 
record of the past." 
As we have noticed, teclological or structural change which is one 
Important supply function shifter among subfunctions as defined by 
Learn and Cochrane [L. 3] plays an important role in economic develop­
ment or adjustmnt process in agriculture. 
Dean and Heady [D. 5] hypothesize that technological change 
affects supply elasticity itself. How should we handle this important 
variable in modeling the supply system? Many seem to consider this 
variable in supply estimation as they do in aggregate production func­
tion estimates. However, none of the can be considered adequate. 
Bonnen and Cromarty [B i] put it this way: 
"For the technology and weather variables the data used 
are inadequate but are better than complete oinssion 
or oversimplification which accompanies the use of a 
linear time trend." 
Johnson [J.8] suggests that 
"A principal problem encountered in synthesizing macro 
supply estimates froin micro data has to do with pre­
dicting which inputs or resources are changed and which 
are not changed... Changes in inputs to t ! considered 
include, of course, those necessary in introducing new 
technologies, and secw'ing the benefits of regional, 
sector and farm by farm specialization and diversification." 
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Inherent limitations of regression models in predicting the supply 
quantity seem to have caused research workers to turn to budgeting, 
programing, production function or related techniques. It is not 
possible to review here all relevant supply studies based on these tech­
niques, however. 2 In fact, the production function is the foundation 
of supply. Once the production function is specified, it is easy to 
handle supply problems and factor demand. Indeed, Wipe and Bawden 
[W.4] derive firm-level supply equations from empirically estimated 
production functions to predict firm output and estimate supply 
elasticities. After making a conparison with the actual data, they 
conclude that derived supply equations are not empirically reliable. 
That is, they find that predictions ranged from slight underestimates 
to extreme overestimates of actual output, with the latter being most 
prevalent. Ierived supply elasticities were generally found higher 
than those obtained by direct regression analysis. This conclusion 
does not seem new in literature, however. This author [L.4] has 
also discussed these properties of derived supply function. The degree 
of disagreement between actual response and response derived from the 
production fmnction would become even greater when the Cobb-Douglas 
form of production function is used as by Wipe and Bawden. 
What are the possible causes of this general overestimate and 
inconsistency of estimates or predictions they find? A critical factor 
2For basic mthodologies, see Heady and Dillon [H.18] , and 
Heady and Tweeten [H.19] for production function approach; Heady and 
Candler [H.16] and Day [D.3] for programing approach; and Johnson 
[J. 8] and Mighell and Black [M. 16] for budget approach. 
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is that the farmer is not a straightforward profit maximizer. He 
has a much more complex set of variables to consider than that 
dictated by the static micro economic theory. He has a set of restric­
tions in making production decisions. That is, he has limited amount 
of capital, takes uncertainty into account, does not respond to change 
instantly, etc. In addition, the production parameters may not remain 
stable over time. We must consider all relevant decision envirorments 
of farmers if we are to make a realistic prediction, especially when 
we adopt P production function approach. 
We want to close this subsection by quoting Heady [H. 13]: 
'"he efficiency of either (positive and normative) 
thus depends on whether the relevant variables are 
included and accurately measured in the empirical model 
and how well they correspond with the real world condi­
tions as they will exist during the period for which 
predictions are to be made." 
Before moving into the next subsection, it seems worthwhile to 
briefly discuss literatures concerning supply studies in the LDCs. It 
appears that the marketed surplus model of the subsistence crop 
developed by Krishna [K.91 is the first supply model unique to LDCs. 
What is new is that the price elasticity of supply in this model is 
indirectly estimated, since the standard technique is difficult to 
apply due to a lack of data. 
On the other hand, after criticizing the weakness of Krishna's 
model in terms of assumptions made, Behnmn [B. 5] advances a new 
rndel of the marketed surplus of the subsistence croi., which is 
essentil ly an extension of Krishna's nxd. According to Behrman, 
"Some uonomists contend that the supply response of the 
agricultural sector in less-developed countries is quite 
similar to the response in countries with high per capita 
income. Others argue that this response is perverse in 
the sense that increased prices result in smaller quantities. 
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"A third group maintains that institutional constraints 
are so limiting that no significant response to economic 
incentives is likely to be observed." 
His own position is that, 
'TO some degree, these different opinions have resulted 
from the failure to distinguish explicitly between 
the supply of a single crop and the supply of all crops, 
between total production and the marketed surplus, and 
between short-run and long-run responses." 
He then estimates acreage response elasticity of the subsistence cro 
to price change. in fact, what we need to know in the context of 
development is not acreage response, but the supply of total crop 
production and yiulds. We know acreage responses to price change 
reasonably well, but what is less well known is wether or not total 
production and yield respond to economic opportunities. 
Schaitz [S.2, p. 37] hypothesizes that, "There are coparatively 
few significant inefficiencies in the allocation of the factors of 
production in traditional agriculture." Nevertheless, they are poor, 
not because of malallocation of resources but because of the low-level 
equilibrium trap. In fact, Schultz's hypothesis is intenied to derive 
a proportion that the reorganization of the existing resources at the 
farmers' disposal may not serve to increase total production. 
Now, let us turn to methodologies they used to make production 
projection. One of the conclusions described above was that neither 
classical supply studies nor orthodoxical production ftction studies 
are adequate for making projection of product yield. This may be 
equivalent to saying that there is no established ithodology that 
can be used for varying situations. Perhaps for this reason, they 
formerly used quite diverse varieties of methods. For example, 
Blakeslee, et al. [B.9] used extrapolation of the past trend of yield 
In projecting world food production, demand and trade. 
The same technique was used by Desaeyere, et al. [D.9] in making 
a long-term projection of supply and demand for Belgium agriculture. 
As everybody knows, the trend does not have much meaning. Rather, 
this technique disguises some important economic relationships. Black 
and Bonnen [B. 81 base their supply projection on some judgment as to 
what the impact would be if technology made available by experimental 
stations is adopted. Johnson [J. 12] claims this methodology Trks 
out well and names this type of projection as the traditional pro­
jection in the sense that it is not computerized. Bonnen [B.10] reviews 
several projection studies and tests the accuracy against real world 
data. One of his conclusions is that the projection is underestimated, 
because they do not consider some aspects of ecormic adjustment, such 
as regional specialization. 
Tom [T.4] discusses steps in economic projection. After adding 
several difficulties with production projection, such as the fact that 
annual crop production in Northern Nigeria varies up to 40 percent, 
which is attributed mainly to climatic factors and ir.esponsiveness 
of subsistence farming, he introduces the methodology of yield pro­
jection used for Nigeria. According to him, the factors considered 
are improved husbandry and equipment, improved seed, seed dresrning, 
and insecticide in storage. He does not indicate what adjustnents 
the farmer nkes to adopt technology, possibly due to space limitation. 
However, it is hoped that this plan is not the type of plan Dardexkar 
[D. 2] criticizes. 
In addition, Tom briefly introdices the National Council of 
Applied Economic Research's projection mthodology used for India, 
one of the few comprehensive studies of agricultural supply in a 
developing country, which will be reviewed here in detail. 
The National Council of Applied Economic Research fN. 2] presents 
projections of demand for and supply of agricultural commodities for 
India (1960-61 and 1975-76). The basic method used in projecting 
production or potential supply can be best explained by a diagram, 
as shown in Figure 6.2. First, they project areas with or without 
irrigation facilities and then improved seed. 
inproved 
With fertilize-1 
With improved 
seed 
Irrigated Without fertilizer 
Area Without improved 
Ttal area seed 
Under With fertilizer 
Cutivation With improved [ 
seed 
Unirrigate--Area Without 
Without fertilizer 
seed
 
Figure 6.2. 	 Cultivated land classification by technology for Indian 
agriculture. Source: National Council of Applied 
Economic Research IN.2, p. 159].
 
Then it is assuwed that land with improved seed is entitled to 
be cultivated with fertilizer. Basicalv tlice are si', different 
lands for each crop. 1Ihis type of land clnssification is based on 
the ava!labilitica of the various inputs considered. Next, they 
determine yield response for each of the various land categories from 
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vmious sources of data. Once areas and corresponding yield rates 
are known, it is very simple to compute total production or average
 
yield.
 
1There are some interesting features in this study. First, they
 
take into account the effects of what they call intangible factors,
 
which include conrmnity development programs, ' .dJ'. za,.!ities and 
marketing, agrarian refoims and inproved agricultural practices. How­
ever, it is not very clear how these intangible factors affect produc­
tion. 
The other point is that they claim that the production level
 
obtained represents the potential, and the actual production will be
 
adjusted by Whether or not pesticide is used.
 
Cownies, et al. [C.9] presents a slightly different model for 
projecting production for West Pakistan. In their scheme for land
 
classificaLion, the with-or-without-fertilizer category is dropped
 
from that done by the National Council of Applied Economic Research, 
or from Figure 6. 1. Instead, they assume that yield in each of the four 
land categories is: 
Yi(t) - Y(o)+ ni [i(t) I 
Where Yi(o) and i(o) are, respectively, the yield and fertilizer,
 
application rate in the base year, whereas Yi(t) and i(t) are,
 
respectively, the corresponding current rate, and ni is fertilizer
 
response coefficient.
 
Both nudels base their projection on several highly subjective 
assumptions. No economic basis is given in allocating resources among 
crops. The yield level is assumed to be a linear function of only
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fertilizer application. Variable input levels are treated as emogenous, 
Farmers are assumed to have no ability to adjust to changes in 
economic variables. 
A similar model is used by Lele and Mellor [L.15], not for making 
projection, but for identifying the source of productivity charge in 
food grain for India. They use historical input and output levels 
determined by farmers. 
The national Council of Applied Economics Research -ndel does 
not seem to be worked out well. The result of the model projection 
shows that India would attain self-sufficiency in food grains by 1964, 
and then would have over production. But nobody insists that India 
has achieved food self-sufficiency at the present time. Either pro­
jection of demand or production or both must be considered unrealized, 
even in approximation. This kind of projection or planning model 
seemns to invite a criticism, such as that given by Dandekar [D.2]. 
let us quote again what he says: 
"A plan is a plan in the true sense of the term only 
wihen it is a proposal for action on the part of the 
one who makes it. The reasons our plans in agricultural 
developmnt have not been plans in the true sense is 
that they have not been essentially plans for state 
action." 
It is obvious that making the farmer's resources allocation or related 
decisions is not a job that can be done directly by a state. 
In sumary, there seens to be no established methodology that 
we can directly apply to projecting yields over time. Tlus, in the 
following section we propose computerized mcthcdology that allows 
various economic factors to play a role in determining yield levels. 
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Yinld Projection Model for Annual Crop 
AL change in production level and hence supply imust be inter­
preted as a consequence of either a change in the rate of the so-called 
conventional input used, a change in the technology level or a change 
in random disturbance factor such as weather. The supply function most 
ccrnDnly used isexpressed as a function of the product price or com­
bined with factor prices, with or without other variables. This is 
incorrect formulation. The price change influences product supply 
indirectly through forcing a change in input use.
 
Johnson [J.5] points to the heart of the weakness of this prag­
matic formulation by saying: 
"One of the more serious difficulties faced by the
 
camudity supply maalyst is the lack of data on the 
amounts of different resources used in the production

of each farm product. Lack of such data reqdres

researchers to deal with price-output rather than with
 
production function relationships, thus limiting their 
alternative approaches."
 
We reject here the price-output relationship approach. Instead,
 
we adopt what might be called an economic system approach capable of 
nodeling the effect of change in input used as well as change in tech­
nology. The model must also be capable of dealing with dynamic aspects 
of agricultural economic systems. 
The production function used here isnot a sort of aggregate
 
production function disachodied technological change. The term
 
"technological change" used in this sort of aggregate production function
 
is,according to Schultz [S.2, p. 137], "not an analytical concept for
 
explaining economic growth." This is so because, according to him,
 
To use it for this purpose isa confession of ignorance, because it
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is only a name for a set of unexplained residuals." A nuaber of 
authors agree -'hat to measure technological change in that way is a 
'measurement of our ignorance." 
One of the main purposes of studying an aggregate production
 
function is to provide a basis for prescribing policy alternatives 
desilgned to affect the growth rate. According to Denison [D. 8], this 
is equivalent to a 'mnu of choices available to increase the growth 
rate." The menus provided by the aggregate production function studies, 
including the Denison wrk itself, do not sen very precise inasmuch as
 
the policy-maker can widely select an appropriate set of policy measures
 
without confusion or ambiguity when applied to the agricultural sector.
 
To identify more precise sources of the growth or yield fLmction 
shifters in order to provide a more precise menu of policy choice and
 
to provide a framework of structural analysis of an economic system,
 
we propose an aggregate production function:
3
 
( t ) 7 Zikb i j k ( t ) 6.1 Y ij(t) = Aij ff Xij kai j (t) (t) 
which is essentially a Cobb-Douglas-type production function, and where: 
YiJ i
th 
production per unit of land yield of jth crop in 
region 
XiJ th the so-cplled conventional production factor for 
producing jn crop in ith region 
= kth the so-called convetional production factor or wh*t we 
call technological or structural change variable in ir region 
Aij = aij , and bijk are appropriate production parameters. 
3Notation used for variables or parameters here are not the same 
as those used in coputer programs just for the simplification. However,
 
we will specify the notation used in coputer program at appropriate
 
places for major variables.
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The yield function given in Equation 6.1 does not seem much
 
different from aggregate production function or micro firm production
 
function often used. First, this yield function has the pt--perty
 
that the source of the growth or technological change are disaggregated 
in detail. Second, this yield function has a property of a long-run 
context ir. the sense that all production factors are identified. Third, 
all independent variables (Xijk and ZJk ) are endogeneously determined, 
based on various economic variables or public policies, projects or 
programs. 
To simplify the mdel, we adopt Taylor's expansion series of the 
production function in Equation 6.1 [see, Allen (A.8, p. 457)]. 
Ignoring the higher-order terms, we have: 
( t l )X 1(t-1) , ii6.2 Yij(t) = Y.i(t-l) + E [Xi l(t) ­
+ ( ii 
By rearrar Ing, we have: 
X i (t)
6.3 Y1 (t) = R1 + Z aj(t-1))* + E b(t-1) +k, ftbXXijk 
i k(t) 
Zij (t-1) it 
Vhere: Xi P(t) = Xijk(t) - Xij (t-l), and Zik(t) = Zik(t) - Zik(-l). 
Note that the intercept term Ai in Equation 6.1 has disappeared 
in the manipulation process. In a case of the aggregate production of 
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disembodied technological change, the intercept term (A1j) plays an 
typortant role. That is, the term is assumed, to be a time-varying 
variable, and the rate of change in intercept appears in a derived 
equation, such as Equation 6.3. and is known as total factor produc­
tivity growth rate, which is a residual and criticized aa a 'Veasure­
nent of ignorance" by Schultz and others. 
We assumed the intercept term (A..) to be time invarient, since 
we deal with a sort of aebodied technological change. That is, we 
intend to include all possible sources of productivity change, and 
assume any change to be embodied in one of the production factors 
considered in the production function. 
Also, note that we have treated the production elasticities or 
productivity coefficients as if they were time invarient. In fact, 
the productivity coefficients ofthe function shifters, bijk, are 
assumed to be time invarient at the mdel's present stage, with some 
exceptions, whlereas aijI is tim varying. But this variable is very 
slowly changing over time. For this reason, and to avoid extrene 
complications, we asstmed a3J to be time invarient only in mathema­
tical manipulation to get Equation 6.3. 
Equation 6.3 i i the final equation used for making yield pro­
jections with a minor modification to be explained later. Once the 
optinim input rates of production factors (Xij ),which will be 
discussed in detail in Chapter VII, and the rate of change in 
structural variables are known, the yield level (Y i) is ready to be 
projected. 
The structural variables considered here, Zik(t)/Z,,(t-l),
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have'already been modeled in the previous chapter, and are listed here 
again under different notations. They are: 
1. 	 Rate of change in proportion of perfectly irrigated paddy, 
SCRi 1 (t) 
2. 	 Rate of change in proportion of quasi-perfectly irrigated 
paddy, SCRi2 (t) 
3. Rate of change in proportion of temporary irrigated paddy,
SCRi 3 (t) 
4. 	 Rate of change in proportion of consolidated paddy, 2Ri4(t) 
5. Rate of change in proportion of drained paddy, SCR 5(t) 
6. 	 Rate of change in proportion of consolidated upland SCRi6 (t) 
7. 	 Rate of change in proportion of irrigated upland, SCRi7 (t) 
8. 	 Rate of change in proportion of nr paddy land, SLRi(t) 
9. 	 Rate of change in proportion of new upland, SLDRi(t) 
10. Rate of change in what is called total factor productivity,due to research and extension, YZDij (t). 
Note that, because of the method of computation for SCR. 6 , SCR1 7 ,
SLDR1l, 0M12, the corresponding terms in Equation 6.3 must be read
 
as 	 [bijk/Zik(t 1)] * [Zik(t) - Zik(t-l) ] and the corresponding coeffi­
cients appeared in 
 the computer program must be interpreted as
 
[bijk/Zik(t-l)] rather than bij k 
 for 	these variables. 
Product Supply Projection Mbdel 
for PerennialCrop
 
Among 13 crops 
or crop groups covered in this study, at least 
two are perennial crops: fruit and mulberry, which are numbered j ­
and 	j - 11, respectively. The perennial has a distinctive property 
in the production process. This necessitates different treatment of 
perennial and annual crops. Grass, some varieties of forage, and 
some industrial crops are 	also semiperennlal thisand 	in sense are 
5 
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similar to perennials, while in other respects, they are similar to 
annual crops. For simplicity, we treat these as annual crops. First, 
we review some useful theories in methodology or model applied to 
a modelBased on we 
for perennial crop product supply projection. 
The study of production or supply of perennial crops can be 
classified into two categories: (1) the conventional supply response 
study, and (2) projection of production or supply for agricultural 
development planning purposes. These categories cannot be independent, 
however, since the projection mst be based on what farmers would 
respond to possible change in economic opportunity in future development. 
Fernando [F.31 has made a projection of potential supply of tree 
crops for Ceylon. He indicated that "the state of supply analysis is 
relatively unsatisfactory compared to demand analysis" and adds that, 
'There are few really operationally useful elasticities of supply." 
He essentially assumes that "the area under tree crops has become 
stabilized." In this model, there is no room for ecormxdLc and other 
social factors to affect the number of area planted, uprooted or 
cultivated. 
He also indicates that "the projection of the average yield per 
acre presents many more problens than the projection of area." He 
adds that "average yields are affected by several factors simultaneously 
and the effect of each on output can be isolated and measured only 
with extreme difficulty." His principal projection methodology is 
to first separate areas with traditional tree varieties from those 
with high-yeild varieties, and small holdings from plantations and 
then to multiply each of these areas by fixed yield levels, respectively 
perennial crops. the theories reviewed, propose 
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to get total production or supply. Once again, there are no economic 
or other social variables involved in determination of the yield level. 
Fernando's study isby no means the only one that uses an account­
ing approach for projecting perennials or annual crop. We have seen
 
already many examples. 
The essential point of this nonstructural or
 
accounting model is,as already implied, an assumption that the farmer
 
inplicitly does not respond to a
better economic opportunity, especially
 
in term of yield. However, there are many indications that the per­
ennial crop farmr does take advantage of the better economic opportunity
 
in the real wrld, although there are serious debates over the measurement
 
of the producer responsiveness.
 
Bateman [B. 3] reviews and suminrizes the supply response studier
 
on tree crops indeveloping countries in context of the market period
 
(harvest), the short run as well as the long run. 
After discussing
 
some shortcomings of the models he reviewed, 
 he advances four alter­
native models. One ccoxmn characteristic he introduces is sort ofa 

unique farmers' expectation on prices of own product or alternative
 
crops. In other words, farmers' expectations are formulated by 
Nerlovian expected price. 
That is,the supply is expressed as a 
fumction of the distributed lag prices. Inthis respect, his approach 
is ahead for examples of those by Stem [S.16], Wah [W. 1], and many others, 
for example, who define supply as a function of a discrete lapjed 
price, with or without other set of variables an independent variables. 
However, even Batrnat, assumes, as usual, that the yield level is fixed 
or given, with the excuse that "The expected yield pattern of mast 
tree crops isrelatively stable, and changes in potential yield occurs 
slowly." 
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Wah [W. 1] sees one important realism correctly. That is, the 
change in composition of matured tree crop cohort affects the average 
yield. According to Wharton [W. 21, the Marshallian-Cournot distinction 
between the short run and the long run is desired, especially fcr 
perennial crops. He points out that, even in the short run, output 
is still a function of variable inputs that Bateman, for exanple, 
recognizes but rules out. Mbre impcrtant in perennial crop produc­
tion, as he sees it, is that there exists a residual effect of vari­
able inputs used. The smae thing may be true for annual crops; 
however, the carryover effect is more significant for perennial crops 
and should not be neglected. 
The theoretical consequence of this realism of the carryover 
effect, according to arton, is that "this fact suggests that stimu­
lants (variable input uses) are useful for upward response to price 
but would perversely affect any subsequent downward price movment." 
We have discussed some important facts that any useful nxdel 
should take into consideration. First, a change in the composition 
of tree crop age cohorts is important in explaining changes in average 
yield. Secord, thelcarryover or residual effect is also important 
in explaining supply response. The same is true for large animals 
such as dairy and beef cattle. hird, farmers' decisions on resource 
use for cree crops are not based on current price levels nor discrete 
single i g price sucl as p(t-'i) where T - 1,. . .,T, but on a distri­
buted lag price. The same thing is mre or less true for other crops 
or livestock. It is needless to say that variable input uses and 
structural cluhges lefined in Ciapters IV and V as important to 
perennial crops as to annual crops. 
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A production function for perennial crops that directly or indir­
ectly reflects the theories reriewed above follows (subscripts are 
omitted to shorten notation): 
£ t W(t)*a (t-t) 
6.4 Y A* H H x( 
kb*
 
k Z (t)* (t)

k-i
 
X - so-called conventional production factor 
Zk - so-called nonconventional production factor and what we 
call structural change variable 
V - age cohort conposition I 
A, a,b, c = appropriate production coefficients 
- a weight given to coefficients of current and past input 
T
 
level, and E W(t-T) = 1.0
 
T=O
 
T - maximnu tim range affecting on the current output or 
carryover period.
 
Equation 6.4 can be written: 
S Wto*a£(t) k bk
6.5 Y-A* H X (t)* ( * 
xP- k (t) n k () V(t£4-i-

WoWW *a,(t) T(xWt) 
W : (t) (T) (t-T)
 
T=l
 
atfd X£(t) is here interpreted as a distributed lag input and Wo0+ 
W1 - 1.0. Once again, an economic interpretation of this fo~iulation 
This age cohort composition can be easily conputed from the 
perennial procuction subcon, oncnt of the KASS nodel and the farm 
resource allocation cmponent. 
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is that the past input rate influences the current output level with 
a weight of W(T). The past input level can be, without generality, 
represented by a distributed lag value of the input. That is: 
d k tT *6.6 
at + (t) = (t) 
Hbw much past input level will influence current output depends on the 
nitude of Wo or W1. 
Parameter Estimation 
In this chapter, we used a shorthand notation for each variable 
quite different from that used in the computer program. For conven­
ience while discussiong parameter estimation problem, we try to 
Introduce the variable nams used in the coputer program. For con­
venience, parameter estimation problems are discussed for both the 
variables shown in this chapter and the next as to how to estimate 
production parameters aiji' bijk) cii etc., in Equations 6.1 - 6.5. 
Before discussing this problem, we will briefly discuss the validit-y 
of the Cobb-Douglas function. A problem stem from the unitary 
elasticity of substitution of the Cobb-Douglas function among production 
factors. 
In reality, the elasticity of substitution may or may not be 
unitary, or may vary. Substitution between labor and capital inputs 
is usually discussed. The estimation nethod of the constant elasticity 
of substitution for two factor case is given by Arrow, et al. [A.9], 
and Brown [B.16], and for a m-ny-factror case given also by Brown [B.16]. 
Variable elasticity substitution is discussed by Lu and Fletcher [L.20]. 
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'Even if labor is not one of the production factors included in 
Equations 6.1 and 6.4, itis suggested that the elasticity of substi­
tution between labor and capital for Korean agricultural production be 
estimated in order to infer the validity of using the Cobb-Dbuglas 
function. Hayani and Ruttan [H.9] followed this procedure to justify
/ 
using the Cobb-Douglas function. On the other hand, In [L.21] first 
checks whether the elasticity is constant or variable. In the case 
of constant elasticity, he tests whether the elasticity isunitary 
to make sure the Cobb-Douglas function is appropriate. While testing 
the validity of the assumption of variable or constant elasticity of 
substitution, he assumes there are only two inputs, labor and capital. 
By contrast, he includes many production factors when fitting Cobb-
Douglas production functions. 
Lu's approach seems more or less logical. To follow Lu's pro­
cedure, we need to add just one more independent variable, capital 
input over labor input, to the conventional estimtion equation of the 
constant elasticity of substitution: 
Log (V/L) - ui + b log W + c log K/L 
Where V stands for value added, L for labor input, K for capital input 
and a,b and c for appropriate parameters to be estimated. According 
to Lu, when c -0, the function above reduces to the CES function.
 
When c - 0 and b 1, it reduces to the Cobb-Douglas fiiction. When 
c - 0 and b - 0, it reduces to the fixed coefficient production 
function. It can be shown tlt when b - 0 and c # 0, the above equa­
tion also reduces to the Cobb-Douglas form.
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However, here we adopt a simple procedure used by Hayami and 
.lRttam. The derived equation follows: 
6.7 log (V/L) = 0.133 + 1.084 log W, R2 = 0.984 
Where V stands for the average value added per farm from farming, L 
for weighted average labor input per farm by age and sex, and Wfor 
weighted average of farm wage rates by age and sex. All data rme 
from yearbooks of Agricultural and Forestry Statistics. The regres­
sion coefficient or elasticity of substitution is significnatly 
different from zero at a high level. The null hypothesis that the 
elasticity of substitution is not different from unitary is rejected 
at 5 percent, but accepted at 2 percent of probability. 
As a result of this statistical test, we do not Jisist that 
projections based on Equation 6.1 will always turn out unitary elas­
ticity of substitution among capital itenm themself or between labor 
and capital. The behavior of the elasticity of substitution will be 
affected not only by relative prices among inputs, but also by the 
nature of technological changes generated by public policies, proj ects 
and programs. The insistence of Evenson [E.3] that the elasticity 
of substitution between biological and mechanical inputs is relatively 
low, and of Srilartava and Heady [S. 14] tlat the elasticity is changing 
should be interpreted as consequences of particular public policies. 
Let us now diIcu.ss the problCM of estimatkiig produecion coeff­
icients, firs~t for nip, in the production fuiction in Equation 6.1. 
Any of several types of data could be used: time series data, cross­
sectional data and experinental data; however, none of these soucces 
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was readily available and they are expensive to collect. Even if one 
of then is available, it is not very easy to obtain appropriate signs 
of the regression coefficients for variables considered. There are a 
number of examples showing that one or more of them do not have the 
signs predicted by the theory. For example, Alcantara and Prata's 
[A. 7] production elasticity derived from total cost function has a
 
negative sign for machinery input. 
 Should the farmer be interpreted 
as behaving irrationaily, since less or no machinery use will bring
 
more production, according 
to his result? What is Itwrong? should 
be interpreted that his survey design, resource classification or
 
specification was inappropriate. This means that it is difficult to
 
secure even the correct sign, 
not to mnmtion correct magnitudes. 
Because of this difficulty, we use an indirect method of esti­
mating the production coefficients based on the assumption that ftrre.rs 
behave rationally unier the perfect competition, Assume the following 
production function for simplicity: 
6.8 YaXb 
The first-order condition for profit maxdmization is: 
6.9 dy/dx - Px/Py or 
6.10 dy/dx = baXb 'l - bY/X - Px/P 
when we rearrange it, we have: 
6.11 b - [Px*X]/[Py*Y] 
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Where Px stands for input price, Py for production price, X for input 
level, and Y for output level. Of course, the left side of Equation 
6.11 is the appropriate production coefficient or elasticity, and the 
right side is called the factor share. In other words, this factor 
share, which can easily be collected even in the least developed
 
countries [the terminology adopted from (0.1)1, 
 is used as a proxy of 
the production coefficient in this study. Th.is approach to estimating 
this coefficient is not new in econoaic literature. Many studies on 
agp:egate production ftction use this approach, including that of Solo 
[S. i1]. 
Ray anJ Heady [R.2 and R.3] use the same approach in formulating 
a similation model for U.S. agriculture. Tweeten and Quance [T.5] use 
this concept to estimate aggregate supply elasticity, and Quance [Q.1] 
uses it for estimating the marginal value product to examine capital
 
pins and losses, based asset: 
fixity theory.
 
Next, we must 
ask whether the factor share or productivity coef­
ficient is stable over time. Tyner ard. Tweeten [T.6] find that the
 
productivity coefficient changes 
over time and diverges from the
 
equilibrium position, 
 and suggest an adjustment model to correct the
 
factor share estimates. This model is based on 
the Nerlovian distri­
buted lag adjustment model. 
We approach this problem slightly differently. That is, the 
productivity coefficient, ALP, is estimated as follows: 
6. 1z AUL j (t) PXDiM (t) * FXDIi 2(t) /[PDij (t) * YD (t)] 
Where PXD, FXD, PD and YD, respectively, are distributed lag variables 
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6f "factor Price, PX, factor used, FX, product price, PAVG, and yield, 
41W. 
In an ideal situation, it would be very nice if all parameters 
were estimated simultaneously from one data source. However, this 
would be very difficult, if not impossible, in practice. Thus, what 
we have done is to construct the production function after separate 
estimation of each of the individual partial production elasticities; 
that is a pragmatic synthetic approach similar to that used by Ray 
and Heady [R.2, R.3] in their simulation model. 
The first attempt is to obtain production elasticities of rice 
irrigation. Ruttan [R.10] hypothesizes that rice yield differences 
among regions or locations are due to differences in irrigation levels. 
since other tech-ology wouId be similar among regions. 2 Based on this 
hypothesis, the following production function is fitted, using time
 
series provincial data from 1962 to 1972:
 
6.13 Y - f (Zi, Di) 
heY stands for average yield in each province in each year, Zi for 
areas under various irrigation types, and Di for some dummy variables 
including trend. The actual model adopted in this study, among many
 
alternative specifications is a linear function in log, both for 
dependent and independent variables. The result is shown in Table 6.1.
 
A similar analysis was done by Lee [L. 12j for Taiwan agriculture. 
Can it be said that the coefficients of Zi in the first low in Table 6.1
 
2This hypothesis appears in several articles, with or without 
co-aichor, for example [H.271. 
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represent only the effect of irrigation? An inprovement in or addition 
of irrigation certainly -induces us to use more conventional inputs. The 
above coefficients represent the joint effect of all these factor uses. 
This joint effect is illustrated in Figure 6.3. 
Table 6.1. Productivity Coefficients of Rice Irrigation. 
Independent Variablesa 
R2Total TrendConstant Z Z2 Z3 Paddy 
CGefficients 1.571 0.200 0.159 0.107 -0.361 0.464 0.435 
t-Value 2.33 3.27 2.28 1.01 1.82 1.22 
Probability j0.02 0.01 0.02 0.30 0.05 0.20 
az_ = perfectly irrigated paddy/total paddy 
Z2 = quasi-perfectly irrigated paddy/total paddy 
Z3 - temporary irrigated paddy/total paddy 
Source: Year Books of Agriculture and Forestry Statistics, MAF. 1962-72. 
Due to a change in the other production factor use, the production 
function has shifted aong subfunctions upward and rightward An 
empirical illustration of this nature is found in Herdt and Mellor [H.23], 
where they derive rice-fertilizer production functions in the U.S. ad 
India and contrast them to show the nature of production function shift 
due to differences in factor use. Suppose P'P' is parallel to pp, 
which is a price ratio line in Figure 6.3. Then the optinmn input 
and output level with addition of a new factor are, respectively, f 
and a,whereas those without a new factor are e and c, respectively. 
As clearly seen, the effect of the new factor on the production level 
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laPI Y f(X1X2 #0 * 
0 	 whereX= 0 
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I I 
I 
e I' 
* I 
e f 
•*Figure 6.3. 	 Production f ineton shift alung subfunctions due to 
addition of a newi production factor. 
iS cetainly not ad, but ab, and bd is an effect of an increase in 
the so-called conventional input us~e from e 1.o If. 
What we observe from the real world is rot ab, but ad. There­
fore, to measure the correct net effect of adding a new factor we 
-ust first -'gure the differencein conventional resource t20 with 
and without a new factor, ef, andbompte an increase in proation 
due to the increase in factor uses, bd. Then the net effect is 
obtained by subtracting bd plus cc from af. In mathewitical term, 
this ran be acconplished: 
'. 14 (t) = kLDPAijk*ALLPAijk*SCRik - UALPScEYYYin 	 p(t) 
ASCijk * ALLPAijk * Scik(t) 
Were: 
SCEYYY - rate of increase in yield due to technological change 
development.in terms of land and water 
such asYLDPA 	 coefficients observed from the real worl!d, 

coefficients in Table 6.1
 
ALUyA paramter to allocate inproved land
 
SCR = rate of change in improved land
 
of conventional inputsALP =productivity coefficients 
ASC = elasticity of factor use with respect to change in 
inproved land 
Thus, the first term in Equation 6.14 corresponds to ad in Figure 
6.1 and the 3econd term to bd. Iplicitly we have stated a method of
 
a new
computing the net effect of adding factor in terms of improved
 
lar4. However, the same principle is used for computing others, such
 
variety change, age cohort change, etc.
as 
Kv A)out productivity coefficients of the other structural change 
Basically, they canterms in tlhe production function in Equation 6.1. 

or we
be obtained by statistical anlysis of farm management data, 

Caa observe the differmce in productivity between inproved and unim­
proved land from cross-sectional dita. One interesting mthod of
 
obtaining productivity coefficients of irrigation for upland is
 
given by 	ParvIn jP. 21. lie contrasts the yield in dry years to that 
in wet years, tuing data from experimnmt stati(n were the techno­
logy used is likely stable. At any rate, the estimation technique
 
seems available for varying situations. however, the uecessary data 
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are rt available or readily collected. Thus we temorarily use what 
might be called "gestirmate" data based on this authcr's experience 
and results from various case studies for structural change terms
 
other than paddy irrigation, total productivity and past input use
 
for perennials. The 
same type of data is used for ASC, which is
 
elasticity of factor use with respect to structural change.
 
In summary, one of the basic structural relationships in this
 
chapter is the production function inEquation 6.1 and therefore the
 
derived projection Equation 6.3, including those for perennial crops.
 
The projection equation (Equation 6.3) can be derived from any form 
of production function, including exponential functions such as
 
Eqation 6.1. There are two reasons for having the Cobb-Douglas 
production function explicitly in this study: 
 First, with this form
 
of production function, mathematical manipulation ismuch easier, for
 
eiple, in deriving factor demand function. Second, this form of 
lvtoduction function can reveal certain interaction effectr, among inde­
pendent variables in the production function; however, itwas found
 
later whea computer outputs were analysed that Equation 6.3 was unable 
to handle interaction effects among structural change variables.
 
The level of structural change variable is determined indepen­
dently from that of the so-called conventional input. Inother words,
 
interaction effects among and between so-called conventional inputs
 
and structural change variables are considered separately inChapter VII.
 
The interaction effect nng structural change variables are 
important. To allow this interaction in projection, there seum to 
be at least three options: (1) to use the other explicit form of the 
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production uitions, (2) to use the production function in Equation 
to insert some mechanism6.1 directly for projection purpose, and (3) 
to reflect interaction in Equation 6.3. 
to be discussed relative to availability ofThis problem needs 
required data for estimating productivity coefficients, as well as 
in factor demand function that will be disucssed infor parameters 
the next chapter. While collecting data for the purpose of refining 
the model presented in this study, more appropriate forms of production 
functions or yield projection equations should be sought 
aiAPIER VII 
FACIt)R DEAND PRW=arCN 
Production levels and, hence, supply responses for agricultural 
products are the consequences of resource use. Thus, demnd for pro­
duction factor plays a very important role in explaining changes in 
production and, in turn, growth rates. In the previous chapter, we 
did not explain how demnd for production factor is determined; this 
is the main subject of this chapter. 
It is logical for us to first discuss specifically what kinds 
of production factors we are considering. Production factor can be 
classified in many ways, depending on the objective of study. Heady 
[H.11, p. 299-300] gives some expamples and basis for classification. 
Johnson [J. 4, and J. 16] classifies productive resources in order to 
study the nature of resource fixity and production response. Our 
primary purposes in this study are: (1) to explain production response, 
and (2) to supply the farm resource allocation component model with 
variable costs for each crop in each region and input-output coeffi­
cient requirements. Inasmuch as each production factor classified 
appears in the production function together with the other classified 
factors, classification nmust be based on a useful theory. A basic 
theory i3 giv n by Johnson [J. 2]. According to him, resources or 
production factors that perfectly couplearnt or supplemint each other 
should not appear in a production function together as independent 
valiables. Otherwise, rulticollinearity problems arise. 
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For our purposes, and based on a theory suggested by Johnson, 
the production factor is classified as follows: 
1. Fertilizer
 
2. Pesticides and insecticides
 
3. Other materials 
4. Labor in spring labor peak season 
5. Labor in fall labor peak season 
Note that: (1) land is no included, because we are dealing with 
production per unit of land--yield. (2) What are often called fixed 
resources, such as buildings, are not explicitly included. Since we 
are dealing with the service of flow, not stock itself, maintenance, 
depreciation, and other costs associated with these fixed resources 
are included in other rnteAals. 1 (3) The other type of fixed 
resource, farm michinery, is also ruled out, as explained in Chapter 
I1. (4) Still other types of fixed resources, fruit and nulberry 
trees, are a..so ruled out since the farm resource allocation and 
perermial crop production subcouloents deal with that nmatter. As 
explained in Chapter III, the last two item, two types of labor, 
do not appear directly in the production function, but demand projec­
tions for labor are made. 
How do we go about miking projections cf these factor demAnds? 
Despite 'Wile the probhlmr; of agriculture are directly those of 
cnmmodity supply and -,rice, basically they are problem of resoutre 
)duamn a~l :mpply" 1I1.19, . 21, it sevna that "one of the neglected 
'Ti s cost itr=n includes coste ansociated with seeds, buildings, 
farm inplcents, materials, etc. 
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areas in agricultural demnd analysis has been the demand by farers 
for Inputs produced by nonfarrers" [C.10]. 
Some examples of factor demand studies are found inGriliches
 
[G.9 and G.10], Cromnarty [C.10 ],Heady and Yeh P1.20], Heady and
 
Tweeten [H.10, p. 154-374], Hayami [1.8], 
 Sung, et al. [S.18], etc.
 
Worthwhile to mention in connection with these studies are: (1) 
Griliches [G.10] and Sung, et al. [S.8] use a 
Nerlovim distributed
 
lag model. 
(2)Cromarty [C.10] introduces farm income and interest
 
rate indemand function as independent variables, where Heady and
 
Yeh [H.20] include income trend inaddition to these variables, as
 
a proxy of capital budget. 
(3)the demand structure connecting dir­
ection, magnitude, and duration of price change does 
not seem well 
studied, despite Boyne and Johnson [B. 13] clearly finding some evidence. 
(4)The model by Sung, et al. is constructed primarily for making
 
daand projection for fertilizer. Inasmuch as they try to include
 
some technological changes as function shifters, higher credibility
 
should be given to this effort. However, they miss a very important
 
variable in explaining a Due
change in total demand for fertilizer. 

to genetic characteristics of crops, some require more fertilizer
 
than others. 
For example, vegetables, fruits, potatoes, etc., belong
 
to the former type, and demand on these commodities and, hcnce, produc­
tion are expected to grow more rapidly. Without cxnidering this 
adjustment, the projection for fertilizer danrd would be strongly 
underbiased. 
'Iwreare also s;otii
other evidences for underestimation.
 
They do rot c(nider po;sible d(.mad shifts such as uplmd irrigation, 
drainage, consolidLation, atc. 
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On the other hand, there is another type of factor demand study, 
which is derived from production function, based on profit maximization 
and other static assumptions. The example of deriving factor demand 
from a production function is given in Heady and Tweeten al. 19 ],
 
Heady and Dillon D11.181, Lee [L.4], 
 etc. A good example of a factor 
demand study of this nature based on cross-sectional data is given in 
Ruttan [R. 9 ], which we will soon examine coparatively and more Inten­
sively. Similar demand functions can also be derived from lineara 
programnming model through parametric prograwming techniques [Lee (L.5)] 
and of budget procedures. 
Ruttan's study cited above projects demand for irrigated land.
 
He begins by saying:
 
'"cowxnists 
 have long been concerned by the fact thatprojection of resource use have been made on the basisof the quantity of inputs "required" to support someprojected level of final output. 
. .The "requirementis ordinarily determined by applying a factor or coeff­icient to a projected level of output. 
. .The difficultywith such a projection is that they cannot encompasstremendous caxacity of the economy the to adjust to changesin the availability and cost of resources. Requirementprojections implicitly assume that the projected amountof the input will be used regardless of the costs ofsupplying it"JR.4, p. 1]. 
After criticizing the requirenent approach, he advances a method for
 
determining 
 the economic diamnd for irrigation. First, he derives a 
regional agricultural production function to get the productivity of 
irrigated land. The production function is specified in term of 
not only the irrigated land, but also other relevant production factors 
customarily used. Once the productivity coefficients and costs involved 
in irrigation are known, he is ready .o determine the optimum use of 
irrigated land. ehn he projects demand for irrigated land to 1980. 
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He makes two sets of projections, one based on what he calls the 
demand =odel and the other based on what he calls the equilibrium model. 
Both models stem fron what he calls the productivity model, and the 
only difference seems to be Ixi assumptions. In the demand model, he 
assumes a regional production growth rate, whereas in the equilibrium 
model, without assumptions as to production growth rates, the optimua 
input of irrigated land is projected with the usual assumption of 
profit maximization. 
Now we are ready to propose an alternative factor demand pro-
Jection model. The regression analyais approach has several disad­
vantages, as noted in previous chapters, but provides many insights 
to be considered in a useful projection model. In short, again a 
pragmatic approach based on the structure of the agricultural produc­
tion system itself and some basic relevant findings are incorporated 
into the proposed model. First, we make an assumption of profit maxi­
mization. If this assumption and those nmde in Chapter VI are accepted 
as a first approximation, projection of fact-r demand is a mechanical 
matter based on a simple optimization technique. Whether or not the 
Korean farmer responds to the economic opportutnty and to what degree 
is an important question. This question along would be a good topic 
for a Ph.D. dissertation. Thus, we leave this question without inten­
sive examination, but call attention to relevant studies such as these 
by Huh and Lee [H.28], Lee [L.4], Seol [S.6], Kim [K.4], and Ferris 
and Suh [F.4). 
Mhe next question to be exanitned is whether or not the profit 
maximization assumption is appropriate. There are endless exaaples 
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of economic mxels that adapt this assumption for application in either 
the LDCs or others, although this asstnrption has occasionally been 
challenged. Is this assumption totally inappropriate? If so, in 
what respect? 
It semoLq that the bad thing is not the assumption itself, but 
that the researhder often scans unable to consider other behavior of 
producers. "T-at is, producers, regardless of whether the firm is 
large or smnll, and whether or not it operates in an LDC, m-imize 
more than net money return. 2 If a researcher fails to recognize this 
fact, he must be criticized. Is the fanner in the Midwest in the U.S. 
a straight forward profit maximizer? Instead of answering this 
question, lot us ask if the giant American corporation such as GM 
or Ford a straightforward profit maximizer? How do you interpret the 
fact if the: do (or used to) hesitate to hire a Negro worker, other 
things being equal? If so, should they be called nonprofit-motivated 
firms? 
What we want to emphasize is that there are many sets of norma­
tive behavior constraints in making production decisions. Researchers 
ought to not only criticize profit maximization assumptions, but also 
identify other values that may well have a trade-off relationship with 
monetary values. Rossm~ler, et al. [R.7], for example, identify 
value constellations for Korean agriculture at the macro level, as 
seen in Chmvpter III. Otherwise, we have to reconstruct a body of a 
new econoaic theory, after destroying established standard ecowmuc 
2For a more detailed study of managerial processes of farmer
 
decision, see Johnson, et al. [J.13].
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theory. Fortunately, the existing economic theory is not so bad that 
it should be destroyed. Then 	what are the nmst appropriate constraints 
a useful micro model has to consider in order to be more realistic? 
As a matter of fact, all of the relevmt constraints may not be 
studied, mainly due to a lack 	of appropriate imasurennt of variables, 
such as psychological factors, due to difficulty of conceptualization, 
etc. Constraints or "odividations presented in this study have speci­
fically involved resource constraints and behavioral constraints. Apart 
from constraints of both types defined in the farm resource allocation 
omponent model, fixity of capita-' budget, and uncertointy and resource 
fixity, which are the modified neoclassical economic theory due to
 
Johnson [J. 16, Ch. 3], will be specifica. .yconsidered in this model.
 
Factor Demand Projection Model
 
With this intorduction, let us 
construct a demand projection
 
odel. The production function presented in Chapter 
 V"I is represented 
here without regional subscript and time index for the convenience in 
Equation 7.1: 
7. 1 Y -A MeA~ RbJk 
SJ it k~
 
with this production function, the resultant profit function is: 
--K 2 K3 -K 4 +K 5 ] 	 - U1 (K- R) 
- U2 (K2 - ) 
- U3(K3- 3) 
- U4(K4 -R4 ) 
- 1)(15- I) 
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Where: 
Py- product price 
PX - input price 
F - fixed co!ta (if any) 
- fanrer't; own capital used for faming 
K2 n credit from governncent-supported iivtitutions 
K3 - credit fmii private loana with low interest rates 
.K4 = credit from private loans with high interest rates 
= respective total avaikble an)unt of capital budget 
XUi - respective lagrangian multiplier 
K5 - farmir's can capital disposed for nonfarm uses 
- appropriate interest rates paid or received 
The meaning of Fquttion 7.2 will be self-evident to the reader familiar 
with the elementary iNathCmtical econmics. That is, the profit real­
ized is defined as the difference between total revenue, EPyjYJ, and 
total costs, EEPxZXj 9,+ F + FRKi, but (1) total expenditures, EEPxt 
X + F, should not exceed the capital budget mad available, K1 + K 
Y-3 + K4 - K5 , (2) farner's own capital used for farming should not 
exceed that available, (3) credit from governmnt source or others 
should not exceed what is made available, etc. and, (4) farmer's own 
capital salvaged should not exceed what he has. 
The first-order conditfons for profit mmdimization are: 
7.3 , ,y Px X -M 
an 
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.7.6 a+O 
7.7 W4 -1 +A. ' >o ! 
7.9 a-aul .R . , . S­
7.0 - z - 0
all
7.1 - - 0 
an
 
7.123k - 0 
7.,1 "k4 >0z 
4 
7.14 al k5- o 
The factor demand function of Xi , is defined as the solution cf 
Fquations 7.3 - 1.14 slmultanecsly. That is, the ptlnun input rates 
and borrowing or disposal rates are determined by the system ot equations 
above. But how do we solve this system of equations sinultaneouly 
either to get the opthiun rates or to derive frIctor dc ind function? 
Heady and DiLIoi 1i11.18] and Heady and weet(n [11.191 discuss 
the solution nethod&; for"Ji. (ptlnTl input'tyr*,t:h ge,r',i or the trcon­
strained Cojbl-Xo.,la,; pcoduction function. Le /L.41 dtscuses a 
method of deriving, it frm the comt-Irained productt., fuiction in quad­
ratic form. lu and Yotc"oulPs [L.) and Zarctbka [Z.1, Ch. 8] provide 
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a method 	of driving the factor demand function from the unconstrained 
Cobb-Douglas production fumction. At nri rate, there is without a doubt 
no analytical solution for the above system of equation. Then how do 
we go ribout deriving factor ckiand function subject to constraints 
fimposed? We are goingq to give an indirect solution mthod here, 
without losing any generality. Let us first write Equation 7.3 in 
ecplicit form by sU)stituting Y. in Equation 7.1, assuming that there 
are three 	produ-tion factors. Then we have: 
an
 j ajl-I XJ2 yai3A bik_ P1-xxH = j H~k X 1Px -07.15 a - - a Ij J 2 Xj Zb 
an J1 XJ2 J33X~i k77.16 	 W- - [ aj2 -- 2 X - P 
aX y j 2Xj 1 J 3 u.k..Ic 2 P~m 
7.17 ; - PI aji , 
,.J3 Pv[jj3 'j a -2 PX3 -A 3 Px 3 Oj.1 Xi 
where the Lagrangian multiplier is differentiated amng Inputs, just 
for e qosition, but this differentiation will soon be withdrawn. At 
a equilibrium, all the variable inputs shouJ.d be used so that the 
least cost coubinition is secured. The least cost conbination betwea 
Xl and X 2 is secured when the following condition holds: 
7.18)Y 	 ~X '1'1X2 (I1+ A1) PxJ/Pyj j "j2 j J Px2/PYj 
which can 	be simplified as follows: 
J2iPy 	 jJ a 2 
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idi is called the iso-quants equation [see Hea&j and Dillon 0(.18)3. 
The iso-quants equation between X and X 3 can be similarly derived 
as follows: 
( + x 1 (1 3) -317.20 XJ3 - Pyj +j. x 1 
No- let us substitute Equations 7.10 and 7.20 for f2 in the
and Xi3 
production function of Equation 7.1 to obtain: 
aj1 -1 -1 aaj2 3
 
7.21 Yj -AX V a -kaj 21 J2 -1a-1 
(1+ xL)Pi
 
7.22 V
. 
( j 
Noting that the production function in Equation 7.21 is now a function 
of Xj1 alone, it cz be rewritten as follows: 
-a
aaa - a aj- aj a j3
7.23 Yj. AjV1 .j2 3 J2 ia 2 a 
J1 JI jkJ2 
The optimun inpt rate of Xil is determined when the marginal 
value product isequal to the rmrginzil factor cost, or the marginal 
physical product is equal to the price ratio; that is: 
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'i " + -1V 3 2; 
a -a +a AX a 
Jiil 1 2 J3 j iV -
*, jk = 
soiyv Eiquatt, 7.24 in tez of X.Ide-wL £tft 
demand function: 
,jaj 2+aj3 -aaj -a aj a-j. ajj 31 
7. 25 AS aJ V,2 JAsi' 
+Where Sj a2 + 'a" 
Now let us assm that the net marginal returns to capital 
eqminditure on each factor, At are equal to each other. In fact 
this is essentially one of the efficiency criteria for resource use., 
Equation 7.25 can then be written: 
r-. .- I " a, =aj, ]
7.26 =i" A S Jyjp a 
-~1 
bjk 1-S 
Wh ,h is the final derivation of factor demand function of Xii. The 
factor denand function can -- written uore generally as follows: 
17V': 
. 
'n,,', '7 'Jn kit 
jk 4 
whe-e n is a dumy to indicate which input among k inputs we are taking 
tzdrconsideration. 
Before proceeding to the next step, let us digress to examine 
some important economic relationships from our final factcr demand 
function. Let us define the elasticities of demand for factor Xil with 
respect to own price, cross prices and end product price, respectively, 
as follows: 
7.28D~1I11=Pxj S -ai 1 ­
728~ el,21 3 a=
 
.,29.-e= 
3P, 1 X" IJ3 
aPx 3 Ij 1 -Sj 
Obser",tha't the follorg relatIonsbp holds : ,: 
7.32 E rl.i =-rl.yi=l 
The above relationship insists for example, that when all factor 
prices and product price increase by the same proportion, there is no 
change in optimun input level., Would this.be true regardless of the 
capital budget level? Clearly not. Then wha is wrong? The net 
marginal returns to capital expenditure, X, is a fur,-tion of all kind. 
of prices and budget constraints, in addition to technical coefficients. 
In order to derive the correct and true relationship and go ahead to 
the next step toward solving the system of equations inEquations 7.3 ­
7.14, we insure that total expenditures will not exceed total available 
capital budget; that is, we make the relationship in Equation 7.9 hold. 
What we need to do is: (1) substitute the factor demand function for 
all inputs for each product in Equation 7.9, and (2) solve the resultant 
equation in terms of the net marginal returns t capital expenditure, 
A,and (3)substitute the resultant equation for A into the individual 
factor demand function. Then the final equation will be true factor 
demand function constrained by capital, and we will be ready to derive 
more reali.,tic homogenity or other relevant consistency conditions. 
Lfortunately, there is no analytical solution for this particular 
type of production function. This author [L.4] has shown that the 
fundamental relationships in cormodity demand advanced by Frisch [F.12] 
old equally in factor demand with a set of production functions in 
a form of quadratic function. The relevant relationships are Engel 
agregation and homogenity condition. The fomer says that the suM
 
of budget elasticities weighted with the budget proportion PxdX/E, 
and the latter says the sun of demand elasticitiesxX It is unity, 
with respect to own and cross factor prices is equal to budget
 
elasticity n the absolute value for a cammdity. That is,the
 
voiogenity condition inEquation 7.32 no longer exists ina case of 
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a ,oistralned profit' fLzictiorL'. 	 Ins-ttead, when Al ,factor prices- and 
budget'increase by the sm proportion, there is n change in factor 
8dd This slhuid be interpreted carefully. This relationship holds 
only for marginal changer; in the neighborhood of the previous optimum 
input levels. 
Let us now go back to the main subject. To insure that the 
'relati.onsbips in Equations 7.3 - 7.14 hold, Equation 7.27 is expanded 
by the Taylor series, as in Chapter VI, to obtain: 
I t7.33 	 X) Pi (t l) a-ii 
++P Sid£(t (tNSA 
'ij Yj ~t-j. k - i 
Where y - 1 + X, and i for region, J on crops and Z for factor. This 
is a final projection equation of factor demand for annual crops 
For the perennial crops, the appropriate terms should be added. But 
y, is still an unkncun variable. 
Now in order Z"o make Equation 7.9 hold and to determine y, let 
us substitute all factor demand 	fuictions into Equation 7.9, and
 
after including particular tei= for perennials and rearrangemnt, 
we have 
y 
+ E o X t' 
(t)k-1 
*jt(t-1 
azi 'xl. ,
-ZE 
Pj~Ak
 
c*4jj '- (t)
-E 
?iz i(t 
+t-r£ akIJPZ~ Xi2,(t) Xij P(t-l) 
Wmin is total expenditure on variable inputs. Note that the notation 
for parameters has been changed for simplicity. In equilibrium, this 
must not be exceed the available capital budget 0K); that is: 
7.35 E E Pxit (t) Xijk (t) _<Ki(t) 
wner~- + K+ +K 4 F -K5 for each region. 
After substituting Ki(t) for E E PXiP(t) Xijp(t) in Equation 7.34, soive 
the resultant equation in terms of y, (t)to obtain: 
P )(t) 
(t-l)]
+ EEa5ijk z 
7;36 (cont.)(t-)K xi (t( )) xi tl ~ ~(t-D) 
flch is the final projection equation for the gross margial returns 
to capital expenditure for variable inputs. 
Let us make sure we understand the meaning of y; thatis: 
7.36 Yi = (1 + xi) aij / xi 
where A is a sort of net marginal rate of internal return to capital. 
With this understanding, let us play a game to insure that the 
relationships in Equations 7.4 - 7.8 and 7.10 - 7.14 hold, since we 
have already made Equation 7.3 and 7.9 hold. And let us postulate 
the following stepped capital supply function. First, substitute 
the farmer's own capital, 1 , into Equation 7.36, and solve it. The 
possible outcomes are: 
1. Yi> R 
2. i MR 
3. i<R 
If possibility 2 is a case, it is not at all wrthwhile to vary capital 
budget, and K is by definition fixed. The corresponding internal 
return is R1. If possibility 3 is the case, farner's own capital is 
no longer fixed, and the farmer disposes of some of his capital, K,, 
so that the internal return equals R , This is the case when the 
marginal value product curve turns out NMVP1, 3 in Figure 7.1. K - Y * 
3VP stands for the net marginal return to capital thAt is, the 
locus of X as a function of capital constraint with given values of all 
other parameters. 
484i 
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Figure 7.i. Stepped capital supply function (Hypothetical). 
is salvaged. If possibility 1 is a case, since the capital constraint' 
cannot be said to be fixed, use K + K2 for K In Equation 7.36 to 
recompute Yi , hence, Xi. Again, the possible outcomes are: 
i. i > R2 
3. A4 '-A 
When possibility 2 is the case, the farmer's own capital, K1,. 
plus governmnt-supplied capital, K2 , is fixed and used for farmLng 
and the appropriate internal return, X, is equal to R2 . When possi­
bility 3 is the case, it is not profitable to borrow any govenment 
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uoney; so the farmer's on capital is again fix d at the level of K1 
This isthe case when the marginal value product curve turns out to 
be, 14VP2 in Figure 7.1, and relevant internal return is R1, not R. 
The same nature of the game is continued until Xi >Ri up to K =K 
+ 2+ K3 + K4 , where the latter two are again credit from private 
noninstitutional sources with different rates of interest.
 
Every reader will realize that the restirctions inEquations 7.10 ­
7.14 are clearly fulfilled by this type of game. How about the restric­
tions inEquations 7.4 - 7.8? Ri's are some sort of market prices of 
capital and Ui are some sort of shadow prices for the constraints 
inposed. [Ri + Ui] can be interpreted as the opportunity cost of each 
source of capital. Again, by the game played above, the internal rate 
of return, X, in each region is greater than or equal to the oppor­
tunity cost, Ri4.Ui. Inother words, whenever A isless than 1 + Ui, 
that source of credit isnot used inthe corresponding region. 
Now we have proved that our solution satisfies all conditions 
inposed on ur profit function. However, this does not necessarily 
prove that our solution is stable. But thanks to the facts that: (1) 
individual productivity coefficient is designated to be greater than 
zero and (2)the sum of these productivity coefficients is also less 
than unity, for each Individual crop, as inferred from Chapter VI, 
the so-called seccad-order conditions automatically hold for this 
particular system. 
Once the optium rate of internal return (A) for each region 
is determined, we are ready to project factor demand with Equation 7.27,
 
in turn, to projezt yield levels -ith Equation 6.4.
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heall these danand functions are substituted into the pro­
duction function, the resulting function is called the supply function. 
'owever, we do not try to present the resultant equation here. Instead, 
let us compute some relevant variables involved. The reader may wonder 
how to compute the farmer' s own capital used for farming and nonfarnding, 
and capital borrowed from goverrmEnt sources, for example, when the 
marginal value product curves are NMPV1 and NMVP3, respectively. First, 
wd compute the total expenditures, which are not weighted by area 
planted to each crop in each region such that: 
7.37 SVCi(t) = EEPXi(t) FXii (t) 
where PXj stEnds for input price and FXji for factor input levels 
used in the ccmputer program, respectively, for Pxi, and Xij, 
. 
If 
this total expenditure, SVC, is less than the farmer's own capital 
available (FOK), that is: 
7.38 SVCi(t) < FOKi (t ) 
then we know that the farmer's own capital used for farming is SVC, 
which is K1* in Figure 7.1, and that for used nonfarming, K, - K*, 
is FKi(t) - SVCi(t). Likewise, when: 
7.39 SVCi(t) < [FOKi(t) + (Mi(t)] 
where GL is the government loan in ccaputer program, K2, then actually 
borrowed credit from goverwit source, K2* - K, - SVCi (t) - FUOi (t) 
soLeasdOn. 
Let us try to understand the meaning of capital budget constraint 
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used here, thereby, total.expenditure,; SVC., The concepts of these., 
variables are somewhat different from comon sense. Since we wnat, 
to first determine the intensity of factor use per land unit, total 
eqxditures represented by SVC are the sun of factor use per land 
uniit over crops. Thus, the concept of the fanner's own capital, 
90vernment loans, private loans types 1 and 2, represented by FtK, GL, 
PVL1 and PVL2, respectively, must be understood in that way. These 
variables can be obtained by: (1) dividing the total sum of capital 
available from each source by total cultivated area in each region,
 
which is average capital availability per land unit and then (2)
 
multiplying it 
 by the total number of crops unde consideration.
 
The resulting amount of capital will be allocated to each crop.
 
Now, 
 the reader has understood the basic methodology of factor
 
demand projection. The only new fact thus far is 
 that the capital
 
market is incorporated, which puts the projections one step closer
 
to the real world situation. 
How should we deal with the problems originating with uncertainty 
or resource fixity to make the model much more realistic? One rough 
way to approximate this would be to introduce a distributed lag 
model for farmer's decision variables, such as prices or other 
relevant variables. The distributed lag model is introduced to 
economics to help study the decision-maker's behavior in making 
adjustments for problems staming from uncertainty and resource fixity. 
The so-called "speed of adju-'"vet" coefficient in the Nerlovian 
distributed lag model ir aothlng but the reciprocal of what we call 
average expected delay. Whenever all types of prices, PAVG for 
output level, YLD andproduct, PX for input, and input level, FX, 
Interest rate such as GLIR for government, SVIR for salvage, PVLIR 
for private sources are used as the basis of the farmer's decision, 
are usedthe distributed lag variables rather than unlagged variables 
In the model. We already illustrated how to compute these distributed, 
lag variables in Chapter IV. 
On the other hand, it is often aruged that the magnitude of the 
elasticity of supply or factor demand is different, depending on the 
for the consid­direction, duration and magnitude of the price change, 
At the same time, it iseration of uncertainty and resource fixity. 

well widely known that the optimum input levels, hence, the output
 
level with the Cobb-Douglas type of production function tends, to
 
be overestimated [see Heady and Dillon (H.18)]. Therefore, derived
 
elasticiies of supply and demand also tend to be more or less
 
exagerated [see Heady and TWeeten (H.19)].
 
When the sum of productivity coefficients, Sij, or SAL2 In 
the computer program, approaches unity, it is not hard to see that 
demand elasticities approach infinity from Equation 7.33. This sum, 
SALE, in this study turns out to be around 0.2 - 0.3, owning to land 
and labor factors not being treated as variable inputs. Even in 
this situation, all elasticities exceed unity, which is hard to believe. 
We would have been much better off if we had been able to derive 
these elasticities from real world data. Due to a lack of appropriate 
data, which is especially comon in the LDCs, we decided to approach 
from the other direction--a structural approach to the econndc system 
and to show an alternative approach for facing a lack of data and 
exploring the existing body of economic theories. 
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Now, how do we incorporate uncertainty and the empirically 
observed tendency of factor demand to be more responsive to favorable 
than unfavorable prices in projecting factor demand? First, we 
hypothesize that the degree of regional specialization, the impor­
tance of a crop and the long-run profitability of the crop, play a 
role, respectively, in making the farmer's adjustment decision to 
price change. W!'h this In mind, we again construct a sort of index 
of modify elasticities in Equation 7.33, based on suggestions by 
uncertainty. Figure 7.2 shows the relationship between the rate of 
change in the price level and the resulting index. This index 
compares the percentage of elasticities actually used to that computed 
from qppropriate production coefficients. For example, if price is 
increased by 30 percent, the index turns out 0.5, which means the 
elastic.ty actually used becomes 50 percent of an appropriate coeff­
icient of price change term in Equation 7.33. Note that this index 
varies depending on the size and direction of price change. Also, 
the distributed lag price is used to account for some degree of 
duration of price change. 
More specifically, the damnd elasticity with respect to product 
price, EFDPP, is modified as follows: 
4 
7.40 EFPIiMit) = ADFDE5jZ(t) * 11.0 + ADFEFijE(t) + AMFDE3 (t) 
+ ADFE4ij(t)J / 1.0 - SALPi(t)] 
4Hereafter, notations used are those appearing inthe omcputer
 
progran. 
Index 
0.5 
0.3
 
1.1 
-0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3
 
Rate of Change in Distributed Lag Prices 
(PD or PXD') 
Figure 7.2. 	 Index constructed to modify demand elasticities for factor, 
based on direction, magnitude and duration of price ch&nges. 
where AMDE5 	 = index interpolated from Figure 7.2 based on product 
price change 
SALP = sun 	of productivity coefficients 
Note that demand elasticity with respect to product price derived 
from production function is 1 / [1 - SALPij(t)]. ADE2, ADFJO3 and 
ADFDE4 are same sort of adjusting factor for elasticities, based on the 
importance of the specific vrop (SZC), degree of regional specialization 
(RSP), and the long-run profitability (PROFIY), respectively. These 
independent variables are computed in Chapter V, and all dependent 
variables are then interpolated in the same fashion as before, using 
TABLE function. The rationale of the hypothesis that the degree of 
regional specialization, crop size and long-run profitability will 
affect the responsiveness of adjustment need not be explained in.detail. 
,The denand elasticity ,wth respect town, tozpre,-E 7JOP ',i 
unen computed in the same mmier: 
Pt, ADiji (t)7.41 EoPIjy(t) A El (t) 1.0 + ADFIE2 (t) + ADFID34
+ ADFDE4ij (t) I 
where ADFDEi is index computed from Figure 7.2, based on own factoar 
price change. 
Note that the rate of on price change term in Equation 7.33 
All the cross i..ice elasticities can thas a coefficient of unity. 

computed: 
F.42 EFD (t) = ALPijX(t) / 1.0 - SALPij(t)] * EMOPijt(t) 
where ALP is individual productivity coefficient, SALP is again the 
su of the productivity coefficient (ZAP~i P), and EFDOP is that 
computed in Equation 7.41. 
Note that actual own price elasticity is spread into both 
This is for technical
Equations 7.41 and the rest in Equation 7.42. 

and not economic reasons. Actually, own price elasticity is1 + 
AlPijX(t) / [1 - SALPij(t)], and what is called cross price elasticity
 
;s here computed fram productivity coefficients as ALPij 9(t) / [1-
SALPj(t)],as seen in Equation 7.33. 
Thus far, we have not made any statement about factor prices, 
ue use comodityincluding various interest rates. As noticed earlier, 
price series projected under policy alternative 2 by the KASS tempor­
arily until the mdel presented in this study ir,linked with other
 
components. However, there are two intermediate products in this
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DXei tnat nave no market prices for forage and grass from pasture. 
We Ihave made tentative imputed prices for these two prodchts, as the
 
KASS did for other crops. Likeise, the KASS also has made tenta­a 
tive projection for input prices. 
 Since then, due to the energy
 
crisis, the prospective on input prices turns out to be unfavorable 
to the agricultural sector, especially for fertilizer and pesticides,
 
which require relatively more energy. More systematic projection 
of input prices would be a 
good topic for another Ph.D. dissertation. 
In other to keep the study manageable, we adopted a simple 
assumption on input price change over time; the factor prices would 
be uniformly distributed random variable with the mean equal to the
 
initial price level in 1970, 
 and with a certain range (here 15 per­
cent isassigned). That is:
 
7.43 PYX(t) = PXPI + [R2(t) * PXBRi - 0.5* PXBRit] 
where PXP; initial price of factors, R2 is random number (1,0), 
generated by statement RANF(1), and PXBR is price change range, so 
that [0.5*PXBR 
- PXP] < PX < [0.5*PXBR + PXP].
 
Similarly, the interest rate charged by government-supported
 
financial institutions is assumed to be changed in the following 
manner: 
7.44 CURAi(t) = RL1RB + [Rl*GLlRR - 0.5*GLIRR] 
Where G-lRB is basic govermymt interest rate, GLRR is interest rate 
change range, and Rl is random number [1,0] generi:ed. 
Product p~ices, factor prices and this interest rate are expressed 
In rel ntnmnl tre.The ,goverrmart ,interest,4 rate do"Ps .004 
change-year by year, but' is fixed for several. years once it -changes 
What is the rationale behind the assumption of that being a random 
variable? A change in the real price of a commodity includes factors 
stemming from two sources: inflation and change in its nominal price. 
The real interest rate is, by the same tden, a function of inflation, 
which is essentially assumed random here. So depending on the rate of 
inflation, the government interest rate may turn out to be negative, 
which is actually a form of subsidy. This can be usually evaluated
 
ex post, not ex ante. Thus, 
 the farmer's decision variable is assumed 
to be the distributed lag government rea. interest rate (GUR), not 
GMA, as computed above: 
7.45MR1
D*dL(t)
 
d5t + GRi(t) =GURApt) 
Where D is the average adjustment time. 
Then salvage interest rate of farmer'saon capital (SVIR), 
and two private loan interest rates, RVLlRl and PVLM2, are assumed: 
to be proportional to government interest rate. 
There are some important related mtters to be discussed at 
this point. First, capital supply. Pzw can the farmer's own capital 
be determined? Clearly, the farmer's decision on consumption, saving 
and investment is closely interrelated, as Adams and Singh [A.3] point 
out. Nevertheless, a better specific mechanism is not known for 
the Korean agricultural setting. 
We adopted a simple mechanism. The
 
farmer's own capital would be; 
FOK X
7.46 OKi(t) = FOKPA* E yDij (t). * PDij(t) * 
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wbare YD and PD are, respectively, distributed lag yield and product 
price; ,FUPXand FOKPA are parameters. That is, FOK is assumed a 
certain proportion of the long-fun gross revenue. This gross revenue 
is not weighted by acreage, so FOK can be used directly to compute 
the internal rate of returns. 
Government loans are a policy variable partially, subject to 
farmer's needs. However, we tentatively assume here that government 
loan would be: 
= *7.47 GLi(t) GLPBi QZPA*t 
where MLF3 government theis loan in the initial year and GLPPA is 
rate of growth. The two private loans are proportional to farmer''s 
own capital supply. 
Second, for national, regional average and total, we compute 
many different totals and averages for regions or the nation as a 
whole, in which the researchers and policy-makers are interested; 
however, we do not present the method of caputation since they are 
mechanically computed using simple algebra. 
Third, on units measured for factor ises and their prices. 
If each category of production factors defined in this study was 
composed of only one or several goods, each of which has the same 
element such as nitrogen, there would be no difficulty in measuring 
factor uses in terms of quantity, and market price could be used 
directly. However, even fertilizer is composed of factors supplying 
nitrogen, phosphorus, potash and llme. Even manure supplies almost 
all elements. 
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a'Asthere is, no ood conumn dexoinator for all, these individual, 
elemnts, thi level of demand for then is expressed in tern, of value 
.used, and their prices are used to form an index. It is possible to, 
convert values of factors used into quantites if we make an explicit 
assumption that the mix of individual factors will remain unchanged; 
for example, that the N K P mix reains unchanged over time. The 
following equation is designed to accomplish this Job; 
7.48 Fx ¢ijt)= FX j w()/ Pxi 
rare PXQ is factor uses in terms of quantity, FY,is factor uses in 
3aB of value and PXB is weighted unit price of factors used for 
&dvidualcrop in the base year. 
If one wants to project individual Ingredients of fertilizer 
(FAZQ) after accepting above assumption, then we can compute: 
7.49 FXEXJZ(t) = FXEPJ* F () 
where FXEP stands for proportion of individual Ingredients. However, 
we did not try to project this quantity at the present stage of model 
development, simply because we do not have enough data to compute PXB 
accurately enough. 
lastly, a criticism. After noting that the projected input 
and output rates by the optimization technique based on profit maxi­
mization assumption will be fed into the prograning model of the 
farm resource allocation component of the KASS model, the reader may 
criticize that this is a double maximization procedure. 5 The' 
5This criticism is actually given by I. J. Singh through personal 
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production function' 1n Figure 7.3assumes, that there are two produc­
tion factors. First, note that there are infinite pc,sibilities to,, 
combine two factors in producing the production level of Y2 , for example. 
The linear programmer would select a certain point, such as combination 
A, among the infinitive possibilities in the above figure to formulate 
his programming model. How would you interpret this particular combin­
ation of factors and output level? There are perhaps two possibilities: 
the ccubination A is interpreted as either the highest profitable 
combination or simply what farmers are doing. In, the former case, can 
combination A or the resulting output level be interpreted as the 
highest profitable point, regardless of economic 6 and technological 
changes? Ruttan [R.9] calls the latter case the "requirement approach," 
which is clearly not the real vorld situation, and therefore again 
is criticized by Falcon [F. 1]. Why does the linear programmer adopt 
a restrictive unrealistic assumption of this nature? A partial answer 
to this question was given in Chapter III. 
A more realistic linear programmer will select several possible 
points of resource combinations along either iso-quant line or iso-cline 
line, such as A, B, C, etc., in Figure 7.3, and incorporate these 
combinations in his progranming model. The linear progranming algorism 
selects the highest pzofitable combination of activities under the 
conversation at the beginning of conceptualization of the model. He 
and Byerlee at another time have suggested a programming approach to 
project input and output rates as an alternative. 
6 1f so=i resources are subject to fixity, it is possible that 
the point can remain as the highest profitable ccbination in the 
short run. 
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Figure 7.3. Iso-quants 
gLven resource constraints to determine the opt-iun allocation and 
hence total production for the activities considered. 
Why is this not called a double maximization, one maximization 
In selecting factor ccbination and another in selecting the acreage 
level? What is attempted in the present effort is to determine the 
optimum input levels, hence, output rates of each product under con­
sideration, not in inside, but outside of the programming framework 
to give more opportunity to adjust to changes with more realistic 
constraints. A good housewife shIuld be flexible enough to prepare 
some dishes in the kitchen while preparing steak on a grill outside 
and bring it all together at the table for an excellent meal for the 
family. A poor housewife knows only one way to cook, say, with a 
fying pan. 
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Labor Demand ProJection Model 
Let us turn to the projection of labor inputs. As"indicated 
inChapter III, the restrictions imposed by the other components of 
the KASS model are unfortunately, restricted projection of labor 
inputs for crop production activities to traditional machinery 
technology. Labor inputs with some modern machinery inputs can be 
computed by subtracting saved labor due to mechanization from labor 
inputs without mechanization. The needed assumptions are: (1) 
machinery under consideration is purely a labor substitute, which 
is probably correct enough to be of some value in understanding thf 
real 	world situation, (2) labor inputs without machine inputs are 
not directly subject to economic change, which is rather restrictive, 
(3) labor inputs to be projected here are economic complement [Heady, 
(H.11, p. 194)] in one way, but not in both directions with the 
capital 	inputs. 
This assumption needs to be explained further. Suppose we 
specify a production function as a function of two inputs, capital 
and labor. Furthermore, suppose our production function is of the 
Cobb-Douglas type. When the optimm input level of labor changes 
due to, say, a change in wage rate, other things being remined 
unchanged, the optimun input level of capital also changes in the 
same direction. The same phenomenon can be observed with a quadratic 
production function when the interaction term has a positive coefficient. 
Da the other hand, Evenson [E.3] assumes the following productior 
relationship: 
7. 50 	 Y f fb (X) fmQ(Ym) 
where bidenotes biological inputs andm Mchnica inpts, including 
labor. !,-What he really assume is that both input:categ~ries are 
independent of each other. This is equivalent to saying that the 
interaction term in a quadratic function has zero coefficient. In 
other words, more fertilizer can be applied without using mare labor, 
and increased production due to an increase in biological inputs can 
be harvested without increase in labor use, for example. This 
assumption would not be very restrictive if and only if the change 
in capital use is at its margin; however, under structural change, 
this assumption seems unduly restrictive. 
Assumption 3 means that a change in capital input uses induce 
a change in labor use in the same direction, but not vice versa. 
With these assumptions, we hypothesize that labor use is a function 
of structural change in other input use. That is: 
7.51 FLBij(t) = [1.0 + ZFLBPAj * FXRij (t) + FLBPBij 
YZD (t) + Z FLBPDijk * ScRk(t) * AL2P~k 
+FLBPClJ *ACrCR4 (t)] FLBj (t) 
where:. 
FL~j~ lac~ruse in each season f' zr jt crOP in ith region 
FR ,.the rate of change in other factor use 
YED - the rate of change in total productivity 
SCR - the rate of change in improved land 
ACC = change in tree crop age cohort 
ALLPA = parameter indicating how improved lanc is-au.cate 
anrmg various crops 
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andall,others are respective parameters having appropriate signs 
Total labor used for producing a crop may be also a worthwhle 
project. For this, we use a simple mechanism after adopting the
 
assumption that labor use for other than the seasons considered here
 
will change proportionally to the sun of labor used for the seasons 
considered. That is:
 
7.52 TFUBI(t) TBPi*[F 1 (t) + Fij2 ] 
Where 
TFLB - total labor used for producing a crop in a regloc • 
TIBP - a constant parameter 
In summary, we have modeled a factor demand relationship in 
this chapter. Because of data gaps, we have used the.factor demand
 
function derived from a production function for projecting factor 
demand. The derived factor demand elasticities generally tend to 
be overvalued. Thus, we have adjusted the elasticities, depending 
on'the direction, duration and magnitude of price change. As will 
be discussed in Chapter IX,the adjusted elasticities se.:m to be
 
undervalued. However, when parameters of factor demand function that 
are more realistic become available, we can easily use these better
 
estimates in place of those derived from the production function. 
Further studies needed for other structural relationships will be 
discussed in Chapters IX,X and XI. 
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PART III
 
MU ANDBASC I SENSITIVflIN~I 
CHAPTER VIII 
NDDEL VALUWON AND SENSTIVIY TESTS 
Introduction 
Now that we have completed the necessary inathantical nxxlE 
based on relevant useful theories, it is in order to present the 
basic results of the model projections; however, we need ask our­
the model works properly and has the necessaryselves whether or not 
objectivity properties for policy recommendations. 
This part deals with four distinctive subject areas: model 
validation, sensitivity tests, public investment management or pro­
ject implementation, and policy experiments. The sensitivity tests 
are undertaken for two basic purposes: to examine whether or not 
the model is internally consistent and works properly--one part of 
model verification--and at the same time, to examine which parameters 
are most and least important in determdning the basic major output 
variables to guide the further study of the model structure itself 
and on data improvement.The project management or implementation, 
another type of sensitivity test, is examined in terns of annual 
budget allocation for a given long-term plan. Project completion 
is often subject to changes in atmual budgec allocations. In other 
words, we need to examine the possible consequences of prolongation 
of project implementation due to changes of actual from planned 
investments. Chapter VIII discusses these three matters. 
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Chapter IX deals with still another type of sensitivity analysis-­
policy experiments. The former sensitivity test focuses on the model 
parameters, whereas the latter one is designed to determine what 
happens to model outputs or the performance variables when different 
values are assigned to the policy variables. The primary purpose of 
these policy experiments, of course, is to derive a set of policy 
recomendations that are more desirable in view of development goals. 
While the policy runs of Chapter IX give useful insights into model 
behavior and validity, policy inplications drawn from them at this 
time should be carefully qualified. Use of the model in aiding 
decision-makers can only com after further model and data refinemnnt. 
In both chapters, we present results graphically, if possible 
However, as there are many relevant response variables, it is soe­
times very complicated, if not impossible, to present the results 
graphically. In this situation, we will use either tables or figures 
for key response variables only. 
As stated in the text, one of the major purposes of having any 
sensitivity test is to determine if a model works properly. As the 
test proceeds, inconsistencies, defects, etc. are continuously found 
and corrected. It would be more or less ideal to repeat all sensi­
tivity tests and present their results after the model is completely 
refined. However, model refinement is an endless process from 
matheatical modeling to model application. For this zeason, in 
addition to several other considerations such as budget and time 
constraints, etc., we did not run the previous runs again, even if 
after changing the model structure, parameters, etc., in the process 
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of the sensitivity tests, when we do not expect that our major
 
conclusions are seriously affected by these changes.
 
This chapter is divided into three sections. In section" 
one, after briefly surveying methodologies of validation or evalua­
tion of simulation models, we will discuss the procedure used in the 
present study for validating the model. Then', in section two, we 
will present some results of the sentitivity tests on selected major 
mxdel parameters. The last section is devoted to sensitivity analyes 
in the process of project impleentation. 
Model Verification 
The terms '"delverification" and '"odel validation" are used 
interchangeably here. What do we mean by verification or validation? 
According to Naylor and Finger [N.4, p. 153-154], 
"To validate any kind of mdel means to prove the 
model to be true. But to prove that a model is
'true' inplies (1) that we have established a set of
criteria for differentiating between the models that' 
are 'true' and the models that are 'not true,' and(2) that we have the ability to readily apply these
 
criteria to any given mdel."
 
In another paper, Naylor [N.3] insists that "Ihe valiwmty~or 
an econometric model (sinulation model) depends on the ability of the 
model to predict the behavior of the actual economic system on which 
the model is based." This is essentially the positive ec0oTmLcs 
approach discussed by Friedman. Then he continues, "in order to 
test the degree to which data generated by simulation experiments 
with econometric models conform to observed data, two alternatives 
are available--historical varification and verification by forecasting." 
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,Is this methdology universally applicable to amy model? If not wh& 
alternatives are available? 
Kresge [K.8] states that: 
"As applied to development planning, simulation
 
analysis is as yet more an art than a science.
 
Generally there is very little data available for
 
either the estimation or evaluation of the simula­
tion mockl. The bits and pieces of information
 
which are available are at best incomplete and,
only too frequently, are inconsistent as well." 
Thus, he seems to thirk it is inevitable that any model of davlopnmnt 
planning involves "a rather impressive act of faith. . ." and slni­
lation analysis should be judged in a pragmatic fashion. 
Holland [H.26] maintains a similar position, by saying that: 
". . imagine trying to verify that relation which is 
the innovation diffusion process of MU Nigerian model 
(M.4) and estimate its parameters! If experienced 
observers believe this is the way things really work, 
that is the way they should be in the model, even if 
the parameters cannot be measured." 
Halter, et al. [1.2] seems to basically agree with Naylor's 
position corcerning model validation. They put it this way: 
"..validation of a complex simulation model is by 
no means an easy task but certainly isof key impor­
tance if a model is to be used for decision making. 
If the model describes an existing system, it is 
sometimes possible to rigorously compare the behavior 
of the model with the past behavior of the real world 
system and thereby gain insight into model validity." 
However, they seem rather pessimistic when it comes to what Naylor 
calls verification through prospective predictions and a model that 
describes a system that does not mist, such as development planning. 
They claim that "the latter method (verification by forecasting) 
involves a waiting period that may be intolerable in the situation 
at hand." 
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ore the case of development pLming, they state: 
.if the purpose of the model is to help plan a
 
system that doesn't exist, the problem of validation
 
can be even more formidable. 
In this case, validation
 
hinges on the laws, assumptions, and logic embedded 
in the moel and can be viewed as 'validation by
deduction'. It's encouraging to note here that mdels 
have been useful in the design of new systems in
 
many ereas of activity. In any event a simulation 
is never more tL'an an approximation of reality. The 
question that must be answered is: Is the model an 
acceptable approximation?"
 
Holland H.26 
raises another issue. According to him,
 
'Another topic on which the two papers Naylor (N.3)
and Halter, et al. (H.2) seem to agree--up to a point-­is on validation of models. Both speak of matching
historical data and verifying forecasts, judging the
 
validity of the model by the fidelity with which it
 
mattfhes observed data. 
But this sort of validation is
 
not sufficient; it misses a crucial point. 
The most
 important requirement of a sinulation that is to be used
 
for policy experiments is that it should respond cor­
rectly to changes in the policies at issue. For this
 
purpose, it is important that the mecmnisms involved
 
in the response should be right qualitatively as well
 
as sufficiently accurate numerically. If similar
 
policy changes have not occurred in the past, then

matching past data isno indication that the response

to policy change will be properly simulated." 
There seem to be some confusion about a large-scale sinulation... 
model. What do we mean by a large-scale simulation or econometric 
model? 
What are its main characteristics? Suppose a system of equa­
tions for simulation purposes has been simultaneously derived from
 
historical data, including exogenous variables such as policy variables.
 
Why do we need historical verification? Should we not regard the
 
model as verified when a system of equation is estimated? It seems 
that the validation problem in terms of historical verification
 
arises because the system of equations has not been estimated simul­
taneously; instead all or some equations have been estimated separately.
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This seem to be one of the main characteristics of a large-scale 
simulation nodel. 
Whether the system of equations has been estimated simultane­
ously or separately, how do we interpret the general thesis that 
regression analysis of time series data is an imperfect tool for 
supply prediction in the presence of technological or structural 
change, which we discussed at length in Chapter VI? In the process 
of economic transformation, the estimated parameters themselves are 
likely unstable, and moreover, as Nelson [N. 5 ] makes clear, there is 
an important interaction among and between input uses and so-called 
technical change. If this is the case, and if we talk about economic 
development planning, how much weight should we give to historical 
verification for validating a nodel intended to represent a system 
under structural change? 
It seems that, as Naylo: [N.4, p. 21] points out, the problem 
of validating simulation model is indeed a difficult one, sinze it 
involves a host of practical, theoretical, statistical -andeven 
philosophical complexities. This difficulty is not confined to 
simulation models only. Instead, validators of any kind of model 
or hypothesis seem to confront the sawe problem. Naylor and Finger 
[N.4, Ch. 51 outline procedures for validating a simulation model 
historically. 
Having concluded that it is impossible to establish either 
the truth or falsity of any epirical theory or model, Shapiro [S. 7] 
outlines some descriptive measures, which, he thinks, are useful in 
assessing the forecasting performance of econcnetric models. 
HW should we handle this difficult,.J cb, respecially when we 
have a very limited amxmt of data, .which is incomplete and incon­
sistent? One -way to answer this problem is to find out how other 
researchers handle this subject. Manetsch and Park [M. 6, Ch. 1j 
feel that validation is an extension of viability testing. If the 
mathematical model is to be used to design a system that does not
 
yet exist, model validation does not exist interms of historical
 
verification and verification by forecasting. In this case, what 
we can do, they think, is to carry out exhaustive viability testing 
to ensure that the model satisfies necessary conditions for validity. 
What do we mean by a viability test? As a preliminary phase 
of model validation, viability testing is intended to determine 
whether or not the constructed model meets a certain fundamental 
requirement for validity; that is, whether or not variables have the 
correct sign, behave appropriately, lie within known bounds, etc., 
according to Manetsch and Park [M.6, p. 32]. 
This methodology basically seems to rest on a particular philo­
sophy of science-rationalism. In fact, Mitroff and Turoff [M.191 
discuss five methodological positions of science in connection with
 
technology forecasting and assessmmt. These positions are repre­
sented by: (1)Leibnitz (rationalism), (2)Locke (enpiricism),
 
(3)Kant (synthetic), (4)Hegel, and (5)Singer (pragiatism). They
 
then discuss which philosophical position isbest suited to the
 
situation. That is,a particular position is not necessarily the
 
best methodology for every situation. For example, indesigning a
 
space ship, the Leibnitzian inquiry systen is the only~one available,
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and in forecasting a well structured and stable system, the'Iockean 
inquiry system is certainly a suitable position. 
According to Mitroff and Turoff, Kantian and Hegelian inquires 
are best suited to problems that are inherently ill-structured;
 
problems that are inherently difficult to fortiulate in pure Leib­
nitzian or Lockean terms, either because their nature does not admit 
of a clear consensus or a simple analytic attack or because the true
 
nature is not well known. They feel that "Singerian inquirers are 
the epitome of synthetic, multmodel, interdisciplinary systems.
 
In effect, Singerian inquiry constitutes a theory about all the 
other inquires, and forms a theory about how to manage their applica­
tion." They believe that "Singerian inquiry is virtually absent 
from the field of technological forecasting and assessment," but 
think that "the strength of Singerian inquiry is that it gives the
 
broadest possible modeling of any inquirer on any problem."
 
Johnson [J. 16, Ch. 41 advances an evaluative method for a 
model or thereby derived policy prescriptions. The philosophical or
 
methodological basis of this method is given in Johnson and Zerby 
[J.15, C. 1 and 6]. This method appears to have been applied to 
subsequent works by Johnson and his associates [J.16, R.7, M.15,
 
M18, P.6, etc.]. This method uses four "objectivity tests." It 
seems to be an eclectic method, in the sense that it is not based
 
on a single scientific philosophy. In other words, this method
 
recognizes the strengths of several philosophical positions such as
 
positivism or enpiricalism, normativism, pragmatism, existentialism, 
etc., in solving'practical problems.
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The essence of this objectivity or credibility test can be 
yquoting Johnson J.16, p. 46): 
'To establish that a concept isobjective is to show
 
that it (1)has a clear and specifiable meaning,
(2)isconsistent with other acceptable concepts, laws,

and theories, and (3) is useful in solving the problems 
with which one isconfronted."
 
h first criteria, known as the "clarity test," rests heavily on
 
Kantian inquiry systems. The second isthe "consistency test,"
 
which is based on both Lockean and Leibnitzian fiq*uiry systems, and 
the third is the %wrkabilitytest," based on Singerian and 
Hegelian inquiry systems.
 
Since the present study relies heavily on this objectivity test 
for model validation, it would be worth*ile to examine this method in 
.The reasons the present study adopts this particular method 
for model validation have been discussed inplicitly above. In addi­
tion to data gaps, the system under consideration in this study is 
supposed to be changed in terms of parameters and the system structure 
itself, becavse the system is inprocess of transformation from one 
structure to another. This is,essentially, one that a development 
policy intends to achieve. This does not mean that a positivistic 
historical verification is not useful, but ithas some shortcomings. 
It is merely a necessary step to infer whether a model works properly 
and must be used along with viability tests sensitivity tests, and
 
other tests suggested above.
 
The test of consistency isboth internal and external, according
 
to Johnson. Internal consistency is a logical or analytical matter
 
and requires that a set of concepts bear a logical relationship to
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AL U L.--L WLmUL -- uiy pertain to the past, present, conditional or
 
iicomistional future. The external consistency test is 
 the test of 
experience, which includes consistency with synthetic concepts derived 
from experience as well as analytic concepts deduced logically from 
propositions. The test of clarity is established when a concept can 
be cmimricated between people without ambiguity or vagueness. The 
test of workability as a pragmatic approach is established when a 
concept is useful for solving a practical problem. This test is 
closely related to the external consistency test, while the clarity 
test is related to the internal test. 
Let us see hcq this evaluative method has been used for valida­
ting systems simuiktion models. Good examples are found in the Nigerian 
model .151 and the Venezuelan cattle industry model [ M.18 J. In a 
recent article on the Nigerian model, it is made clear that it is 
inevitable to use data from a variety of sources for a large and 
complex model, and data gaps are filled with knowledgable estimates 
frm researchers, extension people and other informed personnel. 
Then, the process of the model validation starts and continues. That 
is, each subcomponent model with these initial estimates of parameters 
and initial conditions is run in a computer to detect errors. Sub­
component output is then evaluated using appropriate theory, dynamic 
systens concepts, and the relationship of the sinulated values to 
historical data and expected future values. Where inconsistencies 
or abnormalities are noted, the problem is diagnosed, changes made, and 
testing continued. Many sensitivity runs are done to rest the impact 
of possible errors in specific model parameters, and to infer needed 
additional data or structural equation modification. 
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tPer, 4eihasizing that simulation mdel development and vaUda­
tion are,iterative processes of problem solving, Miller and Halter. 
(Kl 181 used three tests for model validation for the Venezuelan cattle 
industry. They suggest that 
.insight can be gained into the validity of the 
model by checking the logic of the model, by ccmparing
 
computer results with historical data and by assessing

the model's predictive ability from a theoretical and/ 
or comnn. sense standpoint."
 
Let us now consider how to validate the model presented in this
 
study. One thing clear from the above discussion is that we need 
some sort of historical verification for major model outputs as a 
part of the ndel validation process, although it may not fulfill
 
perfectly either the necessary or sufficient conditions for validating
 
the models. We must have at least three additional sets of variables; 
all initial cenditions, policy inputs in past history, and all other
 
exogenous variables, including variables computed in other components 
of the KASS model. This job will require considerable time, in 
addition to the problem of reasonably accurate data.
 
Data used in the model in its present stage of development are
 
tentative. 
This implies that, first of all, data or information
 
on which technical and behavior coefficients and initial conditions 
are based need to be improved before undertaking historical tracking 
or making policy prescriptions. We will address the data problem
 
again in a later chapter. At any rate, the present study is contin­
uous and has an iterative property in the sense that problem definition, 
modeling, model refinement and application are all interactive with 
feedback to each other.
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What can we do about model validation? - eh ni o To us 
at the present stage of the model development are: (1)linter 
consistency test, (2) external consistency test, (3) clarity test 
and (4) workability test. As indicated above, building a simulation 
model is iterative. This means that some of the indicated tests have 
already been done, sane will be done ,in the process of preparation 
for the following sections and chapters, and still others will be done 
whenever specific model application is needed. 
Sensitivity Analysis
 
In this section, we will present 
some results of seisitvity 
analysis on the combined total model. The purpose of undertaking 
this analysis is implicitly stated above. As a matter of fact, 
sensitivity analysis of the total model has several useful functions 
in the overall model-building process. More specifically, according 
to Manetsch, et al. [K.4], there are three major functions sensitivity 
analysis can perform. The first and most important function is to 
help understand the behavior of the model and check its logical 
consistency. In other words, this analysis acts as a part of model 
validation. Second, sensitivity analysis helps in exploring the 
various policy implications of the model. Lastly, sensitivity 
analysis is useful :W pinpointing further data requirements of the 
odel. 
On what kinds of data should we make the sensitivity tests? 
The purpose of this test has already implied the kinds of parameters 
or data to be included in the test. Since we will concentrate on 
sensitivity analysis on policy variables in the next chapter, we 
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will prepentthe results on other variables inthis section. Para­
meters or data for the present purpose can be put into three groups: 
,(1) behavioral parameters, (2) technical coefficients, and (3) 
iri ,conditions. Since there are a large number of parameters 
or data in each of these categories, we must include only a few in 
order to make the analysis manageable. The data base of the model 
at the .presentstage of development ispoor, and almost all of the 
data are rather tentative. Moreover, a set of data is related to 
other sets of data in governing the model behavior. This sort of 
interaction among parameters through behavioral equations of the 
system implies that the sensitivity analysis will bring more useful
 
information when and if the overall data base has been improved 
to some degree.
 
There isanother difficulty in this analysis. That is,there
 
are many output variables, intemediate or final. One parameter 
may significantly affect one variable, but not affect others, or an 
intermediate variable but not a final variable. There is another 
difficulty, too. Almost all parameters are subscripted by region 
crop, land and water development project, etc. Itwould be incon
 
venient to test individual elements of a parameter set. On the 
other hand, it would not be appropriate to treat a parameter set 
as a set. 
Despite these difficulties, we analyze several sample para­
meters or data from each main subroutine, as shown in Table 8.1, 
and variable names will be explained again. 
Let us discuss the results of sensitivity analysis by sub­
routine. APSCik isdefined as unit cost of land and water development 
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Table 8.1. Parameters or Data to be Varied in Sensitivity Tests. 
Land and Water 
DevelopMent(PUBnM 
Research and 
Extension 
(SOCDIF) 
Factor Demand and 
Product Supply(F D) 
Initial Condition YLD(I,J) 
Behavioral AMA FCKFX 
Parameter AMCA 
DFC 
DGAM 
RRFA 
RRFM 
Tecnical 
Coefficient .APS(I,K) YLAA(I,J,K) 
ASCl(I,J,K) 
ASC2(I,J,K) 
ASC3(I,J,K)
FLBPD1 (I,3,K) 
FLBPD2 (I,J,K) 
ALP (1,3 K 
project k inregion i. This variable is assumed to be a function of
 
time and the accumulated improved area. What is of interest here 
is the value of function intercept or unit cost in the beginning 
year. Thus, we assigned 20 percent higher and lower values to the
 
orginal value of tW..s parameter. Total accumulated area for the 
large-scale irrigation project in region I (TL13) has been selected 
to analyze the possible impact of these changes. The result is 
given in Table 8.2. 
With a given total project budget, it is expected that inprove.
 
area will be increased when unit cost is smaller, and vice versa. 
However, the ixpact may not be symmetrical with respect to direction, 
due to model structure. This relationship is shown in terms of 
structural elasicity inTable 8.2. The term "structural elasticity"
 
as used by Kelly, et al. [K.3, p. 178], is defined as a ratio of
 
percert change inresponse variable to percent change in input
 
variable as 	usual. 
Table 8.2. 	 Structural Elasticity of 
Accumulated Area of Large-
Scale Irrigation Project in 
Region 1 with Respect to Unit 
Cost inSelected Years. 
Relative to 
Basic Value 1975 1980 1985 
0.80 -0.371 -0.655 -0.782 
1.20 -0.245 -0.439 -0.526 
AEEA has been defined as a parameter that governs the iput 
rate of land to the delay process of innovation diffusion due to
 
promotion (extension)in each year. (MS has been selected as a 
response variable to be analyzed in terms of rice in Regit' 1. GZS 
is defined as the accumulated expected yield increase in percentage 
due to research and extension.
 
Table 8.3. 	AccumDulated Expected Yield
 
Increase Due to Research and
 
Extension, MS, Rice in Region 1, 
By Different Values of AEEA,1 
Selected Years. 
Value of AEEA 	 (MS 
1975 1980 1985
 
0.015 10.08 28.65 46.66
 
0.025 10.55 29.17 46.70
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MZS is not very sensitive to change in value of AEEA. This
 
parameter, like others, interacts directly 
or indirectly with ott.er
 
parameters or variables. it
Thus, might be better if we could analyze 
it by using factorial design. 
Parameter AMCA has the same property as AEEA, but is supposed 
to determine land input rate due to diffusion rather than due to 
promotion. 
As seen in Table 8.4, there is no difference in GZS for different 
values of AMNA, in these particular years for this particular product, 
rice. But we have made sure that there exists some effect on other
 
products and even 
on rice at the other points of time. 
'~hl, R 4. Accumulated Expected Yield 
Increase Due to Research and 
Extension, GZS, Rice in Region
1, by Different Values of AMEA,
in Selected Years. 
Vaiue of AM GZS 
1975 1980 1985
 
0.3 10.08 28.65 46.66 
0.5 10.08 28.65 46.66
 
Parameter DFC is designed to discount the effect of transition 
relative to modern land on determination of diffusion effect, pro­
ductivity increase, etc. As seen in Table 8.5, there is not much 
difference in GZS for different values of DFC. 
Parameter DGAM is defined as the maximn number of years for 
expected average delay in innovation diffusion in the case when no 
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sti..lamt is given. As shown,, in Table 8.6,,:, iffect of changing 
the value of this parameter can be said to be negligible within the! 
range shown 	 in the table. 
Table 8.5. 	Accumlated Expected Yield
 
Increase Due to Research and 
Extension, GZS, Rice in Region]
By Different Values of DFC, in 
Selected Years. 
Value of DFC GZS 
1975 1980 1985 
0.8 10.08 28.65 46.66 
0.4 9.62 27.25 45.65 
Tabie 8.6. 	 Accunlated Expected Yield 
Increase Due to Research and 
Extension, GZS, Rice in Region 1By Different Values of DGAM, in 
Selcz'ted Years. 
Value of DGAM 	 GS 
],975 1980 1985
 
11 10.08 28.65 46.66 
15 	 9.99 28.62 46.61
 
Parameters RRFA and RPIM are defined, respectively, as a 
parameter to deternine the dropout or reject rate after trying new 
biological technology, and a parameter specifying a maxin reject 
rate. However, there isnot uich change in GZS in each case when 
RRFA is varied from 0.05 to 0.08, and RRFm from 0. 1 to 0.3. Thus we 
will not present them here. 
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The greatest influence on the output variables is from initial 
conditions, especially, yields. This is because of the particular 
form of yield projection equation. That is, the current yield level 
is computed by multiplying the previous year's yield with a desired 
rate of change. To see the possible impact, we assign 20-percent 
higher values to all initial values relative to the basic value. 
As expected, a 20-percent increase in the initial yield level 
results in a 20-percent increase in any subsequent year's yield, as 
shown in Table 8.7. 
Table 8.7. Expected Yield Level of Rice (National Average), by Different 
Initial Conditions of Rice Yield, 
in Sel tears (Ton/Ha). 
Relative Rice Yield 
Initial Conditions 
'5 1980 1985 
1.00 .565 3.881 4.197 
1.20 4.289 4.669 5.041 
Parameter FMtPX is a parameter governing the consumption, 
hence, the farmer's own capital for use in the following year. This 
parameter is not an average or margional propensity to save, but 
instead, a factor shifting the saving function, as shown in Equation 
7.46. The effect of changing this parameter is shown in Table 8.8. 
At any rate, average yi-ld level does not seem to be affected 
very much by this parameter alone. 
YLDPAijk is a kind of yield elasticity with respect to change 
in structural variables, other than those concerning variety changes 
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and ne land developmet. T ~possible impact. of ,yaryng,.this para­
meter-on the response variablea are shom:in Table. ,. As expected. 
the yield level is certainly influenced by a change in this parameter 
Hence,. all other response variables are also changed. 
Table 8.8. Expected Yield Level of Rice 
(National Average) ,by Different 
Values of FOKPX, in Selected
 
Years (Ton/Ha). 
Value of FOKPX Rice Yield 
1975 1980 1985 
0.02 3.565 3.881 4.197 
0.05 3.571 3.879 4.186 
Table 8.9. 	 Impact of Varying Value of yIMA on Selectec 
Response Variables, in 1985L. 
Response Variable Unit Value of YLDPA 
Relative to
 
Initial Value
 
1.0 1.5
 
Average Rice Yield Ton/Ha 5.825 5.948
 
Total Rice Production Million ton 7,336 7,491 
Total Grain Production Million Ton 13,415 13,576 
Total Value Added Billion Wm 1,361 1,377 
'AII four runs hereafter are based on the medium policy level
 
set, which will be discussed in Chapter IX.
 
Parameters ASClijk, ASC2ijk and ASC3ijk are again damand elasticities 
for factors 1, 2 and 3,respectively, with respect to structural variable 
change as defined above. The possible impact of varying these parameter 
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values is shown in Table 8.10. There is no charge at all in grair 
production due to changes in values of these parameters. This cor 
clusion was to be anticipated, since elasticity represents ad in 
Figure 6.1, whereas the pure effect of structural change on yield level 
is ab. In order to avoid double-counting, we subtracted the effect of 
factor use change from the gross effect of structural change, as 
illustrated in Equation 6.14. However, for a certain land and water 
development project and for a certain crop, it is assued that the 
structural change variable has no direct effect on increasing yield, 
but has an indirect effect. That is, structural change is assumed 
to induce a change in factor use, for example, in barley production 
through, say, land consolidation. However, this effect seems to have 
been negligible since these parameters have relatively smaller values, 
and the magnitude of structural change variables is also rather small 
over time. Nevertheless, a change in the value of these parameters 
affects demand for factors and hence, total material costs, and in 
turn, total value added, as seen in Table 8.10. 
Table 8. 10. 	 Impact of Varying Value of ASCs on Selected 
Response Variables, in 1985. 
Response Variable Unit Value of ASCs 
Relative to 
Initial Run 
1.0 0.5 
Average Rice Yield Ton/Ha 5.825 5.825 
Total Rice Production Million Ton 7,336 7,336 
Total Grain Production Million Ton 13,415 13,415 
Total VAlue Added Billion Won 1,361 1,363 
Total Material Costs Billion Won 187 184 
The parameters, FLBPDs, are defined as labor defend elasticity 
with respect to structural change. The possible impact of changing 
the values of these parameters is shown in Table 8.11. As expected, 
a change in the value of these parameters does not affect physical pro­
duction and value added, due to the model assumption made. However, an 
increase in this parameters results in a greater reduction in total 
labor demand. It should be remembered that land and water development 
(except for new land) reduces labor demand. 
Table 8. 1. 	Impact of Varying Values of FLBPDs on Selected 
Response Variables in 1985. 
Response Variable Unit Value of FLBPDs 
Relative to 
Initial Run 
1.0 1.5 
Average Rice Yield Ton/Ha 5.825 5.825 
Total Value Added Billion Won 1,361 1,361 
Total Labor Demand Million Hrs. 5,085 4,639 
The last parameters we want to examine are productivity coefficients 
of the so-called conventional inputs, ALP. As the reader may remenber, 
these coefficients are assumed to be equal to the respective factor 
shares. These coefficients computed in this way may not reflect the 
real world situation. Thus, we have decided to examine what happens 
if the magnitudes of these coefficients differ from those ccnputed. 
The results are shown in Table 8.12. Surprisingly enough, there is 
not much difference in average yields and hence, total grain produc­
tion among different values for these coefficients. 
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Table 8.12. 	 Impact of Varying Values of Productivity Coefficients, 
ALPs, on Selected Response Variables in 1985. 
Response Variable Unit Value of ALPs Relative, 
to Initial Run 
0.5 1.0 1.5 
Average Rice Yield Ton/Ha 5.82 5.83 5.84 
Total Grain Production Million Ton 13,146 13,415 13,429 
There are two major uses for these productivity coefficients in 
our system. 	 The first is to influence the demand for conventional 
inputs in response to a change in the price level. This run is based 
on the mediun policy level set discussed in the next chapter, where 
we assume factor prices are constant and product prices change slightly. 
Therefore, there is little room for these coefficients to play a role. 
The second use is, of course, to compute y'_ld responses to changes 
in conventional input use. As we will see in Chapter X, the rate of 
change in these conventional inputs are rather small. Thus, the yield 
response and hence total grain production turn out to be relatively in­
sensitive to changes in the values of these productivity coefficients. 
In su-nary, what conclusion can be drawn from this analysis? 
We do not intend to conclude which parameters are sensitive and which 
are not. As indicated earlier, the data base is poor, data are related 
to each other, and we have not examined all relevant response variables, 
some of which uay have opposite effects from others. Before leaving 
this section, we conclude that: (1) the overall data base nmst be 
revised based on the real world situation before conducting useful 
policy experiments or other projections and (2) very essential aspects 
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vidatiln and verification are not covered by sensitivity testi 
internal consistency, clarity and workability tests have not been 
directly presented here. We made sure that these tests are used ih 
doing the analyses to be presented In what follows. In other words, 
while conducting sensitivity tests, we found that not all the rele­
vant variables responded appropriately to changes in parameters and 
input levels. Whenever there is n good reason for this inappropriate 
response, we have diagnosed the relevant part of the systen model by 
printing out all relevant variable values. After finding errors in 
the model structure or in parameters, we have corrected these errors 
until the model has worked properly. This process was repeated until 
all policy runs (which are the subject matter of the next chapter) 
were ccmpleted. 
Land and Water Development Project Implementation 
It usually takes more than one year for completion of a land and 
water development project. This implies a need for long-run planning. 
On the other hand, the implementation budget is typically determined 
on an annual basis, which, in turn, implies that the annual implemen­
tation budget is subject to revision becauseof political, economic and 
other factors. In this situation, the actual budget allocated to a 
specific project is likely to differ from the one that would bring 
about maxiumn efficiency. This, in turn, causes the initiated project 
to remain incomplete beyond the normal gestation period, which implies 
social losses. This section deals with consequences of alternative
 
patterns of annual budget allocation for project inple=-itation. 
We distinguished three different budgets in Chapter IV: the 
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intended budget (long-rua) determines the rate at which land enters the 
project implement process, the desired budget is that needed to imple­
ment a project already initiated, and the actual budget is the budget 
actually allocated by goverrment. Itmay be well to suppose that we can 
get efficiency when and if the actual allocated budget is equal to 
the desired one. 
What will happen if the actual budget is not allocated in such 
a way? If an initiated project is never completed, the costs for 
initiation are a social loss. Shortage of an actual budget relative 
to that desired means that at least some individual projects must
 
remain incomplete and prolongs the gestation period. This extension 
of the implementation period, in turn, requires an increase in the 
desired implementation budget (see Equations 4.6 and 4.24). The
 
reason is given in Chapter IV, where Equation 4.20 is formulated. 
Inother vwrds, unit cost isa function of time as well. The expected 
average time for project implementation now becomes a function of 
the actual budget allocation. As the actual budget relative to the 
desired one becomes smaller and smaller, the expected average time for 
implementation inaggregate becomes longer and longer. This increases
 
the desired budget. It is a vicious circle.
 
This vicious circle of poverty isanalyzed by Manetsch [M.7]
 
who applies a time-varying delay subroutine, VDEL. However, as we 
have seen earlier, we use DELLVF subroutine for the reason giver in 
Chapter IV. With this much reorientation for using DELLVF subroutine,
 
let us discuss the result of analysis. First, the assumptions about
 
the behavior of the actual budget relative to the desired one should
 
be made 'clear. The Intended Investment may go highina certain year, 
such as a general election year. In the following year, the desired 
Invesmnt goes up. For thi or other reasons, the actual investment 
falls relative to the desired one. In a certain year, such as the 
year before a gaieral election, actual investments may exceed the 
desired level. In short, actual investments may fluctuate below and 
above the desired investment. This fluctuation may differ depending 
on kinds of projects, economic, social or political stability, the 
long-run production prospect or other factors. Here, we adapt a 
simplified assumption about the behavior of actual relative to the 
desired investment. That is, wewant to examine the possible conse­
quence of project implementation when the actual investment is (1) 
60, (2) 80, (3) 100, and (4) 120 percent of the desired investment 
throughout the plamnOng horizon. 
How does this different rate affect the expected average delay 
time of project implementation? In Chapter IV, we assumed the expected 
delay, DEL(I,K), In Equation 4.5 to be constant. However, to examine 
the consequence of divergency between actual and desired investment, 
we need the expected project delay time (DELik) to be a function of 
the ratio discussed above. This is computed as follows: 
8.1 DELik(t) = DELPPik * DELPAik(t) 
where IELPPik is a constant reflecting average delay time required 
for implementing project k in region i when the budget is allocated 
ideally, and DELPAik is a factor reflecting an effect of the divergency 
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on-tne average delay tdmd, and comuted by the TABLE function: 
8.2 DELPA(I,K) = TABLE [VAIA, SMAIL, DIFA, KA, RATDB(I,K)] 
where PATDBik is the ratio of actual to desired investment for project
 
k'in region i, and SMAL, DIFA and KA are necessary parameters for 
interpolation.
 
VAIAi, is function value of DELPAik, depending on the magnitude 
of RATDBik, and has the shape shown in Figure 8.1. Now we are ready 
to amply the IEILVF subroutine since DELEPik is simply one time period 
lagged DELik and other parameters in Equation 4.5 are already given. 
But we need to explain assumptions underlying the above figure. The 
corresponding function value when the ratio is 0.5, for example, is 
2.5. This means that when the actual investment made ishalf the
 
desired one, the expected delay time will be extended by 2.5 times the 
normal delay time. 
Some of the results of this analysis, based on the above assump­
tions, are presented inTables 8.12 - 8.17. Itisnecessary to keep 
one thing inmind in interpreting the results: there are some projects 
under implementation process (storage) at the beginning and the end of 
the planning horizon. At any rate, let us assume that storages at
 
the beginning and end would cancel each other out or the difference 
would be negligible. Table 8.12 presents total accumlated land areas
 
improved by various projects until 1985, depenie4ng on the ratio of 
'or a technical reason, DELPA iscomputed separately for a
 
case where RATDB is less or equal to one from a case where the
 
ratio is greater than one. 
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Ratio of Actual to Desired Investment (RATDB) 
Figure 8.1. 	 Relationship between ratio of actual to desired invest-.
 
ment and efficiency affecting delay time for project

implementation.
 
actual to desired investment. At least three points are wrthwhile 
noting from this table. First, the inproved land area is not propor­
tional to the ratio. Second, the rate of change in the imvroved land 
area is different, depending on the direction of change in the ratio. 
For example, in the case of tideland development, w.en the ratio is 
0.8, the improved area is 94.5 percent of the normal case where the 
ratio is 1.0, whereas the improved area is 101.5 percent when the 
ratio is 1.2. Third, the improved land area is also different, depending 
on the length of the normal delay time and possibly on alEo the order 
of the delay. For example, when the ratio is 0.8, the improved land 
for the large-scale irrigation project is 95.4 percent of the normal 
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situation (normal delay is 2.5 years), whereas that for the an'f-scale 
irrigation project is 97.3 percent where the'nornal delay time is 1.5 
years. 
Table 8.13. Total Accualated Land Areas Improved by Projects, byDifferent Ratios of Actual to Desired Investment, by

1985 (1,000 ha.).
 
Project 
 Ratio of Actual to Desired Investment 
0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 
Tideland Development 17.12 19.69 20.75 21.07 
Upland Land Development 190.39 206.00 211.36 213.23 
large-Scale Irrigation 81.07 97.16 101.89 102.70 
Small-Scale Irrigation 127.40 138.75 142.57 143.44 
Paddy Consolidation 306.18 322.16 329.01 330.99 
Paddy Drainage 80.33 83.67 84.63 84.93 
Uland Consolidation 207.63 214.91 217.39 218.15 
Upland Irrigation 226.04 237.82 242.87 244.33 
Table 8.14. Total Accuilated Land Area Under Implementation byProjects, by Different Ratios of Actual to Desired
Investment, by ].985 (1,000 ha.). 
Project 
 Ratio of Actual to Desired Investment
 
0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 
Tideland Developnmt 107.07 80.70 66.64 
 61.85
 
Upland Development 755.78 548.03 444.38 
 410.78
 
Large-Scale Inigation 
 348.01 273.81 
 226.71 209.97
 
Small-Scale Irrigation 
 345.68 251.96 
 204.91 189.28
 
Paddy Consolidation 
 884.12 531.81 511.73 
 472.39
 
Paddy Drainage 
 151.51 107.43 
 86.62 79.87
 
Upland Consolidation 
 389.16 275.94 222.48 
 205.16
 
Upland Irrigation 652.66 
 1466.39 377.74 348.70
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Table 8.15i ;Total Accumulated Desired Investment for Projects, by
Different Ratios of Actual to Desired Investment by
1985 (1,000,000 Won).
 
Project Ratio of Actual to Desired Investment 
0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 
Tideland Development 20,463 15,373 12,671 11,754 
Upland Development 51,861 37,494 30,372 28,065 
Large-Scale Irrigation 79,872 62,862 52,292 48,561 
Small-Scale Irrigation 92,555 67,674 55,254 51,139 
Paddy Consolidation 67,158 47,888 38,746 35,757 
Paddy Drainage 17,241 12,204 9,833 9,066 
Upland Consolidation 30,992 21,938 17,675 16,296 
Upland Irrigr."ion 59,515 42,437 34,336 31,686 
Table 8.1 6. Total Accumulated Actual Investn t for Projects, by
Different Actual to Desired Investment, by 1985 
(1,000,000 Won). 
Project Ratio of Actual to Desired Investment 
0.6 0.8 1.0 

Tideland Development 12,278 12,298 12,671 14,104
 
Upland Development 31,117 29,995 30,372 33,677
 
large-Scale Irrigation 47,923 50,289 52,292 58,273
 
Small-Scale Irrigation 55,533 54,139 55,254 61,366
 
Paddy Consolidation 40,295 38,310 38,746 42,908
 
Paddy Drainage 10,345 9,763 9,833 10,879
 
Upland Consolidation 18,595 17,550 17,675 19,555
 
Upland Irrigation 35,709 33,950 34,336 38,024
 
1.2 
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Table 8.17. 	 Total National Project Investment by Different 
Ratios of Actual to Desired Investment, by 
1985 (1,000,000 Won).
 
Investmnt 
 Ratio of Actual to Desired Investment
 
0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 
Intended 243,861 243,861 243,861 243,861 
Desired 419,659 307,870 251,180 243,322 
Actual 251,795 246,296 251,180 278,786 
rable 8.13 presents total accumulated land areas under irplmen­
tation process (storage), that is, land which a project is initiated 
but not completed. By and large, the same sort of nature as we 
observed in Table 8.12 can be also observed in this table. As 
expected, as the ratio of actual to desired investment decreases, 
the area under implementation process increases. This directly 
results in r. iyerease in the desired investment to complete projects 
rder ippleantation. This is reflected in Table 8.14, where total 
accumulated desired investment is shown. 
An interesting fact is found in Table 8.15, where total accumu­
lated actual investment is shown. In a case where the expected average 
delay time to couplete the project is rather short, the actual invest­
' ment decreases until the ratio reaches 0.8, then increases.4 In a 
case where the expected delay time is comparatively long (tideland 
development and large-scale irrigation projects, 2.5 years, respectively), 
2lhis may be caused by the fact that DT, which is 0.25 for this 
subroutine, is still large relative to delay, DEL, for these projects. 
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as the ratio increases, the actual investment tends to increase. 
However, the overall picture in aggregate showa that the actual 
investment decreases until the ratio reaches 0.8, then starts to 
increase, as shown in Table 8.16. The aggregate total desired-invest­
ment decreases continuously as the ratio increaaes. Remwber, we 
kept intended investment constant over time regardless of the 
alternative policies on actual budget allocation. 
The analysis, thus far, did not give us precise infozmtion on 
economic efficiency. The precise measuremeat of economic gains or 
losses may need some sort of benefit-cost analysis framework. The 
same thing can be exmnined by ccaparing a performance variable such 
as total value added in the agricultural sector by alternative policies 
on the actual investment relative to the desired investment. However, 
here we adopt a simple scheme. That is average actual unit costs of 
improved land, which is measured by dividing the total actual invest­
ment (Table 8.15) by total land improved (Table 8.12). This is shown 
in Table 8.17. As expected, as the ratio increases, the unit cost, 
decreases, without exception, until the ratio reaches 1.0, then 
starts to increase. The percentage change seem to be related to the 
nature of unit cost functions given in Figure 4.1 for individual 
projects. Generally speaking, the actual unit costs are 10 to 17, 
0.5 to 2, and 1.0 to 11 percent higher, respectively, when the actual 
investment is made by 60, 80 and 120 percent of the desired one, 
compared to that when the actual investment is equal to the desired one. 
In rtUmay, the main subject of this chapter has been sensitivity 
tests on model parameters. In section two, we hesitated to indicate 
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Table 8.18. 	 Average Actual Unit Costs (1,000 Won/ha) of
Improved Land and Relative Efficiency, by
Different Ratios of Actual to Desired Investments,
by 1985, Computed Fran Tables 8.12 and 8.15. 
Project Ratio of Actual to Desired Investment 
0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 
Actual Unit Costs 
Tideland Development 717 625 611 671 
Upland Development 163 146 144 158 
Large-Scale Irrigation 591 518 513 567 
Small-Scale Irrigation 436 388390 428 
Paddy Consolidation 132 119 118 130 
Paddy Drainage 128 117 116 1.28 
Upland Consolidation 90 82 81 90 
Upland Irrigation 158 143 141 156 
Relative Efficiency 
Tideland Developmeit 1.173 1.023 1.000 1.098 
Upland Development 1.132 1.01' 1.000 1.097 
Large-Scale Irrigation 1.152 1.0001.010 1.105 
Small-Scale Irrigation 1.124 1.005 1.000 1.103 
Paddy Consolidation 1.119 1.008 1.000 1.102 
Paddy Drainage 1.103 1.009 1.000 1.103 
Upland Consolidation 1.111 1.0001.012 1.111 
Upland Irrigation 1.121 1.0001.014 	 1.106 
which parameters were sensitive and which were not. There were three 
major reasons for this: (1) the data base for the model presented 
here is poor, (2) variables or parameters are interrelated with each 
other, and (3) we did not examine all relevant response variables, 
same of which may have opposite effects. What needs to be done in 
the future is self-evident from the above discussion. What is less 
evident is that: (1) as indicated earlier in this chapter, soe 
sorE of factorial experimental design seems desirable to explore 
interdependence of parameters or variables, (2) as indicated in each 
of the mathematical model chapters, same parts of model strmature 
need further study. In short, data improvement, refinemnt of 
model structure and more intensive sensitivity tests mist be continod. 
CHAPTER IX 
POLICY EXPERIMENS AND THEIR RESULTS 
In this chapter, we present the basic results of the model pro­
jections. Since the model is being built for agricultural sector 
planning purposes, we must first identify the policy or instrumental 
variables that have an effect in changing farmers' decision variables 
and at the same time can be controlled directly or indirectly by the 
public decision-maker. The main task of a plan is to identify which 
policy or instrumental variables contribute most to attaining 
devW opment goals and then set up government action on the levels 
of these policy variables so as to attain a maimdum possible amunt 
of the desired outcomes while avoiding undesired outcomes frn 
available resources. 
Since we have already identified these policy variables and 
performance variables in Part I, in this chapter we will first discuss 
an experimental design for policy runs. Table 9.1 contains the policy 
variables under consideration and their possible values or levels. 
As there are a large number of choices in the levels of a policy 
variable, one cannot examine all possible values. Therefore, one is 
forced to pick from the range of policy variable levels, and this 
may involve arbitrariness. 
We already have a set of the policy variable levels in the 
computer program for the initial run. It is convenient for the policy 
level for each policy variable to be stated in terms of these initial 
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Table 910 ."' Le s of Policy Variables. 
'Policy Variable Relative to Initial Run 
Lawer Medium Higher Likely 
1. 	 Land and Water 
Development Investment 0.60 0.80 1.00 0.80 
2. 	Biological Research 
Outcome 	 0.60 0.80 1.00 0.80 
3. 	 Extension Budget 0.75 1.00 1.50 1.50 
4. 	 Product Price 0.80 0.90 1.00 0.90 
5. 	 Factor Price2 1.50 1.00 0.80 1.50 
6. 	 Goverrmiet Credit 
Supply 0.50 1.00 1.50 1.00 
7.(overnmznt Interest
 
Rate 	 1.50 1.00 0.50 1.00 
'Initial run refers to all conditions appearing in the cooputer
 
program in Appendix A, except notated in this chapter.
 
2pigures are for fertilizer and pesticides, and figures for other
 
materials are 1.2, 1.0, 0.9 and 1.2, respectively.
 
levels. We have specified four sets of policy levels in Table 9.1:
 
lower, medium, higher and likely. In the initial policy levels 
appearing in the computer program, more or less optimistic levels 
are assigned for some variables. For example, land and water develop­
ment investment has an initial value that may be considered the maxinmum 
level the governmnt can afford to invest. The result of the biological 
research is also based on an optimistic view. The sane thing is true 
for product prices, specifically grain prices, which are at the levels 
corresponding to the KMSS policy alternative II and are higher than 
inplicitly stated in the third five-year plan. For these variables, 
the initial levels stated in the computer program are supposed to., 
belong to the "higher" policy level. 
A "higher" policy level does not necessarily inply a high value; 
instead, this should be interpreted as favorable to the agricultural 
sector. For eample, lower factor prices and government interest 
rates appear in the "higher" policy level colum. 
To make the policy runs simple and to capture clearly the 
effect of change in policy level, we have changed several behavioral 
equations. The equations changed for this purpose are as follows: 
1. National extension budget equation 
GBEX(t) = GBX 
where GBEXI is the initial year's extension bucdgt." 
2. Factor price equation 
PXZ(t) = Pau~ 
where PXPi is again the initial year's factor price level. 
3. Government credit supply equation 
GLi (t) - GLui 
where (LI i is again the initial year's credit supply 
4. Govenrnt interest rate 
CLiR(t) = GLmi 
where GLIRB i is again the initial year's rate. 
Thus far we are concerned with the levels of individual policy 
variables. That is, for each policy variable, three runs are made 
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~~:~i~~ne,medium and higher levels. -On the other hand, it is 
theoretically possible to make the factorial design for the experiment 
with seven factors and three levels for each factor. However, we 
adapt here a simple design, partially because the model is not ready 
for real world application, as stated earlier, and partially because of 
time and budget constraints. That is four additional runs are made: 
(1) the first rn, where all policy variables have the "lower" 
level, as specified in Table 9.1, (2) the second run, the 'mediu" 
level, (3) the third run the "higher" level, and (4) the fourth run 
the "likely" level. 
For simplicity, any departure from the medium level in each 
policy run is assumed to take place from 1975, except research outcomes 
that vary from the beginning. At any rate, more realistic experimental 
designs and runs require data improvement and, second, interaction 
with a group of public decision-makers in order to find out their 
interests and the policy levels they think they can afford. 
There are many response variables for the interested policy-maker 
or researcher to look at. However, we will examine the policy response 
in terms of the national average rice yield for runs for individual 
policy variables. We will occasionally also present other relevant 
response variables, too. Rice is the most important crop in Korea in 
terms of production as well as consumption, and the major objective 
of this study is to project the yield level of majo: commodities. 
However, there are scrn policy variables that affect other performance 
variables.
 
Let us start with the land and water development policy. A 
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It seems that this policy variablepartial result is shown in Table 9.2. 
This does not necessarily leaddoes not affect rice yield very much. 
csion that land and water development projects are notto the co 

very effective means to achieve development or growth.
 
Table 9.2. 	 Model Response to Change in Land and Water Development 
Investment in 1985.1 
Response Variable Unit Land and Water Development Tnvestment Relative to 
Basic Run 
0.6 0.8 1.0 
Average Rice Yield Ton/Ha 5.857 5.879 5.900 
Total Rice Production 1,000 Ton 7,377 7,405 7,431 
Total Labor Demand Million Hrs. 1,211 1,168 1,131 
'Inthis chapter, any kind of national total or average figure is 
allocated to each crop projected by thecomputed based on land area 
KASS initial version under policy alternative II. 
The major purposes of undertaking these projects are to: (1) 
increase production rate, (2) save labor and (3) induce to reduce 
the degree of uncertainty. As seen in Table 9.2, total labor demand 
However, this isdecreases as the levels of these projects go up. 
As statednot a sufficient indication of reduction in labor demand. 
labor danand, but wein Part II, we did not project the average 
intended to project labor demand for the nonmechanized process of 
defined in the resource allocation component modelproduction which is 
A prerequisite of mechanizationas the traditional production process. 
for field irachines is known to be land consolidation. Since we did 
not include the mechanization process in this subconponent model, land 
and water projects cannot be fully evaluated. 
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A more important Gission in this model has to do with the
 
uncertainty problem stenuing frcm weather. 
 In a normal year, there 
is not much difference in yield levels among different types of irri­
gation systems. However, the irrigation system is designed to prevent 
production curtailment in a bad weather year. Our model, unfortunately, 
does not permit us to estimate how much uncertainty is reduced by the 
water development projects. 
Let us now exanfine how the average rice yield would be increased 
by biological research results. Biological research is a crucial
 
variable affecting yield level and, 
 hence, production, as seen in
 
Table 9.3. Thus, one 
can conclude that food self-sufficiency in
 
any food-deficit country will depend heavily 
on its ability to achieve
 
an efficient research institute that 
can advance technology. Figure 
9.1 compares the average rice yield levels corresponding to the policy 
level specified in Table 9.1 with the yield level projected by the KASS 
under policy alternative II. It can easily be seen that the present 
projection, regardless of policy level, is higher than that made in 
the initial version of the KASS under policy alternative II. There 
are several reasons for this overestimation. First, as seen from 
the figure, the initial condition or level for the present model is 
higher than that in the KASS used. Second, KASS assumed about a 
30-percent increase in rice yield at the experiment station in the 
early 1970s. These seem to be the major factors contributing to 
the higher estimtions. 
In Table 9.4, we present the rice yield response to a change in 
the extension budget. It seems that the structural elasticity is 
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Table .9.3.;1 Mdel Response to Change In BiobLo Lc~a Research 
Outcome in 1985.
 
Response Variable Unit Research Outcome Relative
 
to Planned One 
0.6 0.8 i1.0 
''Average Rice Yield Ton/Ha 5.485 5.879 6.273 
Total Rice Production 1000 Ton 6,908 7,405 7,900 
1007.: 
6.0 
607. 
4.0 
.0 
71 73 75 77 79 81 83 85
 
Year 
.....b 9.1. 	Average national rice yield level projected under
 
three policy levels on research outcomes, specified

inTable 9.1 and that projected by KASS under
 
policy alternative II.
 
relativey law, h im re, extension is ctinl y '6neof tb6effectlve 
meamrements of attaining development goals. 
Table 9.4. IMxIel Response to Change in Extension Budget
in 1985. 
Response Variable Unit Ext(r' on t C!uage 
Relat',veo iasic Run 
0.75 1.00 1.50 
Average Rice Yield Ton/ha 5.798 5.879 5.993 
Total Rice Production 1000 Ton 7,301 47,05 7,47 
Table 9.5 shows the national average yield response to the 
product price level. The price elasticity turns out to be small. 
In fact, product price levels alone may not be a very effective neans 
to affect the physical production level. That is, price policy should 
be interpreted as a couplenitary factor with technological change 
and also determined from the viewpoint of the terms of trade or 
welfare consideration for the farm sector. As seen in Table 9.5, 
total value added changes proportionally with the price level change. 
Table 9.5. Model Response to Change in Product Price in 1985. 
RUsponse Variable nit Product Price Change Relative 
to KASS Alternative II Price 
Set
 
0.8 
 0.9 
 1.0
 
Average Rice Yield 
 Ton/ha 5.858 5.879 5.907 
Total Rice Production 1000 Ton 7,379 7,405 7,439
Total Value Added 
 Billion Won 2,308 2,660 
 3,001 
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How about response to changes in factor prices? As shown in 
Table 9.6, and as expected, production and, hence, total value added
 
decreases and total cost increases as the factor price level increases.
 
Again, the structural elasticity seens very low and policy for factor
 
price should be aslo determined by considering not only production,
 
but also welfare of the rural sector, more specifically income
 
redistribution, together with product price policy.
 
Table 9.6. Model Response to Change in Factor Prices in 1985.
 
Response Variable Unit Factor Price ChangeI Relative 
to 1970 Level 
LOW Unchanged High 
Average Rice Yield 
Total Rice Production 
Total Material Costs 
Ton/ha 5.881 
1000 Ton 7,407 
Billion Won 304 
5.879 
7,405 
320 
5.844 
7,360 
322 
'For "hig" factor price, prices of fertilizer, pesticides and other
 
materials are 1.5, 1.5 and 1.2, respectively, as compared to those in
1970, and for "low' factor price, those are, 0.8, 0.8 and 0.9,

respectively.
 
The standard textbook on micro economics teaches us that produc­
tion response iszero with respect to proportional changes in product
 
and factor prices. That is,when both prices change by the same pro­
portion, there would be no change in factor use and, hence, inproduction. 
On the other hand, according to Tables 9.6 and 9.6, the supply 
elasticity with respect to product price change seem higher than that 
with respect to factor price change.
 
There are smie reasons for the differmne. Production is certainly
 
geared to producer incentive. This incentive can be neasured by ecoromc 
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-remrns to producer's owned fixed resources, land and labor. When 
the share of the :est of production factors is relatively small, the 
level of producer's incentive, value added or profit is mch more sensi­
tive to product price change than to a change in factor prices. There­
fore, it does not matter whether the product price is increased by,
 
say, 10 percent or prices of factors supplied by the nonfarm sector
 
are decreased by 10 percent. The level of producer's incentive is
 
considered in adjusting factor demand elasticities (see Equations 7.40 
to 7.42). That is, the profit level, among others, is supposed to 
shift the elasticity function in Figure 7.2. This profit level is also 
assumed to accelerate the adoption of new technology (see Equation 5.5). 
At the same time, farner-owned capital is defined here to be proportional 
to the gross revenue. Hence, changes in product price will affect 
factor use more than changes in factor prices. A lower elasticity of 
rice yield with respect to factor price change stenz from other model 
assumptions, too. The most important reason is that a lower value of 
danand elasticity for factor is assigned since it is found to be 
extremely low [see Le (L.4)]. Second the productivity coefficient 
of the so-called conventional input is positively related to changes in 
factor price (see Equation 6.11). This means that when factor price 
increases: (1) danand for this production factor will decrease, but 
(2) production elasticity tends to increase since factor demand elas­
ticities with respect to factor prices are far lees than unit. Thus, 
the effect of factor price changes on production response will somewhat 
cancel out each other. 
Tables 9.7 and 9.8 present model response to goverinmt credit 
policy, first for the amnunt of credit supply and second for interest rate. 
Table 9.7. Mbdel Response to Change in Government Credit Supply in 1985. 
Response Variable Unit Government Credit Supply 
Relative to Basic Run 
0.5 1.0 1.5 
Average Rice Yield 
Total Rice Production 
Total Capital Cost 
Ton/Ha 
1000 Ton 
Billion Won 
5.879 
7,405 
56 
5.879 
7,405 
54 
5.880 
7,405 
54 
Table 9.8. Model Response to Change in 	 Government Interest Rate in 1985. 
Response Variable Unit 	 Government Interest Rate 
Relative to Initial Level 
0.5 1.0 1.5
 
Average Rice Yield Ton/Ha 	 5.894 5.879 5.861 
Total Rice Production 1000 Ton 	 7,424 7,405 7,381 
Total Capital Costs Billion Won 42 54 60 
The goverment loan rate does not affect physical production. This 
seem to stem from enough credit being available from the noninstitu­
tional private money market. But the farmer is asked to pay a higher 
interest rate and this fact is reflected in total capital costs in 
Table 9.7. On Lte other hand, a change in government interest rate 
affects physical production slightly and total capital costs greatly. 
Thus, both policy vari-ables also influence income distribution. 
Thu-s far, we have assuned that only one policy variable is 
variable, other policy variables being kept at the mediuu level, as 
specified inTable 9.1. Let us now examinc what happens when all 
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policy variables change in directions favorable or unfavorable to the 
farm sector. That is, all the policy variables are assumd to change 
from medium levels to lower or higher level at the same time. 
let us look et what happens to total grain production. Grain 
as defined here includes rice, barley, wheat, other grains, pulOses 
and potato,-. (whose yield level is already specified in terms of grain 
equivalent). The result is shown in Figure 9.2. For comparison, total 
grain production projected by the initial version of the KASS under 
policy alteinative II is also presented, denoted by * in 1971, 1975, 
1980 and 1985. Again as seen in the figure, the present projection, 
regardless of the policy level, is higher than the KASS projections, 
especially after 1975. The possible reason for this was already 
discussed. Total consumption neerds (to be taken into account of the 
market losses or produc'tion deflators) are also shown in Figure 9.2. 
Irorder to achieve food self-sufficiency earlier, more development 
effort has to take placa earlier, since with the higher policy level, 
it is only possible to achieve the food self-sufficiency after 1979; 
with the nediun level, after 1981; and with the lower level it is rot 
possible even by 1985. We will come back to this problem later. 
Going back to Figure 9.2, note what happens after 1975. 
Renmbering that all policy levels except the biological research 
outcomes change. Total. grain production is mre or less depressed for 
2 or 3 years right after 1975 with the lower policy levels. Total 
grain production is accelerated from 1975 with the higher policy levels. 
In any case, grain production is growing smoothly. This is so because 
we assumed that all policy levels were constant over time, that the 
15 	 Higher 
14. 
Medium 
13. 
Total Grain 
Production o 
(MillionTon) 12 / I ] 
KASS Projection 0 
11 of total consump­
tion needs of KASS projection 
10 grains of total grain production 
8 
1971 73 75 77 79 81 83 85
 
Figure 9.2. 	 Total grain production projection based on three different 
policy levels, specified in Table 9.1, projected by KASS 
under policy alternative I denoted by * and consumption 
needs denoted by o in 1971, 1975, 1980 and 1985. 
biological-research outcomes aterialzied continuusly, and we did 
not consider a main factor causing production to fluctuate over time 
(weather). 
Let us find out what happens to other response output variables 
due to a change in the level of all policy variables. Partial results 
are shown in Table 9.9. Notice that all output variables specified 
are responding well to the policy input levels. As noticed earlier, 
total rice production here ishigh as conpared to the KASS projection 
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Swh'ch As5,451 for 1985. The KASS projection of total material costs 
is 141, which is lower than that under any policy level considered 
here. Total value added projected by the KASS is 1,166, which is 
higher than that under the lower policy level, but less than that for 
the other levels. However, it is worthwhile to note that the KASS 
total value added includes all agricultural commdities. Thus, we 
should say that all projections made here are considerably higher than 
those made by the KASS under policy alternative II. This fact stems 
directly from the higher yield Levels of major crops, which, in turn 
originate largely from superior biological research outcomes. Material 
costs also turn out higher in order to support higher production levels. 
The labor demand projection by the KSS is available, but we hesitate 
to conpare these results since we did not consider mechanization in 
this model. 
Table 9.9. 	 Model Response to Change in the Level of All Policy 
Variables in 1985. 
Response Variables Unit Policy Level 
Lower Medium Higher Likely 
Total Rice Production Million Ton 6,564 7,336 8,119 7,389 
Total Material Costs Billion Won 174 187 207 231 
Total Capital Costs Billion Won 41 26 13 37 
Total Value Added Billion Won 1,019 1,361 1,716 1,296 
Total Labor De.and Million Hrs 5,356 5,085 4,812 5,113 
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Lastly, we want to present the national average yield for Individual 
crops, projected on the likely policy level set. These results appear 
in Figures 9.3 through 9.6. As compared to those projected by the KASS 
under policy alternative II, yield levels of rice, wheat, fruits, vege­
tables and potatoes projected by this study are higher, t!use of 
barley and tobacco are approximately the same, and those of other grains, 
pulses and industrial crops, which are minor crops, are lower. 
As indicated earlier, the sources of the difference seen to stem 
largely from: (1) difference in initial yield levels, (2) assmed 
biological research outcomes, and (3) some other model assumptions, such 
as change in age cohort of perennial crops, past input use effect on 
yield level for perennial crops, etc. 
At any rate, compare the growth rates of yield with perceived 
accumilated rate of increase in yields due to the biological research 
in Table 5.1. There is a close correspondence between then. Thus, we 
can conclude that the biological research is the crucial factor affecting 
physical productivity while other policy variables are complementary 
with research outcomes or measures for attaining other development 
goals, such as income level, incom redistribution, reduction in 
uncertainty, labor requirement, costs, etc. This conclusion does not 
kaply that the other policy measures are uninportant. What we mean 
is that biological research and diffusion of results are jointly more 
inportant in achieving physical productivity growth. 
In sunmry, the results of policy experiments in this chapter 
are consequences of asstiptions (many of which are based on poor data) 
of the model presented in this study. In almost all chapters, we have 
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Figure 9.3. 	Projection of yields of rice, barley, tobacco and other
 
grains, based on the likely policy level set.
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Filgoe 9.4. Projection of yields of wheat, pulses and potatoes,based on the likely policy level set. 
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Figure 9.5. 	 Projection of yields of silk, industrial crops and 
forage crops, based on the l~kely policy level set 
(scale in right-hand side %Jr forage, and that on
 
left for others).
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Figure 9.6. 	Projection of yields of vegetables, fruits and grasses,
 
based on the likely policy level set.
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discussed weakness of the present study, especially, in term of data. 
This author does not intemd to project the future values of the 
relevant variables accurately in this study but, instead, to make a 
rmdel that can be used to project these variables when better data 
beccm available. Thus, the results presented here should be inter­
preted as tentative. The purpW'e of the computex experiments in this 
chapter is to aid further model refinement. The possible areas to be 
refined conceptually have been discussed in each mathenatical model 
chapter, and the need for better data has been discussed repeatedly 
at various appropriate points. 
PART IV
 
kmr nICAT. o1 AND OCRLWIcN
 
C2{AP'IXR X 
POLICY ILICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
After constructing a mathematical model in Part II, based on
 
the theory presented in Part I, 
 we tested the model in Chapter VIII
 
to determine whether it works properly. 
 We also tested the model to
 
determine whether it responded properly to changes 
 in policy inputs,
 
and whether it 
 can help identify a set of policy variables and their
 
levels that can contribute to attaining the development goals in
 
Chapter IX. 
 It is in order that we drw policy implications and 
evaluate the model. 
Part IV conte.ins two concluding chapters. In thit first chapter, 
we seek policy inpiications and conclusions based on the simulated 
results of the model. At the same time, we want to discuss again the 
weaknesses of our model and further study needs to make the model 
more realistic for policy making. Finally, Chapter XI suamarizes the 
overall study, including conclusions. 
What kinds of conclusions can we draw from the simulated results 
of the model in terms of policy recomrxin-dations? In discussig these 
policy implications, we nu;t keep several points in ndnc. First, the 
object of the study w.s to project yields for specific crops under 
consideration as a result: of I)ubliC policies, projects and programs 
designed to directly or indirectly affect the production level. A 
change in the yield of a crop or a group of crops is likely to affect 
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the pattern of resource allocation. Changes In yields and land alloca­
tion will certainly induce change in the producer price level and 
structure. This, in turnr, induces change in the yield level and 
allocation of land, labor and other production factors. 
This reper­
cussion takes place unless the demand elasticities for different
 
commodities are identical and the yield level and factor demand
 
change proportionately anorg crops. 
However, these conditions can
 
hardly hold. 
Inother words, we are not able to fully evaluate the
 
policy altematives from the model presented here 'unlessit is linked
 
with the resource allocation and commodities demand component of 
the overall KASS mdel.
 
Second, the policy input signals in this model are kept as
 
simple as possible. Thus, the model provides limited information. 
In order for the model to supply more useful information for policy 
making, interaction with public decision makers isneeded to determine
 
(their) interest and the general direction of policy variables, 
programs and projects. 
Third, a simple mechanism has been adapted for certain behavioral 
relationships Take the farmers' own capital for investment for example. 
As indicated earlier, farmers' consumption, saving and. investment 
decisions are more or less jointly determined. The mechanism for this 
joint determination is not clearly known. Since our simple mectanism 
does not fully reflect this cmplicated process, errors in making pro-
Jections can b c-ected. 
Fourth, several important variables that may affect production 
rates are omitted. Transportation, electrification, etc., are examples, 
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In addition, 'In the process of economic transformation, farm size ij! 
likely to increase, which will likely affect productivity. These
 
relationships are not included in the present model.
 
Lastly, the data base for themodel is poor. That is, inadequate 
checks have been made on how well the data used here represent the 
real world situation in many instances. This may cause a strong bias 
in drawing policy implications. 
With these reservations, let us now return to our main subject. 
We will discuss policy implications exclusively in terms of production, 
partly because the present model is designed for the production system, 
and partly because other development goals can be better evaluated 
when the model is merged with other model components.
 
To evaluate policy alternatives, we 
must first identify those
 
policy variables 
 that will affect the system. We have specified one
 
set of conventional production factors, 
 and, at the same time, 
another set of structural change variables in our production function 
for each crop in each region. How much is each of these variables 
conceived to be contributing to the growth of prodchtivity? We have 
three different conventional inputs and ten structural change variables 
for each of 13 crops in each of three regions. Thus, it becomes too 
complex to discuss all these variables for all crops at the same 
time inorder to draw policy implications. Therefore, we select two
 
crops in Region 1, for illustrative purposes--an annual crop, rice
 
and a perennial crop, tree fruit.. Structural variables are grrped 
appropriately, at slhwn in the following tables.
 
Table 10.1 shows 
the sources of rice yield productivity growth
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Table 10. 1. Sources of Yield Productivity Growth Rate (in Percent)
for Rice in Region 1. Based on Medium Policy Level 
Set Specified in Table 9.1. 
Year Conventional. Rsearch and Water and Land New Land Total 
Input Use Extension Development Development 
Change 
1971 0.11 1.18 1.18 -0.03 -2,44 
1972 0.34 2.30 0.84 -0.01 3.47 
1973 0.75 5.69 0.56 -ui.0 6 6.94 
1974 0.37 2.12 0.46 -0.02 2.93 
1975 0,35 1.78 0.42 -0.03 2.52 
1976 0.45 2.87 0.40 -0.25 3.47 
1977 0.26 2.12 0.38 -0.22 2.54 
1978 0.33 '3.01 0.37 ' -0.15 3.56 
1979 0.79 7.54 0.36 -0.08 8.61 
1980 0.27 2.43 0.35 -0.03 3.02 
1981 0.31 2.75 0.34 -0.00 3.40 
1982 0.23 1.94 0,33 0.01 2.51: 
1983 0.32 2.73 0.32 0.01 3.38 
1984 0.80 6.68 0.32 0.02 7.82 
1985 0.24 1.89 0.32 0.02 2.49 
Total 5.92 47.03 6.95 -0.082 58.98 
Average 0.39 3.14 0.46 -0.05 3.93 
from 1971 to 1985. This projection is based on what we call the 
mediun policy level set, defined in Table 9.1. For the 15-year period, 
rice productivity increases by 6 percent due to increased use of con­
ventional inputs, 47 percent due to research md extension, 7 percent 
due largely to watar development, and decreases by 0.8 percent due to 
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bringing marginal land into production for a net total of about a 60 
percent increase. The simple average annual growth rate is 0.4, 3, 
0.5 and -0.0005 percent, respectively, in the order of the factors 
listed above, and the annual total average growth is about 4 percent. 
As seen in Table 9.1, the medium policy level set assumes the 
factor price level remains unchanged at the 1970 level. Thus, the
 
sources of conventioml input use change are other than changes in
 
factor prices. As shown in Table 10.2, in the case of fertilizer for 
rice in Region 1, the sources of factor use change are product price 
change by 0.45 percent, research and extension by 7 percent, and iand 
and water development by 0.3 percent annually. Averag3 annual total 
growth rate is about 8 percent, and total fertilizer use increases 
by 117 percent from 1971 to 185. 
The effect of research and extension and land and water develop­
mmnt are computed such that the effect of change in the conventional 
input use induced by these structural changes are subtracted from the 
gross effect. On the other hand, the effect of research and extension 
Includes not only research outcanes made available by the public 
sector, 5ut also innovations by leading farmers. 
Table 10.3 presents the same sources of productivity growth for 
fruits in Region 1. But two additional sources of the growth are 
considered: past conventional input use and age cohort changes. 
1Total and annt' -werage growth rates for 1971 to 1985 are 62 percent 
and 4 percent, respec, ;i"ely. The order of importance of the sour;.es 
is age cohort change, rc.,earch and extennion, current inputs use, past 
input use, and l=d and water development. As expected, addition of 
marginal lind causes the averVe yield to decreese. 
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Table 10.2. 	 Sources of Growth Rate of Fertilizer Use (in Percent)

for Rice in Region 1, Based on Mdium Policy Level Set
 
Specified in Table 9.1.
 
Year 	 Product Own Cross Budget Research Land and TotalPrice Price Price Change Extensions WaterChange Change Change Development 
1971 0.0 0.0 0.0 
 0.89 2.67 0.50 4.06
 
1972 0.16 0.0 0.0 
 0.0 5.18 0.56 5.90
 
1973 0.63 0.0
0.0 0.0 12.73 0.49 13.85
 
1974 1.44 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.72 
 0.41 6.57
 
1975 1.90 
 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.93 0.36 6.19
 
1976 2.03 0.0 .0.0 0.0 0.32
6.33 8.68
 
1977 0.38 0.0 0.0 
 0.0 4.67 0.30 5.35
 
1978 0.16 0.0
0.0 	 0.0 6.62 0.28 7.06
 
1979 0.07 0.0 0.0 0.0 16.62 0.26 16.95
 
1980 0.03 
 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.37 0.24 5.64
 
1981 0.01 0.0 
 0.0 0.0 6.11 0.23 6.35
 
1982 0.01 0.0
0.0 0.0 4.32 0.22 4.55
 
1983 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.08 
 0.21 	 6.29
 
1984 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 14.93 0.20 15.13 
1985 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.23 0.19 4.42 
Total 6.82 0.0 	 0.89
0.0 104.51 4.77 116.99
 
Average 0.45 
 0.0 	 0.0 0.06 6.97 0.32 7.80 
Table 13.3. S.- rces of Yield Productivity Growth Rate (in Percent) for Fruits in Region 1, Based onMedium Policy Level Set Specified in Table 9. 1. 
Year Conventional 
input Use 
Change 
Past 
Input 
Use 
Change 
Age 
Cohort 
Change 
_ 
Research 
and 
Extension 
Water and 
Land 
Development 
New Land 
Development 
Totai 
_ 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
-0.20 
0.32 
0.47 
0.75 
0.48 
0.00 
-0.07 
0.06 
0.20 
0.39 
0.00 
1.86 
1.86 
1.86 
1.86 
0.48 
0.73 
1.09 
1.98 
0.62 
0.00 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
-0.09 
0.24 
0.1 
0.02 
-0.12 
0.19 
3.09 
3.60 
4.82 
3.24 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1970 
1980 
0.47 
0.64 
0.89 
1.20 
0.61 
0.42 
0.43 
0.50 
0.62 
0.80 
1.86 
1.86 
1.86 
1.87 
1.87 
0.55 
1.15 
2.U.1 
3.23 
0.68 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
-0.25 
-0.20 
-0.07 
0.0 
0.02 
3.06 
3.89 
5.30 
6.93 
3.99 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
0.58 
0.65 
0.80 
0.97 
0.48 
0.70 
0.64 
0.62 
0.66 
0.70 
1.87 
1.88 
1.88 
1.89 
1.89 
0.78 
1.29 
2.15 
3.05 
0.68 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.02 
0.02 
0.02 
0.02 
0.02 
3.96 
4.49 
5.48 
6.60 
3.78 
Tbtal 9.Ui 6.67 26.17 20.57 0.14 
-0.24 62.42 
Average 0.61 0.44 1.74 1.37 0.01 
-0.02 4.16 
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A change in age coposition of ttee crop will certainly affect
 
average yield. However, itis doubtful that fruit yields actually
 
increase by 1.7 percent annually for this reason. 
A possible source
 
of bias is change in age composition over time. 
We used some rough
 
tentative data because the correct figure will be generated when this
 
model is linked with the other components. The other source of bias 
is the response elasticity. This is applicable for all structural
 
change variables, however. 
What conclusions can be drawn from the analysi s
of the tw cases
 
indicated above? 
One may easily conclude that the highest-payoff input
 
istechnological change made possible by biological research and dis­
semination of its results. 
Cochrane [C.5, p. 88-901 observes that
 
two basic factors contributed to an increase in total farm output in
 
the United States: farm technological advance and an increase in the
 
size of the total fixed plant-land. 
He notes that the former was a
 
ninor cause and the latter a major cause during the nineteenth century,
 
whereas the former was the major cause and the latter minor in this 
century. In another paper, he [C.6, p. 46] claims that "the engine 
of modern farm production is farm technological advarre." 
Nb 
one would deny validity of this conclusion, even for develop­
ing countries, if the productive land frontier has been e.fhausted. 
Hcxever, we need to understand the mechanism of the engine of the 
growth. Jolus ton [J. 221 refers to the new technology known as the 
"Green Revolution" in the Southeast Asian countries as the "seed­
fertilizer revolution. " 
The Korean experience shows that a 30-percent increase in rice 
yield at the experneint station is associated with about a 100-percent
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increase in fertilizer application. In other uords, the new high-yield 
varieties are bred so as to be highly fertilizer-responsive. The 
basic philosophy underlying this direction in crop breeding is to 
accelerate the supplementation of scare land with fertilizer that can
 
be more easily augmented.
 
Auer and Heady [A.10] estimate that from 1939 to 1961 the sources
 
of growth of corn production in the U.S. are corn hybridization, 
35.5 percent; fertilizer, 31.4; regional specialization, 17.9; and
 
other, 15.2. 
Inother words, the source of productivity growth can be
 
more than seed and fertilizer in the emerging countries. Wharton [W.3]
 
and many others discuss complementary inputs associated with the
 
"Green Revolution."
 
Barker (B.2], for example, after remarking that "many writers 
appear to believe that the technological change begins and ends with
 
the introduction of the new rice varieties," insists that "ahighly
 
complementary package of inputs is associated with the now rice
 
varieties. This package includes irrigation and water control,
 
fertilizer, methods to control weeds, diseases, and pests. 
Use of
 
these inputs allows the new varieties to express their yield potential.
 
Without these inputs the grower cannot expect a good yield." He also
 
notes that "the greatest production gains from the new technology have
 
occurred in the best irrigated areas."
 
Figure 10.1 illustrates how total fertilizer and material costs 
will increase inder the process of economic and technological trans­
formation. Both total factor and fertilizer dwinads have doubled 
between 1971 and 1985. Ivithout this pidige of cunplcentary inputs, 
it is certain that the new seed technology would not have exhibited 
its potential.
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Figtwe 10.1. 	 Aggregate dtmmnd for fertilizer and total factor measured 
in terms of service and expenditure, based on the mediumpolicy level set specified in Table 9.1. 
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Krishna 1K.10 ] points out that 
"As a part of development policy, agricultural policy 
has generally been used negatively--to keep bread and 
raw materials cheap for a growing industrial sector,
and to maximize and transfer to the city for investment 
the profits of trade in agricultural commodities," 
and adds,' that 
"If the circumstances of a country permit this critical 
minnimun rate of agricultural growth tO be realized while 
the terms of trade of agriculture are depressed against
it in the traditional way, there would be no need for 
a positive agricultural price policy. But the evidence 
shows that inmany developing countries the mininun
 
rate of agricultural grwoth conqistent with rapid and 
sustained general growth can be quite high; and that a 
negative price policy cannot be followed without risking
failure to achieve or sustain the desired growt.." 
Krishna also feels that input price subsidization is not a 
complete substitute for product price guarantees, and that both are 
needed as complentary instruments of policy for different reasons. 
He states that 
" . .product price guarantees are needed in addition 
to input subsidies because it is not a matter of in­
difference whether the profitability of a crop is 
increased by raising the price of the crop or by lowering
the prices of inputs," 
and adds that 
"Thus if a support program does accelerate output
growth it turns out to be a very profitable investment 
for the food consumers of a society." 
As seen earlier, in the process of economic transformation, a 
muiter of economic and technological influences are forcing farms to 
becme more capital-intensive. The resulting demand and the arrange­
ments under which capital is nade available to agriculture are deter­
mining fac'..-s influuncing the structure of the farm sector, as 
Brake [B.15, it,%ests. 
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In summary, not only are technological inputs complementary, 
but factors governing farmers' incentives, including credit and 
credit costs, are also conplanentary to varietal improvaemnts. The 
Important question is, however, which is the most critically limiting 
factor, or which ones can or cannot be supplied easily at reasonable 
prices in the present Korean agricultural setting. It is not hard 
to identify this crucial variable from the results of the present 
study--biological research and dissenination of its results. 
Let us momentarily assume that this variable can be easily 
controlled by public institutions. We have seen that it is 
Impossible for Korea to achieve food self-sufficiency until the 1980s, 
in light of projections by the KASS and this model. We do not 
seek an optinkal strategy for ac-ieving this goal as early as possible, 
since that involves a host of economic and technical variables, some 
of which are outside of the present model. However, we do try to 
grasp some Implications about attaining this goal by manipulating 
the policy variables in the nidel. 
The first experiment was to determine what would happen if 
the technological breakthrough takes place much earlier than anticipated 
(Table 10.4). It is assumed here that biological research results 
for good grains are forthcoming earlier with the same amount of total 
accumlated research outcomes over a 15-year period as that in Table 
5.1. This would inply a big push in biological research in the mid-1970s. 
The result of this new experiment run is copared with that based on 
the medium policy level set in Figure 10.2 in terms of total grain 
production, where the KASS consumption projection is denoted by *. 
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TnhA M-4. Hypothetical Planned Expected Research Results, inTerms of the Rate of Increase in Experiment StationsYield, Adjusted by Proportion of Crop that CouldAdvantageously Use Results (biological Research Resultsare Assumed to be Forthcoming Earlier with the sameAmount Over a 15-Year Period of Total AccumulatedIncrease in Yield as that in Table 5.1. 
Year Rice Barley Wheat Other Pulses Potatoes 
Grains 
1971 0.10 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 
1974 0.15 0.15 0.20 
1976 0.20 0.20 020 
1977 0.15 
-.15 0.15 
1978 0.05 0.10 
1979 0.05 
1980 0.10 
1981 0.10 0.05 
1982 0.05 0.05 0.05 
1983 0.05 
Total 0.50 0.35 0.40 0.35 0.40 0.55 
The only difference is in the assumptions shown in Table 5. 1 versus 
Table 10.4. Under the new assumption, food self-sufficiency can be 
achieved in 1978-1979, whereas at the medium policy level set it was 
possible only after 1981.
 
How can we achieve an earlier technological breakthrough, 
Remember the tmderlying assumption in computing the expected research 
outcomes at the experiment station by the proportion of crop area 
that could advmtageously use the results. We implicitly assumed 
2 	 Higher Research "u °r, 
Outcome in Early M 
Period 41# 
.., "/" KASS Projection
/ 000d of 	Consumtion 
110 	 /Needs 
10 *// 
6 
1971 73 75 77 79 81 83 85
 
Year 
Figure 10.2. 	 Total grain production projection, based on mediun 
policy level set, specified in Table 9.1, and that 
based oa assunqjtion specified in Table 10.4 (only
difference between two rms is different assutptions
between Tables 5.1 and 10.4) and KASS projection of 
consumption needs. 
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that this area would be 50 percent in all cases. This, for example, 
with the same expected rate of yield increase at the experiment 
station, if the new technology has characteristics that would allow 
dissemination throughout the country, the expected rate of yield 
increase in Table 5.1 or Table 10.4 is doubled. 
Thus far, we have assuned that the planned research results 
would be realized. As indicated earlier, the biological research 
enterprise involves much uncertainty or risk in terms of when and 
in what degree results will be realized. We have shown the conse­
quences, of realization of these rLsearch results optimitically. It 
sees logical to see what would happen if a planned research result is 
not realized. 
For this pjrpose, we assume that the last three research out­
wones specified in Table 5.1 to be zero for each crop in each region. 
The result, based on the medium policy level set, in addition to the 
assumption made above, is shown in Figure 10.3, together with the 
KASS projection of supply and need for consumption food grains. Note 
that the nation would not be able to attain food-self-sufficiency 
during the plainlng horizon considered here. 
We do not intend to evaluate here overall performance of the 
economy if this pessimistic result to planned research outcome turns 
out true. But we do want to nplhsize that there is no absolute and 
definite guarantee that this unfortunate phenomenon will not happen 
simply because it is unfortunate. There is certainly some chance for 
this unforuntate phenomenon to occur. But we cannot state its 
likelihood in terms of a probability. 
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Figure 10.3. Total grain production, based on worst case of research 
outcome where last three research outcimes for each crop 
in each region are not realized and fertilizer demand 
based on above assumption, and KASS projection of 
consumption needs, and total grain supply. 
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We can glean something from this exeriment. That is, as shown
 
in Figure 10.3, 
 first notice how closely total grain supply projection 
zrde by this model comares with that made by the KiSS initial version. 
The major source of the difference between the two projections seema
 
to originate fram a 
difference in the initial condition. Second,
 
demand by fertilizer would be growing slowly in contrast to the
 
situation shown inFigure 10.1. 
 This isbecause the seed and fertilizer 
or other materials are complementary to each other. Thus, in this 
situation, more productiom of fertilizer or other materials has 
little neaning except for export purposes. 
What is the implication of these outcomes of the research enter­
prisG? 
Let us assume that early attainment of food self-sufficiency
 
isthe important goal of Korean agricultural development. Then, all
 
one can say in light of the above analysis, is to make a big push in
 
research activity so that high levels of research outcome can be
 
realized earlier and the uncertainty involved can be minimized.
 
Thus far, we have talked about research outcomes as a package.
 
We will now examine the consequences of the degree of the research
 
outcome for specific crops; as crops differ in ternm of production
 
consumption, and in the chance of attaining research outcomes. 
Rice 
is certainly the dominant crop in ternm of production as well as 
consumption. We have already examined possible research outcomes 
for rice for a range inthe accumulated rate of increase inrice
 
productivity from 20 percent (which corresponds to the last policy 
run) to 50 percent (which corresponds to zm "hiher" policy input 
level in Table 9.1). 
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For th small graiu, including rice, the acc'ulated rate of
 
productivity increase by means 
of crop breeding would be at best 10 
percent per decade, according to past expcrience. This is the primary 
reason that IRRI 667 is called a "Green Revolution" variety. .bwever, 
there are other crops that are easier to breed for high yields--potatoes, 
forages and vegetables belong to this category. We observe that the
 
leading faimTxr', 
 record of the yield level of sweet potatoes, for
 
example, 
 is rore than 56 ton per hectare, which is about 17 tons of
 
grain equivalent. This figure is 
nure than four times the national
 
average yield of potatoes (sweet and white), about five times that
 
of rice and six or seven times that of barley. On the other hand, in 
Japan experiment results show that the yield of sweet potato can be
 
increaaed to 168 tons per hectare, which is about 52 
 tons of grain
 
equivalent, a record about 40 
 times the national average potato yield 
in Korea. 
What are the implications of this? It inplins that the. national 
average potato yield can be greatly increased by breeding or improving 
cultural practices or both. Based weon this, conducted another 
e-periment. It's design is, shown in Table 10.5. Possibility I assumes 
potato yield can be doubled and Possibility II trebled during the 
planning horizon. 
The result is shown in Figure 10.4, together with total grain 
production projection, based on the pessimistic prediction for research 
outcomes discussed before and the KASS projection of consumption needs 
for grains. For ccorarison purposes in this policy run, we have 
assumed that the research outcori fc;: tfe other c op is the samw as 
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ble 10.5. 	 Hypothetical Planned Expected
Research Resu.lts for Sweet and 
White Potatoes, in Terms of the 
Rate of Increase in Experiment 
Stations Yield, Adjusted by the
 
Proportion of Crop Area that
 
Could Advantageously Use Result,
 
Year Possibility I Possibility II 
1971 0.05 0.05 
1974 0.30 0.60 
1977 0.40 0.90 
1980 0.15 0.30 
1983 0.10 0.15 
Total 1.0 2.0 
that in the worst case. Itis now clear that food self-sufficiency 
can be achieved by 1979 under Possibility II and by 1981 under 
Possibility I,whereas it isnot achieved by 1985 under the pessiuis­
tic prediction for overall research outcomes. Thus, more eMphasis 
on breeding or inprvrirg cultural practices for sweet and white
 
potatoes or both is certainly one means of attaining food self­
sufficiency goal of Korean agricultural development. 
The possibility of attaining food self-sufficiency by introduci i 
more potatoes into production a d consunption is examined elsewhere 
Lee (L.6) However, we have to be careful in maling policy recom­
mndations. In order 'or potato to become a larger part of the Korean 
diet, directly or indirectly, se.veral precondlitiorls raist be met. 
1lhe basic idea of this pos~Ibilitv is also in this author's 
unpublished comrent on the KASS report. 
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FiUe 10.4. 	 Total grain production projections, based on worst case 
on research outcomes, and on new experiment design in 
Table 10.5 where sweet and/or white potatoe yield is 
assumed doubled or tripled and KASS consunption need 
projection.
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A hig-yield technology m st be produced; new methods of cooki4 
processing and fecding livestock must be developed and adjusted 
to ,Korean taste; storage systems at the farm level as well as ii 
the marketing process mist be improved; edible oil sources must 
be developed and extended since edible oil is strongly comple­
mentary with potatoes (less for sweet than white) for cooking oz 
processing, etc. None of these preconditions seems hard to attain., 
however. It seems that if the public decision-maker pays as much 
attention to these problems as he did to introducing more wheat
 
products into the Korean diet (which is essentially a short-run.- .
 
solution to the food problem and not to income or other develop­
mental problems which, furthermore, involves the potential danger 
of making Korea a permanent food import coutry), we can greatly, 
increase the degree of food self-sufficiency and attain other 
development goals as well in the near future.
 
One possible bottleneck might be an adequate supply of edlbl
 
oil. This author with others [K. 1, L. 8] also examined the possi­
bility of increasing the edible oil supply from rape, which can 
be .gra as a second crop with rice in the southwest provinces, 
where the double crop ratio is comparatively low. Thus, rapeoil, 
production can be increased without significant curtailment of 
other crops such as barley. 
Encouragement of more sweet and white potato production and 
consumption--directly or indirectly--would accelerate food processing 
and livestock production, while reducing the need for imports of food 
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&~d feed grains and, henc-, foreign exchange drains. In this process, 
income and enployment opportunities would be generated or expanded. 
Thia author and others [L. 7] examined the possibilit-' of replacing 
feed grain with sweet potato silage by using a production function 
approach and concluded that this is an important possibility. The 
same idea was tested for a typical farm base using a linear program­
ming franxwork [Lee (L. 5)], and it was concluded that under the present 
structure of prices and yield technology for sweet and white potatoes, 
it was not profitable to transform potatoes into meat. 
The possibility of transforming potatoes into meat and increasing 
the double crop ratio can be examined better when the conponent model 
presented in this study is linked with the farm resource allocation 
component of the KASS model. 
In summary of the policy experiments, we examined a utamber of 
polic" alternatives for attaining food self-sufficiency as a develop­
ment goal. We stressed the conplementary relationships among major 
instrumntal policy or economic variables. At the same time, we 
emphasized that the means of achieving this food self-sufficiency goal 
must ba consistent with attaining otherdevelopment goals such as income 
level and employment opportunity. The key variable seems to be seed 
technology, which must not be a once-and-for-all chaege, but rather nust 
be evolutionary in nature, as Barker [B.1] suggests. Haowever, it also 
seem that the research enterprise producing, new seed technology 
involves great risk and uncertainty. The national planning and food 
dend-supply budget is based an optimisitc outcomes for this risky enter­
prise will turn out to be the "tiger in the picture" in many instances. 
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,This,,was~b lh'einthe cAs of Hi-ig' f-h-b(ric -krityimd-0 
=j~~;~rtlyt*rue of ]XRI-667 
M-re seriously, comittmient of policy based on this unduly opt: 
mistic prediction has brought three major consequences to the nation's 
econmiy: (1) the wasting of scarce public budget, (2) the need for 
unMpected and large amunts of food grain imports and (3) price 
instability. We must have some provision for making a plan that 
involves less; risk and uncertainty. We need a measure of security 
for a case when expected outcomes are unfortunately not realized. At 
any rate, we must establish a long-term policy with respect to food 
self-sufficiency that is consistent with attaining other development
 
gc'1s. This long-term policy must be able to provide the nation with 
a cheap balanced diet. The pattern and mainsprings of development 
must be sought in the land and people, and in the system of social 
and econcmic organization, as Kravis [K.7]suggests. The policy
 
should not just imitate what the other countries are doirg if their 
social and economic organization is different from ours 
Model Assumption Evaluation
 
Let us 'w evaluate the model. First, we wamit to evaluate some 
ofjts basic assumptions and its utility for planning purposes. As 
the reader remember-, in Chapter VII, we adapted the profit-maximization 
.assumption, which is oiten criticized as unrealistic. We admit the 
values sought in farming eveiy-h,-ce include more than mney profit. 
When we neglect uimonetary considerations, prediction based on the 
straightforward profit maximization assumption my well turn out to 
be unrealistic. This is a case proven by Wipe and Bawden [W.4]. 
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Supply of elasticities are. different, depending on whether or not
 
capital budgets are considered, whether or not uncertainty is considere 
and whether or not provision ismade for investment, disinvesement
 
and resource fixity.
 
The profit-maximization assumption is not really wrong. The
 
error is omission of nonprofit considerations. Johnson [J. 16] writes 
that
 
' isis not to state that all farmers are maximizers 
at all times under all conditions of risk and uncertainty.
However, they do enough maximization so that theoretical 
maximizing mdels are useful in analyzing that part of 
their behavior having to do with response to price and 
resource allocation." 
Second. in Chapter V,we failed to develop a theory relating 
biological research outcomes to public investment. Instead, we 
assumed a set of research outcomes with some possibility of materia&..J 
it specified magnitude of specified times, and then projecced the con­
sequences of each outcome. In a sense, this seems to have been the 
most unsuccessful part of our work. Heady [H. 10] states that 
"Research and education are not purely stochastic 
pheomena with chance occurence relative to their 
initiation and outcome. . .The probability of scien­
tific discovery for a particular product, function, or 
service depends on the quantity and quality of resources
 
allocated to it."
 
However, as Jensen [J.l], among others, points out, "The econcimics 
of technological changes remains as one of the least developed areas 
ineconcmics--both in theory and application." As repeatedly stated,
 
biological research is risky and uncertain. Although we admit that
 
the research outcomes are not purely a chance occurrence, we decided
 
not to attempt to formulate a research production function, but,
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Instead;, to Ifrankly recognizeA out. inability to foinulatesuch a function 
with reasonable accuracy, instead, we decided to project the possible 
consequences of alternative research outcomes with a simulation component. 
Third, the realer may wonder why we need such complex models for 
inomtion diffusion (Chapter V) or land and water development. (Caipter 
IV). It is almost certain, for example, that a research outcue would 
eventually be adopted within, say five years. Is it not possible to 
mdel 'the. diffusion process by a simple discrete difference equation 
with a five-year lag with due account of the discount factor? Such 
a model is appropriate when its purpose is to make a long-term pro­
jection, as did Black and Bormen [B.8]. Our purpose has been to ask 
not only what will happen in, say, 1985, if certain public policy 
measures are adopted at the present time, but also to project the
 
consequences year by year. In this situation, modeling by a simple
 
difference equation is inadequate. As we noticed in the text, difference 
eqations are a special case of the differential equations. 
Further Study Need& 
Before leaving this chapter, let us briefly discuss some ruture
 
study needs. Throughout this report, especially at the end of each
 
mathematical chapter and in the beginning of this chapter, we have 
Let us summarize these
indicated several areas for further study. 

study needs.
 
First of all, about the =odel structure itself. We set up
 
several tentative behavioral relatinships. Examples include the
 
farm consumption-saving-investment relationship, the noninstitutional
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private money market structre, the real price structure inclding the 
interest rate, etc. 1Ibre understanding of the behavior of these 
economic variables is needed. 
Second, as repeatedly indicated, the data base used in this 
study is teitative and weak. Even data on initial conditions fall in 
this category. For example, we took yield initial conditions for 
various crops by regions from publications that we know to have some 
inaccuracies. In the case of factor demand, our knmwledge of initial 
conditions by crops and regions is poor. Technical or other behavioral 
coefficients are even worse. However, we have used theories or method­
ologies for estimating these coefficients from various data sources 
that are the best available to us at the present time. Constant 
attention to revision and use of better data is necessary. Standard 
econometrics cr statistics will help us in estimating these parameters. 
Thrd, there are inaccuracies in the model specification--that 
is, we assumed that once land i irrigated or the new seed adopted, 
productivity is instantaneously increased. For example, in the year 
following installation of irrigation structures, the yield level may 
not be the same as that on land where the structure was installed, say, 
five years ago. For long-rtu projection purposes, this assumption may 
not be bad and approximates the real world situation. However, for 
year-to-year projection, some provisions may be needed to account 
for this assumption. 
Fourth, there are several other policy or environmental variables 
that might affect major output variables of this model. Examples 
include inprovment in transportation and market systems, rural 
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electrification or other infrastructures, and change in farm size
 
and in migration patterns. Improvment in transportation, for example, 
will stimulate more regional specialization. This variable certainly 
has much to do with productivity growth, as illustrated by Johnson 
[.3 ], among others. Nevertheless, the present version of the model 
fails to model this aspect accurately. 
Lastly, model verification from historical data does not seem 
to be sufficient. However, this historical verification seems to
 
fulfill a necessary condition. Due to constraints on data and
 
time, we hesitated to undertake a broader attack on this task at 
the present time. However, this seems worthwhile to conduct to the 
extent that data are available.
 
In summary, we have written about further needs for improving 
the model presented here, to be more realistic and to do more and 
detailed policy analysis. 
As indicated above, the version of the model presented here 
contains defects that indicate further study needs. Nevertheless, 
the version of the model presented here seems to represent the real 
Iorld
situation reasonably well; that is,the model seems to be 
capable of projecting yield levels and related conventional factor 
demand and projecting the consequences of various policy alternative 
in terms of reltac criterion variables. With further refinaent 
the model can be useful in evaluating policy alternatives for the 
Korean agricultural development. 
CHAFrER XI 
SUMMRY
 
In this chapter, we briefly summarize objectives, structure and 
results of the model, and end with a few general remarks. 
The primary purpose of this study has been to model part of 
the production system for Korean agriculture as a component of 1 
KASS model. Since the acreage response system was already built, 
Age have concentrated on modeling th yield response, and hence, 
factor cemands of various crops in different regions. The basic 
eiphasis of this study, however, has been on explaining how public 
policies, programs and projects concerned with technological, insti­
tutional and human changes affect yield response. 
It is concluded in this study that the major sources of pro­
ductivity growth and economic development are structural changes 
generated largely by public policies, programs and projects. Thus, 
the basic task has been to determine the kind and levels of policy 
variables that contribute to attaining agricultural yield goals for 
Koream agriculture. 
The specific objectives of this study were: 
1. to project: 
a. total agricultural land by paddy land and upla
each agricultural region over time. 
nd, for 
b. improved agricultural land area by irrigation, 
dation and drainage types for each agricultura
over tine. 
consoli­
l region 
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c. )ield levels by crops and regions over tinE 
d. conventional factor (fertilizer, pesticides and other 
materials) demand for each crop in each region over 
time 
e. labor demand for each crop in 
labor peak seasons over time. 
each reion in maior 
2. 	 to identify the source of yield growth, incMIuang Dio.oglca 
research results and their dissemination, and 
3. 	 to evaluate public policies, projects and programs in terms 
of attaining development goals. 
One important intermediate purpose of this study has been to 
show empirically how different disciplinary theories and techniques 
can be used together to model a complex system more precisely and 
accurately. That is, after recognizing that one of the primary pur­
poses of econcmic development policy is to alter input-output coeffi­
cients in agricultural production, we have tried to internalize the 
production rate and, hence, factor demand, which is subject to various 
levels of the public policies and other economic opportunities, by 
using a systems simulation approach. The results of this model are 
to be fed into the agricultural resource allocation component of th 
KASS, which is a type of linear programming model that assumes a 
fixed input requirement in producing a given anmunt of output. 
Some neoclassical economic (modified or urmodified) development and 
growth theories are incorporated in this model. 
The systems simulation approach has proven useful in solving 
practical problems involving system complexity, lagged adjustment, 
feed back and forth, uncertainty, and situations where few time 
series data are availabl- and for which the classical economic models 
are not very adequa.e. 
~Tyner and TLweeten [T. 7] put this matter in this way:
 
,"Relationships between variables in agriculture and
 
between agriculture and the nonagricultural sector
 
are complex and dynamic and are not always suited to
 
analysis by conventional optimizing quantitative tech­
niques. Quantitative procedures are needed which can
 
include time lags, nonlinearity, and secondary and
 
tertiary effects over a reasonably long period of tito
 
The simulation procedure meets these requirements and
 
allows the recursive aspects of the agricultural 
processes to be mostly effectively portrayed." 
Economic development in agricultue is a complex process. Equally 
complex sets of policy instruments are required to affect transforma­
tion of traditional agriculture. Thus, the model dealing with this 
complex system must be complex enough to measure important possible 
repercussions of policy inputs. Therefore, we have tried to meet 
comprehensiveness, consistency and optimality criteria in a sector 
model for planning purposes. 
In structuring the model, we specified a Cobb-Douglas type 
production function for every crop In each region under consideration. 
We have two basic inputs: conventional inputs and structural change 
variables, which enact to shift the yield function as well as the 
factor demand function. There are three different structural change 
variables. The first involves biological technology and human change 
through extension of biological research. The second has to do with 
land and water development (three types of paddy land irrigation, 
land consolidation for paddy as well as for upland, paddy drainage, 
upland irrigation and consolidation, and upland and tideland develop­
ment). The third is the variable typically and exclusively related 
to perennial crop production such as tree crop age composition and 
residual effect of the conventional inputs used in the past. The 
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-fist two structural change variables; are generated mainly by th 
public sector. The rate of land impro t has been modeled by a 
high-order differential equation as a function of public investment, 
among others. The same is true for the biological research and dis­
semination of its results, but we have recognized the existence of 
indigen-us innovation among leading farmers and by numbers of the 
agribusiness setor. All independent variables In our production 
function except the conventional inputs have been internally generated 
according to specified public policies. 
Instead of trying to specify a research production function fo, 
public investments, we specified a set of possible biological research 
results for each crop in each region over time. It is assumed that 
biological research results can be attained by the public sector 
within the limits of known scientific methods and knowledge through 
direct public investment. It also involves institutional reform. 
Since biological research involves biological processes, results are 
subject to uncertainty. Further there is doubt as to whether the 
traditional concepts of a production function applies to research 
programs; this was a basic reason for not trying to specify a research 
production function. Instead, we constructed the model (Chapter V) 
so that consequences of alternative biological research results 
could be simulated to determine the impact of possible outcomes 
on various performince variables for the agricultural sector. 
To project input usage for conventional production factors, we 
have derived factor demand functions from commodity production 
functions with an assumption of profit maximization. In doing this, we 
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have considered several behaioral constraints. First, we have imposed 
a capital budget constraint with a stepped supply function for credit. 
Tbus, government policies on credit and interest rate have explicitly 
become one type of policy variable. Second, factor demand elasticities 
have been adjusted, based on the direction, duration and magnitude of 
prices of both products and factorr. It is also allowed that an economic 
adjustment in the sector can take place, based on changes in regional 
specialization, long-term profitability and others. In connection 
with this, there are two major policy variables: product prices and. 
production factor prices. 
We have computed the marginal internal rate of return to capital 
with a given supply of capital. The demand function for capital is 
derived from the budget constraint equation, after each independent 
variable has been replaced with the relevant constrained factor demand 
function for all factors and crops in each region. We have secured 
all relevant first-order conditions for optimaltiy, and all relevant 
consistency relationships known as the Fresch scheme [F.12]. In 
computing the marginal rate of return to capital, since there is no 
analytical solution, we used an iterative numarical method. Since 
the supply function of capital is a stepped function, we determined 
whether or not a given supply of capital is fixed, by comparing the 
marginal rate of return to capital with appropriate interest rates. 
For farmer-owned capital, we assumed the farmer can dispose of part 
of it when the internal rate is less than that he can earn by using 
other than in farming. When the internal rate of return is higher 
than the off-farm opportunity cost, we determined whether or not 
credit could be blvzrowed at a higher interest rate. 
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Once the marginal rate of return to capital was know, it. was
 
a mechanical process to predict the optimal input rate, 
andmhence the
 
output rate, since we already had all relevant functions, parameters,
 
market or policy variables, and structural variables previously gen­
erated by the public investment. Notice again that the production
 
response was exclusively the consequence of factor t.se and the behavii
 
of function shifters. Then we were again ready to compute the relevant
 
aggregate variables. 
 In some cases, we have used the area allocated
 
to each crop projected by the KASS 
 initial version of policy alternative II. 
We assuned that labor inputs were not a limiting factor of produc­
tion; on the other hand, structural change variables were assuned to 
be labor requirement function shifters. Many public investment programs 
defined above are designed to save labor. Aggregate agricultural labor 
use will be determined by the level of mechanization when this model 
component is linked with the farm resource allocation ccmponent of 
the KASS model. 
Production elasticitiez wiTn respect to me conventional produc­
tion factors have been estimated by the factor share technique, which 
is estimated by a method similar to that suggested by Tyner and Tweeter 
[T.6]. In other words, factor shares have been estimated from the 
distributed lag prices and input and output rates. The demand elas­
ticities for the conventional inputs have been derived from the produc­
tion function. Other production parameters have been estimated separ­
ately, using various techniques and various sources of data. 
After testing the model to determine whether it works properly, 
through a series of sensitivity analyses, we designed policy experiments 
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involving different levels of public investment for land andwater 
devwiopment, different price policies for products and production factors, 
different policies on interest rates, and several sets of possible 
research outcomes. We made computer runs for each level of each policy 
variable and several different combinations of policy variable levels. 
Results of our work are as follows: First of all, we have quanti­
tatively and formally identified the sources of productivity growth for 
each crop in each region in more detail and precision than any study 
has achieved thus far--that is, we computed how much each of the struc­
tural change variables and conventional inputs increase yields for each 
crop in each region over time. 
Maj or Conclusions 
The major conclusions drawn from the policy experiments can be 
summarized as follows: 
First, ccoplenjEntary relationships exist among the so-called con­
ventional inputs, between these inputs and structural change variables, 
and between these technological inpats and variables governing farmer 
incentives. The major determinants of the conventional inputs, especially 
fertilizer, seem to be: (1) varietal change and (2) land and water 
development. Without these changes, there seem liuited room for 
fectilizer to contribute to yield growth. 
Second, it appears that biological technology is certainly the 
most critical factor determining growth in yields. Without such 
advance, the contribution of the corvntional inputs to growth is 
certainly less than with it. Hence, policies on product and production 
factor prices and on government credit and its interest rates can 
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play only a limited role in increasing crop yield when there is little 
adae In technological change. This seems to stem from the fact 
that the Korean farmer presently uses nearly optimun levels of con­
ventional inputs with a given technology. In this situation, a "positive" 
price policy [Krishpa(K. 10)] may not encourage farmers to use more 
of the conventional inputs, although a 'negative" price policy has 
a danger of reducing used conventional inputs. 
The second ms t important structural change variable to prodUc 
tivity growth was found to be irrigation. However, the Korean irriga. 
tion system is fairly well developed. For exanple, the paddy area 
under the Irrigation Association (termed the perfectly irrigated paddy 
in this thesis) is about 40 percent in each region. Suppose that: 
(1) this paddy area increases to 60 percent by 1985 and (2) the produc­
tion elasticity is 0.2. Then total yield productivity growth due b 
this land improvement project by 1985 would be 10 percent when the 
ccmplementary input is adequately supplied. 
On the other hand, we should not evaluate public investimnts 
only in terms of yield productivity, since public investments achieve 
multiple purposes, such as reducing uncertainty in production, reduci 
labor requirement, etc., in addition to yield increase. The other . 
important structural change variable defined in this model i found 
to be .age composition change for tree crops. 
In summary, it appears that there is an interaction effect between 
varietal change and water or land improvement, and between land and 
water "Irovement. However, the model presented in this study has 
failed to appropriately account for this interaction effect. 
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The number of values to be attained in developing Korean agri­
culture is certainly more than one. Customarily, the degree of develop­
ment is measured in terms of total production of food, income levels 
&-d distribution, and employment. This study cannot be fully evaluated 
in terms of these and other performance variables unless the model 
presented in this study is linked with the rest of the KASS model. We 
have tentatively evaluated alternative policies in terms of physical 
production as one of the most important development values for Korean 
agriculture to be food self-sufficient. Bread is certainly not 
sufficient for modern living but without it nobody can live.
 
In assessing the degree of food self-sufficiency, we have
 
assumed that producer prices, area allocated to each crop, and the
 
constuption needs projected by the initial version of the KASS model
 
wuld correctly represent the future.
 
Food grain is assumed to be ccmposed of rice, barley, wheat, 
other grains, pulses and potatoes and production levels for each are
 
measuredi in terms of grain equivalent. Since biological technology 
involving varietal change is a most crucial factor for productivit3 
growth, we have made several alternative assumptions as to researcF 
outcomEs and have d-hen simulated to project the consequences... 
In connection with this policy experiment, we have concluded 
that Korea is not likely to achieve food-self-sufficiency before 1980. 
In the case of the worst biological research outcomes studied, Korea 
would not be able to attain this goal even by 1990. 
Assuming that early attaiment of food self-sufficiency is one 
of. the most desirable goals, we have tried to identify some measures 
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,'i&achieveit. For this purpose, we have made two additional polic
 
experiment runs. The first one was 
based on some notion of "big push" 
in biological research activities such that greater biological research 
output can be realized earlier; that experiment result has shown that 
the food self-sufficiency goal could be attained in late 1970s. 
The second policy experiment was formulated on the basis of the 
following: 
(1) The leading and crucial source of yield productvity growth, 
biological research, involves a good deal of risk and Mcertainty in
 
tens of when and how much production is made available.
 
(2) In the case of small grains such as rice, barley, wheat,
 
etc., productivity gains by means of breeding would be, at best, 10
 
percent per decade, according to past experience. 
(3) The potential productivity gain is different, depending 
on genetic nature of the specific crop, fcr example, yields of' potatoes, 
vegetables, forage crops and so on can easily be increased througi 
inprovemnts in varieties and cultural practices or both.
 
Especially well known 
as a crop with a great potential to produce 
with a given resource is the potato. Potato yields can be doubled or'' 
even tripled by improving the variety and cultural practices.
 
On the other hand, it is 
 known that per capita consumption oi 
potatoes in Korea is much lower than in Euroepan or some other developed 
countries. Potato consumption in Korea could be greatly increased if: 
(1) potatoes can be produced mere cheaply through technological change 
in production, and (2) potatoes are processed in forms adjusted to 
Korean tastes. This involves improving cooking and processing methods. 
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Potatoes can be processed either at factory or through livestock. That 
is, potatoes can be transformed into meat or milk. Once potato yields 
are greatly increased, potatoes can become a good substitute for
 
concentrate feeds.
 
Along this line, we have made other alternative assumptions on 
possible biological research to investigate the consequences of impro­
ving the variety and cultural practices for potatoes. We have designed 
two experiments. First, potato yield is doubled, and second, it is 
tripled through biological research during the planning horizon under 
consideration (1971-1985). For both experiments, we assumed biological 
research outcomes for the crops would be the lowest one we examined
 
before. Th6 experimental result shows 
 that total grain equivalent
 
needs projected by the KASS nodel 
can be produced domestically by
 
1978-79 under an assumption tripled potato yields, 
 and by 1981-82
 
under the assumption of doubled potato yields.
 
Improving cooking or processing methods for potatoes involves
 
several problems. It requires an adequate supply of edible oil, which
 
my be fulfilled by encouraging rape production using idle winter land
 
in the southwest provinces. 
 Also required are research and extension 
for improving cook methods and for using potatoes as feeds. 
On the other hand, the policy alternative encouraging mre pro­
duction and consumption of potatoes has other advantages, too: (1) 
the double cropping ratio can be increased, especially in the southern 
provinces, by producing either more white potatoes or rape. (2) The 
transformation of potatoes into meat or milk wuld generate more income 
and employment, and (3) depending on the degree of self-sufficiency 
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attained, imports of food and feed grains can be reduced and foreign 
exchange saved. 
The conclusions reached here should be interpreted with reser­
vations. This is so partially because various levels of interactions 
with other sectors or subsectors of Korean economy are not fully 
taken into conRideration as this model component has not been incor­
porated into the total model and because the data base of the model 
is rather weak. Needless to say, the projections this model makes and 
its use in the evaluation of public policies, projects and programs
 
will be improved when this component model is linked with the rest
 
of the KASS model. In the earlier chapters, we discussed limitation 
of the present model and further study needs for improving it. This 
has to do with: (1) data improvement, (2) refinemnt of some model 
structures, and (3) linkage with other couponents of the KASS model. 
Nevertheless, the version of the model presented here seems to
 
represent the real world situation reasonably well; that is, the model
 
seems 
to be capable of projecting yield levels and related conventional 
factor demand and projecting the consequences of various policy alter­
natives in terms of relevant criterion variables. With further refine­
ment the model can be useful in evaluating policy alternatives for 
Korean agricultural developmnt. 
APPENDIX A 
CCXMPUI'ER PROGRAM
 
PROGRA"i MAIN (INPUT. fuTPUT) MAIN 2 
COMMON /CONIR/ :)T.LTPDTY#FINEOT,1ALT#IALTEX(3)0.IDT.IPC5D. CONTR 2 
I'InROT4IPRP(6hIPRPRD.IRUN.ISENSDI?IMEIYEARa CONTR 3 
2' JPERNCUMoNCROP.NDTPOP.NTDPR2.#NREON#NRUN.NTa CONTR 4
 
3 NTIMEdJIYEARSNYRPR2.TYEARYEARAOIYEARO.NCOMAG CONYR
 
COMMON /VAIC/ FXUMI(3*j3.3)# FXc3#IJ#315 FXD(3,33.PXDc3#3)o VAIC a
 
I IRE5XyR(3#13s5)#PD(3j1. YD(3,13)o ACTC(3#13)o VAIC 3
 
2 GZStH1(3.13V. RAM(3)s UCIS(310 BEXD(3#13)o VAIC 4
 
3 AP3#130)o FLBD(3#13*2),PITP1(3)# P!TP2(3)o VAIC 5
 
4 TSP(3*13,')# PROFTY(3,1),PTP3t3)# PITP4(3), VAIC 6
 
S. TflP(3-13.0) CSLP(3),. PITi3). PIT243)o VAIC 7
 
6. RGAI(5.13o5). DRDP(31. P!T3(3J. P174(3)s VAIC a 
7 RGAP(5,13.5)o UCSUL(S), DiTPc3#4). D2TP(3#4)o VAIC 9 
IRGA3(5,13#5)t RCP(3)t RDPC3)# RCU(3)o VAIC I$ 
9DGA(3*1300)s RIU(I). RTD(3)o RUD(3)o VAIC it 
1RINT(5.3#to)s STRGP(3po)e DSC(3o5)# StCJS)v VAIC 12 
2CSUL(3)o ULIG(3)* TL(3.S1o GLIRD(3) VAIC 13 
COMN/PTSF/ PAVgc3o13). A(S.13)# TA(3). PXC3#31# PTSF 2 
IASO~c13)o SZCC3#13)t RSP(3:13). AGREV(3*13)o PTSF 3 
2PXDH1(3o31. PDMi(3#13). TLAND3)D YZP(3*13)t PTSF 4 
3 ACT!,1(313)#SCR(3v7)o APSC(3,B)o WAP(3v2)# PTSF . 
4 SLDQ(3#2)t STLAND# STAt SAGREV(3) PTSF 6 
CO)MMON /VPRY/ TPLANPC3)o TULAND(3)D TCPA(3*8)o SrUCEY(3#13.p VPRT 2 
I'TCPflcs.9)s GTZS(3ol3)o GZS(3#13)o PIEYLP(3#13)t VPRT a 
2" 4Z(3.13o51, OTZ(3#1.3552TqEv(3), ACEYYY(3#13)t VPRT 4 
3 TVC(3). CCU3). TPCOST('I1. YZDVYY(3#13)t VPRT 5 
4 TNFIN(3)o TPP(3#13)o STPP(13). SCEiYYY(3013)0 VPRT 6 
5LTFOKc3)o TGL(,P)o TPVLI(3)o SYNLAN(3#13), VPRT 7 
e.TPVL2(3), YLD(3ol3)s AYLD(13). AFX(13#3S. VPRT 8 
7ATFLB(13)o AFLB(2.3s2)j TFLB(3si3)t FLB(3;13#2)o VPRT 9 
SSYREv* STYC. SiCIS, Sca VPRT 10 
9 SYCDST* STNFIN# STFOK, STGLm VPRT it 
t STPVL1. STPVL2, SFXO(3&132. SSFXO(31# VPRT 12 
2 SSFXc3). FOI((3)# GL(3). PVLl(4)o VPRT 13 
3, PVL2(3) VPRT 14 
ITa . MAIN 7
 
CALL INPMFP MAIN S
 
YEAR a 1970.0 MAIN, 9
 
OT x loc "AIN 10
 
On 700 1.1,15 "AIN 11
 
CALL PUPINY MAIN 12
 
CALL TEMP M4AIN 13
 
CALL SO(CDIF MAIN 14
 
CALL FDYLD MAINI Is
 
T 0 T # DT MAIN 16
 
PRINT 94#Y MAIN 17
 
94 	 FORMAT Ce TIME a *#FICoP) MAIN Is
 
YEAR a YEAR 4 DT MAIN 1
 
700 	 CONTINUE MAI-44 20
 
END 	 MAIN 21,
 
2916, 
I~N ITVA I X1PX (3 13*3), FX(3.13#3)e FXD(313#3)*PeP(3*3)e RIC 
IlffXYR(3.13s51,PD(3#t3l, YD(3#131, AC~T~o3,131 VAIC a2, ZSTML(3#13), RAM(31, UCISMI BEXDCJ,1311 VAtC 4 AMP(3#13# )# FL8D(3*13i2):PITP!(a): PITP2( 31. VAIC 5 
TSP(3013,5)s PROFTY(3, 3) P jTP 0)1 P:7P4(3)t VAIC 6
TDP(3#I3#D)& SP( PITif3). I23s VI 7
 
RGA1(5#13051. DRDP(3)#. PI3 1 PITM~31 VAIC 
 a
ROA2t5oL3p51, 	 UCSUL(31. flTP(3#41, D2TP13o41. VAIC 9
0.ROA3(5*13#51. RCPC3), RIIP(310 RCU(31, VAIC to
 
DGA(3#13s5), AIU(31 RTD(3)0 RUD(3)v VAIC It 
RINT(5*30 STRGP(3,81. OSCcI.016 S(304)0 VAIC lats OSUL(3)# ULIG(3)o TL(3,81, GLIRD(3) VAIC 11 
'40ONMON /PTSP/ PAVG(3#131, A(3013), TAM3. PXt3.3)s PTSF 2 
ASORt13), SZC(3*13)t RSP(3;i3)# AGA5V(3,±31, PTSF 
3PxDMI(3,31, PDR2(3913). TLAND(3), YZD(3#13,# P7SF 4
3ACTCMI2(3137#SCRc3,71, APSC(3#81, WAP93#2). PTSF 5
 
SLDR(3#2)o STLANO. STA, SACREM() PTSF 6

,0QOMHON IVPRT/ ?PLANOMP1 TULAND(3)t TCPA(3#81. SFUCEYj3,13), VPRT 2
 
1TCPPc3.8l, GTZSC3*13)o GZS(3.131. PIEYLD(3*13)p VPRT a
 
2 Z(3.13.51. GTZ(3#I3#5),TRqEVc3f' ACEYYY(3#13)o VPRT 4
 
TVC(31. CC(s). TPCOST(31. YZDYYY(3,131. VPRT 9
k, 	 INFIN(31, TPP(3,13)o STPP(j3), SCEYYY13#13)f VPRT
 
TF0K(3)o TGL(3)1 TPVL1C3)o SYNLAN(3#13), VPRT 7
6 ~ 	 TPVL2(3). YLD(3o13)* AYLD(13)a AFX(13#3[. VPRT 8 
ATFLB(131, AFLec13#2)o TFLG(3,j3), FLB(31L3*2)# VPRT 9
.5SIREV# STYC, SoclS; Sect VPRT 169.SYCDST. STNFIN, STFOK, STGL, VPRT 1
 
SPVL1- STPVL2# SFXG(3#iS), SSFXO(31. VPRT 12

*SSFX(31. FOK(31, GLM3) PVL1(M# YPRT 133, PVL2(3) VPRT 14 
INPMFP 6ITIAL CONDITIONS INPMFP 7
PITPI (1) a 0.24985 	 INPMFP a
 
PRYPI (2) a 025734 INPMP 9
PITPI (3) m 0.07837 	 INPNFP 
 10

PITP2 (1) n 0.41492 	 INPMFP 
 11
 
RtTP2 (2) a 0.62343 INPMFP 12 
RITP2 (3) x 0.5657i !NPl7P 13PITP3 (1) : 0:21 292 
 INPMFP 14
PITP3 (2) u 0, 395 INPAIVP 15 
PITP3 (3) : 0:257:4 INPMFP L6
PITP4 (1) 012231a INPMFP 17RJTP4 (2 : 0.1128 	 INPMFP 
 16 
PJTP4 (31 a 01 794 tNPMFP 19 
RITIM1 m $6,73653 INPMTP 29PIT1(21 a 199,06203 	 INPMFP 
 21
 
P171(3 a 23,72267 INPMFP 22
P172(11 a 153.74996 INPMFP 23P172(21 a 329.94911 INPtIFP 24 
R172(3) a 69.97614 INPMFP 25 
P173(1 a 65.16855 INPI4FP 26
 
P173(21 a 138,n$83i INPMFP 27 
P173() m 23.81823 INPMFP I's
PIT4(11 a 35.98875 INPNPP 29
e174(2) a 66.94875 INPmFP 35
PITd(3) v 11.61405 INPMVP 31 
CSLPM± a 44,79634 INPMrP 32CSLP421 a 96,27462 INPDMrP 31 
CSLPM3 m 16,93167 INPDIFP 34 
DRDPM1 w 273,31504 INPMFP 35 
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DRDP(2) : 587.393$6 
 INPMrP 36
DRDP3) "10335408 
 INPFP 37
 
UCSUL(1) 217.8211 

. NPMrP 38
UCSUL(2) 472.1126 
 INPMrp 39
UCSUL(3) 236,5707 
 INPIFP 40
01TP(11) u 0.44975 INPMFP 41
DITP(1,2) 094653b 
 :NPMFP 42
 
DITP(1,3) D 
 INPMFP 43

DITP(1,4) 0. 
 INPMFP 44

.DITP(2,1) 0,83525 
 INPMFP 41
DIYP(2,2) a 0.49276 INPMFP 46

DITP(2,3) Doi 
 NPMFP 47
DIYP(2,4) DI. 
 INPMFP 48
DO 5 L x 1.4 
 INPMFP 49
DITP(3#L) a 0,6 
 INPMFP 50
 
D2TP(1,1) a 1.85723 
 INPMFP 54
D2TP(1,2) n 3.17264 
 INPMFP 52

D2TP(1,3) a 3,4464 
 INPMFP 53
D2TP(lo4) a 24949 
 INPMFP 54

D2TP(2#1) m 3,91854 
 INPMFP 51

D2YP(2,2) V 6,8791i 
 INPmFP 56
D2TP(2#3) a 8,55301 
 INPMFP 57
D2TP(2,4) 611,38313 
 INPHFP 58
 027P(3#1) a 1.96354 INPMFP 59
D2TP(32) a 3.44705 
 INPMFP 60
D2TP(3#3) 4,28582 
 INPMFP 61
D2TP(3,4) 5,78397 
 INPMFP 62

BCP (1) 0.,f 
 INPMFP 63
8CP (2) * 0.1 INPHFP 64
RCP (3) D el 
 INPMFP 65
 
BDP C1) a 0,78 
 INPMrP 66
8nP (2) x 0,78 
 INPMrP 67
RDP (3) * C.78 INPMFP 68
 
BCU (1) a 0,0 
 INPMFP 69
eCU (2) Doi 
 INPMFP 70
QCU (3) 0.0 
 TNPMFP 71
B1U (1) * 0.9 INPMFP 72
RIU (2) * 0.0 INPmFP 73

BIU (3) 3 0.0 INPMFP 74
RTO (1) * 0, 193 
 INPMFP 71
RTD (2) * 000169 INPNFP 76
eTD (3) 0 ,0 
 INPMrP 77
RUD (1) 0,§5761 
 INPMFP 76

RUD (2) 0,039-4 
 INPMFP 79
RUD (3) * 0.5841 INPMFP Be
 
DO 6 1 a 1.3 
 INPMFP 01
CSUL(I) a 00 
 INPMFP 82
ULIOI) a o, 
 INPMFP 83
00 6 K a 1,8 INPMrP 84
 
SCI(K) a 0.0 
 INPMFP 8
TL(I.K) a O,C INPmFp 86
STROP(IsK) w D. 
 INPMFp 87
00 7 L v 1.5 
 INPMrP as
DSC(I,L*3) a 0. 
 INPMFP 89
BINT(L,I#K) * 0.096 
CONTINUE 
 INPHrP 91
CONTINUE INPmFP 91
 
STRGP(1,3) * 11.7152. INPMFP 92
 
STROP(2,3) * 27.6753 INPMFP 93
 
STRGP(3,3) 4
.8116 
 INPNF9 94
 
STRGP(1.4) * 11.6270 INPMFP 96
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"iTRGP(2,4) a 13:4876
STROP34) 1.6174 ;INPHFP 97
 
00 6 L " 1;5 INPMFP 98
 
INT(Ls1.3) a 4.6A608 INPMFP 99
 
RINT(Le2,3) * 11.06812 INPMFP 106
 
RINT(L,3#3) x i.92464 INPMFP 101
 
RINT(L#,.4) a 7.75137 INPMFP 102
 
RINT(L2.4) : §,99j77

BINT(L3.4) 0.67827 INPMFP 104
 
00 4 1I 1,3 INPMFp 101
 
DO 4 K r 1.8 INPMFP 106
 
4 DSC(IK) * RINT(t..K) 
 INPMFP t07
 
VA!OUEDIN1975 . MILLION WON PIER 
100H
00 10 1NPHP NPMFP t09
0
OLIRD(I) 0.68 INPMFP 11
 
FXCI.l1., * 11B 
 INPMFP 12
 
*X(|ol.2)3;310 |NPMFR 213
 
FXII,1.3) 6;540 INPMFP 113
 
FX(l.2.1) * 15.615 
 INPHFP 114
 
FX(I,2,2) * 1.28 INPMFP 119
 
FX(I,2,3) * 4 850 INPMFP 116
 
FXCI.3,1) - 13.720 
 INPHFP 117
 
FX(U.3,2) a 1,28 INPMFP 119
 
rX(1,3,3) • 3,476 
 INPMFP 119
 
p 6X.4) INPHFP 121
60 

rX(I,4,2) a 1.2p INPMFP 121
 
FX(1,4,3) a 0.94 INPMFP 121

rXCI#,51) • 24;276 
 INPMFP X21
 
rX(J,5,2) m 63.064 
 INPHFP 124
 
FXCI#5#3) a 62;890 
 INPMFP 126
 
FX(I,6,l) * 5.330 INPHFP 
 126
 
FX(1.6#2) a 1,920 127
INPMrP 
'X(I*6a3) a 1,990 INPMFP 128
 
FX(I#7.l) n 36.225 
 INPMFP 129
 
FXtI17,.2) a 4.02 
 INPMFP 134
FX(I,7,3) a 7,202 INPMFP 13
 
FX(I[8.1) 16,225 INPMFP 132

FXtl8,2) a 3,595 
 INPMFP 133
 
FX(I,8,3) 11,505 INPMFP 134

rXtl*91) , 17.94 
 INPMFP 136
FX(I,9,2) x 2.760 
 NPMFP 136
 
rXtlo9;3) n 46,62 INPMFP 137 
FX(i,OlI 1 5.336 INPM P 138
 
Fx(I,10:2 : 1.92Q 
 INPMFP 139
 
FX(ItO 32 * 1.590 INPHFP 141
 
FX(I.lll) i 24.27i 
 INPmrp 141
 
FX(ia2V :670 INPMrP 
 142
 
FxtU,113) a46,92 
 INPMFP 143
 
FXCI.12#1) * 14.632 
 INPMFP 144
 
rX(l,12#2) a 1,930 
 INPMFP 14
 
rX(c112#3) p 3.360 INPNFP t46
 
TXCI,13,1) i W66 
 INPMFP 147
FX0,13#2) a 0.5 INPMFp 145 
rXtl,13,3) * a 0.15 INPMFP 149 
FXD(]IlI) v 11.83i IP~ 5 INPMFP 152
 
FXD(Is1,2) 3.4i0 
 INPNVP 152

*xD(|,z,3)
6.040 
 INPFP 152
FXD(I,2,1, : 19.615 
 INPMFP 154
 
FXDC(I2 2) f.28 
 INPMrP 154

FXD(*2,3) i 3.485 INPMFP 156
FXD(I,3ol) a 13,726 
 INPMFP 156
INPmFp 157
 
7x01o3,2) * imae tNPMFP 199 
PFXDtI.3ol) i 30 71 !NPMFP 159 
fxO( 1,4s1) 6 S.o INpm7p 160 
FXD(I,4s2) i 28a NPMrP 56L 
FXD(i.403) 8!B9 14PI4VP 1624 

FXDCIa5,l) 24#27i INPMFP 161 
F~XD(1o5m2) a86 i61 INPMFP 164 
FXD(h,3) U62:890 1NPMFP 165 
FXD(lo6,1) 9 1NPMFPS33i 166 
FXD(J,6,2) * 1920 INPMFP 167 
Fxof!.6,3) a ,.59i INPMFP 168 
rX'imo7ol) i 3i:925 1NP1IPP 169 
FXD(1#7&2) x 4,062 1NPMFP 170 
FXDU.#7#3) a 7,262 JNPMFP Vs1 
EXD(lo8,1) 1 16,225 1NPMFP 172 
F:XD(1,8,2) 4 39595 INPMFP 073 
FXO(1*8,3) u 1.565 1NPMFP 174 
FXDCI#,) i17.54 TNPMFP 075 
FX0(1s9m2) 2,766 INPMFP j76
EXDCI#9o3) 46.62 1NPMFP 17 
FXDCI.10#1) 1:533i JNPMFP 108 
FXD(Jvl0#2) 1.92o 1NPMFP 179 
rxDtio,3s) x 1.59i INPMFP ISO 
FxD(11loi Ia 2N.7 1NPMFP 181 
FXD(Io11,2) a4.700 TNPMFP 182 
rXD(t,11,3) a45.52 INPMFP 183 
rXD(I12.1) ll11635 INPiIFP 184
 
FXD(l#12*2 * 14930 INPMFP 189
 
FXV(I,#.2*3) 3,6 1NPMFP 186
 
rx(J131)a .266 1NPMFP 187
 
F''UJ13&2) 05 I!"PMFP 188
 
Fxkt? 1*13#,3) a 15 1NPHVFP 189
 
VXDMI101,11 11~.630 INPMFP 19o
 
FXDM1(Itl#21 U3 ale !NPHM 191
 
FXDM1(I,1.,a 6.040 1NPMFP 192
 
rX0MI1&2,11 15.615 INPMFP 199
 
FXDMI1#2,2) 1.28 1NPMFP 194
 
FXDMICj,2,3) a3.400 1NPMFP 191
 
FxDmi1&3#t) 13.720 !NPMFP 196
 
FXDI1I3,21 1.28 1NPMFP 197
 
FXDM'.(1#3#31 3,470 !NPMFP 198
 
FXDMl(ja4.1) 6.60 INPmFP 199
 
rXDM1(I#4#21 4 INPMPP
i28' 204
 
FXDMICI.4#3) a0.94 INPMFP 201
 
FXDM1(boS,1) R 24.270 INPMFP 202
 
FXDMI(1#5#21 x 80.064 1NPmFp 201
 
FxDH.(I,5o3) a 6?.890 INPIIFP 204
 
FXDMI(1,6#11 a 5.330 INPI4FP 205 
FXDI(I6#11.90 a NPMFP 206 
FXDMICI#6,3) a 1.590 1NPMFP 207 
FXDM1(I,7*,1 30.225 INPMFP 208
VFCDMI1#!7,2) m 4,062 1~~ 0 
FXDM1(1#7#31 0 7.202 INPIIFp 218 
rXDM(Is8,l) a 16.225 1NPMFP 211 
FXDMN1j,821 a 3,595 1NPMFP 212 
FXDM1CI,8j3) v 1.505 INPMFP 211 
FXDMI(1#9,1) a 17.54 INPMFP 214 
FXDM1(I,9,2) a 2.760 1NPmrp 215 
rXDM1(J#9s3! a 46.62 1NPMFP 216 
rXDM1(I,10.1) v 5.330. INPMFP 217 
FXDHj1.10,2) a 1.920 INPMFP 218 
rxbH1lCo,~3, * 1.590 
 INPNVP 219
4XDC1(l1ll,) 9 24.27 	 lNPNFP 225
lNPmrP 221FXDNI(:1.112) 4.700 

rXDH1( .11,3) 9 40.52 
 INPmrP 222
FXDHl(|,12,1) ; 11.631 INPNFP 223
FXDHl(1j12.2) 1.930 
 INPHP 224
rXoH1(|a12,3) a 3,360 
 |NPmrP 221

rXDH1(1,13,1) q 0.266 
 INPMFP 226
FXDl(|.13o2) ; 0.05 
 INPHFP 227
FXDM1(|m133) a 0.15 
 INPMFP 228
eXD(lo) * 1,0 
 INPHFP 229
PXD(1#2) a 1,0 
 ZNPMFP 231
PXD(1|3) a 1.0 
 INPMFP 231
PD(j1) a 68.88 INPHTP 232
PD(12) m 42.95 
 INPMFP 233
PD(1.#3) 24.3d INPMrP 234
PD(1,4) a 36,60 
 INPHFP 235D(1,5) a 50.6S 
 INPMFP 236
eDCI,61 x 80,66 
 INPMFP 237
PD(1,7) a 41,51 
 INPHFP 238
PD|18) a 49,16 
 !NPMFP 239
e0(1#91 9 187.2v 
 INPIFP 240
80(I*10) 6
8,5 
 INPMFP 241
eD(1,11) * 406.46 
 tNPMrP 242
PD(1,12) * 146.42 INPMrP 243
PD(1.13) a 4,5 1NPH!P 24410 	 CONTINUE INPMFP 244 
YDtlol a 3.48033 INPHFP 246
YD(I.21 a 1,90417 
 INPMFP 247
YD(I.3) 0 2,22546 
 INPMFP 248
YD~l,4) a 0,7236t 
 |NPMFP 249
YD(1,5) v 5.91284 
 lNPMFP 250
YD(1,61 v 075956 
 INPMFP 251
YO(17) a 9:7#1063
YD(lm7) a9,7683
 INPMFP 252
YD(1.8) a 3,70138 
 INPMFP 251YD(19) 1.41447 
 INPMFP 254
Yfl(110) * 25,0 
 |NPMFP 251
YD1,11) *.2662 
 |NPIFP 256
Y0(1,12) ,69119 NPMFP 256
 
Y(1,13) 60 I 258
ZNPMFP 

YD(2.11 a 3.34850 
 INPIrp 259
Y0(22) 0 2;25734 INPHFP 259
 
YD0(23) a 2.36959 
 INPMFP 260
 
YD(2#4) K 0 7149 INPMrP 262
 
YD(2,5) - 8,90738 
 INPMrP 262
 
YD(2,6) a 0.76748 INPmVP 263
 
Y0(2, 7 ) R 11,38854 265
INPMFP
YD(2#8) a 4;33351 1NPMPP 266
YD(2,91 a 1.43990 	 INPMFP 266
 
YDM2,10) a 25, 
 INPHFP 267
 
YD(2.11) 8 0,27378 
 INPNFP 268 
YD(2*12) 9 d.99661 INPMFP 269 
YD(2.13) a 7,3 INPMrP 270| F 
 271
 
YD(3#,1 a 2,77898 INPMFP 272
YD(3,2) a 1,75733 
 INPMFP 273
YD(3,3) 8 2.15446 
 INPMrP 274
Y'(3,4) a 1,23516 
 INPFrP 275
YD(3,5) a 4;10837 INPHrP 276
YD(3#6) a 0,78951 	 1NPmKp 277 
YD(3,7| a 8,71836 
 INPMTD 278
Y(03.) a 3,74721 
 lNPmrp 279
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vDt3,9) a 1;55166 INPHFP 26W
 26
 
YD301 275 INPMFP 22
 
YDID10.25.I INPMFP 

VDC131 * 16,8 INPMIFP 264 
YC (1) 6,5. INPMFP 285 
ACTC C2,92 JA INPMFP 286 
ACTC (3 2 ;* a4 INPMFP 286 
ACYC (3 1 0 .5 INPMrP 286 
ACTC C2,12A .5 INPMFP 281, 

ACTC (23,11) *1,5 INPM7P 289
 
AT) 0#1 5# INPMFP 291
 
INPMFP 291
 
BA(): 2:230
RAM(2 1 07 INPMFP 291
 
ucisiu 8 010 
 INPMFP 294
 
UCISM 0)0 1 0 INPMFP 295
 
UCISM3 a 0.0 INPMFP 296
 
.00 11 1 a 1.3 - NPMFP 297 
F.LBD(I111) : 0.311 INPMFP 298 
FLBD(1I, 2) 5.346 INPMFP 299 
FLBD(1,2,1) 6,030! !NPHFP 301 
FLODCI 12:2) 1.32i INPMrP 30A 
FLOD0,3 1) .7 INPMFP 302 
FLODCI 3 2) *02A4 INPMFP 301 
*:LOD(I,4o1) x 6.098 INPMrP 304 
FLoD( #4#2) a j.156 INPMFP 305 
FLSDUo5ol) a 0.650 INPMFP 306 
FLODC #5*2) a i,245 INPMFP 30) 
FLODII,6,1) 1.098 INPMFP 305 
1LO0(106.2 ) 0 158 INPMFP 309 
FLRD(2.7 1) .2J2 INPMFP 310 
FLODO, 7 02) .202 INPMFP 3211 
FLBD(1,8,1) a 9.144 INPMiFP 312 
FLG3D(1#8#2) a 0.231 INPMFP 313 
FLWD(I,9:1) 518654 INPMrP 314 
VLSD(1.9 2) * .691 INPMFP 315 
rLBD(t,10.2j) 50210 INPMFP 316 
FLOW110 2) * .293 INPMFP 317 
FLBD(1.11.1  * 0.164 INPMFP 316 
FLSD(1,11.2) * ,.16 INPMFP 319 
FLODOi,12.0 .8 INPPMrP 329 
FLOD(I 12 2) u .232 INPMFP 321 
FLOD(I,13:1) u .010 INPMFP 322 
FLOO(I 13 21 *0020 INPMFP 321 
11 ONTINUE INPMFP 324 
INPMFP 325
 
00 12 I1. INPMFP 326
 
1BEXYRCIpli1) a 1971 INPMFP 327
 
ISExyRt!.1.') o 1974 INPMFP 326
 
RD5XYRtIr1,3) a 1977 !NPMFP 329
 
tBEXYR(.1.#4) 4'1979 INPMFP 331
 
IBEXYR(1.a,5) 1 1982 INPMFP 331
 
IBEXYRI#2#1) 4 1971 INPMFP 332
 
IBEXYR(1.2#2) 1 1976 INPMFP 333
 
IOBEXYR(I,2o3) 9 1978 INPMFP 334
 
IBEXYR(I,2,4) 9i~982 INPMFP 335
 
IBEXYRCI#2#5 ) 1999 INPMFP 336
 
IBEXYRtI,3#1) q 1971 INPMVP 337
 
ISEXYRCI#3,2) a 1976 INPMFP 338
 
IBEXYR(10383u 9 1978 lNPMlrP 339
 
IBEXYRCI.3s'u 8 1961 INPMUP 349
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I;!~a9 1999 IPPMrP 341
ReXYRct,441) 1971 INPMFP 34~
 
IBEXYR~j#4o2 1976 INPMFP 343
 
IBEXYRCb#4,3) 1 1981 INPMI'P 344
 
LOEXYRCU 14#4dq 1Q99 !NPMFP 345
 
IBEXYRCI,4o!) q 1999 iNPMFP 346
 
ZBEXVP(1.5,1) R 1971 INPMFP 347
 
IBEXYR~I.5,2, i 1976 INPMF1 340
 
IBEXYRcl,5a3) I 1981 INPMFP 349
 
I6EXYRCI#5#4 ) 1999 INPM4FP 350
 
IBEXYRCI#5,5) R 1999 INPmFp 351
 92EXYRt!,6#i) 4 1971 INPMFP 352 
IBEXYRCI,6,2) .0t74 INPMFP 353 
IBEXYRt#6s3~1 1978 INPMFP 354 
IBEXYRCI#6#4) I 19a2 INPMrP 355 
lBEXYRt?,6A5) p :,99 INPHVP 356 
1BEXYRCI#7ol1 197,h. INPMFP 357 
!BEXYR(I.7p2) I 107A INPMFP 358 
:aEXYR(1,7#3) 1977 INPMFP 359 
ZBEXYR(1,704) i 1980 INPMFP 360 
I8EXYR(I.7.5) !.1983 INPMFP 361 
19EXYR0,8,1) i 1971 INPMFP 162 
19EXYRC1D8o2) 1974 !NPMFP 363 
IBEXYR(k,8,3) P 1977 INPMFP 364 
£REXYRCI#8#4) 198P INPMFP 365 
1DEXYR(1.8s5) a 1983 INPMFP 366 
IBEXYRCI,9,1) 4 1971 INPMFP 367 
I8EXyR(1,9a2) 1 1974 INPMP'P 366 
IBEXYRCI*9,3) q 97 INPMFP 369 
IBEXYRC1,9#4) 9 1980 !NPMFP 370 
IREXYR(1#,5) j 983 INPMFP 371 
IBEXYRU1,1Q.1) a 1971 INPMFP 372 
IBEXYRC1.10,2) a 1974 INPMFP 373 
IREXYR(,101 3) x 1977 INPMFP 374 
18EXYRtl,10.4) a 1960 INPMrP 375 
19EXYRC1,10.,5) i 1983 INPMFP 376 
ISEXYR(I,11,1 a J971 INPMFP 377 
19EXYR(I,11:2) - 1974 INPmrp 378 
16EXYRcI,1j.#3) a 1977 INPMFP 379 
18EWYR(I,11,4) *1980 INPMFP 380

IPexy(I 11. 5 ) x 1983 !NPMFP 38& 
JB23XYR(::12 1) a 1971 INPMFP 382 
ISEXYR(!,12:2) i 1974 INPMFP 383 
ZOEXYRCt,12;3) x 177 ANPMFP 384 
19EXYRU.,12''4) a 1980 INPMFP 385 
IeEXYR(I,12 5) * 1983 INPMFP 386

IBEXYR(1,13:1) . 1974 INPMFP 387
 
IBEXYRCU.13.2) a 1977 INPMFP 388
 
IREXYRI 1:13,3) n 1980 INPMFP 389

IBEXYRCI l3s4) a 1983 !rqPMFP 394
 
IBEXYRtlo13,5) a 1999 INPMFP 391
 
OEXDUDI1 x 0 NPMFP 392
 
BEXDCJ,2) x o.0 INPMFP 393
 
BF.XD(1D3) a 0.05 INPMFP 394
 
6EXD(l,4) a 0.03 
 INPMFP 395
 
eEXD(1,5) a 0.63 INPMr 396 
BEXD(1#6) a 0.63 INPMFP 397 
BEXDc1#7) n 0.025 INPMFP 390 
eEXoc!,8) a 0,Q2 INPMlFP 399BEXD(1,0) a 0:007 INPMFP 405 
BEXD(I10) 5;8.15 INPMFP 401 
304
 
BEXD(I11t ) • 6413 
BEXD(lo12) . 6,91 
eEXDEI,131 i 0.01 
Do 12 J w 113 
TNPMFP 
INPHFP 
lNPMFP 
INPmFP 
402 
403 
404 
401 
aZSTltIj) a c.0 
RROFTYCIJ) a 0,0 
YLD(IoJ) u YD(I'J) 
DO 9 L a 13 
IAPMFP 
INPMFP 
INPMFP 
INPMFP 
406 
407 
40S 
409 
0 
L2 
FX(I-J*L) • FXD(I.J#L) 
eROFTY(IJ ) * PROFTY(I#J. * 
1 PMQ(IL)| 
DO 12 K a 1;5 
AMP(3,JK) 6, 
TSPfIJoK) 6:5 
TDP(IJoK) 1a.0 
DGA(IJoK) u 0.0 
CONTINUE 
(PD(jJlYD(IJ) W-FXD(I.J.L)' 
INPMFP 
INPMFP 
IHPHFP 
INPMFP 
INPMFP 
INPMFP 
XNPHFP 
INPMFP 
INPMFP 
410 
411 
412 
411 
414 
411 
416 
417 
418 
00 13 H a J.;5 
DO 13 J m 1,13 
DO 13 K a 1,5 
SGAW(,J,K) x*, 
RGA2(M#J,K) a 00 
ROA3(M#J#K) n 0.0 
INPMFP 
INPHFP 
INPMFP 
INPMFP 
INPMFP 
!NPMFP 
419 
420 
421 
422 
423 
424 
L3 CONTINUE INPMFP 425 
RETURN 1NPMFP 426 
END INPHFP 427 
I IfRO4,IPP(6),IPRPHD.IRUN#tSE-NS.I1IVS.tYEARo CONTR 3
 
2 JPER.#CUM.NCROP.NDTPOP.NTDPR2.NREGN #NRUN#NTs CONTR 4
 
3 NTIME.NyhARS.NyRPR2,T.YEAR*YEARAG#YEAR'NCgrAG CONYR I 
COMNVj~ XDj3SJ Tj.X13:13;!. rX0(3. 3,3)9PXD(3#3)t VA!C 2
 
COI O I8EXyR( .I ePD(3.13) YD(3.1 )# ACTCt3#13), VAIC 3
 
2 GZSTM1(3,13)s RAM(3), UCIS(31# OEXDC3613), VAIC 4
 
3 ANP(3#13,5)# FL9D(3v13#2)oPITPICSI, P1TP2(3), VAIC 9
 
4 TSP(SO1305)0 PROFTY(3.13)#PijTPS(3)s PITP4(3)t VAIC6
 
5 TDP%3#~11.5)o CSILP(3)0 P T!(3I. P T2(3?& VAIC 7
 
6 RGA10#1,1 51o' ORDP(3)t PITS311 Pt T413)a VAIC 9
 
7 RA2(5.13o51# UCSUL(3)# OiTP(3#41o D2TP(3#4)o VAIC 9
 
o ROA(5#13#57# RcP(3)o ROP(S). RCU(3)o VAIC 1
 
RINT(5#3,U). STRGP(3,fl)# DSC(t.O), S(40S)# VAIC 1.2
 
2 OSUL(3)# ULIG(3:o TL(3.81# GLIRD(3) VAIC is
 
COMMON /Pysr/ PAVG(31 131, A(3 '13)a TA(3). PxcS.3)* PTSFa
 I ASOR(13), SZC(3.13), RSP(3*oj3). AGROV13,13). PTSF a 
2 PXDMI(3#3)o PD~j(3olS). TLAND(3)o VZD(3#13), PTSF 4 
3 ACTCH1(3,11)#SCR(3o7)# APSC(3#81# WAPt3#2)# PTSF 5 
4 SLDR(3m2)* STLAND# STA. SAGREV(3) PTSF 6 
COMMON IVPRT/ TPLAND(3)v TULAND(3), TCPAC3*g). SFUCEY(3#13)# VPRT a 
I TCP!,S.)o GTZSc3#13)o *GZS43.13). PIEYLDt3,13), VPRT a 
a - 023'13#5!o GTZ(3#l3s5j TREV(3)o ACEYYV(3il3)e VPRT 4 
3 TYC(i)s CC(3o 'TPCOST(3)o YZDYYYt3#i3), VPRT I 
4 TNFIN(3), TPP(3,13)0 STPP~i3)p SCEYYY13#13)o VPRT 6 
9 1FOK(3)a TGL(3). TPVLI(3)s SYNLAN(3,13), VPRT 7 
6 TPVL2(3)o YLD(3*13), AYLDCI3). AFX(13.3), VPRT 6 
7 AYFLO(13)o AFLBC13#2)o TFLB(;ii3)g FLBC34*3s2)o VPRT 9 
a S?REV# STVC. SUdlS. ecs VPRT 16 
9stcnsTs STNFINp STFOK, STGLs VPRT is 
I SYPVLlo SYPVL2s SFXQ(3i3) SSFXG(3)o VPRT 12 
2 SSFX(3)t FOK(3)# GUS3). PVL1(I)t VPRT 13 
3 PVL2(3) VPRT 14 
DIMENSION RPIIYI(3)p RP12TI(3), RPI3TI(3sI, RP!4T1(3)0 INPMFP 433 
1 RCPTH1(3)# HOPYNL(3), RCUTMI(S)J R!UTM1(41, INPMFP 43f 
2 RTDYMI(3)o NUPTHIW#) Wa(S P721(3). INPMFP 431 
3 P?311'). PT32(3). PT41(3)8 PT42(3), INPMFP 436 
4 TA(S). 6UL'(), UDROP43). P0.1(3)# INPMFP 437 
5 PLR203). LB3(3)8 PLR(s) PLAS(3)i INPMFP 438 
6 PLR6 3)., PLR7(3); PLRO(3)', PLR9(3)# INPMFP 439 
7 SDT'v3 DUyR(3,# WPULDs31# INPMrP 440mo WPTLD13)t 

a CRP!6(3). icas,# 89308)8 DI(308)8 INPMFP. 441
 
9 VALCTIS&a)o RCO5T(3;8)o DEL(S). DeLDPce1. INPMFP 442
 
1 KDEL(S8. YULIG(O~o PLRP(388), VALA(1IZl, INPmrp 441
 
2 VAL802)s APS3.(3#8), APS2(3,S)o RATDR(3,8)a INPMFP 444 
3 DELPA(8), VSLP~al INPMFP 445 
DATA WQ/ 0,30. 5.35. 0945s 0#60# 0#60/ JNPMrP 446 
DATA DI ! INPMFP 447 
2 5
I , , 4*J 490s INPMrP 446
 
2 15.002.0 17.0, INPMFP 449
 
3 10.0. 22ops 3.5, INPMFP 459
 
4 13.,a27, a 4,8. INPMFP 451
 
9 300060eii ii.,. INPMFP 452
 
6 7,0,15 dt 2,5. INPMFP 453
 
7 l6o0#35.0k 12#0# INPMFP 454
 
a 18,0#40, INPMFP 451
* jl9 

DATA SMALL' 0.1 /' INPMFP 454
 
DATA PT21,PT3I.PT32#PT4I.PY421 INMHP 41?
 
1 0,550 0.59, 0.55. INPMFP 456
 
306,
 
2 0.3, :3, .3, 
3 0,7. Q,7. 0.7. 

4 0.15, ,1M 0.15. 

5 0,3, .3 .3/ 

DATA TR 1 2.8, 5.5. 1S5 

DATA B /

1 323,499, 6g0.00#, O*fl 

2 498.806, 18o,400, 541.300. 

3 907,120, 1440.720, 820,160, 

4 1149.540. 825.74, 416210, 

5 754.500, 1623.60G, 285.300, 

6 188,70Q, 406.200. 

7 303.508, 661.200, 233.000, 

8 587,5 6, 1272.500t 500O00/ 

DATA PADSC1 PADSc2LPAnSC3,PADSC4:PADSCSePLRP , 

1 0.01. 0,003v 0:007.0.005? 003 I 24.0 9 *9
4 '
 
DATA WTRI#WTR2aWTR3 WTR, TR5
s WR6,kTR7 WTR8,wtR9? 1.O 

DATA VALCT/ 

1 500,0, 505*0 
 512,5# 525,it 550#6# 

2 12.0, 121.2, 123,0, 126,5, 132.5, 

3 500.0, 565.0, 512,5: 525,s. 
 555,t 

4 350.0, 353, 358,5, 368,0a 3A55,e 

5 100.0, 1.0. 102,'. 105,0; lijo, 

6 100,0, 101.0. 102,5# 105,*o 113.0. 

7 70,0, 76,7p 71.1p 73,t5 77,*6 

132i6/
a 120,0, 121.2, 123,0, 126.i0 

DATA KCOST/24*4( 

DATA KDEL/ 3s go 3, 5"51 

2,0, 2.5, 1,5, 1,5, if00 Iq, 1191
DATA DELDP/ 3,5d 

DATA DELPP/ 3.5 2.0. 2;,5,.t, 1.5. 1,0. 1, 15/
jig# 1@25t 1.14,v0/
DATA VALA/20,O, 11.0' 7Z4. 5 0. 3.5. 2,5* 18o 

DATA VALB/IsO 0,6/ 

DATA PIFAKA.SHALB.KPCPAoAPPAt 
DIF9/ 

1 0,1, 10. 1.0 1, 0!071 0.015, 1*5/ 

Of v 0.25 

DO 1000 KK a 1,4 

DO 800 1 * 1,3 

TPLAND(I) a PITI*I) PIT2(I) * PIT31I) * PIT4111 

RPIIT1CI) PiTP1(1) 

RPI2TICI) * PITP2(I) 

BP13T1CI) * PITP3() 

RPI4TICI) a PITP4(1' 

PITPI(I) a PIT(CI)/TPLAND(l) 

PITP2(I) PIT2(1)/TPLAND' |) 

PITP3(I) * P1T3(1)/TPLAND(l) 

P|TP4(]) * PIT4(I)/TPLAND(i) 

UCSLP(|) 3 TPLANUD() - CSLPCI) 

UDRDPCl) * 7PLAWD(I) - URDP(I) 

TULAND(l) * CSUL(I) 4 UCSOL(l) 

TLAND(1) * TPLAND(W) * TULANDCi) 

UULIG(I) * TULAJD(1) -.OIG(l) 

PLRtCI) a PITI(I)TLAND(1) 

PL2MI) a PIT2(1)I/TLANDCIl 

PLR3(I) a PIT3I,/TLAND(l) 

PLR4(I) a PIT4C!)ITLAND1I1 

PLR9(1) a CSLPI'I)/TLAND{1 

eLR6(I) a DRDP(I)/TLAND(1) 

PLRT(I) a CSUL(T)/TLAND(11 

eLR8(i) v UOSULM(I)/TLANU(M) 

PLR90I) a ULIG(I)/TLANDiII 

IF (AMOD(T,1,0) oNE. 00) 00 TO 19 

INPMFP 

NPMFP 

INPMFP 

NPFP 

INPMFP 

INPMFP 

INPMFP 
|NPMFP 

INPMFP 

INPMP 

INPMP 

INPMP 

INPMFP 

INPMP 

INPM4P 

INPMFP 

INPMFP 

INPMFP 

INPMFP 

|NPMFP 

INPMFP 

INPMFP 

INPMFP 

lNPMVP 

INPMFP 

!NPMFP 

INPMFP 

INPMFP 

1NPMFP 

INPMrP 

INPMFP 

INPMFP 

INPMFP 

INPMFP 

INPMFP 

INPMFP 

tNPMFP 

INPMFP 

INPMFP 

INPMFP 

lNPMFP 

INPMFP 

1NPMFP 

INPMFP 

INPMiP 

INPMFP 

INPMFP 

INPMFP 

INPMFP 

INPMFP 

INPMFP 

INPHFP 

INPMFP 

INPMrP 

?NPMFP 

INPMFP 

INPl4FP 

INPMFP 

INPMVP 

*INPMrP 

INPHFP 

456
 
461
 
462
 
46
 
464
 
465
 
466
 
467
 
468
 
469
 
469
 
47
 
472
 
472
 
474
474
 
475
 
476
 
477
 
476
 
479
 
480
 
482
 
482
 
484
 
484
 
455
 
486
 
487
 
486 
489
 
490
 
491
 
492
 
494
 
494
 
495
 
496
 
497
 
498
 
499
 
501
 
501
 
902
 
503
 
904
 
505
 
!6
 
507
 
s06
 
309
 
510
 
911
 
512
 
913
 
514
 
51$
 
s1i
 
517
 
518
 
519
 
UDTYRCI) a USC( 11 
 IPMP 2
UDUYRCJ) 8 asclf.2 NMF 2
 
WPTLDUI) m WGCi).flSC(1,1) 
 INPMFP 921
WPULDcj) a WGC1).DsC(1.2) INPIIFp 922
DO 20 L a1*.4 INPMFP 521
WPTLO(I) UWPTLnlJ 4 UL1O~IIL 
 INPMFP 524
WPlULD(J) x WPULD(J) 
4 Wd(L 1) D2 P(JL0
SDTYRCI) 

- SDTYUPCj) * 1D1TP(ItL) 	 NPMFP 52620 SDUYR!S) 8 SDUYRcI) + 02TP(ItL) 	 IPr 2
INPMFP 528

IF (SOTYR(j) ,NE. L.0) UO TO 23 
 !NPMFP 529
WAP(lol) z 6.6 
 JNPMFP 530
00 TO 24 
 NPMFP 531
23 	 WAP(sj) 2 WPTLOCJ)/SDTYR{I, 
 INPMFP 532
24 	 WAP~I,2) a WPULD(I)ISDUYR~l)INF 
 53119 	 CONTINUE 
 INPMP 53
RCPTMI(I) a RCP(J) INPMFP 534RDFTNII 4 RflP(I) 
 INPmFp 535RCUTM1CJ) a RCU(J) INPMFP 537
BIUTMICI) * RIM)I 	 536INPMFP 

OTDTmlcI) a RTDCJ) tNPilrp 530
RUDTMS.C?) v RUD(j) 
 INPMFP 540
RCPCU % CSLP(J)/TPLAND(I3 
 !NPMFP 540
8DPCI) a DRDO'CJ)/TPLAN0(Z) 1NPMFP 541
RCUMI a CSUL(J)/TULAJD(IINHP 4 
SIU 0 LIGI)TULYDII NPMFP 543 
8TD(1) a SOYRCJ)/TPLAND(12INMP 4
RUDrI) a SDUYRCI)/TULANU(Z) INPMFP 546
UCR(J,1 ) a (pIpi(I) MPl1Tjq))/~RPIjTL(I: INPMFP 547
SCRI.#2p 2 (PITP2(i) HP12YZ(hI)AIP12IMj 
INPMFP 548
VCR(I,3, x (PITP,3cJ) 
- P!3r(IWRPI I)CRP14J1) a PJTPc4, 
- RP14TIl 	 IP 4INPMFP 550UCR(1a4) K (flCP(J) - RCO~T?1Il) /RCPTmi(l) INPrp 351ICR(1#5) a (ROPcj) - RDIITM1(I,)/RJPTMjI) INPMFP 552
SCR(1,61 0 RCU(J) . RCUtll(1, INPMFP
SCR(1#7) K pJUM~ . RIUfNICI) 	 553 INPF'MP 553
IF (AMOfl(T,1.g) *NE, 0,0) GO To 21 INPIMFP 555
SLDR(Ilj a RD(J) - RTOTPI1(1) INPMFP 556
ULDR(1*2) a RUD(J) - RUUTMI(J, INPII7P 55
21 	 CONTINUE 
 INPMFP 556
DO 30 K a Ito 
 It4PMFP 559
APSI( JK) a TA0L1F(VALCT~ig)SALLD(IK)KCOT(I.#S(IK 
 INPMp 950
APS2( IK) a TA8LIFVALCT1K).s4ALL ,D(K~OTI)~ ) INPMFP 560APSCCIoK) P(APS1(I,K, 0"APS2 (1*MI) ,2,0*EXP(APPA#Ti NPr 561
IF CSTRGP(JI ).EO~j,O) UO TO 25 
 JNPNPP 562
TCPD(1,K) APSC(I.K)i#DbLeP(iK)*STRoPjj,X)X 	 INPiIFP 564TCPA(lK) a TCPD(1,K) INPMFP 565HATDB(I,x) a TDPA(I#K)/!CPD(JK) IPF 6
60 TO 26 INPMFP 56725 	 TcPDcj,x) a 0.5 INPmTP 568TCPA(IK) a 0.6 INPMFP 569 
B A T D U. , aIN26 	 IF CRATD8J K);LT.X,0, UO TO 3i PMFP 5 74 
IF (RATDBU.&K*CI'E* INPHFP 5711, 0) 00 TO 3231 	 DELPAM a0 TABLIE (VALASALLDIFAKARATD(I:)) PDF 52INPI4TP 57100 TO 33 INPMFP 57132 	 DELPAWK a fABLIE (VALB.SMALB.OIF8,KIORATB(I's)I 575INPMTP
33 	 DELMK a DE PA!KJ.OELPP(K) INPMFP 95
l(1.1(2 a 8,IKjIAPSC(1,A3 INPMrP 576
S(IsK - )*IIDE(iN) 
 INPI~p 57630 TL() a TL1,) DT.USC(Z,pc)
Pr 
a PIT1(1) a T*CD3C(1;	 INPMFP 979 3 )*(10 o , PADSCII t DsC(CD3) INP'qrP 5ag 
IPADSO3*P1TPl1)ODSC(I*S) qWTRl*PLRi(II*Y"(?)) 
 INP,19p S61

P172(1 a P17211) * DT*(DSC(I-41*(1,C - PADSC2) - PT2l(I).DSC(1,3 I NPMFP 582 
a PADSC3*PITP2(Il.DSC(1.S) & WTR2*PLR2tlI*TR(fl)) INPMFP 581
'PIT3(1) m PITSI) - DT*tPT3l(I)sDSCuI.3 * PT39CL)VOSC (1,4) # INPMri 564IPADS03*PjTP3(1IADSCCJ.5) # wTR3*PLR 
(1)*TR(1)) INPMFP 581

PIT4(1) a P174(I) - Dr.(PT41CII.DSC(1.3) 4 PT49tI)*OSC(r,4) + INPMFP 586 
IPA1DS03*PITP4(18#DSC(1,5) * WTR4*PLR4(11*TR(11) INPMFP 587

CSLP(1) a CSLP(11 * DT*CDSC(1.5)*(1,0 - PADSC31 * DSC(1;3)*(1,o INPMFP 586-
IPADSOI)*(1.Q " RCP(I) * OSc(1,1) - WTR5*.PLR5(1)PTR(l)) INPMFP 589DRDP(I) a DRDPCi) + DT.CDSCCI.6) *USC(1.3).(i;D - RDP(7)).CIlfl INPMrP 599 
1 PADSa1) * DSCCIs1) - WTR6*PLR6(1)*TR(11) INPmrp 591 
CSUL(1 m CSULCI) * Dl'e1O5C(I.71.(1to - PADSC4) v WR7* INPMrP 5921 PLR7tIII*R(I)) 
 INPMFO 59.1
UCSULMf a UCSUL(1) - pr.(DSC(1#7) q SC(1*21 * WTRS* INPMFP 5981.PLRRCII.TP(1)) INpmrp 595
ULIOGl x ULIGi(I + DT.fD9C(I.8)*(lto PADSCS) WTNR9* tNPmrp 596
1PLR9t1)*T14C1)) tNPMFP s97IF (AMOf(T,1.) 
 *NE, 0.0) GO To 45 INPMFP 596

DO 40 L x1.3 
 INPMFP 599
D1TP(1#5-L) a DITP(1,4vL) 
 INPMrP 600
40 D2TP(I#S-L) a D2TPCI.4vL) 1NPHVP 601
DITP(I.1) a DSO(1,l) 1NPPITP 602
D2TPII,1) 0 DSC(I.2) INPHFP A0345 CONTINUE 
 INPMiFP 606
0O 50 K a 1'.8 
 1NP94FP 601
 so CALL DELLVF(EIK.SC(IK)RN(,eg.gqogl.PIN)PLPI.K), 
 !NPMTP 606
1 DEL(K)..)E6DI'(I(IDTsKDEL(K)I1 
 INPMFP 607
600 CONTINUE 
 INPMFP 06
T a T + DT 
 !NPMFP 609
1000 CONTINUE 
 INPfiFP 610
DY a 1,0 
 INPMFP 611
7 a T - 1.0 
 INPMFP 612

RETURN 
 INPMFP 613
END 
 INPMFP 614 
TEMPTEMPSUIR0UTINI0 MON /CONTRI DT.OTP.DTVPN~pDTIALTitALTEXI3),tDT#tPCS0, CONTR
 
1 IlROI4,PIP 6 .?PPI~.IRNSPAITIMMY!EAR& CONTR
 
a PRCMNCR 0PNDTPO NPTDR.RINRUY CONYR 4 
3 NTIME.NYEARSNYRPq2#,YEARYEAMAGYEARD'.CQMA0 CONYR I 
COMMON /vAic/ rXDM(3*13v1)# FX(3#13#3)o FXD(,13#3h)PXc(3p3)# VAIC a 
I 2BEXYR(3,13,5)*.PD(3,13), YD (343l~ ACTC(3*13)o VAIC 4 
2 9XZ!mli3#l331t RAM(3)o UCtS 31A eBXDf3o13)o VAIC4
3 AMP(3,13.5). PLBD(3.13m2)oPlTPi.$3)# PjTP2 (3)a VAIC 1
 
4 TSP(3,#,3*5)o PR~rTY(3.13),P ITej(5)j Pt TPf(3)t VAIC 6
 
5 T0P(3ol3o5)o CsLP(3)o Pt T113lo Pt T2131a VAIC 7
 
6 AIS,013,51. DRDP(3)o PIT3 t31, PtT413)o VAIC I
 
7 ROA2150130510 UCSUL(3), OiTP(3i4t, D2TP(3#4ho VAIC 9
 
a AoA3(5,13#51, ACP(3)t RDP(310 RCU(3)# VAJC to 
9 O0A(3*130)o RIU(31. RYOCI). RUO(3)& VAIC 1s 
I. MINT(5#3,)a S*RGP(3#a)t DSCCM.8), S(3,8)k VAIC 1a
2 OSUL3)o ULIG(3)i TL(3*81# GLIRDC31 VAIC is 
COMMON /'PTSP/ PAVG(3;13) A(3,13), TA(S?. PX(3.3)0 PTSF a
I ASORCI3), SZCC3,3.3); RSP(3,j3l, AORIVj3a1I)# PYSF a 
I PXDMI(3.3b: PDbj(3.2.3). TLAND('l, YZD(3i13)o PTsr 4 
3 ACTCMIC3,13V.5Ctc3,7), APSC(3#81# )WAP13,2'. PTSF 5 
4 StLDR(3*2), STLANO, STA. SAGREVC3) PTSF a 
COMMON /VPRY/ TPLANO(3), TULANO(3), TCPA(3,e)o SFUCE'i'3o13)o VPRT 2 
1 YCPD(3o6)t GTZSc3#13)s GZSc3*13)f PIEYLID(3*13)t VPRT a 
2 O2(3.13.5). QTZ(3#13,5)#TREv(3); ACEYYY(3#13)t VPRT 4 
3 TYC(3)f CC(I). TPCOST(3)s fZ0YYY(3#0.)* VPRT 1 
4 TNFIN3) TPPtI,13)t STPPt13). 5CEYYY(3al3), VPRT 6 
5 TPOKg3), TGL(3)o TPVLI3, SYNLAN13#13)t VPRT 7 
6 IPVL2(3), YLQ(3ol3)# AYLD(i3). AFX(13o31, V1PRT 6 
7, ATFLB(13)t AF4Sfll3p2)* TFLB0*i3)t FLB(3'ot3,2)o VPRT 9 
SSTREve STVC. Suc ,SD SoCC VPRT to1 
9SYCOST, STNFIN, STFOKS STOL# VPRT Is 
ISTPVLI. STPVL2* STxo(3#iS)t SSP'XO(31, VPRT 12 
ISSFX(3)* FOK(3)t OL(3), PVL2.CU)o VPRT U.
 
3PVL2C3) VPRT 14
 
DIMENSION VCOST(3i.3), VALP(3413)#VLAR(4), VALA(:3'tf13)o TEMP 7
 
I ' ~ PXP(3'3), P'XGR(3.3), VLPR(4); V&ACI(41, TEMP a
 
2 VAAC2(4). SPIOFY(3 ) TEMP 9 
DATA YAACI,VAAO2/ 5,4pb,49o5.0O5,,55 55i6.,5 TEMP is 
DATA VALP/ 3.75,. 9*115,. TEMP Is 
2. 3g47., 3.72,, 3#,, 3*659. TEMP 12 
2 U.24, "'52.7. TEMP Is 
3 3.40.. 3.55. 3.62., 3*65,. TEMP 14 
4 3*55 135.,3.56,7# 3*6S,So TEMP Is1 
9 3 1Ol!, 9:13;,F TEMP 2.0 
6 3.48.5, 3*44,. 3*51.2# 3*65,. TEMP 2.7 
7 3 343,. 30,1. TEMP to*5. 3.44,. 
S12*205. TEMP 19 
93,10,. .13.. 3*15., 3*i7., TEMP 20 
112*461., TEMP 21 
I12*159., TEMP 22 
3 3*7,. 3'I,5. 3*7*5# 3:!;Si TEMP 23 
DATA VALA/ 355.. 748., 132,o SO,, 755,t 132. 356. 7591, 134,, TEMP 24 
I 360o, 76714i5, I;9vo 719,. 95t'. 148.% 738;o 97,, TEMP 21 
2 146,. 776*t 102,. 151.. est#,107,.,1 08 14., 107's 29,o TEMP 263 35.s .g 29.. 35.. 110.. 29,, 35?, 1096, 29?. TEMP 27 
4 13.. 67:. 64,j 10t 51t 49,. 7.. 34.. 331. 3,, TEMP 21 
5 17,. 16 18..@33,, 9,. 29o; 46,, 12tt 31,# TEMP 2;6 59,, 154 37., 7t.. j8t, 1126' 178., 88 m 2.16,, TEMP 36 
7 ±61,. 88., 121,. 2.91,, qS,, 126,, 201,. 99,, 71,, TEMP 31. 
a 122,, 33,, 95,, 163,. 449p 103,. 1761; 48e. 115;o 188,, TEMP 32 
310
 
:* IM ,i 43.,. 32., 166 

r 62'., 68.. 3
61 9. ,A 166., 4 . 22,? 

2 is, 7.1 28,# 15.. i!,, 3'g 17, 
3 4., 8; 2 4. T., 30,0 9,. 
4 l5. 61.. 23., t7o. 67* 2 6 p 
9 21si 87;' j3., 13. 58* 18?. 
6 	 13,. 58; to., 13,o 60.. 19., 

7 12,. 56&1 17., 15., 58., t8 i. 

DATA SHALLa0IFF&KTP/1970.&5.,3/ 

DATA PXPPXBR/ 9*1.0. 9*0.5 / 

c 

C PRODUCER PR'ICEMAREA PLANTEUAND TOTAL LAND 

c 

00 51 I a 1.3 

00 51 J a 1;13 

DO 50 K x 1,4 

VLPR(K) a VALP(I.K,J) 

50 VLAR(K) x VALA(I,K,J) 

PAVO(I,.J) a TABLIF (VLPHSMALLDIFF#KTP#YIAF 

51 A(I#J) * TARLIE (VLARSMALL.DIFFKTP#YEAR) 

DO 54 a 

54 	 TAC) * 0.0 

00 55 I a 1.3 

DO 55 J a 5;13 

55 TAMK) a TA(|) * A(I#J) 

STA x 0,0 

00 56 1 - 1.3 

56 ETA x STA . TA(I) 

00 57 1 n 1'3 

ACTCMI(1#5) s ACTCfI,5) 

ACTC(I,5) w TABLIE (VAACl@SMALL@D|fKTP#Y9AR| 

ACTCMI(Ia11) M AcTcfI.10 

57 ACTC(I,11) . TABLIE VAAC2,SALL#3IFFKTP#YIAp
C FACTR PRICE INDEX 
00 58 L*1,3 
R2WRANF(l) 

00 58 I|1.3 
58 PX IL) PXP(I LI(R2*PXtR L 1)0 5*PXSq I I 
C SUm OF LAND 
DO 65 J a 113 

65 	 ASOR(J) 0 0 

STLAND , 0,0 

00 66 I , 1,3 

STLAND a STLAND * TLAND(M) 

DO 66 J a 1,13 
66 ASOR(J) a ASOR(J) * A(I*J! 
a size Or CROP AND REGIONAL SP9CIALIZATION 
00 67 1 v 1.3 
DO 67 J a 1.13 
SZC(I#J) 8 A(IJ)/TLAND(I. 
67. RSP(IJ) * SZC(I.J)/(ASURJ)/STLAPJD)-

C PROFITABILITY OF DROP 

DO 68 1 a 13 

DO 68 J a 1.13 

68 	 VCOST(i.J) . 0.6 

DO 69 1 B 13 

DO 69 J 1l13 

O0 69 L 1!3 

69 VCOST(IoJ) a VGOSTiI#J) * PXD(I#L)*FXOf|#5#L)

DO 70 I a 1,3 

DO 70 J - 1,13 

15 361. 1741 

12. 	 ;# 2?,. 

8?. 15, 

15 35Z# 1., 

19,, 76;, 29,, 

12.. 56;. 17,. 

13, 50;. l,. 

80.. 191/ 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TZMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP. 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 
TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP
T
EMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

31
 
34
 
39
 
36
 
37
 
36
 
39
 
41
 
41
 
42
 
43
 
44
 
.45
 
46
 
47
 
48
 
49
 
50
 
51
 
52
 
53
 
so
 
55
 
56
 
57
 
58
 
59
 
60
 
6L
 
62
 
63
 
64
 
65
 
66
 
67
 
66
 
69
 
70
 
71
 
72
 
71
 
74
 
73
 
76
 
77
 
78
 
79
 
80
 
S
 
62 
81
 
84
 
of
 
86
 
87
 
a6
 
s
 
9
 
91
 
92
 
91
 
AOREV(IIJ) POgI.J)*YD(IJ)

70 	 PROrTYIJi a AOREV(I.J) v VCOST(I.J) 

00 71 * 1.3 -

SAGRE|) : 00 

71 OPROFYMI) a 0,0 

Do 72 1 : 1'3 

o0 72 J M
1.13 

SAOREV(I) a SAOREViI) * AGREVi|.J) 

72 SPROFYCI) a SPROFY1) # PROrTY(IJ) 

C 	DISTRIBUTED LAO PRICES 
DO ao 1 a 1'3 
Do 80 L * 1.3 

PXOHI(IoL) : PKD(I.L)

80 eXMt1L) PXD(I#L) * D!etPgl1.L) * PXD(I*L)j)/5* 

00 61 1 a 1.A 

00 8Z J a 1.13 
PDMI(IfJ) 4 PD(1.J) 
81 PD(IeJ) a PD(IJ) I. PO||fJ/S,0
RETURN 
END 
TEMP 94
 
iTEMP 91
 
TEMP 96
 
TEMP 97
 
TEMP 96
 
TEMP 99
 
TEMP to
 
TEMP l01
 
TEMP 102
 
TEMP lO
 
TEMP 100
 
TEMP 109
 
TEMP 106
 
TEMP 107
 
TEMP IDA
 
TEMP 109
 
TEMP 110
 
TEMP 111
 
TEMP I1
 
TEMP 113
 
312'
 
CONTGOR0NN CONTR/DT.DTP UT'(DFINEOT.IALTIALTEXCI).IDT*!PCO CONYR
IfRTIPRP(6).IPRPRDIIRUNISpWS#ITtME#IVEAA.
I 
 A
 
CONTR
3 
2 	
NTIHEoNYEARS#NYRPR2,T.YEARoYE 
JPER.NCdMsNCROpeNOTPOPoNTD R2sNREON 
AGO.EARONCOMAO 
a~tT CONYR 
5
 
3	 2
 
COMMON /VAIC/ FXD'~i(3v1s. )# rX(3*13*3)o FXD(3.13.3)#PYD(3#3)o VAIC 
3
). YD43 113). ACTC(3*13)o VAIC 3
 1 IOEXYR(3.135)@PO(3e1
 
2 dZSTml(3 131p RA'l(3)o UC IS 31a OEXD(3#131. VAIC 4 
3 AHP(3@l38!1)0 FLBD(3,13#2)oPITPi(3)# PITP2C3), VAIC 5 
4 TSP(3#13*5)o PROFTY(3,13).PIT1~3I,) PITP4C3)o VAIC P172(3), VAIC 	 7
 5 TDP(3&13,5)0 CSLP(3)i PITi(3)o 
 VAIC a
ROAI(5#13*5I. DRDP(3)s P173(31. PIT4(3). 

VAIC 9
6 RGA7(5.13.)a UCSULCJ). DITP(3#4), D2TP13#4)o
7 
SROA3(5 .13#5)o RCP(3)# RDP43)s RCU(3)0 VAIC
 
9 DOA(3.13.'I, RIU(3)8 RTDC3Ie RUU(3). VAIC 1
 
I RINI(S.3,d). STRGP(3.8)0 DSC(3&8)0 S1308)8 VAIC 12
 
2 OSVL(3)* U1.IGW&) 7L(3#8)o GLIRD(3) VAIC is
 
COMMON /PYSr/ PAVO(3413)o A(3,13)1 TA(3l'o PXCI#3)8 PTSF 2 
AGPEV(3#13)o PTSF 3
 I ASOR(l3), zc(3#13)o RSP(3. 131. 

a PXD41(3,3)o PDhij(3#13). TLAND(;11 YZDf3o13)o PYSF 4
 7	 1
3 ACTCt4I(3,13).SCR(3f )# APSC(3#8). 14AP13#2hs PTSF 6SYLANO. STA. SAGREV(3) PTSF
4 SLDRC3,?)# 
COMMON /VPRT/ TPLAN (3)o TULAND(3), TCPAC3.81. SFUCEYt3 We) VPRT 2 
I TCPP(3.PI, GTZSc3,13)o GZS(3.1,p)o PIEYLD(3,13), VPRT 3 
2 GZ(3.13#53. GTZ(3 ,13#5),TREV(3)p ACEYYYI3#13)o VPRT 4 
3TVC(31@ CC(31. TPCOST(3)o YZDYYY(l#.13)# VPRT 9 
4 TtHrIN13), TPP(3*13)o STPP(i3)o SCEYYY(3ol3)s VPRT 6 
TrOK(3). TGL(3)8 TPVL1(3)o SYlNLAN(3#13)e VPRT 7 5 
6 TPVL2(3)o YL0C3#13)o AYLD(13). AFX(13#3)o VPRT a 
ATFLB(13)t 
 AFLB(13,2)a TFLB(3#i3)e FLH(3,13.2)f VPRY 9
7 
STVC, SUCIS. 5CC. VPRT to
S STRFVP 

9 STCflST, STNFIN, STFOK, 57GL, VPRT Is
 
1 STPVLl. S7PVL2t SFXOC3,iS)v SSFXOI3)o VPRT 12
 
2 SSFYXS). FOK(3)o GL(a)o PVLI(1)# VPRT 13
 VPRT 14
3 PVL2C3) 
DIMENSION OEX(3)i UEXIJ(3.l3)o SSCORE(;)# SCORECS,13)m SOCOIF 7 
E6EDF(3,13)o SOCOIF a
I pSC(RE(I.13).,PROFCHC3.13)eGA(3,l3.5). 

PCeDr(S,13)o CSEDrc3.13)# RSEOF(3,#.3)s SOCDIF
2 PFEDFV3,13, 
 to
 
1
VADFI(6), VADr2(6,. VADF3(5)o 
RUEDF(3,13#5), socoir 
4 
3 
VADF4(7), vADr5(5), VADF6(5)o VADF7(61# socDir 
DDF(3.11,5)0 AEE(3#13m5)# AMT(3*13#5)o AYDIvrf3#l3.5)# SOCDIF 12
9 

6 EDF(31.13,5). HRrI3,i3,5). DF(3e13*o3). IDTGAk3#13#5)# SOODIf is
 
7 AR3,13. 5). VZ7N1(0,3)AYYZC 3.13). PROPI(3&13) SO0COIr 14
 SOCOIF it
DIMENSION VAD 8(6),H INU~t3,1 3.5sRDtSS3#00) 
 SOCaIF 16
DATA RVINCR/ 3*.,2. 2460ole 3.0.2, 9.0.1.t 

I 3V6.18 	 9*0.3, 6.0.2, 3..."1e 3.5.2, socotr 17
 SOCOIf le
2 3*.1 	 360*30 6*3.i, 3.0'3. 
 3'1.2# SOCOIF 	 19

.3 3*.*3. 	 360,10 3*0.2# 3 D.3s. 

4 9*.3. 	 360s1. S.3.3, 6*6;2. 3.*2 SOCOIF 24 
690,. 6*.60 3*6 2# 6*513@ SOCOIP 215 3.j.

3*.0 360130 6*3.jo 3:c,3a 	 soccir 22
6 

7 305030 1560.0. 6.3.20 3 6.1e 3*613s SOCDIU 21
 SOCDIF 24
8 6.0,1. 	 36000/ 
 SOCOIF 21
DATA RYDISSI 195*0,5 / 	 26
DATA VADF1/ 0073. 1,06. 1.25. j,4le 1.48t 1.56 PsocOiP 

1.17. 1.22. 1.25/ 	 SOCDIr
DATA 'VADr2/ 0,96. 6.80o 1.02, 	 27
 
socoiF
DATA VAnr3/ 0.75. j,97, 1.13, i,22. 1.25/ 	 21
 
i.13. 1.20. 1.23s 1@29/ IOCOIF 29
DATA 'VAI)F4/ 0.56s j.75o 0,95# 

1,13# 1922s 1.25/ 	 SOCOlr 31
DATA VADFS/ 0.75. 0:7 

socDiT 31
DATA VADP'6/ 1.60 *L ,50 1,75 i.90 2,00/ 

DATA VADF7/ Co 3 0.0S, 	O'.0!5. D.&42: 0.65it 5.06l/ SOCDIr 32
 
,DATA VADre/ p.de3, Decoy* cool. 0:S!2@00;!13Cs01!W

DATA SHALL,9HACHjPfiXA#8tX6sKGA1 0 
 " 1 5.9 It 9/

DATA DirDFIMM2 DIFD 3#DIFDF4tDlror5ooirDF6,DlrDFYI 

1 0@04s 100;s 
 'Dols Dols Op5o 0.05o 2000,4

DATA KDFIXDF2.KDFJPKDF4#RDF5-KOF6*xDr7/ SSs4,6,4#4&91

DATA SCORI'SCOR2 SpOR3ACOR4/

DATA AEEAAMYA#OH#DGA oRPMAPAU" 

d.biq# i0f Does 11.0f dot, Dods/

DATA PSCORE/ 39* 1.C/

DATA GOEXI 'GGBEX/ 231.113, 0,63/

KYEAR meYEAR 5.0oDOCj 

GBEX Is( I .6 GGREX*T)*GIEXI

DO 900 1 or183 

BEW) a (BEXA*TA(I)/STA 4 8EXg*T1oANDjI)/STLANDj*40EX

SSCOREM z.o.i 

DO $00 j a 1,13 

PROFHI(I*J) a PROFTY(Isj) 

PROFCH(I.J) a iPRnrTY(I'j1 RROFMl(IiJ))/PftOFMl(I#J)

GEEDFCI#J) TABLIE(VADt1#S;ALL#DIFOF pKDFIpBEXDII#Jll

ePEDFCI*J) IsTABLIECYADF2@SMALL:DIFDF2::DFI:PROFTYII#J))

eCEDF(IaJ) TABLIE(VAD13#SMACH OIFOF3 
 OF PROFCHII#J))
QSEDF(js.J) TABLIE(VADe4oSMALtiDIFDF4*KDF4'SZbtlsj)) 

11SEDF(IoJ) TABLIE(VADF5$SMALL#DIFDFS;gDFS:RSP(lojl)

SCORE(I#J) n SCORI*PFEDF(I&J) SCOR2* EDF(I J) * 

SCORS*CSEOt(1#J) SCO44*RSEDF(iti) * PSCOPECI#J)
SSCOREM SSOOREM * SOORE(imJ)

BEXIJ(I;J) !SCORE(I#J)/3SCORE(l))*(BEXCI)/TACII) 

GZSCISJ a to-

QTZS(I,,J) 0.0 

Do 7DO K a 1.5 

IF (IBEXYR(1sJ&X).EG.C) GO TO 700 

IF (KYEAR LT, (IREXYR(loj*K) 
- 1.6)) GO TO 7H
OYDIFF(I#J*K) 4 RYINCR(I*J#K)*RYDISSII#JPKI 

ROEDFCI&J.X) 8 TAPLIE(ViDP6#SMALL*' IFDF6@KDF6;nyoirF(tojox))

ODF(I*J#K) a ROEDF(1,J#A) * ROeDF('iJ.K)-CEEEt) ti*J)*CPF§Drtisi)

* PCEDF(IqJ) + CSEOF(I#J) * PSEDF(If j
TDP(IjjsK) a 165#6 - AMO(I#J#K) o TSPC Ioj#K)

AEE(IoJsK) n AEEA*DDF(I#J#K) 

AMT(I#JpK) a AMIA*pDFCI*J*K) 

EOF(I.iJsK) 
a AEE(IJ@K)*TDP(ioj@K) * AMT(IsJ;K1#AMPfI#J,%)-

1 DFC;:tT(I'J.K)*TSP(IsJoK)

IF (DGA(IoJK).N 6.0) 60 TO 58 

DGACI#JoK) a AHAXl(lq0#(OOAM 
- ODF(Ioj#K)))

IDTOA(I#JsK) v 2. *DT*K9A1OGA(I#J#K) # Ito
90 RRF(Ioj#K) P AHAXjt0*0;tRRFM, RRFA*DDF(I#4K)))

BDF(IiJ#K) isAMINICEOF I
- J#K sT0p(I&JsK))

IF ((AMP(1,4,K) * TSP(I#JaK));LTlOb@O) GO TO 51 

4DF(IsJoio T 
 J*K)
8RF(IjJ#K 6?P(I
5 

91 STZCI#J#K) (AMP(I#J#K) 4 TSP(I*J&K))*AYDtrrci@j*x)

GTZS(Jtj) OTIS(I.J) isGTZ(I j*K)

DF(I#JsK) TABLIE(VADF?#$IIALLDIFDF7,KDF?#AMPCI#J&KlI

GZ(IoJ#K) (1,0 - DF(I*JiK))ORYDIFF(I*J#Klt(ANPIISJOK) vrc* 

TSPtlojvK)) 

GZS(IOJI GZS(Ioj) + G106JOK)

IF (JoEOl) GO TO 60 

IF floEQ12) 00 to 70 

IF (IiEC.3) GO TO 80 

60 GALL DELDD tEDP,(I#JfK)#UA(l#J#K)#RQAI(IoJ*K)oDOAII*JtK)**IDTOA 

DToKUAsAR(I;JsK)) 

TSP(IsJsK) 

SOCOfir 

SOCOIr 

SOCOIr 

scipir 

SOCDIr 

SOCOIF 

SOCDIF 

SOCDIF 

SOCCIF 

SOCOIr 

SOCOIF 

SOCOIr 

SOCCIr 

SOCpIr 

SOCOtr 

SOCOIr 

SOCDIF 

SOCDIr 

SOCDIF 

SOCDIF 

SOCDIr 

SOCDIF 

SOCDIF 

SOCI)IF 

SOcDIr 

SOcDIr 

SOCOIF 

SGCDjr 

SOCDIF 

SOCOIr 

SOCI)Ir 

SOCDIF 

SOCDIF 

sOCDIr 

SOCOIr 

SOCDIF 

SOCDIr 

SOCI)Ir 

SOCDIr 

SOCGIr 

SOCDIr 

SOCI)tr 

smir 

SOCOIF 

SOCOIr 

SOCoIr 

SOCI)Ir 

SoCD1r 

SOCD r 

SOCOIr 

sOCDIr 

SOCOIr 

SOCOIr 

SOCDIF 

SOCOIr 

SOCD1r 

S"CDlr 

SOCDIF 

90cur 

SOCOIr 

33
 
34
 
31
 
36
 
37
 
38
 
39
 
40
 
41
 
42
 
41
 
44
 
41
 
46
 
47
 
48
 
49
 
50
 
51
 
52
 
5s
 
56
 
55
 
56
 
97
 
58
 
59
 
60
 
61
 
62
 
63
 
66
 
69
 
66
 
67
 
60
 
69
 
70
 
71
 
72
 
73
 
7#
 
79
 
76
 
77
 
76
 
79
 
so
 
81
 
at
 
as
 
84
 
a$
 
86
 
87
 
as
 
so
 
of
 
9S
 
92
 
94
 
9C07 94
DO6 Mpl 
61 TSPC ,J, ~TP('JK O(.~socO I 96CIF 9
 
i70 CALL OELDD tEp7ri g.K.U(I.J.K)#RGA2(1,J*K)iDIAII4jIK).DG 

00 TO 600 

'OOI 97
 
SOCOIP 98
I (IeJs.;K).KAARII.,J,K)) 
 SOCOIF 99TSPCI#J#K) au 	 tooSOcODr
Do71 m 1"5 

71 ?SP(I&J#K) i TSP(Ia.JaK) # DOA(iJ.)IKARA2MJ.K3IDtiAtliJ*K) SOCDIF l01 
SOCDIr 102
60 TO 600 

S0 CALL DELOD MEruI.,JK UA(I.J.K),ROA3t1,J.K))DdAIIEjK),IDY0A SOcOIF 103 
1(I*J'RK .T.KUA.AR(I;J,K)) socOir 104 SOCOIF logTSPIU.J.K) p ~ 
socotr 106
0O 61 M~a 1;5 
81 TSP(IJsK) aTSP(I,JD) 0 DGA(I.J.KI)KQAROA3(N.JK)*IDTQAtI&JeK) SOCDIf 107 
90 TO 600 socDIr W0
 SOCOIF £09
600 CONTINUE 

AMP(I.JK) 0 AHP(I.JK) 4 DT'(ils.0 RR(IsJmX)##AR(I#J;KII 	 SOCDIF III 
SOCDIF III
700 CONTINUE 

YZ(IIJ) a OZBLUIJ) - ZYIIJ)/£O oIST"Me~j)) 	 SOCDIr 112 
SOCoIr 113QZSTNHIIj) pGZs(IJ)
YZ(I.J) a YZ(I'J) * TAuLt(VAD78SMALLD1rFD;Ki, BEXDIiJ)) 	 SOCOIF. 114 
C DISTRIBUTED LAG EXTENPION 
BEXD(IsJ) 4 BEXDCI.JI) 

800 CONTINUE 

900 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
IND 

OUDGET 	 SOCOIP' III 
* DT(BIXIJ(1#41 a 6XD(IsJ)1 	 SOCDIr 114 
S00017 117 
SOCDIF 11s 
SOCDIF l1t 
900017 lag 
r
M N CON;ly/'DDT.OTO.UTY.riNEDTIALT.IALTEXtS),IDTIpcvo, 4
CSN
 
1 IDnOTWIPRP(6)'.IP 4PRD;!RUN;ISFNSilTIMEjIYFAR* CONTA 3
2 JPER#"Cui#KCROP#NDTPO 
 NTo R2,NR GNoNRU oNYs CONTR 4
3 NTImE@NYEARSoNYRPR2#T.YEARoYEARAGYEARONCOMAC 
 CONTR 9
COMMON /VAIC/ rXDMjfJ#j3*S)v FX43#13#3)o FXD(3#13#3)#PXD(3#3), VAIC 2
1 IPEWYR(3#13#5)#Po(3sjjjj 
 YD(3.13)0 ACTC(3slVo VAIC 3
2 GZStHl(3&13)o RAH13), 
 VCIS(3)* BEXD(3*13), VAIC 0
3 AHP(3vl3s5)* FLBD(3*13#2)#PITP tD# PITP2(3)o VAIC 5
4 TSP(3ol3s5)o PR0FTY(3ol3)*PTT iC3)# PITP4(3)e 6
VAIC
9 TDP(3tl3a5)o CSLP(3)o PITI(31s PIT213)o YAIC 7
6 AGAI(5*13o,5)o DRDP(3)o PIT30)s PIT4(3), VAIC
7 RGAP(S.13#5), UCSUL(3). DITP(3-4)t D2TP(3*4;t VAIC 
I
 
a RQAl(5sl3#5)s RCP(3)o RDP(3)o RCU(3)o 
9
 
VAIC 10
9 DOA(3#13#')# RIU(3)o RTD(S)# 
 RUD(3)s VAIC 11
I RINT(5,3,B), STRGP(3ta)o DSC(3#6)# S(3#4)t VAIC 12
2 OSUL(3)o ULIG(3)# TL(3#81# GLIRO(3) VAIC 13
COMMON IPTSr/ PAVG(3*13)# A(3,13)t 
 TAW. PX(303)v PTSF 2
1 ASOR(13), 
 SZC(3#13)o RSP13'i3lo AGPEV(3#13), PTSF 3
2 PXDWI(3,3). PDMi(3,13). TLAND;3)o YZV(3sl3)o PTSF 4
i ACTCMI(3#13)*SCR(3#7$# APSC(3&81# WAP(3t2)t PTSF 9
4 SLDR(3*2)* 
 SYLANDO STA, SAGREV(J) PTSF 6
COMMON iVPRT/ TPLAIJD(3)o TULAND(3)t TCPA13FB)o SFUCE.Y(3#13)t VPRT a
1 TCPD(3#8)o GTZS(3#13)o GZS(3*.13)s PIEYLD(3#13)t VPRT 3
2 OZ(3,13#5)o GTZ(3#13#5)#TREV(3), ACEYYY(3ji3)o VPRT 4
3 TVC(3)o CC(3)s TPCOST(3)s YZDYT(3#13)# VPRT 5
4 TNFIN(3)o TPP(3#13)o SYPP(13)o SCEYYYf3o13)# VPRT 6
5 TFOwt3)# TGL(3)o TPVLI(3)o SYNLAN(3#13)o VPRT 7
6 TPVL2(3)j YLD(3#13)t AYLO(i3), AFX(13#3)o VPRT 
 a
7 ATFLB(13)* AFLB(13#2), TFLB13ii3), FLB(3'.13,2), VPRT
STREV# STVC. sucl , scco 9 VPRT is
STCOST, STNFINP STFOK' 
 STGL, VPRT 
 is
STPVLlo STPVL2, SFXQ(;oi3)a SSFXG(3)o VPRT 12
SSFX13)o FOK(3)o GL(3), 
 PVLL(3)# VPRT 13
3 PVL2c3) 
 YPRT. 14
DAENSION ALP(3113.3), 5ALP(3,13)o POR(3#13); 
 PXDR(3 3), FDYLD 7

ACTCR(3#13)o iPPEFD(3)o FPCFDS(3#i3J#PPEFD(.v*13#3)# 
 FDYLD a
srpErp(3). 
 UAPf3ol3t3)# SBAP(3). EFDPP(3ol3#3)o FDYLD 9
AYZ(3.13,3). 5VGFD(3). VEFD(a#i3,S)*FPEFD(3v13#3)# FDYLD is
4 SSCErD(.3)0 O[UR(3.i3#3)#AACP(3oX3;3)&EFDOP(3#13#3)o 
 FDYLD 11
9 APJU(J,13#;l),sptrD(3)# 
 BAPA(3), FPCFD(3sL3s3)s FDYLD 12
6 BAP8(3)* iAPC(3). BAPD(3), EFDCP(3#13*3)o FOYLO 
 is
7 RAMTI(3), HAMT2(3). RAMT3(3), FPFOS(3#13*3)o FDYLD 
a RAMT4(3), APPI(3). Id
 APP2(3)'# SCFFD(3#13#3)o FDYLD If
9 FDPP(3.13#;l)#FXR(3#13#3), SACEFD(31; ASCI(3'.13#7)# FDYLD L6
I SCEYLD(3.14),YLQPC(3,13), ACEYLD(3oiS)#ASC2(3 13#7)# 
 FOYLO 17
2 GLIRA(3), FIEFD(3,13)t GLJR(31 ASC3 (3#13#7)s 
 FDYLD to
3 VAEI(9)o W2(7). VAE3(s). ACEFI)(3#13.3)o FDYLD
4* 
 VAE4t?)# ADrOE2(3,13),ADFDE5(3,iS),PIFDS(S.13.3). 19
 FOYLD 20
9 AnFD84(3,1:1),EFOCPS(3#13)AYLDPB(3,13)o 9CEFO(3#l3j3)f 
 FDYLD 21
6 FPCFCS(3,1;5),PSC(3#8)1 PSCP(3#8t* FUCEY(3#13*3)o FDYLO 22
7 SCEYDI)(3,13)#YZDYPD(3#13)&AcEYDD(3*ij)#YLDPA(3#13#7)# 
 FDYLD 29
 a SrXI3"3). 
 PXB(3#13#3)o FXQ(3.13o3)# AQFDEj(8,l3s3) FDYLD 24
DIMONSION ADFD95(3p13#3)sALLPA(3#13#7)# SBEAPPOIP 
 SFPOFD(3)# FDYLD 29
1 ALLP8(3oj3#2)f OEAPP(3#13#3)o PXX(3 i3s3is SPXX(3)o FDYLD 26
2 SSEAP I(3,13#3)*30EAP2(3ti3o3)*SSPXX;S)t 
 AAYLD(13)o FDYLD 27
3 SBEAP3(3;13#3)#JBEAP4(3*13#3)#AAFX(iS#3)s 
 FXMI(,3.13#3)o FOYLD 28
4 SBEAP9(3613#3)#SBEAP6(3#13#3)*YDMi(3#l3)o 
 RAMMI(3)j FDYLD 29
5 SREAP?(3'1.3&3),39EAP8(3#13*3)#SVIR(3)c 
 PYLIRI(Do FOYLD 31
6 FL BFVJ(3;1.3#2)#FLBF02(3ol3*2)#PVLIR2(31# 
 RAMR(310 FDYLD 31
7 rLOF03(3.l3o2)*rLBPAi(3ol3#2)#UVC(3#i3)t 
 SVC(3)0 FDYLD 32
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a FLBPA2('q,13,, ,rLBPA3(3,13,2|,REV(3j31, TFLP13,13)t 33FDYLD
9 FLBYiP(3.13s21,FLqP8(3.13.2), 
 FDYLD 34
1 FLBAOE(3,13,2,'rLBPC(3.13,2J , AAFLB(j3,2), AATELB(13)0 FDYLD
2 FLDSOE(3.13,'2),rLBPDI(3,13,7), 39
 FDYLD 36
3 FI.ePD2(3,3,7)^LBPPP(3p13,
2 ) FDYLD 37
DIMENSION FMKPA(3),GL'O0 3) ,YLDI(3o13) 
 FDYLD 38
DATA SMALElSHALEPSHAL3,SMALE4/ 
-142, 
0.0, olOt 090/ FDYLD 39
DATA DjFFE1,D1FFE:,D1FFE3,3|FFE4/ 0,05, 0.1. 0.5, 
1606/ FDYLD 40.

DATA KEI,KE2.KE3,KE4/ 8# 6, 4,6/ 
 FDYLD 41
DATA VAE1/ 0.3. 0:264, 0.165, 0.03# 0.0. 0,05. 01273# 0.64. 0.5/ FDYLD
DATA VAE2/ 0.0. 
0.02, 0.05, 0j3, 3,235# 0.285. 0.3/ FDYL.D 41
42
 
DATA VAE3/ 0.:9 0.35, 0,15. 0.265o 0.3/ FDYLD 44
DATA VAE4/ 0,C. 0.035# 0.098 0.21. J4325t C.375 C.4/ FDYLD 41
DATA AYZ/ 3.2. 3.1.5. 3.4105p 3.1.5, 3"2.0, 3.1.0, 
3*2.0. 3*2,0, FDYLD 46
1 3"1. . 3.2.0, 3'1.0* 3"1., 3"2,o, FDYLY9 47
2 30.5 I*G.3, 390.3, 3*J.3, 3'0.5, 3*013# 3*0.5, 3"0,3, 
 FDYLD 48
3 3-6.3; 3.0.0, 
3*0.3. 30j.3. 3"o.0, 
 FDYLD 49
4 3.0.3. 3*O.2. 340,2' 3*"),2, 
3"0.5. 3.0(2, 3*0.5, 3.0,2. FDYLD 54
5 3.0.5. 3,.2, 360.5. 3.j.2, 3.0.1/ 
 FDYLD 51DATA YLDPA/ 
 FDYLD 52
 2 3-6.2. 0.0. 0.01, 0.0. 0.0. 
 FDYLD 51
3 O.oi, 9,0, 12".00, 0'0, 0.02# FDYLD 544 4,0o 3"1,00 3"0,0js. 9*O.Q,S 3"0,159, 24*nfl0, FOYLD 55
3*0,01, 9*0.0, 3'0,107, FDYLD 56
6 36"i0,, 39*0,0, .*01, 900.610 5*oz0, 57
FOYLD 
7 3*0,02, 9"*60, 31*00, 3"0,o, 12"0;03, FDYLD 58a 3*.15.9 3*0,4, 3-.12.~ 3*.o5 3*0.4, FDYLD 596#0.1, 300,0/ 
 FDYLD 60

DATA ASCJ/ 3*o.5, 0;0, 0.01, FDYLD 61
1 600. 
 0.0, 0.0i 0.0. 9*0.8, rDYLL 62
2 

3 
0.0, 0.03, 0., 0.0. 0 63, FDYLD 630.o 3*fl.0O 0f0, 0.62o 
 l0, FDYLD 644 9"6.0, 3n,1, 36.o,0, 3.0.5, 3600.0, FDYLD 659 3*".i, 0.0 0,011 0.fl, 0.0 FDYLD 666 0.01, 00, 9".o0, O.0. 0.03, 67
FDYLD 
7 0.0. D.0. 0:03# 0.6o 3*0.,
8 0.0. 0,02, 0,0. FDYLD 68
9,0.0, 30o1
, FDYLD 69
9 0.0. 0,02, 0.0 0.0. 0.82, 74
FDYLD
1 0000 30-0,0 
 3"0 00 0.0. 0.2, FDYLD 71
2 0.0. p.0, 0@02, 0.6, 3*0.02o FDYLD 72 
3 3"0.05, 3.01, 6.o,05# 3"0.bl 3*O;,, FDYLD4 6"6.01, 3*n.0, 30,.0, 0.0. 0.81, 73
FDYLD 74
Sft.a* D0O , oil 0.,OS 3"030 FDYLD 79
6 3*06,5 3"n#2, 6.*,5, 3.09,# 3*f,5, FDYLD 73
7 3"6.1. 3'0,05, 3"'-^/ 
 FDYLD 77
DATA ASC2/ 340,08, 36,5.0, 3"htd4, FDYLD 78
1 36*610, 3"0,02, 36*0,0, 3.0.65* 0.0. FDYLD 79
2 0.01, nO, 0.0, 0.61, 0.0. FDYLD 81
3 30"6.0. 3".05o, 
 0.0, 0.62. 0.0. FDYLD 81
4 0,1 0,02, 0O, 33.0,0. 0.8. FDYLD
5 0.01, 0., 0,0, 0.01, 0.0, FDYLD 82 8
6 3"0.01, 3"0.02, 3.0.i2, FDYLD
3*0,OjO 6"0.01, 84
7 3"0.0, 3"0.01, 6*0,0, 3.0.6,0 0,8. FDYLD as
8 0.01, 0.0, 0,0, 0.01, 08 FDYLD 86
9 3.0.1, 3"0.15* 9"9,, 3*0.05, 3*0,0. rDYLD 87
1 3do 2, 6"0,0/ 
 FDYLD 8
DATA ASC3/ 3.0.8, 
 blo 0.01. FDYLD 89
1 .0, 0.0, 0,0o, 0.0 30*0.U. FOYLD 90
2 3"b04. 36'00, 3"0,02, 36.0.5, 3*0,0 FDYLD 91
 
430"0 
 3"9:05* 0,0 0.12& FDYLD 93
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9 3ago# o0~ 00 30*0010 rDVLD 94
 
7 3'i.0 o 30b2 02 to 3e.02 15*4.Il. FDYLD 9!
 896010 	 "oi 3:0.1. 3*0.15, rDYLO 96
6*o~ 3*002, 3 a o3p 3'0.0/ rDYLO 
 07

DATA AACP/ 12*6 0 3*0?5, 15*0ou, 3s.0.5, 600.0. 
 rDYLD 98

I12*ao.o 36ol~o 15.0.a, 3PO.S, 6*6.0. 	 FOYLD 
 99
2 12..0 3*045. 15.0.Jo 3.0,5. 6.0.0/ FDYLD 109DATA YLflPB/12*.0O .5.2,. 1500.0, 3*3.0, 6*Co~/ FDYLD 101
DATA PXB/ 39.1.5. 39*1,4. .59*i.o, FDYLl 102
DATA APPI,APP2/ 3.6,15, 360.10/' MILD 103
DATA PSC/ 3*0. 6 2.*.1J0g.e,230g360,.IO, 
 FVLD 104
DATA ALLPA' 273*.i/ 
 rOYLD L0s
DATA ALLPO/ 3*i.o. 0.0, 0.3,2*6.0, 3.2. 14.*.J. 0@2# 5.8.0, 
Ot, FDYLD 106
110*d.o. 
 FDYLl 107
2 	 3.00 3.006. *,#331601o3oo *#o r) 0
 
12*1.0. U 
 o-3bI'., 108
LD
DATA FLBPAJ/ 39'oj02,3v9.cIo? 
 FDLE
DATA FL8PA2# 39*'o239o1/rL, 109
 
DATA rLBPA3/ 39 #o50,494-0098/' 10
 FDYLD
DATA FLAP8 /'39.6.655 	 112
 2 39-0,03/ 	 FOYLf)
6	 113
DATA FLOPCi 	1 o 3o11oFo3j6ejojo.,...500 
 DYL 114
 
1 3.*6.6010/ 
 FDYLD Its
DATA FLBP01'3.u2.75* 
- 0-SOr "1.20# -650, 	 FOYLn-0.50. 	 116
3
=1.50, "0.50. 1?.J'o, 3-6o.40# Uaj, FDYLD 117
2 30,0.40, 9*.00 
 FDYLD i1s
3 3'"1.20. 3600.0, 340i 
 FDYLD 119
4 3*-2.75, -0.7g. 1 50. 

-8.50, FDYLD 125
5 *?I.2Co -0,56. 12'uece 3'-6.560 3*Foo FDYLD %21
6 3.'o0sO. 9*0,0, 
 rDYLD 122
7 3-.1.500 -0.56'. 
 e2.50. -6050. -0.50, FDYLD 123
 a 
-1.25. "0.30. Ieh, 3*-d.5c# 3'6io, FOYLD 124
9 3*w1.25. 9000 
 roviLo 125
I 3:d.o. 33'-3.00* 3*0.60 
 rOYLD 126
2 3 6.g, 33'-1,56: 3.3/ 
 FDYLD 12
DATA FLBPD2/3*.2.75, '1,20. 
-050
- 0.56, .6:50: rYLD 126 
.oO -0.50. 120.0. 3*-odo0 O.to FDYLD 1292 St 0.40S 9*090, 
 FOYLD 139
3 3*-1.20, 3600.0, 39.3.a, 
 FDYLD 131
4 Uo-2-750 -0.75. 

-50 -6.?, -'0,500 FDYLD 133
2
5 
-1.20m -0.50. 'G 3'-6.50o b.;O, FOYLD 13
6 3*0vo.50# 0,0.o 134
FijYLD
73*"1.5o. 
-0.50p, '2MO. 
-8.50, 	 131
o0 	 FDYID
O 1.25, 
-0430.12.3o 3-60a,5 346;00 FDYLD 06A
9 3.-1,25. Y90.0, 
 FDYLD 137
1 3 0,o 33-3.0o. 3.j.5, 
 FOYLD 136
2 3*... 33.-1.56. 3*. 
 FDYLD 139
DATA TFLDP1 	3*2.l3l,60l,777,3e3,418.3*3,d77.3,4g66Oo3.6i1,3* 
 FDYLn 1'40
I 303.229,32,.387,303,505,3011,889.194,.164.3,I 00/ 
 FDfLD 141
 
DATA FOKPA,rOKPX,6,j15, 0.12. 0.17, -0.02/' FDYLD
DATA OLIRB,OLPA. 0.08. 0.0.31/DL 142
 4
DATA PGLII.PGL!R?. PGLIR~oGLIRR* DAB 
 FDYLD 141
 
10.9, k.b 0 3 0; 0,066# 310/ FDYL2 145
DATA OLPB/. 6C.. 30.1 40, 
 FDYLD 146
Pi w RANF(l) 
 FDYLn 147
Do 100o 1 1.3 
 rDYLD 148
OLIRCI) zOLIRDII) 
 FDYLD 149
UYIRMI 8 POLM*G.LIRMi 
 FDYLD 156
PVLIftICI) a PGLIR2.GLIR(II 
 TOYLD 151
PVLIR2(i) a PGLIRS*GLIR(I) 
 FPYLD t52
OLIRA(1 a GIRB * (R1.u ;RR-d.,5QLIRR1 	 153
rOYLD
F0K1!) a F0XPAj1I*SAGREv(I)*EXp(FOKPX*T) 
 FOYLD 154
 
318
 
UL(I) a OLPRAI .ENP(OLPA*T), FDYLD 159 
$SEAPP(I) 0. FDYLD 156 
IPPEFD(I) a 0, FDYLD 157 
8FPOFDOI) v 0. FDYLD 156 
UFPEFDtI) o 0.1 rDYLD 159 
SBAP() U 00 rDYLD 166 
UVEFD(I) 3.6- FDYLD 161 
BSCEFDCI) 0.0 FDYLD 162 
SACEFD(I) FODYLD 163 
IPIFDCI) d oo FDYLD 164 
C PRODUCTIvITY COEFFICIENTS FDYLB 165 
00 101 J a 14R3 FDYLD 166 
9ALPC|.J) w 0 FDYLD 167 
PIEFD(I#J . 8. FDYLD 168 
FPCFDS0I,J) a 0.0 FDYLD 169 
00 107 L a 1#3 FDYLD 170 
IF (JoEO, 5 *OR. J ,Eg, 12) GO TO 100 FOYLD 171 
ALP(IeJ.L) 0 FD(I.J.L)*PXD(I|L)/ CYD(IJ)*PD(IhJ)) FDYLD 173 
G0 TO 103 FDYLD 173 
100 ALP(IoJ#L) a FxDCI.J.Li*PXD(I;L)/ (Y0(IeJ)*PD(IhJ)f*05 FDYLD 174 
C SUN OF PRODUCTIVITY COEFFICIENTS FDYLD 175 
103 8ALP(IJ) P SALP(I.J) * ALP iGJ@L) FDYLD L76 
C. RELATIVE CHANGE IN PRODUCT PRICES FDYLD 177 
eDR(IJ) • (PD(IsJ) - PWumItJ))/PDMI(I@J) FDYLD 178 
C RELATIVE CHINOGE IN FACTOR PRICL FDYLD 179 
PXDR(IoL) m (PXD(I L) % PXDM1(IL))/PXDN2I.L) FDYLD 160 
C RELATIVE CHANGE IN TREE CROP AGE COMPOSITION AND PAST INPUt USE FDYLD 181 
IF (JEO,5 *OR; J,EO,1I) 0O TO 106 FDYLD 183 
GO TO 107 FDYLD 183 
106 ACTCR(I.J) u ACTC(1#J) * ACTCMi(I*J) FDYLn 184 
108 eIURCI#JL) CFXDCI.J#L)i - FXDHI(IDJ.L))/FXDMitI.J.L) FDYLD 185 
107 GONTINUE FDYLD 186 
C ADJUSTED FACTOR Or rACTOR DEMANO ELASTICITY WRT CROP SIZE FDYLD 187 
ADFOE2(I.J) n TABLIE (VAE2,SMALE2.DIFFE2.KE2SC(IJ)) FDYLD 18 
C ADJUSTED FACTOR OF FACTOR DEMAND ELASTICITY HRT RPGIONA SPICIALIZATI FDYLD 169 
ADnDE3(IJ) a TABLIE (VAE5,SMALE3.DIFTE3.KE3.RSPCIJ)) FDYLD 190 
C ADJUSTED FACTOR OF FACTOR DEMAND ELASTICITY WRT PROFITABILITY FDYLD 191 
ADFDE4(I,J) a TABLIE (VAE4.SMALE4oDIFE4,K64,PROETY(IeJ)I FDYLD 19a 
C ADJUSTED FACTOR OF FACTOR DEMAND ELASTICITY WRT FACTOR PR06 FOYLO 193 
00 101 L a 1.3 FZYLD 194 
ADFDE1(IJoL) a TABLIE fVAEI#SMALEI#DiFFEiKEi;PXD'fI 0) FDYLD 101 
112 CONTINUE FDYLD 196 
C ADJUSTED FACTOR DEMAND ELASTICITY WRT OWN FACTCR PRICE FOYLD 197 
101 EFDOP(Ij,.L) a ADrDEI(|sJpL)*fj,0 * ADFOEaliJ) * $DFDEsDIJ? FDYLD 198 
1 ADrDE4(IJI) FDYLD 199 
C ADJUSTED FACTOR DEHAND ELAsTICItY WRT OWN AS WELL AS CROSS eRICE FDYLD 205 
DO 116 J a 1#13 FDYLD 201 
DO 116 L w L#3 FDYLD 202
 
IFDCP(I.J&L) 9 ALP(I#Js41/(I,0 - SAP(I.J))*EFdOPCI*J.L) FDYLD 203
 
C FACTOR DEMAND ELASTICITY WIT PRODUCT PRICE FDYLD 204 
ADFDE5(IJL) U TABLIE (VAEI,SNALEIDIFFEIKE.PDRI,J)) FDYLD 206 
EFDPP(IJaL) * ADFDES(IJ.L)*(iO * ADFDE2(I.J) * ADFDEs(IJ) * FDYLD 206 
I ADFDE4(I.JII/(1.0 - SALP(IsJ)) FDYLD 207 
C PRODUCT PRICE EFFECT ON FACTOR DEMAND FDYLD 208 
117 *EAPP(I#J#L$ a PX(IQt)*VXD(IeJL) FDYLD 209 
118 SBEAPP(I) w SBEAPP(I) * BOAPP(I#J#L) FDYLD 211 
PPEFD(I#J.L) a EFDPP(I#J.L)*PDR(I#J) FDYLD 211 
120 SBEAPtCI(J.L) I BEAPP(I#J.L)*PPEFD(I.J.L) FOYLD 212 
121 SPPSFD(I) a SPPEFn(I) * SIEAP1fI,IvL) FDYLD 211 
: OWN PRICE EFFECT ON FACTOR DeMAND FDYLD 214 
FPEFD(IJL) * EFPOP(IJ*L)*PIDR(I#L) FOYLO 210 
'122', BIA A SID)I APPPIRJL|,FpfD(IsW;
IPQDI qjOL DIAsP(I,3APII| Js 
-.. YLD 
r YLo 
216 
21Y 
C GROSS PRICE EFFECT ON FACTOR DEMANO 
123 FPCFDfIsJ.L) a lFDCP(. L)PXn(I*Lt
116 FPCrDSIJJ) v FPCFDs(?.J)J .. 'cFD(IJsLW 
PDYLD 
POYLD 
POYLD 
21 
219 
226 
00 125 J a %*13
DO 126 L P.1.3 
*DEAP3(I.J#L) 4 OEAPP:IJ.L)*PPCFDSCI;J) 
POYLD 
FDYLD 
FDYLD 
221 
222 
'21 
SUN OF INDIVIDUAL FACTOR PqICE EFFECT FDYLD 224 
FPFD$Sl.J.L) m PEFD(I#J#U) 0 FPCPDS(I.J)
127 SFPEFOCI) 4 SrOBFo0I) * S06APS3IJeLl 
rOYLD 
FOYID 
221 
226 
C COEFFICIENT Or TERN OF CHANG# IN MVP OF CAPITAL fDYLD 227 
8AP(I.J. ) * 1,8/(i,0 SaLP(IJ)) FDYLD 228 
128 SREAPeI .J.L)C BEAPP(IfJaL)*dAP(IJL) 
129 SBAF(I) - SBAPI) * SDEAPOICtJ.L)
C VARIETAL CHANGE ErPECT ON FAOTOR DEMAND 
VErD IJ:L) a AYZtIJeL!'YZD(I.J) 
FOYLD 
FDYLD 
FOYLO 
FOYLD 
229 
230 
231 
232 
130 *9EAP4(I.J.L) , BEAPP(I.J&L)*VFD(I.JDL)
131 SVEFDCI) a SVEPD(I) * SOEIP4(I.JL) VIYLD FDYLD 
233 
230 
C STRUCTURAL CHANGE EFFECT ON eACTOR DEMAND 
126 UCEFD(I.JjL) • 5A FDYLD FDYLD 235 236 
DO 133 K a 1.7 FDYLD 237 
SCEFO(JeJl) V SCEFOD(IJ.1) * ASGI(ItJ.M)*SCR(iSK.3ALLPAI.JK) FOYLD 238 
133 
UCEFD(IJ,2) * 
SCEFD(IJ&3) p 
DO 125 L a 1,3 
SCEFO(14) * ASC2(IJK):SCR(|oK).ALLP(IJKI
SCEFDOIJ.8) * ASC3(I*JK) SCR(1hK3.ALLPAII*JKj FDYLD FDYLn 
FDYLD 
239 
240 
241 
@0E.P5C(IJ.L) 8EAPP(IJ.L)*SEFO(I#JtL) FDYLD 242 
134 SSCEFDCI) m SSOEFO(I) * SGEAP5cIJL) 
C AGE COMPOSITION CHAhGE EFFbCT ON FACTOR DEMAND 
IF CJ.EG.5 ;OR; J.EO.11) G0 TO 135 
GO TO 125 
FDYLD 
FDYLD 
FDYLD 
FOYLD 
243 
244 -
241 
246 
135 ACEFD(I.JmL1 a AACP(I#JPL1,AGTCR(I#J) FOYLD 247 
SBEAP6CiJ.L) 0 BEAPP(IJ.L)* ACEFD(I.J@L)
137 SACEFD(I) 4 SAOEFD(I) * SUEAP6CIJ.1 
C PAST INPUT USE EFFECT ON FACTOR DEMAND 
FDYLD 
FDYLD 
FDYLO 
248 
249 
250 
139 APIU(IJ#L) ALP(IrJvL)/(fl* - PALP|IWJ))
PIEFD(I#J) * PIEFD(I.J) 4 APIutIJeL).PIUR(IJs1.t FDYLD FOYLD 
291 
252 
125 CONTINUE 
DO 147 JJ n 1.2 
FDYLD 
FDYLO 
253 
254 
00 147 L n 1.3 
IF (JJ.EO.I) J a 5 
FOYLD 
FDYLD 
255 
256 
IF !JJ.EO,21 J a l1 
IBEAPT7IJL) 4 BEAPP(#J,#L)*PIEFDIeJ) FDYLD FOYLO 
257 
258 
144 PIFDS(I.JL) m PIEFDPCI4)146 SPIFD(I) a SPIFO(I) * 8 EAP7(I.JL) FOYLDFDYLD 259260 
147 CONTINUE FDYLD 261 
C 
C 
C 
COMPUTE MVP OF CAPITAL 
FDYLD 
FDYLD 
FOYLD 
FOYLD 
262 
263 
264 
265 
SA"MII) U RAMI!) FOYLD 266 
GAPA) U RAHNIII)JSBAPIIZ tIYLD 267 
C 
BAPB(I) * SBEAPPER) * IPPIPD(I) - eo|SFPC(II
1 SVEFOI) * SSCEPD(I) * SACEPDII) * 
FIRST TRIAL WITH FARMERS OiN CAPITAL 
SEIEPD1h1 t 
SPIO8I) 
FD"LD 
FDYLD 
FDYLD 
268 
269 
276 
8ANYZEI * OAP1(I)*0APBfI? * RAMN1(I a BAPAII1||FON(I))
IF iRAHT (I).OT.(1,@ * SVIR(I))) 00 TO 191 FDYLD FDYLO 271 272 
SAN(I) a 1.d 
GO TO 160 
* SVIRII) FDYLD 
fOYLD 
271 
274 
C SECOND TRIAL WITH GOVT LOAN IN ADDITION TO FARMERS OWN CAPITAL FDYLD 271 
151 BANT2(|) a BAPAII)*8APB(I? -ANI(I) 0 BAPA(t).IPOK(1) t ILMI)) FOYLD 27'1 
320
 
If (RANT2(I) - (1. * GLISII))) 551#552.192 rDYLD 277 
551 *AM(I) * 1.0 * RYIR(I) rDYLD 270 
an TO 160 FDYLD 279 
552 RA(I) a 1.6 * OLIR(I) rDYLD 28 
00 TO 160 rOYLD 201 
C THIRD TRIAL WITH PRIVATE LUAN IN AUDITION TO BOTH SOURCES ABOVE FDYLD 283 
152 RANT3Mi) 9 BAPAII)tRAPUCII * RAHII - BAPA(IO(FPOK(I) * gL(I)) FDYLD 284 
1 e(1. * APPI11) FDYLD 25 
IF (RAMT3(I) - (l.j * PVLIRI(I))) 55;.554.153 FOYLD 286 
553 RAHf) * 1,0 * GLIRdI) FOYLD 267 
60 TO 160 FDYLD 286 
554 RAH() 0 1.6 * PVLIHiIC) FOYLD 289 
00 TO 160 FOYLD 290 
C FOURTH TRIAL WITH PRIVATE LOAN WITH MORE WRSE TERYiS FDYLD 291 
153 RAMT4(I) * BAPA(I)*BAPB(I) * RANM1(I) a BAPA(t)*(FOK'I) * QL4I)) FOYLD 2cl 
1 *(1.3 * APPI(Ii *APP2(I)) FOYLD 294 
IF ( RANT4(I) ( o,0* PVLIR2(I))) 555#556.596 rDYLD 290 
555 BAM(I) a 1,6 PVLIRl(IJ FOYLD 296
 
GO TO 160 FDYLD 297
 
556 RAM(i) a 1.0 PVLIR2(Ii FDYLD 298
 
160 CONTINUE FDYLD 299
 
C FDYLD 300
 
C COMPUTE INDIVInUAL FACTOR UEMAND FDYLD 301 
C FDYLD 302 
QAHREI) a (RAMlI) . RAMf1(I)).RAMMI(I) FDOLD 303 
00 161 J * 1,13 FDYLD 304 
5CErOD(I.J) a j.Q rDYLD 309 
YZDYDO({.J) 2 0.0 FDYLD 306 
SVNLAN(I@J) a 0.0 FDYLD 307 
ACEYDD(I.J) 0 9.0 FDYLD 306 
UFUCEYI,.J) a 0.0 FDY.D 309 
SCEYLD(IJ) a 6.0 FDYLD 310 
Ir CJ.EO.5 ;OR. J.EO.11) 00 TO 158 rDYLD 314 
PIEFD(IsJ) i 0.a FOYLD 312 
158 CONTINUE FOY0D 313 
DO 162 L * 1.3 FOYLV 314 
IF (J.EO.5 .OR. J.EO.111 80 TO 1r0 rOYLD 311 
ACEFD(IJ.L| m.0 FOYLD 316 
159 CONTINUE FOYLD 317 
OCEFD(I,JL) a RAP(I..,L)SRAMR(1) FOYLD 316 
FDPP(I.JEL) a LOo'| PPEtD(I*J. FPEFO(ItJoLj -PCFDsileJ) " FDYLD 319 
1 BCEO(IJ.L) * VEFD(IJ#L) 6 SCEFD(ItJ.L) * roYLD 320 
2 ACEFDIOUJ@L) * PIEFO(IJ) FDYLD 321 
fxH1(II,,L) a FXCI,JL) 7DYLD 322 
163 Fv;IJL) m FDPP(I..L)*FXMH(I.J#L) FDYLD 323 
SCrDYLD 324 
COMPUTE INDIVIDUAL CROP YELLD LEVEL FOYLD 325 
C FOYLD 326 
FXR(I.JL) a (FX(I.J.L) - FXKhI#IL)I/FXM1(IoJ#L) FDYLD 327 
00 166 H v 1.2 FDYLD 326 
166 SYNLAN(IoJ)i SYNLANELaJ) 4 (lei " AP(IN))*SLDRIoH)'ALLPS(I.J.M) FOYLP 329 
SCEYDD(IJ) a SCEYDDCI*J) * SCEFD(I#J.L)*ALP(I.J*L) FOYLD 330 
ACEYDD(IJ) v ACEYDn(I*J) * ALP(I#J#LIACGEFD(I.JL) FDYLD 331 
165 YZDYDD(I.J) a YZDYDD(I#J) * VEFD(I#J.L)*ALP(I#J#L) FDYLD 332 
170 FUCEY(I.J.L) s ALP(I#J.L)SFXR(I.JL) FDYLD 333 
172 IFUCEY(IJ! a SFUCEY(I#J) * FUcEY(IJ#L) FDYLD 334 
00 174 K 0 1,7 FOYLD 335 
174 ICEyLD(IJ) x SCEVLD([IJ) + YLDPA(I.J.K)OSCR(IKI)ALLPAI.JK) FDYLD 331 
162 CONTINUE rDYLD 337 
PIEYLD(IJ) a 5.0 FDYLD 33S 
161 CONTINUE FDYL 339 
00 177 j FOYLP 346
IF W6,10. .ORI 10.11! go TO 17 rDYLD 344
 
4CIVDII,J; FOYLD 342
 
so TO 178 rDYLID 343 
1,5 ACEYLD(Itj') %IDPB(I#J)*ACTCtgI#J) FOyLD 343go 176 L 4 f#3 
 FOYLD 346
176 IYLDCI.J1 a PIEYLDCI.J1 * ALPCI,J.L)*PIUR(I;JsLl 	 FDYLD 347178 	VIDYYYCIPJ) a ?Z *IJTZDYDo(i.J)

SCEYYYCIJ) a SCEYLD(1.:) SCEYDD(IJJ 

ACEYYI*J) v AOEYLD(3.J) * ACEYDDCI*J)IF (YZEbYYY(IsJ),LT 0,0) Y!DYY1.j) 8 0.0 
IF (SC~yyy( ,JIeLT:.D)o 9CEYVY(:,.i0 0 .0 
IF (ACBYYY(IJl LT,0.01 AgEYYYcIJ) s 0.0 
YLDPC(I#J a i1*' suCeYI.h II,1.)*yDjj

IYZOYYYCI.J) # SCEYYY(I.J)

YLDM1(I.J - LDI 1 

TLO(IvJ~) YLDDC(I1.J).YLD1-0l1.J1 

0 

C COMPUTE LABOR DEMAND BY SEASONS 

0 0 40 Na 12 

00 O~.N *~,2fOYLD

FLBFDICIPJ#N) I rLBFA1(IJ&N1.FXR(IJf1)

rLeFDZ(I,J,N, 9 FLBPA?(1J#N)*VKR(I.J 2)

FLOTD3(1,J#N3 q FLqPA3(1#JNI.FXR(I J:3)

FL8YZDCI*JN) 4 FLBPB(I#J#N)*YZO(oi.J 

IF (,E0.5~ *OR. J.EQ#11I On To 402 

60 10 403 

402 FLBACE(IJIN) viFL9PC(IpJ#NI.ACTCR(j.,jI

So TO 404 

403 FLDACECIJ,N) v 6,j

404 OONTINUE 

404 	CONTINUE 

fLBscCIJ41) deO. 

PLOSCE(IJ2 0.
1 

00 405 K a 1,7 

rDYLD 348
 
royLD 349
 
rDYLD 350
 
FOYLD 351
 
FDYLO 352
 
rOYLD 353
 
AclTyy(IiJ) rOYLD 354
 
-SINIAN(I#J) rDYLD 359
 
FOYLD 356
 
rOYLD 357
 
0YLD 358
 
FDYLD 99
 
DYLD 360
 
366 
FOYLD 362 
FDYLD 363 
FDYLD 364 
FOYLD 363 
fOYLD 366
 
FOYLD 367
 
FOYLO 360
 
FOYLD 369
 
roYLD 370
 
FOYLD 379
 
FOYLD 372
 
FDYLD 373
 
FDYLD 374
 
fOYLO 375
FLQSCE(isJ,1 P FL9SCE(I.J,11 FLUPDI(Ij.K).jgCE~t.,c,. rDYLD 3761 	 ALLPAC1iJsK) 
 FOYLD 377
405 	FLO0ElJ LSCE(I,J,2)
FLeP5(IWJ*x.g#f2-
 rOYLD 378

IALLPA(I#JsK) 
 FOYLD 379
00 406 N a 1,2 FOYLD 360
FL9PPP(I.JDN) a FL9FDII!#JoNI * FLgFM2IP.N) : fL9F03IoJ#4) * FOYLD 381I LqYZDIIJ#N) * FLUACE(IJj#N ELIBCE(I#J.Nl FOYLD 362406 	 rL8(IJsN) a (1.0 * FLOPPa(Ifj ").;FLSOI.J.N? FOYLD 363177 TFLB(I*J) R (FLO(I.Jo1) FL (I..I.2)20TFL9P11J 	 FOYLD 384
 
r0FYLO 383
C COMPUTE PRODUCTION COST ANU TOTAL REVENUS 
 fOYLD 386
C 
 DL 6
o VARIABLE COST FDYLD 367
TVO(I) v 0.8 
 FOYLO 369
UVC(I) 4 o 
 FOYLD 390
Do o10J 1813 
 FOYLD 391
UVC(IJi * .0 rOYLD 392
00 181 L 1 ,3 
 FDYLD 393
LVVC(JI * UVC(I.J) * PX(IL)*rx(IJ#L) rOYLD 394
162 	VXXfI#JeL) w S8EAP&(I#JLZRA"R(IZ 
 FOYLD 393l6t 	 CONTINUS 
 FOYLD 396
SYCfI) aSVC(I1 6 uYCtIJJ 
 FDYLO 397
183 	 TYCEI) w TVCCI) # UVC(IetIIPA(I;Jl 
 UDyLD 396
180 	 CONTINUE 
 FOYLO 399
gUSER COST FOR INFRATRuCTUI4E 
 FVYLD 451
 
322
 
Do 1s' x a Los 	 FOYLO 401
 
PSCP(IK2UAPSC I#K)*pUC4IsK) FOYLD 401 
164 UCISMI 0 UOISM1 * PSC!(I.K)"SCCII( r0YLD 401 
rOYLD 404 
Ir (SVCfI).LEPOK(122 FQ(v) i*SVC(l1 PYLD 401 
IF (SVcmI,C'E. POK(I) a. 09MI2)OL(l) .uVCmt! *oCONCI) rOYLD 406 
PVLIII) aSC FOYLD 407 
iCREDIT COST 

.FMI)u~I 
IF (PVLI(I)1LE1 0 4) PVI.(1 a@O FOYLD 48 
IF CPVL1I).OT. (FOM(J2 * 0LC12)' APPlifil)PL1I u m(UO(I FOYLD 409 
# QL(IW' Apt1i)2 FOYLO 419 
PVL2(I) x SVCM? - FOX(I) - OQW) a PvLWIt FOYLD 412 
IF CPVL2CI)'LEj~O i) PYL2( J O0 FOYLD 411 
0C(1 I (SVIR( .7O(t) O-11h iolleGLI *-PVLINI(l*PVlII1 FDTYLD 413 
1PVLIR2U,)PVL2(1I)/13.00TA(I) FOYLD 414 
TPCOSTMI ', TYOII) # UCISMI *CCMI rOYLD 411 
TrOK41) FOK(11/1310*T MI POYLD 416 
TOLCI) N L(I)/f3.j*TAjI) FDYLD 417 
TPVLICI) a PVL tI)113.g'TAII) TOYLD 416 
TPVL2(I) m PVLW4)113.6*T411) fOYLD 419 
SPXX(I) *0!0 FOYLD 420
 
TREVCI) a00 PDYLD 421
 
0016 J*1. 
 TOYLD 422 
TPPCI#J) NYLDC!.,J)*AtIJI FDYLD 423 
SEYCIoj) NPAVo(IIj)*TPfCIjj) FDYLD 424 
TREV(I) *TREV(I2 * HOWI..) rOYLD 421 
00 IA6 L i#13 FOYLD 426 
*PXX(I) spxxtl) *PxxCte.j.L) FOYLD 427 
SSPXX(II v SBEAPPCI) SPEF0Cj) *SEPITD(J) - TYLD 4264P* *SP'POFDfl) 
1 SPXXCI) *SVIFOII) *SSCEF0cI) *SAC6TDc1tl *P1T0411 FDYLD 429 
x86 CONTINUE FOYLO 430
 
TNFIN(II TREII) v TPCOST(I) FOYLD 431
 
FOYLD 431
 
C COMPUTE DISTRIBUTUD LAOS FOYLD 431
 
FOYLD 434 
C DISTRIBUTED LAO YIELD FOYLD 431 
OLIRDCII * OIIRD(t) # D!OLIRAMI 4 LINDOtt)DIS FOYLD 436
 
DO 199 J 1,1 
 1 OFYLD 437
 
!DMI(W.) YDgI.J) FOYLD 436
 
YDtIJ) UYDCIoJI DTO(YUD(I*aJ) -YWOI1AN FOYLD 430
 
00 196 L i,3 FDYLD 440
 
FXDN1(l#JoL) a rxD(Ijd; FOYLD 441
 
196 	 FXD(I#JsL) m rNDCI'aI.L) * T(XIJL Pxi*.d/AOYLD 442 
DO0197 N m .2 FOYLD 441 
FLBocI#JN) v FL8DII.J.) + OT.(LI. NI * TLB(I.J#NWO/AS FDYLD 444 
197 CONTINUE TOYLD 449 
TOYLD 446
 
1000 CONTINUE TOYLD 447
 
C 

195 	 COUTINUE 

rDYLD 441
 
C COMPUTE flATIONAL AVERAGE$ 06 TOTAL$ TOYLD 449
 
C 
 rOYLD 49 
DO 201 .i v 1#13 rDYLD 451 
AAYLD(J) a e.0 rOYLD 4L 
AATFLOCJ) m 0.5 FOYLD 451 
UTPP(J) :.01!0 PDYi.D 456 
DO 200 L.* ,FOYLD 455 
200 AAFX(J#L) *e0. OYLD 456 
0O 2fl N * 12 rOYLD 457 
201 AAFLB(J#N) p 0.5 FOYLD 456 
00 202 1 a 1. 3 rOYLO 49 
00 202 J a 1.13 rOYLD 466 
AAYLD(J) a AAVLOC.I2 ACIeJ)*YLDIIJl 	 rOYLD 46t
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